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Preface

Food is an essential part of life. Without food humans and/or animals could not
survive. However, this basic need is always only one face of the term `food'. In
the modern world we live in, food is nutrition and delight, or, as was already
stated by others, food is CHIEF, which stands for Convenience, Health, Indulgence, Excitement and Freshness. We scientists, engineers and technologists have
to meet the challenges to provide the basis for the production of delightful
products and to deliver all the CHIEF requirements.
The food that we intake must meet all the above specifications and criteria
and, therefore, we have to meet the performance challenges in any of the stages
of food production. These include:
· selection of raw materials and understanding their properties and their
limitations;
· ingredient preparation ± learning to manipulate and work out methods as well
as find the tools with which to integrate the ingredients into a specific mixture
or composition;
· processing ± the engineering techniques, mixing, evaporation, boiling,
freezing, etc., must be done to perfection;
· packaging ± this is a very critical stage in food preparation, manufacture and
storage.
However, in recent years, consumers have been much more concerned with the
eating stage (taste, feel, odour, etc.) and with the effect of food on our body. The
concern simply for nutrition, calories and building blocks is being replaced by
the concern for `quality of life' and `nutrition for improved health'. This concern
also extends, if possible, to food supplements as pharmaceutical replacers to
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treat disease. As a result, food producers, health authorities and consumers all
focus on technology-driven food products.
The slogan is changing very rapidly from `nutrition systems for a healthy
tomorrow' to `healthier food for today's health'. This change in the concepts of
food leads directly to the so-called `technology-driven foods' rather than
`concept-driven foods'. This means that scientists are looking not just into `high
stability foods' ± pre-prepared food, flavoured food, energy food and sport food
± but rather into food with `encapsulated nutraceuticals', food with `controlled
release of bioactives', or food with supplements that can be transported through
the gut±blood barrier for improved bioavailability and bioefficacy.
Based on these new concepts, many of the leading food producers are
changing gear and are now claiming to have new technologies, in many cases
nano-technologies, for better health-life. Manufacturers are very much interested
in new technologies that can help them make such claims, so that they can show
their consumers that they care about their health.
Therefore, the old concepts of foods low on sugar, carbohydrates, salt, fat,
and cholesterol, are changing to foods with high fibre content and vitamins,
enriched with nutraceuticals and, more specifically, food reinforced with
delivery technologies for improved efficacy of the food ingredients.
The aim of this book is to contribute to the understanding of the terms:
nutraceuticals, food additives, new delivery methods (food goes nano), and their
correlation to our health. The book is organized in four parts.
In Part I, we bring some physical aspects of the effectiveness of controlled
release and delivery systems. Chapter 1 by Faulks and Southon gives a general
scientific assessment of the major controversial issues, and deals with the idea
that nutraceuticals must be bioavailable to enhance their activity. Otherwise, the
consumer pays for nutraceuticals with very limited effect. Delivery systems are
essential to turn food additives into nutraceuticals. In Chapter 2, Lafitte deals
with three issues: the gut±blood barrier, the gastrointestinal membrane and the
mucus layer that is coating the membrane, and the implications for controlled
release and delivery of functional foods.
The following chapters in Part I describe specific delivery technologies,
carriers and vehicles. In Chapter 3, Acosta reviews a large number of delivery
systems and analyses each of them (scope and limitations), including
engineering aspects for treating the final products. In Chapter 4, Barauskas
and Nylander discuss the use of lyotropic liquid crystals as delivery vehicles.
These new exciting vehicles are gaining the interest of pharmacology and food
science.
In Part II in Chapter 5, the view of Hernandez on structured lipids is an
interesting way to explore lipid structures and to learn how to make delivery
vehicles out of them. In Chapter 6, Garti and Yuli-Amar discuss progress in
utilizing new U-type of microemulsions that are based on food-grade emulsifiers
as dilutable vehicles for delivery of nutraceuticals. In Chapter 7, Shaw, Faraji,
Aoki, Djordjevic, McClements and Decker deal with recent attempts at making
emulsion loaded with nutraceuticals. In Chapter 8, Ramon and Danino
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concentrate on lyotropic liquid crystals with special focus on cryo-TEM
techniques.
In Part II, we concentrate mainly on biopolymers and other materials as
building blocks for making new delivery vehicles. The chapters also deal with
analytical techniques to evaluate efficacy of solubilization of the bioactives. In
Chapter 9, Livney discusses new developments in utilizing milk-based proteins
and complexes as delivery systems. In Chapter 10, Subirade and Chen explore
other food proteins as carriers for nutraceuticals. In Chapter 11, Shimoni uses
starch (amylose) as encapsulation material to control digestion rate in the
delivery of active foods.
In Part III, we discuss examples of particular compounds that have been
encapsulated/entrapped within new carriers and vehicles such as vitamins
(Chapter 12 by Sabliov and Asete), folic acid (Chapter 13 by Kailasapathy),
probiotics (Chapter 14 by Champagne and Kailasapathy), fish oil (Chapter 15 by
Lee and Ying) and proteins (Chapter 16 by Millqvist-Fureby).
In Part IV, we present two chapters that assess the delivery systems from a
regulatory point of view (Chapter 17 by Acosta) and a personal view on the
future of controlled release and delivery technology (Chapter 18 by Garti).
We hope that this book, which should be of interest to food scientists, food
technologists, food engineers, nutritionists and food colloid experts, will
broaden the reader's horizons, while emphasizing what has already been
achieved and what still needs to be done in order to make our future food more
delightful and healthy.

Part I
The effectiveness of controlled release
and delivery systems

1
Assessing the bioavailability of
nutraceuticals
R. M. Faulks and S. Southon, Institute of Food Research, UK

1.1

Introduction

A targeted delivery system, natural or engineered, for the efficient release of an
active compound from a food, nutraceutical or pharmaceutical matrix, can provide a means of optimising both extent and rate of absorption of the compound
into the body. Delivery systems may also have considerable benefit by protecting essential nutrients and other `bioactive' food components during food
processing and digestion. For example, it may prevent the loss of the
component, or adverse interactions with inhibitors of absorption.
However, optimum absorption should not be confused with maximum
absorption, as so often happens in the bioavailability field. The concept of `if a
little does you good, more will be better' has pervaded the nutraceutical market
for many years. Even with the essential nutrients, getting `more' into the body at
a `faster' rate does not necessarily equate to `improved' function and `better'
health, in some instances quite the reverse is the case (Omenn et al., 1996).
Different rates of delivery of the same load may have a profound effect on
subsequent health outcome. For example, there are proven health benefits from
`slow release' carbohydrate foods; they do not overstimulate the secretion of
insulin, cause unnecessary large excursions in blood glucose, or undesirable
glycosylation of proteins. By analogy, the slower delivery of other food components may maximise health benefits by not overloading transport systems, or
causing undesirable excursions in plasma and tissue concentration. Furthermore,
the fact that some portion of nutrients escape absorption in the small intestine
and are `lost' to the colon should not automatically be interpreted negatively,
since they may contribute positively to colon health through the maintenance of
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an appropriate microflora and the production of beneficial products of large
bowel fermentation.
Achieving optimum (amount, rate and site) rather than maximum absorption
via controlled or targeted delivery is particularly pertinent to the focus of this
book and highlights the importance of understanding the bioavailability concept
and measuring its components intelligently. The following sections examine the
bioavailability concept and approaches to measuring its component parts.
1.1.1 The bioavailability concept
Each year there are approximately 200+ research publications with `bioavailability' in the title. It is obvious from these publications that `bioavailability' means different things to different people. Its most common usage
by far is to describe absorption, or `being in a form' that can be absorbed. For
drugs and the correction of nutritional deficiencies in plants and animals, the
endpoints are closely monitored and evaluated. Where there is a putative benefit
to human health, the endpoints of greatest interest and utility, namely the
metabolic consequences and impact on wellbeing, are unfortunately seldom
monitored and evaluated adequately. Although changes in plasma concentration,
nutrient retention/excretion etc., induced by interventions, may be simply
measured, the failure to evaluate holistic health benefit in `healthy volunteers'
seriously undermines any subsequent dietary recommendations.
The term `bioavailability' has arisen (1) from the nutritional concept that
some nutrients in food are only partially `available', e.g. lysine, niacin and iron,
and (2) in the field of pharmacology where it is a useful working concept of the
`rate and extent to which a drug reaches its site of action'.
Clearly bioavailability has a number of components, embracing absorption,
distribution, metabolism, excretion (ADME), with subsequent biochemical and
physiological effects. It is therefore a concept and as such has no numerical
value or units; it cannot be increased or diminished, only changed. Nevertheless,
as a concept, it has value in providing a framework for studying links between
the administration of a compound, the metabolic and physiological consequences and impact on health.
The pharmacological concept is concerned with site-specific drug delivery in
order to treat a disorder, where effective and timely treatment requires the drug
to reach a site at a concentration for sufficient duration to elicit the desired
effect. Within this concept consideration is given not only to absorption but to
concentration and persistence in the body, metabolism, and whether the
compound (or its effective metabolites) can actually reach the target organ or
site and elicit a clearly defined and characterised response. This involves
considerations of, for example, toxicity, hydrophobicity, solubility, molecular
size and shape, affinity for target, membrane permeability, carriers and transport
mechanisms. Some of these properties can be manipulated by the construction of
analogues, or derivatives, to achieve the desired outcome, while minimising
toxicity and loss of active component. Thus it is possible to make an injected
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drug more `bioavailable' by improving the affinity of the target, or constructing
a derivative drug with greater affinity for the target. This amounts to
manipulating the way the drug is partitioned into the various body pools. The
selection of drug candidates and their modification for delivery and efficacy is a
very sophisticated process; in contrast, the foods we eat contain many components about which we know almost nothing and which do not lend themselves
to modification as a way of manipulating `bioavailability'.
As with drugs, the concept of nutrient bioavailability should embrace all
these key issues. Bioavailability should not be limited (as so often happens) to
measurement of nutrient release from the food (or ingredient) matrix and
subsequent absorption. However, a drug is generally a known synthetic construct
for a specific purpose. Prior to bioavailability trials, the drug will not be present
(or will be present at a very low concentration) in the tissues of human
volunteers, giving a clear baseline. When the drug is administered, it and its
metabolites can be seen clearly to appear and disappear from the plasma pool or
other assayed tissue. This makes absorption and metabolic studies much simpler
to perform and interpret. Additionally, a drug is normally consumed in tiny
quantities and is less likely to affect satiety, consumption patterns and lifestyle,
whereas foods need to be supplementary to (or replace items of) habitual diet. A
drug is usually incorporated into a simple matrix with predictable `release'
characteristics. Unlike food components, a drug is not a compound to which the
body is normally exposed from the cradle to the grave. It is, however, possible to
treat food components like drugs and to feed the extracted component and/or
package it in simple or complex characterised delivery systems. This does not
really simplify measurement in a tissue already containing the same component
and its metabolites that have been derived from the diet. Furthermore, the
extrapolation from populations who derive health benefits from eating a
particular diet or food to inferring those benefits derive from a single component
should be critically examined. Studying and predicting the absorption, metabolic
fate and functional effects of food components is hugely more challenging.
In summary, understanding the concept of bioavailability, how its component
parts are best measured, limitations to interpreting the results of experimentation, the pros and cons of modifying the extent and rate of compound release at
specific sites in the intestine and definition of `optimum', is crucial to ethical
product development and good nutrition.

1.2

Measuring absorption, metabolism and tissue targeting

Measuring the quantity of nutrients, or non-nutrient components, consumed in
foods and nutraceutical products may have little predictive value with respect to
their interaction with the human organism for a variety of reasons.
· The `native' compound present in the consumed product may not be the
chemical form to which human tissues are exposed after digestion and postabsorptive metabolism.
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· Diet matrix may significantly affect the extent and rate at which compounds
are liberated and become available for absorption.
· A proportion of some compounds released into the lumen of the intestine may
need a carrier to be potentially absorbable.
· Only a proportion of a released compound may be absorbed.
· The absorbed compound may not appear systemically because it is metabolised by the enterocyte or re-excreted back into the gut lumen.
· Non-absorbed compounds may still exert physical, physiological and/or
biochemical effects on the intestine itself, with subsequent consequences for
whole body metabolism.
· The genetic heterogeneity in human populations may result in individual
differences in the site, extent and/or rate of absorption, metabolism and tissue
targeting, which in turn will influence functional response.
Exploration of the mechanisms of action of food (and nutraceutical)
components on human health thus requires an understanding of the factors that
constrain their release from the matrix in which they are contained, the rate and
extent of conversion or transfer to absorbable species, the extent, rate and site of
absorption and their health impact in genetically diverse individuals.
Measuring how much of a compound (drug, nutrient, toxin or carcinogen)
reaches its site of action, irrespective of its route of administration, requires
sampling the tissue/cell site and making the measurements. A more pragmatic
and less interventionist approach is to administer a range of doses to groups of
similar cases, or volunteers, to see which dose is `effective' and to relate this to
some more easily performed measurement, for example, concentration over time
in whole blood, or a blood fraction such as plasma, erythrocytes or a specified
population of white blood cells. This surrogate approach is defined by
Schumann et al. (1997) as `that fraction of an oral dose (parent compound or
active metabolite) that reaches the systemic circulation'. From the drug or
nutraceutical perspective, the assessment of `effective' is based on some clearly
defined and usually short-term objective, for example, suppressing an infection,
relieving pain or altering blood chemistry. In the case of foods the time scale
may be short, for example, correcting a vitamin deficiency, but is more often
than not long term. Will the intervention reduce the risk of cancer or
cardiovascular disease in 10 or 50 years time, and does the intervention have to
be continued over this period? Clearly there is a hierarchy of effectiveness from
a 100 per cent short-term `cure' to a lifelong reduction of risk and this needs to
be considered during the design of any study.
Schumann's definition (1997), however, precludes injection as a route of
administration. The injection route is precluded because it bypasses complications of intestinal metabolism and absorption and any effects of time. An
injected compound is considered to be 100 per cent `bioavailable', despite the
fact that this is erroneous in terms of the drug definition because it does not take
into consideration how much gets to the target. Injections or infusions are
therefore more correctly 100 per cent absorbed although these routes exclude
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orally administered compounds that are absorbed into, and are metabolised by,
the enterocyte, or which enter the enterocyte and are subsequently re-excreted
into the gut lumen. In both cases, the authors consider that such compounds are
`bioavailable'.
This distinction between routes is crucial because many `bioavailability'
studies use tracer±tracee methods where the absorption kinetics of an oral dose
is quantified in the plasma pool by using a simultaneous injected (real or virtual)
labelled tracer, i.e. absorption is quantified by reference to the 100 per cent
`absorbed' injected dose. This approach, however, must only be used for
compounds that are not affected by the delivery route, for example, the approach
would not be suitable for hydrophobic compounds packaged in chylomicrons or
for folates. The plasma area under the curve (AUC) of an injected hydrophilic
compound is likely to be much larger than an equivalent oral dose, since the oral
dose is absorbed via the portal vein and may be more or less metabolised
(cleared) on first pass of the liver. However, clearance kinetics of the compound
of interest, once equilibrated throughout the body will be the same in both cases
provided metabolism, or clearance mechanisms, are not overloaded.
Where the orally administered compound is strongly hydrophobic, and
follows lipid absorption, it will be packaged into lipoproteins and enter via the
thoracic duct. This is very different to an injected or infused dose because the
injected compound may not be packaged in the same way as that which has
passed through the enterocyte and will therefore not be picked up by the
lipoprotein receptors. The injected material may therefore have different kinetics
in the plasma pool, in which case the percentage `comparative' absorption
measurement for the oral dose is of unknown value.
Measuring the absorption and metabolism of isolated food components in
vivo may be valid if used to address mechanisms and for the construction of
models but the results may bear little resemblance to the case of foods where:
1. most of the compound in the food is not the same as that absorbed and/or
appearing in the plasma;
2. an absorbed compound may be metabolised by the enterocyte, or re-excreted
back into the gut lumen and never seen in the plasma pool;
3. rate and limit of production of bioaccessible forms of substances (a term used
by the authors to define the amount of a compound released from the matrix
during digestion and/or fermentation and thus available for absorption) will
be constrained by buccal, gastric and small intestinal processes, diet
composition and food matrix interactions; and
4. non-bioaccessible components may become bioaccessible (in one form or
another) through the action of the large bowel biota.
Any attempt to take into account or model the effects of all the variables that
may affect the absorption of a potential product of digestion are bound to fail
because there are too many unknown factors. As an example, West and
Castenmiller's (1998) `SLAMENGHI' mnemonic for carotenoids (S  species,
L  molecular linkage, A  amount consumed in a meal, M  matrix
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containing the carotenoid, E  effectors of absorption and bioconversion, N 
nutrient status of the host, G  genetic factors, H  host related factors and I 
the mathematical interactions) may be a useful way of remembering some of the
variables (as applied in this case to carotenoids) but affords no insight into how
they can be effectively combined to construct a universal predictive model of
`bioavailability' and `bioefficacy' of -carotene.
Where absorption of nutrients or other compounds from foods is concerned,
the pragmatic approach is to treat the gastrointestinal tract as a `black box' in the
sense that it is not necessary to know how systems work, only their effect. With
input measures (food, food form, composition, etc.) and output measures
(absorbed components or surrogates, health measurements) it is possible to train
neural networks to accurately predict outcomes (a model of reality) from a
selected range of inputs, without knowledge of the algorithms by which the
prediction is made. However, if informed rather than intuitive manipulation is
required, for example, `What should I do to this food to increase the health
benefit?', Bayesian statistical analytical methods, using our knowledge and
beliefs, can be applied to identify the main effectors. The main effectors can
then become new, or revised, inputs for the neural network to refine the
predictive power of the model (model closer to reality).
However, once the nutrient has become systemic, understanding its distribution, metabolism and excretion requires compartmental modelling (Jacquez,
1999) to understand how the component affects, for example, gene expression,
mRNA, protein synthesis; and ultimately, some integral of functionality that
describes the health outcome.
Compartmental models are used to describe the flux of nutrients and other
compounds in vivo into and out of body compartments (Fig. 1.1). The use of
compartmental models requires either:
· perturbation of the steady state within physiological limits
· or use of tracers (stable/radio isotope)
· and serial sampling and analysis of as many accessible body pools as possible.
Compartmental models can be constructed from a linguistic description of the
process. For example, the following statement can be easily converted to a linear
compartmental mathematical model. `Most of the nutrient is absorbed from the
gut into the blood. It exchanges with liver stores and is eventually cleared into
the urine.' The above description indicates `pools', process, sequence and time
and the equations are derived from a consideration of mass balance and
assumption that the nutrient is each pool is well mixed.
In this case, that fraction of the component that is excreted in the faeces is
unlikely to be `bioavailable' but that which is excreted in the urine must have
been absorbed and passed through the body and hence would be considered
`bioavailable'. The simplest `compartment' is the whole body but any number of
compartments (at any scale) can be used, for example, plasma, muscle, adipose
tissue, bone, liver, faeces, urine. As a general rule, the number of compartments
should be kept to the minimum that can be biologically justified. Data can easily
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Rates of change in any compartment can
be described as follows:
dG
 ÿKfg  G ÿ Kpg  G
dt
dF
 Kfg  G
dt
dP
 Kpg  G  Kpl  L ÿ Klp  P ÿ Kup  P
dt
dL
 Klp  P ÿ Kpl  L
dt
dU
 Kup  P
dt

Fig. 1.1 Arrows represent the transfer of nutrient from one compartment (i) to another
(j) and are associated with the rate constant Kji. Circles represent well-mixed pools.

be overinterpreted by including more compartments (variables) and although
this improves the data fit it also increases the error in the parameters of interest,
i.e., the rate constants. A good data fit obtained by adding additional compartments must be justified by sound physiological or biochemical argument (see
Fig. 1.2) (Jacquez, 1999).
Here, the substance enters into a dynamic pool, or pools, the concentration of
which varies as fluxes (mass per unit time, indicated by arrows) in and out
change with metabolic demand. The size of a `pool' in such models is the
distribution volume or mass. Pool volume or mass can be measured, found in
tables of human body data, or predicted from anthropometric data.
If steady state is assumed (the volunteer is not growing, sick or perturbed by
intervention) any compound should not be described as `used', `utilised',
`stored' or `accumulated' but simply moving into the body from the diet,
distributed dynamically between various compartments and excreted unchanged,
or as downstream metabolites. After dosing, the ratios of the amount of material
in pools does not remain constant because there are always delays in pool
mixing during this dynamic period. They should, however, return to normal after
an acute dose. If pool ratios are found to have changed after a chronic regimen
then bioavailability has changed. However, there are cases where the rate
controlling mechanism is not the creation of absorbable species or absorption
but is an inherent feature of post-absorptive metabolism. In this case the body
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Fig. 1.2

A more generalised compartmental model.

will freely and rapidly absorb as much as it is given, pools will become saturated
and the body will `dump' `unused' material into excretory pathways. This can be
considered in the same way as exceeding the physiological dose leading to
nonlinearity. In both these cases excess dose `spills over' into the disposal
system (provided it too is not overloaded). In the view of the authors, overloads
and non-metabolisable organic compounds should still be considered
bioavailable if they require the expenditure of energy for their excretion.
For organic compounds that can be metabolised, the amount metabolised in a
pool is simply the difference between influx and efflux over time, hence the
importance of accurately establishing the rate constants. It is not normally
possible to identify a downstream metabolite as being specific to a particular pool
other than perhaps the liver, which has the specific capacity to detoxify otherwise
intractable compounds. Thus it will not be possible to measure the carbon dioxide
from a particular pool (other than the whole body) but it is possible to identify
specific downstream metabolites produced by the liver and excreted in the urine.
Where the food or nutraceutical contains isomers of the same compound, the
isomer profile should be checked at all points to ensure that statements like
`isomer [A] is selectively absorbed' is in fact true. Isomer [A], for example, may
persist in the plasma longest at a measurable concentration, while the other
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isomers disappear quickly. In addition, isomer [A] may be formed in the lumen
or enterocyte and therefore is the predominant form transferred to the serosal
side. Finally, compounds do not `accumulate' in any particular pool, even if
there are receptors. The pool is simply a thermodynamically favourable
environment ± the system is dynamic.
Unfortunately compartmental modelling is often misunderstood or abused.
The most common errors are the use of incomplete area under the curve (AUC),
the use of injectable standards or calibrants where this route is inappropriate and
the assumption that changes in plasma concentration are due only to the
compound being absorbed from the test food/diet and not a normal physiological
response to the meal.
Figure 1.3 illustrates the problem with using partial AUC. The intravenous (IV)
dose starts to clear from the time of injection, but the oral dose is delayed by the
stomach and constrained by the rate of gastric emptying and absorption. The two
curves are therefore temporally displaced and analysis of AUC before return to
baseline (for example, point A on the curve) will remove different proportions of
the curves. The area under the incomplete curves cannot therefore be compared.
Even when two different vehicles are given orally to deliver the same dose, incomplete curves cannot be compared because the delivery vehicles may have different
effects on gastric processing, emptying and subsequent absorption kinetics.
The third point, ensuring that the plasma response is only derived from the
oral dose, is essential since it has now been demonstrated that oral folate containing meals stimulate the release of endogenous folate into the plasma (Wright
et al., 2003, 2005). It is also recognised that the sight, smell or anticipation of
foods can trigger responses so where placebos or blanks are used they should be
chosen with care.

Fig. 1.3 Illustration of the error of using partial AUC.
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Finally, a question that is rarely asked is `are the changes induced by the test
meal/compound significantly different from day-to-day variation within an
individual?'. In most cases it is not possible to answer this question because only a
single baseline measurement has been made. The authors recommend that
researchers do not rely on a single baseline measurement but take sufficient
measurements to establish a threshold where the intervention becomes significant.
An essential feature of the compartmental modelling concept is that the body
attempts to distribute nutrients throughout the body (via the plasma pool) to
various organs and tissues and the equilibrium between pools is linear and
constant in the steady state. This condition is termed the `homeostatic set point'
by the authors. This state is an integration of genetic make-up and exposure to
environmental factors and includes body mass, body composition, physiological
and biochemical conditions that an individual attains at steady state. The
homeostatic set point does not imply that this is the `healthiest' condition the
body can attain given the conditions.
Increasing the amount of a compound entering a pool does not necessarily
change `bioavailability' because the compound will partition proportionally to
all the pools according to distribution volumes/masses and pool affinities and
will be subjected to the same processes. The equilibrium between pools changes
only if the homeostatic set point moves, for example, growing, gaining or losing
weight, changes in habitual energy expenditure, episodes of illness, ageing,
environment and lifestyle. A logical conclusion from this equilibrium model is
that `dose response' in terms of changes in pool concentration is predictable
unless the dose saturates, or overwhelms, normal physiological processes and
the model becomes nonlinear.
More commonly, the term `dose response' is used to describe how efficacious
a dose is at eliciting the desired physiological/health/pharmacological outcome
rather than simply a change in a pool concentration. An organism responds
holistically (not just as a result of achieving a particular pool concentration) and
this response is usually hormetic (exhibits hormesis), that is, response ranges
from the no observable effect level (NOEL), through the most effective dose to
overt toxicity. Thus, although pool concentrations may be linearly related to
dose injected or absorbed, the response of the organism is seldom that simple.
`Dose response' can be either a relationship between dose and amount in a pool,
or between dose and organism response and these are not the same. Dose
response should therefore always be carefully defined and accessible to precise
measurement.
As a cautionary note, before embarking on food, diet or nutraceutical interventions to increase the intake or absorption of `beneficial' compounds, it is as
well to know where the subject(s) is/are on the hormetic dose response curve. In
the curve illustrated in Fig. 1.4, only those subjects with sub-optimal exposure
will `gain' from an increase in exposure, the rest will `lose'. Where dissimilar
individual outcomes are observed, the individuals should be stratified and the
reasons for differences identified. In this way, the target groups who will, or will
not, benefit can be identified.
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`Hormetic' exposure, response and health 3D plot.

Within physiological limits, any absorbed substance is 100 per cent available
to participate in biochemical processes but its distribution to the different `pools'
and ultimate fate(s) is an inherent feature of the individual's metabolism. This in
turn is a requirement of maintaining the homeostatic set point of that individual.
Absorption is easily defined but `bioavailability' also includes consideration of
how efficacious the absorbed dose is at eliciting the desired effect(s), just as in
the drug model.
The following section provides some recommendations for best practice in
the design and interpretation of nutrient absorption and metabolism studies,
using specific nutrients to illustrate approaches for hydrophobic and hydrophilic
compounds.

1.3

Study design and interpretation

1.3.1 Ethics
All studies involving human volunteers must have received a `favourable ethical
opinion' from a recognised ethics committee that has jurisdiction in the country
or state where that work will be carried out. Ethics committees are helpful in
providing advice to applicants, as well as passing judgement on the value of the
science and its impact on the volunteers. Furthermore, well thought out ethics
application forms ask a variety of relevant questions which may not have been
considered by the researcher but which are vital if the work is to be carried out
safely to a publishable and acceptable international standard.
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1.3.2 What sort of study?
At the outset there are a number of decisions to be made. These decisions are
based on a critical analysis of what is intended and why. Can the intended
studies be carried out in human volunteers, time scale, intervention effects,
compliance, chronic or acute study, statistical power and will the results provide
a clear answer?
1.3.3 Chronic studies
Chronic studies are often described as measuring `bioavailability' but, in fact, can
only be used to give a comparative indication of absorption. In such studies it is
normal to use two or more large, matched groups of `free-living' volunteers, each
of which is given a different long-term intervention with the object of determining
which intervention is most efficacious in achieving the desired outcome. The
regimen normally takes the form of supplementation to the normal diet over a
period of weeks with isolated compounds (tablets/capsules), or foods rich in the
compound of interest. Concentration changes in the blood plasma or serum are
tracked over time until a new plateau is reached and confirmed. The relative
absorption from the `test' food is then calculated against a `standard food' or
isolated compound. With this design, a new plasma concentration plateau must be
reached, the same compound from different sources can be compared, and relative
absorption can be determined. With chronic dosing it is essential that the data are
not compromised by seasonal fluctuations in diet or differences in the timing of
supplement/food ingestion, or taking of blood samples.
It is not usual to use a crossover design with a washout period, because of the
long-term nature of the intervention, although this can be done so that each
volunteer is their own control. If a crossover design is used, it is essential that
the pool concentration of the compound of interest returns to the `habitual'
concentration before embarking on the second arm. The end point may be the
mean (group) change in plasma concentration, or this may be coupled with other
assessments, for example, changes in body weight, lifestyle, cognition, ability to
carry out tasks, incidence of infectious or non-infectious diseases, progression or
reversal of disease states, severity of symptoms.
Chronic studies are useful in a more holistic sense, since the time scale allows
the body to adapt and respond. This then permits nutrigenomic, transcriptomic
and proteomic studies to be carried out to provide a fundamental understanding
of the effect of the intervention on the whole body and test hypotheses of the
functionality of foods and nutraceuticals. Care should be taken to ensure that the
intervention has not changed the rate of compound clearance or pool ratios. If
there is evidence for either of these effects then it can be concluded that the
`homeostatic set point' has moved and `bioavailability' has changed.
1.3.4 Acute studies
With acute dosing, the objective is to measure either relative or absolute
absorption by following the absorption and disposal of a single dose through
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monitoring appearance and disappearance of the compound in plasma. The
experimental design can be a crossover, where each volunteer acts as their own
control, or can be based on a single dose if mathematical modelling is to be
applied to the data. Fractional absorption of an oral dose can also be assessed by
comparison to an IV dose, using isotopic labelling to differentiate the two
sources.
ln2 AUC oral  plasma volume

Fractional absorption 
t1=2
Oral dose
Absolute absorption can be measured from the peak plasma excursion, or by
measuring the area under the complete curve using the clearance rate (t1/2) from
the IV dose, and it is assumed that unit absorption provokes unit excursion.
Absolute absorption may also be measured against the AUC induced by an IV
dose assuming there are no confounding factors. A seldom used alternative is to
calculate what the virtual dose would be to simulate the plasma excursions found
and express this as a percentage of the dose given (O'Neill and Thurnham,
1998). This requires that the clearance kinetics and pool size are known.
1.3.5 Mass balance studies
As the name implies mass balance studies measure intake and excretion over a
period of time. They are most commonly acute studies, this being a more
practical alternative to chronic studies which can be confounded by the intake of
the compound of interest from dietary sources. They are non-invasive,
compliance is good and intervention effects are minimal. Mass balance studies
offer a relatively simple way of obtaining information on absorption at the whole
body level. They are particularly useful for inorganic ions, organic compounds
which are excreted unchanged, or which have a specific metabolite that can be
easily detected, and if necessary isolated (for isotope measurements) in urine/
faeces, or breath. These simple whole body studies can be coupled with the
sampling and analysis of body tissues.
The model assumes that the compound recovered from the faeces has not been
absorbed and that the compound, or downstream metabolites recovered from the
urine, represents material that has been absorbed. Point A (Fig. 1.5) represents a
variant of the mass balance approach using ileostomy volunteers, where the
unabsorbed material is intercepted at the end of the terminal ileum and therefore
has not been subject to fermentation by the large bowel microflora. The ileostomy
approach is useful for hydrophobic organic compounds that do not have
identifiable urinary metabolites. Point B (Fig. 1.5) indicates body pool samples
(plasma, biopsy) that may be necessary or provide additional information.
The disadvantage of these studies is that in many cases it is necessary to use
isotopically labelled material and mass spectroscopy to enable discrimination
between material arising from the test dose and that which arises from the diet or
body. The mass balance between food and faecal excretion of unabsorbed
material may have to be continued for several days to ensure that all stools
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Fig. 1.5

Mass balance schematic.

containing unabsorbed material from the test diet are recovered and often timing
is erratic depending on bowel habit. With the ileostomy model, gastrointestinal
transit is normally complete in about 14 hours and complete effluent collections
can be made at regular intervals and rapidly preserved. Absorbed material or
downstream metabolites recovered from the urine can give a direct estimate of
the amount of material absorbed. Where the half-life of the whole body pool into
which the dose has been incorporated is weeks, months or even years, urine and/
or faeces recovery will need to continue until a satisfactory decay curve is
obtained and the equation established, so that the line can be extrapolated on to
baseline for a whole AUC. This is often difficult to obtain because the dose is
commonly only a small fraction of the body pool and even with mass
spectroscopy of stable isotopes (mass ratio measurements) it may be difficult to
obtain accurate data at the high dilutions found days after the test dose.
Because both faecal and urinary excretion can be measured at the same time,
absorption measurement can be either (intake±faecal excretion/intake) or
(urinary excretion/intake) so it is possible to cross-check the data and to test
some of the assumptions, for example, loss during gastrointestinal transit is only
due to absorption.
Mass balance studies provide a value for absorption, they do not measure
`bioavailability' and give no information on, for example, plasma concentrations
or clearance rates (other than from whole body), which are essential in making
the link between intake and health outcome.
1.3.6 Absorption, distribution, metabolism and excretion studies
For all studies a decision needs to be taken as to whether a controlled clinical
study or a study of `free-living' individuals is needed. A controlled study in a
clinical environment means that the researcher can exercise control over every
aspect of the study and this can be applied to all volunteers and repeated on
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subsequent occasions. The value of controlling the study closely is repeatability,
avoiding confounding factors, ensuring compliance and medical assistance if
required. A study of `free-living' individuals will be more variable, so may
require a larger number of volunteers to achieve statistical significance.
Volunteer compliance may be a problem, timing of samples may be erratic and
complete sample sets may not be available.
The next issue to address is whether the design is a supplementation study,
where test material is given in addition to normal diet, or is a replacement study,
where one (or more) foods are replaced by the test material. Supplementation
studies are generally easier to conduct because, in theory, they are additional to
habitual intakes, because the baseline remains constant. Any measured changes
are therefore due to the intervention. Nevertheless some steps should be taken to
ensure that the additional intake does not displace foods, or amounts of foods,
habitually eaten. This is most easily detected by using intake diaries, before,
during, and if necessary, after the study. Diaries will also pick up seasonal
dietary changes in long-term studies. Replacement studies automatically preclude those volunteers who do not habitually eat the food. Replacing a food, or a
range of foods, with a `superfood' or non-food vehicle will have an ill-defined
effect due to the loss of intake of compounds from the habitually consumed
foods and may confound the study.
Studies can have different levels of complexity depending on requirements:
· absorption, distribution, metabolism and excretion (ADME) study
· definitive absorption study
· comparative absorption study.
The ADME study
This is the most complex, the most invasive and may well involve the use of
isotopically labelled foods, orally administered isolates (isotopically labelled),
intravenous dosing (isotopically labelled), or continuous infusions (isotopically
labelled). It will also involve collecting serial blood and perhaps other tissue
samples (biopsies), urine, faeces and breath (CO2) over extended time periods
during which the volunteer will need to eat and drink. These studies create a
large number of different samples with diverse analytical requirements, for
example, analysis of the compound of interest and downstream metabolites in
different sample matrices, including breath CO2. Because of the intensive nature
of such studies they are best carried out on one or two highly motivated
individuals in a closely controlled clinical environment. Such studies are
extremely valuable in resolving the detail and allowing the construction of
informed general absorption and metabolic models.
Definitive absorption studies
Definitive absorption studies are needed to measure exactly how much of a
compound is absorbed from a food, nutraceutical or drug delivery system.
Although it is possible to vary intake and dose to achieve a specific plasma pool
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concentration or outcome, it is desirable to know exactly how much active
component has been absorbed and over what time scale. Without this information, mis-dosing is likely to occur if the vehicle, or route of delivery, is changed.
Additionally, where the compound is a precursor to an active metabolite it is not
possible to make an estimate of conversion efficiency. In order to establish
definitive absorption it is necessary to know either the clearance rate from the
sample pool, or to use a comparison to a 100 per cent absorbed standard. To
make such a comparison care should be taken to avoid confounding factors
which may be introduced with the 100 per cent absorbed comparator, for
example, metabolism or isomerisation in the enterocyte, the in vivo carriers (if
any), to understand the implications of entry route (portal vein, thoracic duct, IV,
ip) and any time effects.
Where it is possible to establish clearance kinetics from the body (or a
major body pool and the size of the pool) the absolute amount absorbed can be
calculated. This is not always possible for compounds that are very rapidly
cleared, or where clearance is disproportionally changed in response to the
presence of the compound in the pool, unless the concentration dependent
change can be established, for example, as can be done for glucose. To
establish the clearance rate for compounds administered orally, sampling the
pool over at least the time taken for the food to pass through the stomach and
ileum is required to ensure that at least five data points are acquired during the
clearance phase, uncomplicated by continuing absorption from the gut. The
concentration-dependent clearance rate can then be applied to the whole
absorption/clearance curve to establish the total amount absorbed. For such
studies, sampling times and frequency should be set to capture an accurate
concentration/time curve. Curves can be extrapolated to the point where the
pool concentration returns to baseline. The more data available on the
clearance-only part of the curve, the better the mathematical fit and more
accurate the predicted absorption.
An alternative way of establishing the clearance rate is to load the pool of
interest at a single time point, for example by IV injection. After a short period
of mixing throughout the body, ca. 10 min, the change in concentration in the
pool sampled is solely due to clearance. Such studies can be designed so that a
single volunteer receives a food or nutraceutical preparation on one occasion and
an IV on another occasion, or both can be accomplished at one session if one of
the doses is isotopically labelled and can therefore be discriminated from the
other and from the endogenous background. Care should be taken to ensure that
the delivery routes do not have different clearance rates. Although absolute
absorption studies are relatively simple, they are best carried out on small welldefined groups of volunteers in a carefully controlled environment.
Comparative absorption studies
Comparative absorption studies are perhaps the easiest to perform but they do
not provide any information on the absolute amounts absorbed. The only
information they provide is that one delivery system or food, when compared to
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another containing the same (or normalised) load of component, elicits a greater
or smaller concentration excursion in the sampled pool. This type of study is
often carried out to compare absorption from two or more foods in different
physical states, for example, raw vs cooked, or cooked vs some processed
product, or a standard product with more or less added compound of interest. It
is implicit in such studies that the complete concentration-vs-time AUC is a
measure of absorption because it will take account of any differences in time
taken to ingest the food, gastric processing time, gastric emptying rate and
differences in delivery profile. Occasionally it is possible to use the maximum
plasma excursion concentration instead of the AUC provided that delivery
profile is a constant.
Studies should be conducted within an individual so that they act as their own
control, allowing a paired t-test which will increase the power of the statistical
treatment. Both AUC and peak excursion can be normalised to take account of
different loads, provided it is known that clearance rate is not unpredictably load
sensitive.

1.4

Other considerations

Using an intravenous dose (assumed 100% `absorbed') as a standard for
comparison is not always valid for hydrophobic compounds. Such compounds,
fed orally, may passively follow lipid absorption and are therefore transferred to
the serosal side incorporated into chylomicrons synthesised in the enterocytes.
This situation cannot usually be replicated and applied to human studies; thus an
intravenous preparation would not behave in the same way as the chylomicron
packaged material. Because of the rapid clearance of the chylomicrons (half-life
3±5 min) that carry the newly absorbed compound, it is not easy to provoke
significant plasma response curves with a physiological dose. This has led to the
belief that some hydrophobic compounds are poorly absorbed by some individuals. An added complication to using plasma is that hydrophobic compounds
carried by chylomicrons are sequestered by the liver and re-exported/transported
in other lipoproteins. Thus, distribution among lipoprotein carriers may change
rapidly over the period of study.
There are two potential resolutions to this problem: (1) isolate chylomicrons
(or triglyceride rich lipoprotein (TRL) fraction) or (2) continue the study over
several days until the compound has cleared from the long-lived lipoprotein
particles. The latter approach is impractical since it would mean maintaining
volunteers on a diet free of the compound of interest for several days and during
this time baseline concentration would start to fall. Analysis of the chylomicron
(TRL) fraction is therefore preferable since appearance and clearance of the
compound in the fraction is over within 12±16 h. This is a tolerable time for the
volunteer to fast, or they can be given a meal free of the compound of interest at
5±6 h when the original test meal has completely cleared the stomach. This
procedure has the advantage that, whereas a concentration change may not be
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seen against the endogenous background in plasma, it is more easily seen in the
chylomicrons (TRL), which carry only a small fraction of the total amount in
plasma.
As with hydrophilic compounds, a classical approach to predicting the
relative absorption of hydrophobic nutrients, or other food-derived compounds,
is to compare the plasma (or other blood fraction) concentration AUC response
of a test dose of an isolated, well-absorbed compound (the `reference' dose) to a
test meal containing the compound of interest. Before using this method it is
essential to establish that change in post-prandial plasma concentration is
directly, or predictably, a response to the oral test dose. For example, recent
research has demonstrated that this is not the case for folate and vitamin C, both
of which are water soluble.
It is accepted that both synthetic folic acid and natural (or synthetic natureidentical) folates given orally would be bio-transformed in the intestinal
enterocytes and passed to the hepatic portal vein only as 5methyltetrahydrofolic acid (5-MTHF). The liver then removes a fraction of
the 5-MTHF and the remainder enters the systemic blood system to create a
systemic post-prandial 5-MTHF response. Since the proportion removed by the
liver is unknown, the most common approach is to relate the plasma 5-MTHF
AUC response to that of an equal reference dose of folic acid, and then
calculate relative absorption. Recent publications, using isotopically labelled
folate demonstrate, however, that a substantial portion of the total plasma 5MTHF response to an oral dose is of endogenous origin, i.e. does not originate
from the test dose. This endogenous response is large and unpredictable, and is
not related to fasting baseline plasma or erythrocyte folate concentration. Thus
it was concluded, that relative absorption calculated from all previous studies,
which used unlabelled test doses (or foods) and an unlabelled reference dose,
are invalid (Wright et al., 2005).
The same phenomenon has been demonstrated for vitamin C, where at least
50 per cent of the plasma total post-prandial vitamin C response came from an
endogenous source, also in an as yet unpredictable manner (Bluck et al., 2005;
Bates et al., 2004). Once more, this invalidates previous studies conducted
without the aid of `labelled' material. Whether other food compounds/nutrients
behave in a similar manner must be determined prior to the conduct of studies
using `unlabelled' compounds.
The intestine is a major organ, works in concert with the body via feedback
mechanisms, and has the capacity not only to digest and absorb compounds but
also to metabolise, temporarily store and regulate serosal delivery post absorption. There are therefore many potential mechanisms by which a plasma
response cannot be reconciled to the absorbed dose. While the gut lumen is
empty it may be logical to assume that the gut sequesters and temporarily stores
nutrients from the plasma to maintain its high metabolic requirements over
extended time periods, only to dump them back into circulation once nutrients
start to be absorbed from a meal.
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Health response

There are many epidemiological studies linking the prevalence of noncommunicable diseases (NCD) to diet and lifestyle. There is strong evidence
that stopping smoking reduces the risk of lung cancer and even some evidence
that adopting a diet similar to a population with a low incidence of NCD reduces
the risk of developing some of these diseases. Where the difficulty arises is the
identification of a single compound or group of compounds found in `good'
diets and attaching the putative benefits to these compounds. In other words, it is
the holistic response of the individual to all the external factors that determines
the health outcome. Optimum health can therefore only be achieved if both
internal and external factors are sufficiently flexible and adaptable to attain
congruence throughout life.
Most `bioavailability' (absorption, mass balance, retention, tracer±tracee)
studies are performed with the volunteer at steady state, although `snapshots'
can be taken during periods where the homeostatic set point is moving, for
example, during growth, provided the time window for the study is relatively
short with respect to the rate of change. A growing child and an adult may both
absorb the same amount of a nutrient, such as calcium, but the child is likely to
retain more calcium for growth, while the adult uses it for recycling established
stores. Thus, calcium distribution, metabolism, requirement and functional response will be different in each case. Absorption is not the same as bioavailability, and bioavailability does not equate with health.
With the ever increasing interest in diet±health relationships creating
opportunity for new food products and spawning innumerable programmes for
`healthy eating', the questions that must be answered are:
1. Does changing the diet simply change the concentration of the body pools of
compounds and thus alter health outcome?
2. Does changing the diet move the homeostatic set points of the body, and
hence bioavailability, and thus alter health outcome?
The latter is more likely because a persistent change or larger or more frequent
oscillations in the concentration of body pools of compounds will in itself move
the set point (a change in body pool ratios). As a simple example, reducing
energy intake in an individual at steady state will alter both the overall size of
the pool (body mass) and pool ratios (lean : fat). Thus, eating a diet rich in fruits
and vegetables may not confer health benefits simply through increased intake
of substances found in these foods per se but by stimulating changes in
homeostasis which cumulatively confer health benefits.
It is still a matter of speculation how large or persistent changes in intake and
absorption have to be to provoke significant changes in gene expression or the
proteome and how long these changes persist if the diet is returned to preintervention conditions. This raises the question, not only of amounts and
delivery profile, but also of frequency and duration.
For nutritional studies, the term `bioavailability' should therefore not be used
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to describe studies from which it is hoped to measure a value; nor should the
term be used for comparative studies where absolute absorption is not known.
Furthermore, it cannot be claimed that for two foods containing a similar
quantity of the same compound that one food induces a greater or smaller
perturbation in the measured pool, and thus the compound of interest from that
food is more or less bioavailable. It is more or less absorbed which is a function
of bioaccessibility. In addition, `bioavailability' cannot be used to compare two
different compounds, or even two different isomers of the same compound.

1.6 Implications of controlled absorption for product
development
The upper digestive tract has a complex of control mechanisms which govern
the entire process of ingestion and digestion. The main switches for these
processes are oral stimuli, gastric stretch receptors, gut hormone responses to
food in the GI tract and the systemic presence of absorbed nutrients.
It is commonly accepted that the half-life of solid foods in the stomach is
about 60±90 min. and that most digestion and absorption occurs in the upper 30
per cent of the small intestine. The potential time window for digestion and
absorption, mouth to terminal ileum, is around 6 h. Foods, nutrients and structures which are resistant to digestion in this 6 h time frame are predominantly
lost to the large bowel. The examination of terminal ileal effluent from
ileostomy volunteers routinely shows recognisable fruit and vegetable structures
(leaf, skin, seeds and tissue fragments), nut fragments, cereal structures and
mushrooms. These materials, and much of their potential nutrient content,
survive because the cell walls are not digestible. Although most nutrients can be
absorbed throughout the small intestine the ability to absorb them diminishes
distally, thus glucose infused into the distal ileum is poorly absorbed and may
trigger osmotic diarrhoea. It can therefore be envisioned that the presence of
absorbable compounds at different points along the small intestine will have
different effects on the control and feedback mechanisms that regulate digestion.
With the notable exception of carbohydrate foods where the `Glycaemic
Index' is seen to be important, putative health benefits have been related to
overall amount, and not a combination of load and rate/site/limit of digestion/
absorption. However, optimal rate of nutrient delivery, as well as optimal
amounts, is also potentially important for maintenance of good health, and has
long been an important concept in enteral and parenteral feeding in a clinical
setting. Experimental studies in patient volunteers have demonstrated significant
differences in physiological response associated with altered rates of delivery.
Under `normal' feeding conditions, it has been shown that even modest
variations in the initial rate of duodenal glucose entry may have profound effects
on subsequent glycaemic, insulin and incretin responses (O'Donovan et al.,
2004). Physiological response to different rates and sites of delivery of microconstituents of food has been poorly researched but such investigations are
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crucial for the ethical design of controlled or site-specific release products.
Modifying how and where nutrients (and other compounds) are released and
absorbed can have both beneficial and adverse consequences.
Epidemiological studies provide a regular supply of data indicating associations between dietary habits, specific foods, or specific constituents of foods,
and increased/decreased risk of a range of chronic diseases. Well-known
examples include dietary fibre and colon cancer and lycopene and prostate
cancer. Following disclosure of these epidemiological associations, dietary
supplements, or foods containing more readily absorbed, or higher amounts of
these putative beneficial compounds are promoted in the marketplace.
However, the bridge between observation and exploitation may not be supported
by rigorous examination of the hypothesis linking a specific compound to altered
disease risk and, crucially, there is often inadequate understanding of the effects of
dose and rate of delivery of the putative beneficial compound. A recent example of
where too little information has resulted in adverse response in potentially `at risk'
individuals relates to beta-carotene (Omenn et al., 1996). The purported healthgiving properties of plant polyphenols also represent a case in which enthusiastic
marketing claims may far exceed the current scientific evidence. Even when good
experimental evidence exists, results need to be interpreted with caution in relation
to human health benefits at different time scales.
The analysis of nutrient risk±benefit curves, to define both the optimal
intakes and safe limits of consumption of bioactive food components, is a focus
of investigation using the `omic' technologies (transcriptomics, proteomics,
metabolomics), which address this issue from a nutritional systems biology
perspective. By adopting a multi-parameter approach, it is envisaged that this
will allow the quantification of subtle, physiologically relevant changes and
establish methodologies for the assessment of effects of bioactive food components in the context of the diet, at relevant intake, and as they occur over long
periods of time in the whole human body.
Currently, the approach is seeking to integrate the effects of different
components of specific elementary cellular and physiological processes, for
example, how do different food-derived components improve (or hamper)
mitochondrial function. This `holistic' approach distinguishes risk±benefit
analysis from disease prevention-directed nutritional sciences, and from
toxicology. Nutrigenomics approaches are crucial to this goal, since the
technologies allow simultaneous analysis of the large numbers of parameters
that need to be assessed. Clearly also, inter-individual variation, gender, age and
lifestyle, must be considered, both in relation to personalised nutrition and to
identify requirements of specific subgroups. Analysis of gene and subsequent
metabolic response in humans requires quantitative measurement of site-specific
nutrient delivery and emphasises the paramount importance of definitive
measures of nutrient absorption and distribution.
This new approach to nutrition is now being explored and developed in many
research laboratories around the world. One excellence source of information is
the European Nutrigenomics Organisation.
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Future trends

We are all concerned with the health of society and consequently the individual,
and if nothing else, the cost of healthcare will be a major incentive to optimise
our personal health. There is a debate to be had as to what constitutes personal
health and the social and economic objectives of society. It is undoubtedly the
case that there will be developments in `personal nutrition' but these, at least
initially, may only be targeted to, or adopted by, those whose genetic make up
predisposes them to a specific disease state. The disease state must have a clear
functional relationship between intake/absorption and long-term health outcome
and could be the result of a missing or damaged gene, a suppressed or silenced
gene, auto-immune deletion of specific cells or proteins, or production of a
dysfunctional protein. The overcoming of a single `error' in an individual whose
health will deteriorate if there is no intervention is just the tip of a very big
iceberg. At first sight, for a `healthy' person, analysis of the health impact of a
specific food or diet that takes into account all of the genes in the human
genome, their interactions and all of the interactions possible with diverse
lifestyles, age and sex, seems impossible. Such complex interactive systems are
notoriously difficult to perturb, simply because there is a high degree of
compensation arising from multiple copies of genes or other systems that can
up- or downregulate. However, a close analysis of this complexity may reveal
that there are only a few key drivers and the rest of the systems are basically
slaves. Should this turn out to be the case, it greatly diminishes the number of
probable variables that need to be manipulated to attain optimum health.
It is well documented that poor nutrition in utero (Barker, 1998) may have a
profound effect on health, with respect to both communicable and noncommunicable disease. The reader is directed to the output of a large, ongoing
EC-supported project concerned with early nutrition programming (EARNEST,
FOOD-CT-2005-007036). What is less well documented is that the nutritional
status of parents and grandparents may also have heritable epigenetic effects
(Pembrey, 2002; Whitelaw, 2006; Richards, 2006).
It is clear that further work needs to be undertaken to evaluate nutrient±gene
interactions and the subsequent health effects induced by wide fluctuations of
intake within individuals (e.g. seasonal reliance on specific foods, periods of
starvation) which lead to cyclical changes in body mass and metabolic profile
and which may have transient or heritable epigenetic effects.
The time has come to stop trying to pick `magic bullets' out of foods, discard
quick fix diets and to adopt flexible (age, sex, lifestyle) dietary regimens that are
congruent with our `optimum metabolic set point' and thus to minimise the risk
of developing non transmissible diseases.

1.8

Sources of further information and advice

Handbook of Nutraceuticals and Functional Foods. Ed. Robert Wildeman, CRC
Series in Modern Nutrition, CRC Press, 2001.
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Web sites
The European Nutrigenomics Organisation linking genomics, nutrition and
health research NuGO, www.nugo.org
EARNEST ± Early Nutrition Programming Project. http://earnest.web.med.unimuenchen.de.
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2
Structure of the gastrointestinal mucus
layer and implications for controlled
release and delivery of functional food
ingredients
G. Lafitte, Centre for Chemistry and Chemical Engineering,
Sweden

2.1

Introduction

The rate and extent of absorption of drugs and nutrients depend upon the route of
administration. In the case of controlled-release formulations, the oral administration is one of the most common routes (York, 2002). In the gastrointestinal
tract (GIT), the efficiency of any formulations depends on the physiology at the
administration site, on the composition and the thickness of the membrane
barriers present at those sites. Among the various membrane barriers in the GIT,
the first one that a drug and/or functional food encounters is the mucus layer.
This viscoelastic translucent layer secreted throughout the GIT and covering the
majority of the epithelium is a potential issue for drug and nutrient absorption,
since it prevents direct adhesion to the epithelial cells and retards the transport of
active molecules (Widdicombe, 1997; Thomson and Dietschy, 1977; Ashford,
2002; Allen and Flemstrom, 2005). The main constituents of the mucus,
independently of its anatomical origin, are water, mineral salts, free proteins,
mucins, lipids and DNA (Wikman-Larhed et al., 1998; Khanvilkar et al., 2001).
In Table 2.1, the composition of pig gastric mucus is presented as an example.
The composition may vary depending on its site of secretion, its physiological
and mechanical role, as well as the presence of any disease. For example,
patients suffering from cystic fibrosis show increased concentration of serum
proteins and DNA in mucus secretions as well as some modifications of the
composition of the mucin molecules (Bhat et al., 1996).
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Composition of pig gastric mucus

Constituents

Composition
(% of total weight)

Water
Mucins
Lipids
Proteins
Mineral salts
DNA

~ 95
0.5±5
Traces
1
0.5±1
Traces

The complex composition of the mucus layer renders it interesting in terms of
physiology and physical chemistry. In the first part of this chapter, the physicochemical properties of the mucus layer are outlined. Next, the discussion is
focused on the composition and the properties of the mucin molecules, since
they play an important role in the structure and the properties of the layer.
Indeed, the mucus would not be a viscoelastic layer without the presence of
these molecules.
In the second part of this chapter, the mechanism of the adhesion of delivery
vehicles to the mucus layer is presented. The efficiency of a controlled-release
formulation is subjected to the balance between the kinetics of its adhesion and
the rate of erosion of the mucus. The amount of the mucus adherent to the
epithelial surface is determined by a balance between the rate of secretion by the
underlying epithelium and the rate of erosion by mechanical shear associated
with the digestive processes (Allen and Pearson, 2000). It is then important to
understand the mechanism of the adhesion of delivery vehicles in order to be
able to improve the efficiency of controlled-release formulations. An improved
adhesion can be obtained by including functional molecules (e.g. chitosan,
lectin) to the formulation of delivery vehicles.
Food and/or drug delivery is completed when the active molecules reach the
target cells. This means that molecules must reach the blood stream and
consequently should not only adhere to the mucus layer but they must diffuse
through it. The various components of the mucus layer can affect the diffusion
of the controlled-release formulation through this membrane. In the last part of
this chapter, the influence of some of these components (the mucin molecules
and the lipids) is discussed.

2.2 Understanding the structure of the gastrointestinal mucus
layer
2.2.1 Physico-chemical properties of the mucus layer
The mucus layer is able to act as a protective barrier of the epithelial cells in the
GIT thanks to some advanced physico-chemical properties. Among others, three
properties are characteristic and will be discussed: the viscoelasticity,
hydrophobicity and the varying acidity within the layer.
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Viscoelasticity
The most important and extensively studied property of the mucus layer is its
viscoelasticity. In vivo and in vitro investigations of mucus gels from the entire
GIT lead to the conclusion that two types of mucus, differing in terms of
viscoelasticity, are secreted. Recently, a schematic figure of the thickness of the
mucus layer with a distinction between these two types has been proposed (see
Fig. 2.1; Atuma et al., 2001).
Although both types of mucus have gel properties (i.e. shear storage modulus
higher than shear loss modulus), they differ in terms of physiological properties
because of some rheological differences. The `loosely adherent gel' can be
removed by suction and readily broken down by low applied shear forces (Allen
and Flemstrom, 2005; Taylor et al., 2004). Thus, in vivo, under shear forces due
to the digestive process, the movement of solid matter through the gut is
facilitated by the loose adherent gel, which has the ability to act as a lubricant
(Atuma et al., 2001; Taylor et al., 2004; Allen and Flemstrom, 2005). A more
firm mucus layer can be observed underneath this loose mucus. The firm layer is
more resistant to applied shear and collapses only at shear forces two orders of
magnitude higher than the loose gel (Taylor et al., 2004). Such rheological
properties allow formation of a firm protective barrier and a stable unstirred
layer, which is resistant to shear.
Regarding the thickness of the layer of each type of mucus, the relative value
varies with the regions of secretion within the gut. In the stomach, both layers
have similar thicknesses, whereas in the small intestine, the firm mucus is much
thinner than the loosely adherent one. This is in accordance with the role of the

Fig. 2.1

Thickness of the entire mucus layer in the gastrointestinal tract, from Atuma et
al. (2001).
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mucus layer in the different parts of the gut. Indeed, since the mucus mainly acts
as a lubricant in the small intestine, it is consistent to have a thick layer of loose
mucus. On the other hand, in the stomach lubrication and protection are both
important features. So, it is not surprising that both layers have similar thickness.
It is still unclear why two different types of mucus can be formed from similar
components. One reason may be that the dilution of the molecules within the
mucus layer is gradually increased going from the epithelial cell to the luminal
surface.
The viscosity of the mucus layer can be affected by external factors. For
example, the extent of the viscoelastic properties depends on the nature of the
mucin molecules and the water content. Small variations in the amount of water
in the mucus result in significant changes in its rheological properties (Wolf et
al., 1977; Fleetwood et al., 1986). Changes in the amount of ions, soluble
proteins within the mucus modulate also the swelling of the mucus (Tam and
Verdugo, 1981).
Hydrophobicity of the mucus layer and surface activity
In addition to the viscoelastic properties outlined above, the hydrophobic
properties of the mucus also plays a role in the protection of the epithelium
(Jimenezcastellanos et al., 1993; Khanvilkar et al., 2001). The hydrophobicity of
the mucus has been the subject of many investigations in the past (Allen, 1981;
Smith and Lamont, 1984; Roussel et al., 1988; Bansil et al., 1995; Lichtenberger, 1995; Shi and Caldwell, 2000; Atuma et al., 2001; Taylor et al., 2003;
Allen and Flemstrom, 2005; Sanders et al., 2000). All conclusions agree with the
fact that lipids (20% of the organic material in the gastric mucus), glyceroglucolipids and ceramides including various oligosaccharide compositions are
responsible for the hydrophobic character of the mucus layer. Even if the role of
each type of lipids in the hydrophobicity is still unclear, evidence supports the
idea that, in the case of the phospholipids, their established amphiphilic
properties allow them to form a hydrophobic barrier (Lichtenberger, 1995).
In addition to their role in the global hydrophobicity of the mucus layer,
phospholipids included in the mucus also act at the surface. At the lumen
surface, strong surface activity (characterized by low wetting and spreading
properties) is the result of the presence of the phospholipids. In this part of the
layer, some phospholipid molecules may be localized such that their hydrophilic
heads are oriented towards the mucus, with their hydrophobic tails dangling in
the lumen (Sanders et al., 2000). In the stomach, this hydrophobic layer is
necessary for the protection of the epithelial cells since it offers a good barrier
towards the protons present in the gastric fluid. In contrast, at the epithelial
interface, the phospholipids are not involved in the strong cohesional properties
of the mucus to the epithelial cells.
Varying pH within the mucosal layer
Among the molecules that can be harmful for the epithelial cells and that must
be stopped by the mucus layer are acid molecules. These molecules are
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dangerous because they can damage the epithelial cells and even cause their
death. The formation of a stable, unstirred layer at the mucosal surface that
prevents immediate mixing of the secreted HCO ÿ
3 with the excess acid in the
lumen, ensures a neutral pH at the mucosal surface and generates a pH gradient
across the mucus (Allen and Flemstrom, 2005; Corfield et al., 2001). This
phenomenon can occur because of the diffusion of bicarbonate ions from the
epithelial cells to the lumen and the neutralization of the back-diffusing acid
(Phillipson, 2003). The existence of a pH gradient in the gastric mucus during
acid secretion is a physiological paradox, since acid molecules, secreted by the
gastric glands, have to pass through the mucus layer to reach the gastric lumen.
Hydrodynamic theory gives some clues to explain these phenomena. Indeed,
hydrochloric acid secreted under pressure in the gastric mucus may reach the
lumen thanks to the phenomenon of viscous fingering. This phenomenon is a
process by which a complex interface is developed when a fluid of low
viscosity is injected into a more viscous fluid; the flowing fluid may penetrate
the stationary fluid but part of this stationary fluid remains behind the interface
and forms `fjords', named `viscous fingers' (Bhaskar et al., 1992). These
`viscous fingers', maintained as single channels, may ensure the diffusion of
HCl from the mucosal layer to the lumen and simultaneously these channels
prevent the backwards diffusion of HCl after emerging at the surface (Bansil et
al., 1995).
2.2.2 Introduction to the mucin molecules
It is worth noticing that the viscoelastic properties of the mucus detailed above
are mainly governed by the mucin molecules (0.5±5% of total weight of mucus
in the gastrointestinal tract). Mucin molecules are glycoproteins of high
molecular weight ranging from hundred thousands to several million Daltons,
containing hundreds of carbohydrate chains, attached to the peptide backbone by
O-glycosidic linkages between N-acetylgalactosamine and a hydroxylated
amino acid (serine or threonine). The mucin molecules can be divided into
two families with respect to their ability to form viscoelastic gels as detailed
below (see pages 34±35) (Filipe, 1979; Roussel et al., 1988; Strous and Dekker,
1992). However, the generic structure and composition of the mucin molecules
are the same for all types of mucins.
Chemical composition of the mucin molecules
An exact chemical composition of mucins cannot be obtained since it depends
on the origin of the sample, the physiological conditions of the animals or the
humans from whom the sample was taken. It is worth noting that to be able to
study mucins, purification of an extract of the mucus must be performed. This
purification involves many steps during which degradations can occur. This
explains why the molecular weight of mucin molecules have been claimed to
range from 0.5 to 20 MDa. It is now widely accepted that the mucin molecules
of higher molecular weight are made up of multiples of a basic unit (Harding,
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Structure and composition of a basic unit of mucin, from Dekker et al. (2002).

1989). Recently, the architecture of a typical mucin molecule was presented and
is reproduced in Fig. 2.2 (Dekker et al., 2002). Mucin molecules are composed
of the following:
· A protein backbone (Sharon, 1966; Ginsburg and Neufeld, 1969; Kornfeld
and Kornfeld, 1976). The protein backbone, which represents about 10±30%
of the total weight of the basic unit of the mucin molecules, consists of a
single polypeptide chain. This chain is composed of a large number of
repeating units that are rich in serine, threonine and proline. The presence of
the two first amino acids is important, since they are linking the protein
backbone to the carbohydrate side chains. As seen in Table 2.2, it is the
hydroxyl group of these molecules, which enables such links. The large
proportion of proline plays an important role in the conformation of the
mucin molecules, as discussed below (see pages 33±34).
· Carbohydrate side chains. The carbohydrate side chains are composed
mainly of five monosaccharides including N-acetylglucosamine, Nacetylgalactosamine, galactose, fucose and sialic acid (See Table 2.2). The
side chains are composed of 2±20 monomers. They usually contribute to
more than 50% of the molecular weight of the mucin molecule (Strous and
Dekker, 1992; Dekker et al., 2002). Although the carbohydrate side chains
exhibit moderate branching, they are considerably heterogeneous in terms of
length and complexity (Harding, 1989). As one can observe in Fig. 2.2, the
carbohydrate side chains form a `bottle-brush' around the protein backbone.
It is worth noting that the carboxylic acid group on the sialic acid molecules
is the major source of negative charges in the mucin molecules.
· Cysteine-rich domains. The cysteine-rich domains are an important part of
the mucin molecules, and more precisely of the protein backbone. These
regions have been shown to be involved in dimerization via disulfide bond
formation, and subsequently polymerization of the dimers to form large
mucin molecules. These domains are non-glycosylated regions also called
`naked regions'. In addition to being polymerization sites, these regions are
also hydrophobic sites, which is another important feature for the mucin
molecules. Their localization and their characteristics are not well defined.
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Table 2.2
molecules

Molecular structure of the main constituents of each part of the mucin

Constituents of mucin molecules

Molecular structure

Carbohydrate chains

N-acetylglucosamine

N-acetylgalactosamine

Galactose

Fucose

Sialic acid

However, some investigations have indicated that in gallbladder mucin, the
naked region containing hydrophobic domains is in proximity to an acidic or
negatively charged environment (Smith and Lamont, 1984).
· N- and C-terminal ends. Few data can be found about the C- and N-terminal
ends. This is most probably due to the absence of any specificity as compared
to the others parts of the mucin molecules. The amino acid residues
constituting these ends are similar to those found in other peptides and
proteins (Strous and Dekker, 1992).
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Continued

Constituents of mucin molecules

Molecular structure

Protein backbone

Serine

Threonine

Proline

Naked regions

Cysteine

Conformation of single mucin molecules in solution
The exact conformation of the mucin molecules in solution has been difficult
to determine because of the complexity of handling this biopolymer. Different
models have been suggested after investigations based on imaging methods
such as electron microscopy and atomic force microscopy. All studies seem
to converge towards the same conclusion. The mucin molecules are suggested
to be flexible, and to form filamentous structures with highly elongated
rodlike or wormlike conformations (Slayter et al., 1974; Roussel et al., 1988;
Bansil et al., 1995). This conformation has been observed as early as 1974 for
ovarian cyst mucin (Slayter et al., 1974). In the case of pig gastric mucin
molecules, which are similar to the human gastric ones, the length of an
elongated mucin molecule ranges from 200 to 1500 nm (Fiebrig et al., 1995;
Round et al., 2002; Hong et al., 2005). Such a large range illustrates the
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heterogeneity of the mucin molecules, in terms of contour length and fibre
length.
If one looks in more detail at the conformation of the backbone of the mucin
molecules, it appears that although being a glycoprotein, no evidence of folded
structures, such as -helix and/or -sheets is observed, except for the N- and Cterminal ends, which are similar to globular proteins. Thanks to the high
proportion of proline and the trans configuration of this amino acid (see Table
2.2), the protein backbone has a remarkable structure, which is presented as a
loosely coiled structure. The ease to adopt the trans configuration makes it ideal
for forming bends and turns in the polypeptide backbone (Schimmel and Flory,
1968; Harding, 1989).
Physico-chemical properties of the mucin molecules
The complicated chemical composition of the mucin molecules has the
advantage to develop interesting physico-chemical properties. First of all, this
polymer is highly negatively charged due to the presence of residues of sialic
acid at the extremity of the carbohydrate side chains. Indeed, the carboxylic acid
group is an important source of negative charges. Functional groups on the
protein core as well as on the side chains also contribute to the charge of the
molecules, for example, glutamic acid and aspartic acid in the protein core and
sulfate groups on the side chains. It is commonly mentioned that the mucin
molecules are fully charged at pH above 2.6, which is the pKa value of sialic
acid. However, since negative charges come from several functional groups with
different pKa values, it seems more correct to consider that the global charge of
the mucin molecules varies with the pH in a more or less continuous way for pH
values between 1 and 7. Thus, the mucin molecules are fully charged at pH 7
and the amount of negative charges decreases by decreasing the pH until the
neutralization point at about pH 1. From a physiological point of view, this
means that the mucin molecules evolve from fully charged at the epithelial
surface to neutralized or weakly charged at the lumen surface within the mucus
layer in the stomach.
The second important feature from a physico-chemical point of view is the
hydrophobicity of the mucin molecules. Although most hydrophobic groups
belong to the protein core and more precisely to the naked regions, some functional groups in the carbohydrate side chains have similar properties. This is the
case for fucose. The methyl group at the equatorial position confers a significant
degree of hydrophobicity to that region of the molecule (Jimenezcastellanos et
al., 1993).
Finally, the rheological properties of mucin are the result of disulfide bridges
between peptide backbones. Thus, the mucin molecules form a viscoelastic gel
with specific physical properties, which allows the gel to flow (Strous and
Dekker, 1992). The importance of the disulfide bridge in the viscoelasticity of
the mucin gels is well illustrated with the two types of mucin molecules. The
first type, named secretory mucin, is capable of forming a viscous gel due to its
ability to form intermolecular disulfide bridges. The second type of mucin lacks
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this ability and a much looser gel can be formed (Strous and Dekker, 1992).
However, the relative proportion of the two types of mucin molecules within the
firmly and the loosely adherent mucus layers is still unclear.
Since the mucin molecules consist of hydrophobic patches, negative charges
and disulfide bridges, it is not surprising that they have been compared to
hydrophobically modified polyelectrolytes in order to explain the mechanism of
the structural changes of cervical mucus (Harding, 1989) and of pig gastric
mucin (Lafitte et al., 2007a). The degree of flexibility of the macrostructure is
also in agreement with the behaviour of polyelectrolytes, which have among
other properties the ability to form a loose, highly solvated, and greatly
expanded structure (Evans and WennerstroÈm, 1999; Holmberg et al., 2003).
2.2.3 Structure of the mucin molecules and their arrangement within the
mucus layer: concentration, pH and temperature dependence
We have presented above the conformation of single mucin molecules when
they are in solution. However, by increasing the concentration above 0.5 wt%,
aggregation of molecules occurs and network starts to be formed (Cao et al.,
1999). The conformation of the mucin molecules is then affected by this aggregation, which depends on the concentration. By increasing the concentration of
the mucin molecules in solution, different aggregates are formed.
First, at low concentration, i.e. in the range 0.5±2% of total weight of the
sample, mucin molecules form a loose gel. The conformation of the mucin
molecules is also dependent on the pH value of the solution. At neutral pH, the
mucin molecules have been seen as fibre-like molecules, which form loose
(Hong et al., 2005), polydisperse and partially penetrating aggregates (Cao et
al., 1999). At pH 4, the conformation of the mucin molecules has been suggested
to change drastically due to unfolding of the protein backbone (Lee et al., 2005).
Hydrophobic patches, trapped within the protein-fold at pH above 4, would then
be able to interact and create intermolecular connection nodes. At low pH, the
mucin molecules seem to form a heterogeneous network, with a wide distribution of pore sizes of the clusters, stabilized mainly by hydrophobic interactions
(Celli et al., 2005, Maleki et al., 2007). Lowering the pH from 4 to 2 results in
an increase of mean aggregate sizes as found by AFM (Hong et al., 2005) and
DLS (Maleki et al., 2007).
If the concentration of the mucin molecules is increased even more up to the
upper limit of physiological conditions, i.e. 5% of total weight of the mucus, a
strong gel is formed. At such concentrations, the mucin molecules, extracted
from pig gastric mucus, form a loose network of elongated chains at pH 7. In this
type of network, the inter-molecular interactions are weak. By decreasing the pH
to 4, the network gains in stability and the mucin molecules have a low motion
(Maleki et al., 2007). Finally, by decreasing the pH even more, down to 1, the
mucin molecules collapse and large hydrophobic clusters are formed. The gel
constituted by these clusters interspersed by large water domains is then much
weaker than the gel at pH 7 (Lafitte et al., 2007a).
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The changes in the structure of the mucin network with pH generate
modifications in the viscosity of the mucin gels (Bhaskar et al., 1991; Bansil et
al., 1995; Celli et al., 2005; Lafitte et al., 2007a). Because of the heterogeneity
of the mucin molecules, it is difficult to predict exactly the viscosity profile as a
function of pH. However, in all studies the same trends were observed; i.e. at pH
above 4, the mucin molecules form a strong gel with a tendency to be strong at
pH close to 4. At pH below 4, the gels lose their viscoelastic properties and form
a weak gel at pH around or below 2.
The physico-chemical properties of the mucin molecules have also been
proposed to be salt-sensitive in several studies (Bhaskar et al., 1991; Cao et al.,
1999; Lee et al., 2005; Lafitte et al., 2007a). For example, at pH 7, the aggregate
size and the conformation of the mucin molecules appear to be modified in the
presence of salt, whereas no changes were observed at pH 2±1. The addition of
salt to a network formed without salt has a similar effect as a decrease of pH
(Lafitte et al., 2007a). This is due to the importance of electrostatic interactions
in the equilibrium of the mucin network. Indeed, a decrease of pH as well as an
increase of the ionic strength screens the electrostatic interactions, leading to an
increase of the relative strength of the hydrophobic interactions.
Finally, contradictory results have been presented concerning the effect of the
temperature on the structure of the mucin gels (Cao et al., 1999; Bromberg and
Barr, 2000; Lafitte et al., 2007a). The different results may stem from the
different origin of the mucin molecules. As far as pig gastric mucin is concerned, changes arising from a change of temperature are of minor importance.
Indeed, increasing the temperature from 25 ëC to 37 ëC (Lafitte et al., 2007a) or
even to 55 ëC (Cao et al., 1999) in concentrated or diluted systems, respectively,
was not responsible for major changes in the structure and arrangement of the
mucin molecules.

2.3 Implications of the mucin molecules and the mucus layer
in controlled release and delivery of functional food ingredients
An efficient release and delivery of functional food ingredients is subjected to
two main phenomena. First, the delivery system has to adhere to the mucus
layer. Then, the functional food ingredients included or not in a delivery
formulation must diffuse through the mucus layer in order to reach the blood
stream. Both phenomena are then influenced by mucin molecules and the other
molecules forming the mucus.
2.3.1 Mucoadhesion: a complex mechanism capable of improving the oral
delivery in the gastrointestinal tract
Definition and role of mucoadhesion in controlled release
In the GIT, the physiological activity is intense, mainly due to contractions from
propulsive and mixing movements (Guyton and Hall, 2000). A controlled-
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release formulation, such as medicine or functional food, is then submitted to
strong forces, which limit its efficiency. One way to improve the efficiency is to
enhance the adhesion of the controlled-release formulation to the mucus layer.
In the case of the adhesion of two materials where at least one is of a biological
nature, we talk about bioadhesion. When the bioadhesion involves the attachment of a carrier to the mucus, the phenomenon is referred to as mucoadhesion
(Park and Robinson, 1987; Gu et al., 1988). A mucoadhesive controlled-release
formulation offers advantages over more traditional dosage forms, including:
· increased residence time leading to enhanced adsorption
· improved intimacy of contact with various biological membranes
· improved bioavailability through the protection of bioactive molecules from
physical and chemical degradation
· targeting and localization of a release device at a specific site.
Theories and factors affecting mucoadhesion
The theory behind mucoadhesion is quite complex and a complete understanding is not yet available, though certain elements of the process are clear
such as the two main stages. First, the mucoadhesive polymers must spread over
the mucus layer to initiate close contact and to increase the surface area of
contact. This is the contact stage (Smart, 2005). Then, the adhesive joints must
be strengthened and consolidated, leading to a prolonged adhesion (Lee et al.,
2000). This is the consolidation stage (Smart, 2005).
One single theory cannot explain such a complex process, and five alternative
theories can be found in the literature (Jimenezcastellanos et al., 1993; Peppas
and Sahlin, 1996; Huang et al., 2000; Lee et al., 2000; HaÈgerstroÈm, 2003; Smart,
2005). They include electronic, adsorption, wetting, diffusion and fracture
theories. Recently, a sixth theory called mechanical theory has been presented as
a potential explanation for the phenomenon.
Electronic theory
If the mucoadhesive polymer and the mucus have different electronic characteristics, transfer of electrons across the interface occurs. This movement of
coulombic charges sets up an electrical double layer and, subsequently, a system
of attractive forces that maintains the mucoadhesive formulation and the surface
of the mucus layer in intimate contact.
Adsorption theory
The adsorption theory relies on the interactions between a bioadhesive polymer
and the molecules of the mucus via hydrogen bonds, Van Der Waals forces and
electrostatic interactions. Hydrophobic interactions can also occur if the
mucoadhesive polymer is partially hydrophobic. The adsorption theory also
includes the chemisorption theory. The chemisorption is one specific type of
adsorption since it involves strong covalent binding between the polymers and
the mucus.
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Wetting theory
The wetting theory, which applies mainly to liquid bioadhesive systems, is based
on the difference in surface tension between the bioadhesive polymers and the
mucus layer. This theory can then predict the adhesion of the polymer by calculating the spreading coefficient introduced by Young (Evans and WennerstroÈm, 1999), which has been suggested as the driving force for the wetting
process. Indeed, if the spreading coefficient is positive, spreading will occur and
consequently an intimate contact and a strong adhesive bond are favoured. On
the other hand, a negative value is characteristic of non-spreading and
consequently no adhesion will occur.
Diffusion theory
The diffusion theory emphasizes that the adhesion is strengthened by the
diffusion of polymer chains into the mucus layer and by the diffusion of strands
of the mucin molecules into the bioadhesive polymer. This process is driven by
concentration gradients and it is affected by the size of the molecules, their
molecular weight and their mobility. The depth of interpenetration of the
polymeric chains depends on the diffusion coefficient and the time of contact. In
order to have strong adhesion, the interpenetration must be in the range of 0.2±
0.5 m. In general terms, the bond strength for a given polymer is obtained when
the depth of penetration is approximately equal to the end-to-end distance of the
polymer chains. Another important factor is the nature of the two diffusing
species. The diffusion of a bioadhesive polymer is enhanced for polymer having
similarities to the mucin molecules regarding the functional groups.
Fracture theory
The fracture theory can hardly be used to explain the mucoadhesion phenomenon. But it is useful to predict the strength of the bond formed between the
two adherent layers. This theory relates the adhesive force to the force that is
required to separate two surfaces. In this theory, one must assume that the
detachment occurs at the interface. However, failure normally occurs at the
weakest component, which is typically a cohesive failure within one of the
adhering surfaces. This theory is considered to be appropriate for the calculation
of fracture strength of adhesive bonds involving rigid mucoadhesive materials.
Mechanical theory
The mechanical theory deals with the enhancement of adhesion when the bioadhesive polymers are in contact with the mucus layer. Indeed, the roughness of
the surface may favour the adhesive force because of an increased contact area.
None of these theories can give a precise description of the mechanisms
occurring during adhesion, but they identify variables that are important to the
bioadhesion process. They imply that different types of bonds may be formed
during the mucoadhesion process. Two families of bonds can be discerned:
chemical and mechanical bonds.
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First, the chemical bonds include strong primary bonds such as covalent
bonds and weaker secondary forces (i.e. ionic bonds, Van der Waals interactions
and hydrogen bonds). These bonds are usually formed independently of the
theory considered to explain the mucoadhesion phenomenon. Even if
individually these forces are very weak, the strength of the resulting force at
the interface is enhanced by the large number of interaction sites.
Second, the mechanical bonds can be thought of as physical connections
between surfaces. Macroscopically, they involve the inclusion of one substance
in the cracks or crevices of another. On a microscopic scale, they can involve
physical entanglement of mucin strands with flexible polymer chains and/or
interpenetration of mucin strands into a porous polymer substrate.
Factors influencing the strength of the mucoadhesion
The formation of chemical and mechanical bonds is subject to many parameters,
which can influence their strength. These factors may be related either to the
nature of the polymer or to the surrounding media. The main factors are
presented below.
Molecular weight and crosslinking of the polymer (Park and Robinson, 1987;
Blanco-Fuente et al., 1996; Lee et al., 2000; Woolfson et al., 2002)
The adhesive strength increases by increasing the molecular weight of the
mucoadhesive polymer. Good adhesion is only obtained within a range of
molecular weights. In general, below a threshold of 100 000 Da, the bioadhesion
is poor. On the other hand, the adhesion is not improved above a critical
molecular weight. There is no general value for this critical value since it
depends on the type of polymer in question.
In addition to the molecular weight, adhesion can also be affected by the
degree of crosslinking. By increasing the crosslinking density, the polymer loses
part of its flexibility and elasticity. Consequently, the interfacial regions for
contact are less deep and subsequently provide a worse environment for
entanglement between the adhesive polymer and the mucin molecules. For
example, the profound changes in density and mobility of the chains of
CarbopolÕ polymers, which occur when the polymer is subjected to crosslinking
prevent a strong adhesion.
The spatial configuration of the polymer (Woolfson et al., 2002)
The optimum adhesion is highly dependent on the spatial configuration of the
molecules. In the case of a linear polymer such as polyethylene oxide, bioadhesion is improved by increasing the molecular weight, meaning that the
optimum adhesion is obtained for a large polymer. An increased molecular
weight implies a larger amount of functional groups and consequently a stronger
binding to the mucus layer. In comparison, in the case of a nonlinear polymer
such as dextran, an increase of the molecular weight also results in an increased
mucoadhesion but to get similar adhesion to that of a linear polymer, a much
larger molecular weight is necessary. The nonlinear polymer has a tendency to
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form a helicoidal structure, where many adhesive groups of the polymer are
trapped inside the coil. These groups cannot participate actively in the process of
adhesion and thus larger molecules must be used to get similar results as with
linear polymers.
Concentration (Gurny et al., 1984; Duchene et al., 1988; Jimenezcastellanos et
al., 1993; Smart, 2005)
An optimum bioadhesion is obtained for an optimum concentration, which is not
necessarily the highest. A concentration beyond the optimum concentration
results in a drop of the bioadhesion because the polymer molecules start to form
a coil and the number of chains available for interpenetration becomes limited.
Chain flexibility (Park and Robinson, 1987; Jimenezcastellanos et al., 1993; Lee
et al., 2000; Smart, 2005)
Since bioadhesion may occur by interpenetration of polymer chains through the
mucus layer, it is conceivable that the polymer chains must have a high
flexibility. Park and Robinson (1987) showed that poly(acrylic) acid chains with
a high flexibility may create significant depth of the interfacial region for contact and subsequently provide a good environment for entanglement between the
adhesive polymer and the mucin molecules. However, if the polymer molecules
are too flexible, the entanglement with the mucin molecules is hindered.
Hydration capability (Jimenezcastellanos et al., 1993)
The adhesion properties of polymers also vary according to the degree of
hydration. When the degree of hydration is high, the adhesive properties of a
polymer are lost due to the formation of slippery, non-adhesive mucilage near
the interface, which results in the absence of adhesion between the polymer and
the mucus layer.
Functional groups (Huang et al., 2000; Woolfson et al., 2002)
As mentioned in the description of the diffusion theory, similarities between the
mucoadhesive polymers and the mucus components favour mucoadhesion.
Thus, polymers containing hydroxyl, carboxyl, and some amines and sulfates are
potentially good bioadhesives. With such functional groups, hydrogen and
dipole±dipole bonding are predominant.
Molecules improving the mucoadhesion of controlled-release formulations
The span of molecules tested for their mucoadhesion is broad. Nevertheless,
polymers can be separated into two groups usually called generations. The `first
generation' of mucoadhesives comprises the hydrophilic macromolecules containing numerous hydrogen bond forming groups. Recently, a second generation
has been investigated. It contains new enhanced materials, which are
characterized by their availability to adhere at specific sites.
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First generation of mucoadhesives
The first generation of mucoadhesive polymers presents significant formulation
challenges, since they are only partly hydrophilic. In addition, they form high
viscosity aqueous solutions already at low concentration, which are often pH
sensitive. In a more functional type of classification, bioadhesive polymers can
be grouped into `water-soluble' molecules, which are typically linear, and
`water-insoluble' molecules, which form in most cases a swollen network by
covalent or ionic bonds via a crosslinking agent. The list of polymers belonging
to the first generation is quite long. The most common ones are presented in
Table 2.3.
It is a general conclusion that the mucoadhesion of this type of polymer is
non-specific and is highly dependent on the structure of the polymers and the pH
Table 2.3

Main bioadhesive polymers and some of their characteristics

Bioadhesives

Propertiesa

Characteristics

Polycarbophil (polyacrylic
acid crosslinked with
divinyl glycol)

· Mw 2.2  105
· Viscous colloid in
cold water

· Swellable depending on pH,
but insoluble in water
· Entangle the polymer with
mucus on the surface of the
tissue
· Hydrogen bonding between
the non-ionized carboxylic
acid and mucin

Carbopol/carbomer
· Mw 1  106± 4  106
(carboxy polymethylene) · pH 2.5±3.0

· Excellent thickening,
emulsifying, suspending,
gelling agent
· Common component in
bioadhesive dosage forms

Sodium carboxymethyl
cellulose (CMC)

· Mw 9  104±7  105
· pH 6.5±8.5
· Soluble in water

· Emulsifying, gelling,
binding agent
· Good bioadhesive strength

Hydroxypropylmethyl
cellulose (cellulose
2-hydroxypropylmethylether)

· Mw 8.6  104
· Soluble in cold water

· Suspending, viscosityincreasing and filmforming agent
· Adhesive ointment
ingredient

Alginate

· pH 7.2
· Soluble in water

· Stabilizer in emulsion,
suspending agent

Chitosan

·
·
·
·

a

Derivatives of chitin
· Non-toxic polymer
· Strong electrostatic
Mw 3800±2  106
Polycation at acidic pH
interaction with mucus
Soluble in dilute aqueous
acidic solution (pH < 6.5)

Mw: molecular weight; pH measured at 1.0% aqueous solution
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of the surroundings. As mentioned above, it appears that the higher the crosslinking density, the lower is the effectiveness of the mucoadhesion. Another
parameter that has been under investigation in many studies is the role of pH on
mucoadhesion. The reason is that most of the polymers studied are derivatives of
polyacrylic acid. Guggi and coworkers showed that decreasing the pH below 5
within the polymer could increase the mucoadhesion up to 2±4 fold (Guggi et
al., 2004). This may result from the fact that the mucoadhesion happens only
when the carboxyl groups are in their acid form. At pH higher than 6, charge
repulsion dominates as carboxyl groups are in the basic form, which limits the
adhesion. A favourable adhesion is obtained when about 80% of the carboxyl
groups are protonated (Park and Robinson, 1987).
One typical example of the first generation of mucoadhesive polymers is
chitosan (see Table 2.3). Chitosan is a natural linear biopolysaccharide obtained
by alkaline deacetylation of chitin, which is one of the most abundant natural
saccharides. These molecules are characterized by a charged NH3+ group and a
hydrophobic group, which are two potential sites for interactions with the mucin
molecules (Harding, 2006). The adhesion of chitosan to the mucin molecules
was clearly demonstrated by transmission electron microscopy and atomic force
microscopy (Fiebrig et al., 1995, 1997; Deacon et al., 2000). The adhesion
results in the formation of large complexes of the order of 1 m in size (see Fig.
2.3) (Harding, 2006). Under physiological conditions, the formation of these
aggregates is due to electrostatic interactions and hydrogen bonding between the
positively charged chitosan and the negatively charged mucosal surfaces
(Deacon et al., 2000; Dodou et al., 2005). The mucoadhesion of chitosan follows
the theories explained above. Chitosan swells and forms a gel-like layer in an
aqueous environment, which is favourable for interpenetration of polymer and
glycoprotein chains. Then, the electrostatic interactions favour a strong adhesion
(Sinha et al., 2004). Although chitosan has presented interesting characteristics
and the potential to be a good enhancer of drug permeability, its action is
limited. In the case of hydrophilic molecules such as atenolol and mannitol
(Schipper et al., 1996, 1999), the enhancement was limited by the propensity for
the chitosan to bind to the luminal gastrointestinal mucin (Smart, 2005), and/or
by the poor diffusion of the chitosan through the mucus. Another factor that

Fig. 2.3 Atomic force microscopy image of (a) mucin, (b) chitosan and (c) chitosan/
mucin aggregates in `phase' mode from Harding (2006).
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must be considered in the formulation of drugs is the insolubility of chitosan at
pH higher than 6.5, which restricts the mucoadhesion in the stomach and
prevents it in the intestine (Dodou et al., 2005). This is the reason why chitosan
has recently been modified with thiolated groups (Kast and Bernkop-Schnurch,
2001; Bernkop-Schnurch et al., 2003). These functional groups enhance the
solubility of the chitosan and keep or even improve the mucoadhesion properties
(Hornof et al., 2003; Dodou et al., 2005). Thus, the thiolated chitosan have the
ability to create disulfide bridges between the thiolated groups and the mucin
molecules, creating a better adhesion force.
Second generation of mucoadhesives
The second generation of mucoadhesive polymers is characterized by the ability
to target the specific mucosal surfaces. One of the most common mucoadhesives
of second generation is lectin. Lectins can be defined as proteins or glycoproteins of non-immununoglobulin nature capable of specific recognition and of
reversible binding to carbohydrate moieties of complex glycoconjugates,
without altering the covalent structure of any of the recognized glycosyl ligands
(Irache et al., 1994). Because of their specificity, different lectin molecules
interact in different ways with mucin molecules. Table 2.4 presents a list of
lectins with their specific sites of binding. The binding capacity of these
mucoadhesive polymers depends on the accessibility of the specific sites of
binding on the mucin backbone rather than the chemical composition of the
mucin molecules. Actually, lectins have efficient mucoadhesive properties in
various parts of the body, which indicates that the mucoadhesive properties are
Table 2.4

Main lectins found in drug and food delivery and their specificities

Lectin
(Latin and common name)

Sugar specificity

Specific site

Lycopersicon esculentum
Tomato (TL)

N-acetyl-D-glucosamine

Small intestine epithelial
surface and strong binding to
M cells

Triticum vulgaris
Wheat germ (WGA)

N-acetyl-D-glucosamine/
Sialic acid

Epithelial cells in stomach,
caecum, colon and absorptive
enterocytes in small intestine

Galanthus nivalis
Agglutinin (GNA)

Mannose

Epithelial cells in stomach,
caecum and colon

Lotus tetragonolus
Lotus/Asparagus pea(AL)

Fucose

Ulex europaeus I
Furze (UEA)

Fucose

Mycoplasma gallisepticum
(ML)

Sialic acid

Small intestine and very
specific for M cell
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independent of the type of mucin encountered (Bies et al., 2004). Better mucoadhesion is obtained for lectins binding specifically to sialic acid of the mucin
molecules. This is due to the terminal position of sialic acid on the oligosaccharide side chains on the mucin molecules as presented above (see page 31)
and consequently to the facility of the lectin molecules to interact with these acid
groups. On the other hand, if lectin molecules bind specifically to one amino
acid of the protein backbone, one can expect a low mucoadhesion due to limited
accessibility. Whatever the efficiency of the lectin-mucin binding, the
phenomenon appears to be fully reversible and time-independent.
2.3.2 Transport through mucin gels and mucus layer
Food and/or drug oral uptake is subjected both to the mucoadhesion and to the
diffusion of molecules through the mucosal layer before reaching their intended
targets. Several investigations have shown that the presence of the mucus retards
the transport of drug compounds to a greater extent than an equivalent unstirred
aqueous layer (Khanvilkar et al., 2001). Species such as ergot alkaloids
(Nimmerfall and Rosenthaler, 1980), aminoglycosides (Niibuchi et al., 1986),
fatty acids (Smith et al., 1986) and some antibodies (Kearney and Marriott,
1987) have a significantly retarded diffusion in the presence of the mucus. The
retardation phenomenon is most probably a global result of all the components
of the mucus. However, two of these components appear to be of great
importance: the mucin molecules, which are the most important molecules in
terms of gel properties, and the lipids, which greatly influence the diffusion of
molecules through the mucus layer.
Transport through the mucin gels: viscosity and proportion of `free' water
As mentioned above, the mucin molecule is one of the most important components of the mucosal layer in terms of physico-chemical properties. The
mucin molecules form a viscoelastic gel with a complex structure. The diffusion
of large molecules is then highly retarded by this gel since molecules must find
their way through the porous material. In the case of COOH-polystyrene nanoparticles, the mean square displacement was primarily sub-diffusive, indicating
that a majority of these particles are temporarily trapped within cages formed by
the mucin molecules. Similar results have been obtained for the diffusion of
several drugs through the mucus gel. The overall diffusional resistance of the gel
layer was evaluated at 50±57% (Bhat et al., 1995). The diffusional reduction
caused by the mucin molecules is non-specific and similar mechanisms are
probably involved for the diffusion of any diffusing molecules. In addition, the
proportion of water molecules trapped within the mucus network and
consequently within a mucin gel, which is also called `free' water, has an
important role in the diffusion of molecules. A decrease of the `free' water
results indeed in a decrease of the diffusion rate of a molecule (Bhat et al.,
1995).
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Hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions between diffusing molecules and the
mucin molecules
The mucin molecules are characterized by the presence of hydrophobic patches
on the protein backbone and negative charges. One must consider that the
existence of hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions between the diffusing
molecules and the mucin molecules can decrease the diffusion rate. Various
studies indicate that positively charged, low-molecular weight molecules (for
example gentamicin, tobramycin (Niibuchi et al., 1986) and some antibiotics
(Niibuchi et al., 1986; Bolister et al., 1991)) bind electrostatically to the
negatively charged mucin molecules. Even more simple species such as potassium ions have their diffusion retarded due to electrostatic interactions (Desai et
al., 1992). On the other hand, the -potential of negatively charged nanoparticles
does not play a significant role in the transport of nanospheres through the
mucus, as has been demonstrated with the study of modified nanoparticles
(Norris and Sinko, 1997).
A good example to illustrate the importance of the hydrophobic interaction
between diffusing particles and the mucin molecules is the study of the transport
properties of molecules of testosterone. These molecules have been investigated
since the 1980s. These studies have been based on the fact that the diffusion of
testosterone was reduced by more than four-fold as compared to two-fold for
most other drugs, suggesting an unusually strong interaction between testosterone and mucus (Hughes, 1988). However, more recently, a study of diffusion
of testosterone and other hydrophobic drugs in solution with mucin has shown
that the effect of lipophilicity was general and not specific to testosterone
(Wikman-Larhed et al., 1997). In this study, it is shown that the diffusion of
mannitol (a hydrophilic molecule) was not influenced by pig intestinal mucin
concentrations, whereas a significant reduction in the diffusion coefficient of
testosterone (a hydrophobic molecule) was observed which increased the
concentrations of pig intestinal mucin. Similar results were obtained for drugs
with a higher degree of hydrophobicity. The hydrophobic binding occurs at the
non-glycosylated regions of the mucin macromolecules. The naked protein
regions, depending on their amino acid sequence, may provide a sufficiently
hydrophobic region for efficient drug±protein interactions.
The electrostatic interactions also have an important role in the retardation of
the diffusion of molecules. However, the strength of these interactions is quite
weak and they can be compensated easily by addition of other molecules. For
example, a study of the diffusion of a model carrier for hydrophobic molecules
formed by cationic and non-ionic surfactants in solution has shown that the
global charge of the carrier is important. Indeed, in the case of a highly positive
charged carrier, strong electrostatic interactions between the carrier and the
mucin molecules result in the formation of a precipitate. In vivo, these strong
interactions may result in the formation of solid-like aggregates at the lumen
surface of the mucus layer and consequently may hinder the diffusion of the
cationic molecules. Simultaneously, the formation of these aggregates may
favour the shrinkage of the mucus network and enhances the diffusion of other
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components of the model carrier such as the non-ionic molecules (Lafitte et al.,
2007b,c). However, after addition of non-ionic surfactant, the global charge of
the model carriers for hydrophobic molecules decreases, the strength of the
interaction between the model carrier and the mucin molecules decreases and no
more precipitates are formed (Lafitte et al., 2005, 2007b). In vivo, the absence of
interactions prevents any physical changes of the structure of the mucus gel and
consequently prevents the enhancement of the diffusion of model carrier (Lafitte
et al., 2007b,c). This shows the important role of electrostatic interactions during
the diffusion of molecules through the mucus layer. Another example is the
binding of tetracycline molecules to the mucin molecules (Macadam, 1993).
Finally, other types of interactions can occur when molecules such as drugs
and nutrients are diffusing through the mucus layer (Wikman-Larhed et al.,
1998). For example, in the case of diffusion of hydrocortisone, it is suggested
that other factors, such as hydrogen-bonding capacity, contribute to the
interactions between drugs and mucus, decreasing substantially the diffusion
of hydrocortisone.
The diffusion of molecules through a mucin gel and consequently to the
mucus layer is also affected by the molecular structure of the diffusing
molecules. The reduction of the diffusion coefficients is then dependent on the
molecular weight of the diffusing particles. For example, over a molecular
weight range of 126 000±186 000 Da, a consistent increase of the retarding effect
is seen with increasing molecular weight of the diffusing molecules (Desai et al.,
1992). The diffusion of large molecules may be inhibit because of their large
size compared to the mesh size of the gel (Lafitte et al., 2007a). In the case of
microspheres, the diffusion is limited when the particles are larger than 0.5 m
(Norris and Sinko, 1997).
Effects of the other components of the mucus layer: importance of lipids
Although it is difficult to get an exact composition of the mucus, it is accepted
that, whatever the origin of the sample, one of its main constituents are the lipids.
This explains why many studies have focused on the role of lipids on the
diffusion of molecules through the mucus layer. The effect is dependent on the
nature of the lipids. Thus, in the case of diffusion of protons through the gastric
mucus, most of the lipids appear to play a major role in the retardation of
hydrogen ion diffusion through the mucus layer. This effect may be the result of
hydrophobic character of the mucin molecules. On the other hand, the way in
which phospholipids exert their effect on the retardation of proton diffusion is not
readily apparent. This retardation effect may be due to the ability of phospholipids to stabilize the extended molecular structure of mucin molecules (Sarosiek
et al., 1984). Similar results have been found with the diffusion of testosterone.
By studying different types of mucus (differentiated by the purification process,
the reconstitution), Larhed and coworkers (Wikman-Larhed et al., 1998) showed
that a diffusing molecule sees its diffusion coefficient varying with the proportion
of the lipids in the mucus extract. A similar decrease was reported by Karlsson
and co-workers using a cell culture system (Karlsson et al., 1993).
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Conclusion

The mucus layer is a complex aqueous layer in the gastrointestinal tract. It plays
an important role in the delivery process of food and drugs since it retards the
diffusion of molecules. However, it has also the ability to favour the adhesion of
certain polymer molecules and consequently to improve the delivery of the
active substances from such polymer matrices. All these steps are subject to
many external factors such as the pH of the lumen, the physiological activity of
the stomach, etc. Consequently, it is of great importance to investigate further
mucoadhesive polymers in order to improve the adhesion of the controlledrelease formulations at such interface. Focus must also be put on the diffusion of
the active substances through the mucus layer. Indeed, although this process has
been under investigation for the past decade, a full understanding is still lacking,
which hinders the improvement of controlled-release formulations.
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3
Testing the effectiveness of nutrient
delivery systems
E. Acosta, University of Toronto, Canada

3.1 Introduction: a holistic view of delivery systems
To formulate effective controlled-release systems, especially those intended for
food applications, it is necessary to consider the different stages that the product
goes through, and make sure that the formulation protects the integrity of the
active ingredient throughout these stages, but releases the ingredient where and
when required. The purpose of this chapter is to identify the key variables that
determine the effectiveness of the delivery system at different stages of this
journey, and the appropriate test methods to evaluate their ability to protect and
release the active ingredient.
This chapter is divided into three parts. The first part of the chapter (Section
3.2) consists of a brief review of the different vehicles and encapsulation
methodologies currently in use (or being potentially useful) in food products,
and pertinent test methods used to validate the production process, and the
stability of the product. The second part of the chapter (Section 3.3) presents a
brief review of the test methods employed to evaluate the in vivo bioavailability
of micronutrients and nutraceuticals. The last part of the chapter (Section 3.4)
introduces the issues surrounding the validation of in vitro release test methods,
and in particular the aspects surrounding the evaluation of controlled-release
formulas. A final reflection on the current state of affairs and outlook on these
evaluation methods is offered in Section 3.5.
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3.2 Delivery systems: formulation, processing and postprocessing
3.2.1 Wet (liquid) processing
Most of the processes currently utilized in active ingredient encapsulation for
controlled-release purposes can be divided into three categories: wet processing,
drying/coating and solid processing. Wet or liquid phase processing not only
includes water-based systems but also systems that use organic solvents and hot
melts. Controlled-release formulas are initially prepared in liquid suspensions
where the formulator has various tools at his disposal to produce and control the
desired morphology. Most of these tools have been evolved from food
encapsulation technologies.1,2 Among these tools, the formulator could use
carbohydrates, surfactants, proteins and lipids to emulsify or suspend insoluble
active ingredients in smaller aggregates (e.g. emulsions, microemulsions); could
introduce ionic polymers to produce self-assembled monolayers to coat the
aggregates (complex coacervation); could use cyclodextrin and other `cage'
trapping molecules in solution (inclusion complexation); conduct suspensionemulsion-microemulsion polymerization; or use simple coacervation with
partially soluble proteins. In the systems that do not require high shear rates,
typically a mixer is used. In addition to modifying the chemistry of the
suspension, the formulator can also control the hydrodynamics of the system
(e.g. colloid mills, wet grinding mills) to produce the desired morphology. New
developments in microfluidics have also made possible the production of
complicated geometries that could be used in more complex controlled-release
strategies. Colloidal mills are used in the production of liposomes, and other
lipid nanoparticles. In most cases liquid formulas undergo a process of drying or
coating (explained in the next section), but they may also be left as stabilized
liquid suspensions.3,4 However, due to instability issues, drying/coating
processes are commonly used to produce more stable solid forms.
There are also other mechanical methods to produce microencapsulated,
controlled-release powder formulas such as spray drying, spray cooling, spray
chilling, spinning disk atomization, freeze drying (lyophilization), fluidized bed
coating, centrifugal suspension separation, and extrusion that will be discussed
in the next section.
There follows a short description of the most common liquid phase processing technologies, their uses, and common efficiency parameters.
Emulsification
Emulsification methods are commonly used to produce encapsulations and
controlled-release systems for oils (essential oils ± flavors, omega-3 fatty acids,
antioxidants) in aqueous suspensions that are later dried to fix the droplet into a
more stable powder form. There are numerous review articles on emulsions and
encapsulation.1,2,5±8 Figure 3.1 illustrates the process of emulsification and spray
drying to produce an encapsulated powder form. The most common form of
emulsion encapsulation consists of dispersing the oil of interest (by mechanical
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Mechanism of oil encapsulation using a combination of emulsification and
spray drying.

agitation) in an aqueous solution of a `film forming' polymer (typically a
carbohydrate), which, upon drying (typically carried out using spray drying),
would produce a polymer matrix containing the entrapped oil.
Film forming (wall) materials include gum arabic, maltodextrin, modified
starches, modified celluloses among others.1,7±11 These conventional film
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forming polymers typically render the microencapsulated oil stable, but do not
produce controlled-release properties in aqueous solutions because the polymer
(especially in the case of gum arabic) is readily soluble in water and releases the
ingredient upon dilution.7 However, the introduction of more hydrophobic
polymeric matrices, such as proteins, Maillard reaction products, and ionic
carbohydrates (e.g. chitosan) have been used to modify the release profile of
these systems.3,9,12±14 In the case of protein-based matrices, the ability to induce
gelation by heat treatment or crosslinking is the key to reduce the permeability
of the polymer matrix which typically results in a more stable and gradual
release of the active ingredient.14 In the case of chitosan, the release of the active
ingredient is triggered by the ionization of the polymer when exposed to the
acidic environment found in the stomach.12
The aqueous solubility, viscosity and emulsification properties of the film
forming polymer should be considered at the time of designing the encapsulation
formula. Typically, it is desirable that concentrated solutions of the film forming
polymer would produce relatively low viscosities (less than 1000 cP) to attain
optimal atomization in the spray dryer. Rosenberg et al.15 found that when using
a mixed gum arabic±sodium alginate system to encapsulate ethyl caproate, a
maximum retention was achieved when the viscosity of the polymer solution
ranged between 150 and 200 cP. The emulsifying properties of the polymer are
defined in terms of its ability to reduce the interfacial tension between the
emulsified oil and water, and its ability to prevent emulsion coalescence either
through steric hindrance or by inducing electrostatic repulsion.6 Gum arabic,
modified starch, whey protein and gelatin are good emulsifiers because of the
presence of oil-liking (lipophilic) and water-liking (hydrophilic) moieties in
their backbone, which allow them to adsorb at the oil±water interface, reducing
the interfacial tension and hindering the coalescence of oil droplets.7
Unmodified starches are poor emulsifiers because of the lack of lipophilic
moieties in their backbone. Natural emulsifiers such as lecithin can be added to
facilitate the emulsification process. In the latter case, lecithin (a natural
surfactant) adsorbs at the oil±water interface, reducing the interfacial tension
and forming lamellar phases on the surface of the droplets which contribute to
the stabilization of the emulsion.
There are two important efficiency parameters related to emulsion-based
microencapsulated systems: one is the encapsulation load (or payload), and the
other is the retention (sometimes referred to as core retention) or microencapsulation efficiency.7,10,14 The encapsulation load refers to the weight
fraction of active ingredient in the encapsulated product (dry basis). The
retention or microencapsulation efficiency refers to the fraction of the active
ingredient (initially added to the emulsion) that is eventually encapsulated in the
final (solid) product.
Typical encapsulation loads for emulsion systems range between 10 and
50%, although technically it is possible to encapsulate systems containing as
much as 80% of the active ingredients. However, it has been found that as the
load increases, the microencapsulation efficiency of volatile oils decreases.10,15
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This is explained by the fact that as the load increases, the `thickness' of the
polymer matrix encapsulating the oil reduces, which produces both a higher rate
of oil evaporation during drying and more defects on the surface of the particle,
leading to poorer microencapsulation efficiency and stability.15
Another important factor to consider when preparing emulsion systems for
the microencapsulation of semi-volatile and volatile oils is the total concentration of solids in the emulsion. It is a general practice to use high concentration
of total solids to reduce the amount of water evaporated per unit mass of
encapsulated product. Reducing the mass of water that needs to be evaporated
reduces the required retention time in the dryer (to achieve a given moisture
level in the final product) which in turn reduces the chances of oil volatilization
and thermal degradation (especially in the case of unsaturated oils).15 The
correlation between emulsion droplet size and retention efficiency is typically
confused by factors associated with encapsulation load (higher loads tend to
produce larger particle sizes ± see reference 10). The particle size distribution of
the final product typically ranges between 0.3 and 10 m. As the particle size
reduces, surface area exposed per unit volume increases, which tends to
accelerate the rate of drying, but at the same time also accelerates the rate of oil
volatilization and the porosity of the encapsulation system.
In addition to regular emulsion systems, multiple emulsions have also been
used in microencapsulation technologies.3,5,14,16±18 Stepwise preparation is
perhaps the most common method of preparation. Water-in-oil-in-water (W/O/
W) double emulsion systems have been used to encapsulate proteins and
probiotics in hydrophilic environments.16,18 However, liposome systems are
more common for those applications. Oil-in-water±in-oil (O/W/O) systems have
been used to formulate controlled-release systems for essential oils and fish oils
(polyunsaturated fatty acids).3,4,17
O/W/O formulations are produced by first emulsifying the oil to be
encapsulated in an aqueous solution containing proteins or other `curable' film
forming polymers, followed by a second step where the first O/W emulsion is
now emulsified in a second oil phase (such as vegetable oil) which is maintained
at high temperature required to `cure' the wall polymer. In the case of proteins,
this `curing' process consists of inducing the dehydration/gelation of proteins at
high temperature. In the case of Maillard reaction products, `curing' is produced
by the crosslinking condensation reaction between proteins and carbohydrates
used as wall materials. The `solvent' or external oil phase is typically removed
by filtration. These `cured' walls are less permeable than the ones produced by
simple emulsification/spray drying, which explains why these systems are more
stable and typically produce larger encapsulation efficiency (more than 90%)
and loads of up to 50%. By controlling the degree of curing, it is possible to
adjust the release profile of the product, and avoid `burst' release effect of
conventional emulsion encapsulation.3,14
Nanoemulsions are yet another emulsion-based technology that could be used
in controlled-release formulations (although it has not been used in food
products thus far).19 To produce these nanoemulsions, a precursor W/O (Type
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II) microemulsion system is diluted in water, to promote a phase change to an O/
W system, but in this phase transition the surfactants and/or lipids adsorbed at
the oil±water interface go through a lamellar phase which forms a protective
`skin' around the oil droplets.
One efficiency parameter that has not been mentioned so far is cost. This is
especially important in the case of food manufacturing due to the small margins
in this industry. The simplicity and relative low cost of spray-dried emulsions
make them the technology of choice for most applications. However, the higher
cost of gum arabic (due to weather and political instability in sub-Saharan
Africa) is prompting new developments of film forming polymers, especially in
the area of protein-based coatings.
Coacervation
Coacervation is a more advanced version of emulsion encapsulation. In a way,
the main difference with the emulsification approach is that the wall around the
emulsion droplet is produced in liquid phase and does not require drying the
solvent to produce the encapsulating wall.1,2,7,20 There are two methods of
coacervation, a simple polymer coating, and a complex polymer coating. The
simple polymer coating requires the use of a polymer which is initially soluble,
but can be rendered insoluble after changes in pH and/or temperature (this is
especially true for proteins and ionic polysaccharides). Additionally, the
polymer has to have a certain affinity for the emulsified phase in order to
coat the surface of the droplet. The simple encapsulation begins as a regular
emulsion with the polymer adsorbed at the interface between the emulsified
phase and the solvent. After that point, the temperature or pH is changed in a
way that the polymer becomes insoluble in the solvent and forms a separate
phase (coacervate) that coats the emulsified phase.
The complex coacervation approach is illustrated in Fig. 3.2. This complex
coacervation consists of mixing two polymers (e.g. one with net negative
charge, and another with net positive charge) that form an insoluble complex on
the surface of the emulsified droplet. For example, Weinbreck et al.21 microencapsulated various essential oils using a mixture of whey protein (WP) and
gum arabic (GA) as coating polymers. According to their procedure, they first
produced an emulsion of the essential oil in water in the presence of WP. After
that, a concentrated solution of gum arabic was added to the emulsion at a pH
when both WP and GA are negatively charged. Then the pH was reduced to a
value when WP has a net positive charge and GA has a net negative charge,
inducing the complexation of these polymers and their coacervation (phase
separation). This combination produced an insoluble protective coating that
prevents the emulsion droplets from coalescing. Typically, gelatin is used
instead of WP. Another optional step is the use of glutaraldehyde (when allowed
by local regulations) as a crosslinking agent.
The encapsulated product is typically separated using filtration/centrifugation.
This technology avoids the use of high temperature processes to dry the solvent (an
advantage for heat labile active ingredients). However, some systems need to be
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Schematic of the complex coacervation method.

exposed to relatively high temperatures for a prolonged period of time to induce
coacervation. In the case of complex coacervation, payloads as high as 90% can be
achieved without sacrificing microencapsulation efficiency.7,21 Unfortunately, due
to the high processing cost and complexity of the process, coacervation technology
is reserved for special applications such as the encapsulation of expensive flavoring
ingredients or to mask strong odors or flavors of nutraceutical ingredients (in
particular omega-3 fatty acids and its esters).22
If the product of the coacervation process is meant to be left as a liquid
suspension, then emulsion stability studies have to be conducted to evaluate the
potential of coalescence or phase separation. Weinbreck et al.21 used TurbiscanÕ
measurements to determine the rate of emulsion creaming as a measure of
emulsion stability. However, there is no standard emulsion stability test for these
formulas. Alternatively, ASTM accelerated emulsion stability tests for
emulsions could be adapted for specific applications (ASTM D 1791 Standard
Test Method for Accelerated Aging of Liquid Water-Emulsion Floor Polishes).
The accompanying regulation chapter has additional details on the conditions
and protocols used to evaluate the stability of liquid formulations.
Liposome encapsulation
Liposomes are produced by the association of amphiphilic compounds (mainly
phospholipids) into bilayer structures. Using various techniques (solvent
evaporation, sonication, microfluidization), this bilayer forms spherical core-
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shell structures (vesicles). In some cases, these vesicles are nested in onion-like
structures called multilamellar vesicles. The use of liposomes in the encapsulation and controlled release of active ingredients in food products is still in its
early stages, but has attracted the attention of academic and industrial research
groups.1,20,22 Liposomes are best suited for the encapsulation of hydrophilic
compounds such as enzymes, water-soluble vitamins (vitamin C in particular),
flavors, and food antimicrobials in liquid suspensions.23 Among the different
methods of liposome production, microfluidization with colloidal mills is
perhaps the most promising technology for industrial scale production in food
applications. Figure 3.3 presents a schematic of the liposome production method
using colloidal mills, and the structure of large unilamellar vesicles (LUV).
It is widely accepted that large unilamellar vesicles (LUV, vesicles larger than
100 nm) are more appropriate for food applications due to the larger payload (up
to 45% loading efficiency), greater stability against vesicle fusion, and ease of
production.1,24 However, nanoliposomes (less than 50 nm in diameter) have
proven to be an effective method for simultaneous encapsulation of hydrophilic
compounds (inside the vesicle) and hydrophobic antioxidants (typically tocopherol) solubilized in the hydrophobic part of the lipid bilayer.25
The encapsulation efficiency (fraction of active ingredient encapsulated) of
liposome depends on the rigidity of the bilayer membrane. Laridi et al.26
encapsulated nisin Z (a lantibiotic) in commercial liposome formulations finding
that the encapsulation efficiency of `soft' liposomes (having melting temperatures near 25 ëC) was close to 10%, whereas a `hard' liposome (melting
temperature of 65 ëC) had an encapsulation efficiency of 35%. The addition of
fluidizing agents such as cholesterol reduced the encapsulation efficiency of
these systems.
To determine the encapsulation efficiency of liposomes, Laridi et al.26 used a
two-step method. The first step consisted of separating the liposomes from the
aqueous suspension using ultracentrifugation. The liposomes (now separated

Fig. 3.3

Schematic of liposome (in the form of large unilamellar vesicles, LUV)
production using colloidal mills.
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from their original aqueous suspension) were then exposed to a detergent (Triton
X-100) solution to `dissolve' the liposomes and release the active ingredient
which was quantified using liquid chromatography. The encapsulation
efficiency is then calculated as the ratio between the mass of the active
ingredient recovered from the liposomes and the mass of the active ingredient
added into the initial suspension.27 It has been proposed that separation methods
like the one used by Laridi et al.26 are too disruptive for liposomes and that they
tend to underpredict the value of encapsulation efficiency.
The stability of the liposome needs to be considered when assessing the
effectiveness of these formulas. Lasic considers that there are four factors that
affect the stability of liposomes:28,29 physical, chemical, colloidal, and biological. The physical stability depends on the natural curvature of the lipid
mixture (equilibrium curvature of the liposome), and the rigidity of the bilayer.
More rigid membranes (higher melting points) with curvatures (the reciprocal
value of the liposome radius) close to their natural curvature would be more
stable against perturbations such as temperature increase, shear, vibration,
freeze/thawing cycles. Chemical stability refers to the ability of the liposome to
maintain the level of encapsulation efficiency with changes in solution
chemistry such as pH, electrolyte composition, liposome concentration,
oxidizing agents, and presence of surface active compounds (e.g. surfactants,
cholesterol, bile salts). Colloidal stability refers to the ability of the liposomes to
maintain their size under various storage conditions. The natural curvature of
most phospholipids used to formulate liposomes is near zero (flat bilayers);
therefore, liposomes tend to fuse and grow. This explains why large liposomes
(LUV) are more stable than small ones. Some formulators introduce ionic lipids
to maintain a net charge on the surface of the liposome to produce an electrostatic barrier against liposome fusion. Steric barriers such as hydrocolloids (e.g.
gum arabic, starch, cellulose) have also been used to prevent liposome fusion.
Biological stability refers to the ability of the liposome to withstand the attack of
biological agents, specially enzymes and macrophages.
There is not a standard stability test protocol for liposomes, so the formulator
needs to consider the specific conditions and the life cycle of the formulation up
to the point of release, and simulate these conditions. After the protocol has been
carried out, the activity of the encapsulated ingredient, the morphology of the
remaining liposomes, and the release profile are usually the main parameters
used to evaluate the stability of the system.
Inclusion complexation
Inclusion complexation entails the use of -cyclodextrin as a `molecular cage' to
encapsulate the active ingredient. -Cyclodextrin are cyclic carbohydrates
where their hydrophilic moieties oriented outwards and their lipophilic interior
provide a suitable environment to solubilize organic compounds. Figure 3.4
presents a schematic of inclusion complexation and the structure of cyclodextrins. These formulas are used in the encapsulation of volatile organic
molecules (essential oils and vitamins), and are especially useful to mask odors
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Fig. 3.4

Schematic of inclusion complexation using -cyclodextin.

and flavors, and preserve aromas. The loading efficiency is typically low (about
11%), but the encapsulation efficiency is high and the encapsulated material is
stable up to 200 ëC. However, the elevated cost of -cyclodextrin limit the
application of these systems.1,7,20 Dendrimers are, hypothetically, an alternative
to -cyclodextrin; however, their high cost and potential toxicity are still
limiting factors for their application in food encapsulation technologies.
Solid lipid nanoparticles
Solid lipid nanoparticles are produced by melting a lipid matrix such as
hydrogenated vegetable oils, and dissolving the hydrophobic active ingredient in
this hot melt. After that, this hot melt is incorporated into an oil-in-water nanoemulsion (produced by high shear) or microemulsion system at high temperature. This hot-melt nanoemulsion or microemulsion is then spray congealed to
produce submicron particles containing a solid solution of the active
ingredient.30,31 This solid solution typically produces a faster release of active
ingredients that tend to form insoluble crystals. The solid solution maintains the
active ingredient in a glassy state in which this ingredient is more active. When
the release profile of cyclosporine formulated in solid lipid nanoparticles is
compared to that of microemulsion systems, the latter produced a `burst' release
effect that is not observed with nanoparticle systems.32
The loading efficiency of these systems can vary between 5 and 50%
depending on the drug and the lipid matrix. However, most studies have reported
20% loading efficiency.31 The encapsulation efficiency for lipophilic ingredients
has been reported to be has high as 99.6%.33
Figure 3.5 presents a schematic of the method of production of solid lipid
nanoparticles using microfluidic devices (high shear). This technology has found
its way into the formulation of cough syrups.34 Recently, microemulsion-based
solid nanoparticles have been formulated for the controlled release of tea
polyphenols.34,35
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Fig. 3.5 Production of solid lipid nanoparticles using colloidal mills/microfluidic
devices.

Microemulsions
Microemulsion systems are composed of oil and/or water nano-domains that
coexist in thermodynamic equilibrium.5,6 Perhaps the best known application of
microemulsion in oral formulations is NeoralTM for the delivery of the hydrophilic peptide cyclosporine A, and HIV protease inhibitors Ritonavir and
Saquinavir which are commercialized under the name of NorvirÕ and
InviraseÕ.36 In those systems, the microemulsion is encapsulated with an
enteric coating to protect the integrity of the microemulsion during its passage
through the stomach. Once the formulation reaches the small intestine, the
encapsulated ingredients form a microemulsion system with or without the aid
of bile salts (natural surfactants). These formulations are called selfmicroemulsifying drug delivery systems (SMEDDS). SMEDDS are used to
increase the bioavailability of otherwise poorly adsorbed drugs by reducing the
drop size of the emulsified system to less than 100 nm.36,37
SMEDDS are formulated as microemulsion precursors, typically with gellike paste consistency, containing the surfactants, lipids, carrier oil (such as a
medium chain triglyceride), and the active ingredient (hydrophobic drugs in
most cases). SMEDDS are expected to spontaneously form microemulsion (oilin-water microemulsions, in most cases) upon dilution in the stomach or the
intestines. SMEDDS have been recently used to deliver Isoflavones extracted
from Pueraria Lobata (a traditional Chinese medicinal herb), finding that this
form of delivery increased the bioavailability (absorption) of this active
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ingredient by 2.5-fold when compared to a tablet formula.38 The increased
bioavailability obtained with SMEDDS is due to the increased solubilization of
the active ingredients in micelles which can either be absorbed directly or
increase the local concentration of the active ingredient next to the luminal
surface. It has also been proposed that SMEDDS increase paracellular transport
through the epithelial cells lining the intestines, increase the residence time of
the drug in the intestine (bioadhesion), increase the permeability of the epithelial
tissue, and activate the production of chylomicrons (lipoproteins that collect the
lipids adsorbed in the intestines and transport them to the liver).39
The fluid nature of the surfactant film in microemulsion systems helps
increase the rate of mass transfer and adsorption through membranes and
epithelial tissues. However, the fluidity of the interface also facilitates phase
transitions induced by changes in temperature, composition (e.g. dilution),
electrolyte concentration, and pH (these variables influence the thermodynamic
equilibrium of microemulsions). One alternative to prevent these phase
transitions is to polymerize the core of the internal phase of the microemulsion.
For example, enzymes have been successfully encapsulated in silica nanoparticles produced using oil-in-water microemulsions.40,41 Another interesting
alternative that has been explored recently to stabilize microemulsion aggregates
is the use of complex coacervation. According to this approach, an oil-in-water
microemulsion was coated with a coacervate phase formed after combining gum
arabic and gelatin.42 The encapsulation efficiency of this complex was 60%, and
the size of the coated aggregates ranged between 30 and 100 nm.
Leser et al. have recently reviewed some of the applications of microemulsions on the encapsulation of antioxidants and flavors.43 They point out that
the thermodynamic stability of microemulsions and the ability of these systems
to form spontaneously (minimum energy input) are the main drivers to pursue
the use of microemulsions systems in food formulations. However, they
summarize the main limitations of microemulsions as follows.
· There is a relatively small pool of potential surfactant candidates with GRAS
status.
· High concentration of surfactant and cosurfactant are needed (for example, to
encapsulate 10% of oil, typically 20% or more surfactant is required, i.e.
loading efficiencies of 30±40%).
· It is not possible to attain a conventional bicontinuous microemulsion when
the oil phase is a triglyceride compound (difficult formulations).
· High temperature is needed to produce microemulsion systems with
triglycerides.
Similar observations have been made by Flanagan and Singh in a recent review
on the use of microemulsions as delivery of bioactives in food.44
One way to get around these limitations is the use of GRAS oil cosolvents
(e.g. limonene) and aqueous cosolvents (e.g. ethanol, glycerol, polyethylene
glycol, etc.) to form `dilutable' or U-type microemulsions introduced by the
group of Garti and Aserin.45 A detailed description of these systems is provided
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later in this book. These microemulsions are formulated in such a way that they
can be diluted in water without undergoing phase transition. Dilution (dissolution) tests are important to guarantee the stability of microemulsions during
food preparation and/or digestion. There are certain dissolution protocols that
are discussed in Section 3.4.2. However, there is not a standard dilution test for
microemulsions. The formulator should be very careful at the moment of
selecting the composition of the diluting solution since changes in the chemistry
of the aqueous solutions can bring about phase transitions that affect the ultimate
fate of microemulsions. Porter and Charman have indicated that the failure of
some microemulsion formulas is likely a result of not considering the chemistry
involved in the digestive system.37
Another way to circumvent some of the limitations of microemulsions
involves the use of linker-based microemulsions.46 Using the linker approach,
lecithin-based microemulsion systems have been produced using biocompatible
ingredients with high oil solubilization capacities.47 In linker-based
formulations, lecithin is used as the main surfactant, sorbitol monoleate is used
as lipophilic linker (to enhance the lecithin±oil interaction), and a hydrophilic
linker such as C6-C8 polyglucosides or a partially saponified C7-C8 fatty acid
enhance the lecithin±water interaction. In general, linker systems have high oil
solubilization capacity; however, the formulation of single phase microemulsions with pure tryglicerides is still a challenge even for linker systems.
The best approach to formulate a single phase bicontinuous microemulsion
with triglycerides involves the use of extended surfactants.48 Unfortunately,
extended surfactants do not have GRAS status.
Certainly there are challenges in microemulsion-based encapsulation but
there are a number of success stories that continue to inspire scientists and
engineers in this field.
3.2.2 Drying/coating
The spray drying process begins when a suspension containing the active
ingredient, and the dissolved polymer matrix is pressurized and then atomized
(after passing through a nozzle) to form a `mist' in the drying chamber
(illustrated in Fig. 3.1). A hot gas (air or possibly nitrogen if one or more
ingredients tend to oxidize) is also blown into the drying chamber with the
objective of evaporating the solvent.1,2,7,8,15,20,49 Gum arabic and starches are
commonly used as the polymer matrix because they tend to form spherical
microparticles during the drying process.50 The microcapsules produced using
spray drying have been particularly useful for the controlled release of volatile
flavors and aromas.2,8,50,51
There are various books on spray drying (in particular, see reference 52) and
the discussion on the applications and limitations of the technique is beyond the
scope of this chapter. However, it is necessary to briefly identify various
parameters of the spray drying process that affect the effectiveness of the
delivery system. The first thing one must realize is that spray drying is a
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kinetically controlled process, and that the properties of the final product (size,
shape, porosity) depend on the interplay of simultaneous factors. The spray
drying process starts with the formation of the atomized droplet, whose size
depends on the surface tension and viscosity of the liquid, pressure drop across
the nozzle, and the velocity of the spray. Smaller drop sizes typically lead to
smaller particles and faster drying. As the droplet contacts the hot gas, the
solvent starts to evaporate and the liophilic polymer (e.g. starch, gum arabic)
begins to form a film or `skin' on the surface of the droplet.53 As the solvent
evaporates, and the vapors permeate the polymer skin, a porous structure within
the particle begins to form. At the same time, the liophilic polymer and the
active ingredient concentrate, inducing a phase transition into various liquid
crystal and solid phases. The mechanical properties of the resulting solid will
control the strength of the solid (friability, plasticity), and in some cases, the
swelling (dissolution kinetics).49,52
Unfortunately, the complexity of the spray drying process is such that, to a
great extent, the properties of these systems are adjusted using an empirical (trial
and error) approach rather than being set by design (although new trends reveal a
move in the industry towards formulation by design). However, there are certain
rules of thumb to consider. Particle size (typically ranging from 1 to 1000 m)
affects the appearance (smaller particles are less visible), the density (smaller
particles are typically denser ± less trapped gasses, and pack better), the
wettability (smaller particles are more difficult to wet), and the flowability
(smaller particles tend to pack better and agglomerate). Increasing the
`hydrophobicity' of the liophilic polymer tends to decrease the wettability and
flowability of the particles. The porosity of the polymeric matrix also has an
effect on the rate of swelling/dissolution, but more importantly, it plays a role on
the stability of the formulation, since the porosity of the polymer also regulates
the rate of oxygen and water uptake, and the rate of evaporation of the active
ingredient.8
Particle size distribution is determined through static light scattering. Particle
morphology (size and shape) can be determined using optical microscopy, and
scanning electron microscopy. Particle density and porosity are typically
measured using gas displacement pycnometry.54 Particle flowability can be
measured in different ways such as funneling time, and the drained and poured
angle of repose.55 The surface hydrophobicity can be assessed through electron
spectroscopy for chemical analysis (ESCA) which quantifies the concentration
of fats, proteins, carbohydrates on the surface of the particle.55 The wettability or
dispersability of the particles is measured as the time that it takes to redisperse
the powder in water.56
Other spray techniques include spray chilling and spray cooling, which are
used to encapsulate water-soluble active ingredients (e.g. minerals) in a
hydrophobic shell. Typically, a hot melt of fatty compounds (e.g. stearin) is
atomized and contacted with chilled/cold air. As the droplet begins to cool, the
fatty compounds begin to solidify on the surface of the droplet forming a `skin'
similar to that produced by the film forming polymer in spray drying.
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Fluidized bed operations have been used to introduce additional coatings and
agglomeration of the primary powder,57 or as alternative to spray drying/cooling
processes.1,2 Various additives can be added during bed coating: inorganic fillers
(silica, carbonates, kaolin) are used to adjust the density of the particle;
powdered pigments (e.g. titanium dioxide) are added to mask strong colors;
anticaking agents (e.g. starches, celluloses, stereates) are also added to modify
the mechanical strength, adhesiveness and wettability of the powder. Diosady et
al.58 used fluidized bed coating to encapsulate potassium iodide and potassium
iodate with modified starches, gelatin, and sodium hexametaphosphate, finding
the method suitable to protect the encapsulated mineral against moisture in
extreme environment.
Another drying method that is gaining popularity is the use of centrifugal
atomizers and extruders.1,2,8,20 In centrifugal atomizers, the emulsion or
suspension is impinged into a rotating wheel that disperses small liquid droplets
into a drying chamber. These atomizers are especially useful for viscous liquids.
Centrifugal extruders are based on the same principle, only that in these
extruders the suspension of the active ingredient is co-injected with a coating
fluid into a perforated rotating disk that produces droplets where the encapsulated ingredient is coated by a film of the coating fluid. From the formulation
point of view, it is important to consider the surface tension of the suspension
which impacts the Raleigh instabilities that lead to the formation of the
droplets.20 Both centrifugal atomization technologies are typically a part of
spray drying or spray congealing processes.
3.2.3 Solid processing
After the powder formula (sometimes called the premix) is produced, one could
blend it with another powder carrier such as sugar, salt, flour, powdered milk,
cocoa, etc. One of the challenges of incorporating powdered premixes into a
powdered carrier is to guarantee homogeneous blending to prevent particle
segregation. Various test protocols have been proposed to determine the particle
size after powder mixing and handling.59,60 In the pharmaceutical industry,
ultraviolet (UV) spectroscopy and near infrared (NIR) imaging or spectroscopy
have been used to perform blend uniformity analysis (BUA).61±63 For infrared
imaging, heat lamps and an infrared camera (e.g. InSb focal array plane camera)
are placed on the top of the blender (typically V blenders), and the gray level
obtained in the image reflects the level of near infrared light absorbed. After
analyzing the gray level for each pixel, the level of dispersion is measured by the
relative standard deviation (RSD ± the ratio of the standard deviation divided by
the average value of the measurement) of the gray level distribution. More
commonly NIR spectroscopy is used in modern operations.62,63 To conduct NIR
spectroscopic analysis, sapphire windows are placed in different parts of the
blender, and a fiber optic-based NIR spectrophotometer is used to obtain the
absorbance spectrum in the near infrared range (1000±2200 nm).62 The
absorbance spectrum represents a `fingerprint' of the mixture. To apply this
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methodology it is necessary to identify a specific set of wavelengths that are
most sensitive to changes in composition of the active ingredient.64 Variations of
the absorbance levels from the average value are reported in terms of RSD. The
actual levels of active ingredient in the mixture and RSD of the distribution are
important parameters for claim substantiation. It has been proposed that active
ingredient concentration within 10% of that indicated by the label and a
maximum 5% RSD are target values for blending processes.65 In early 2000, the
US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) evaluated the possibility of
introducing BUA standards. However, after comments received from various
stakeholders, a decision was made to request BUA monitoring and reporting, but
no standards were established.66 Part of the discussions that led to this decision
is that the release profile (measured through dissolution tests) supersedes any
other processing variable. These tests will be covered in Chapter 17.
Extrusion processes are solid processing operations that can be used to
integrate powdered encapsulated materials into formulations of various products
such as cereals and pasta. However, within the context of encapsulation and
controlled release, extrusion is used to mix the active ingredient (typically a
flavor) with a molten encapsulating material (typically a polysaccharide).1,2,20
The product that exits the die of the extruder is passed through a dehydrating
solvent such as isopropyl alcohol where the product cools down and solidifies.
The fibers produced in this way are cut into small pieces and dried. The
encapsulated products have a shelf life of up to five years.20 However, the
loading efficiency is relatively low (close to 8%).
3.2.4 Post processing: quality control and stability tests
In the preceding sections we have considered the formulation and production
technologies involved in controlled-release formulations. Along the way, we
have considered the different efficiency parameters of these technologies (e.g.
loading efficiency, encapsulation efficiency, and stability). However, the
ultimate formulation effectiveness test is to obtain the release profile after
simulating the life cycle of the formula leading to the point of release.
In this section we will consider the intermediate steps leading to the final
evaluation of simulated stomach dissolution and intestine absorption.
Figure 3.6 illustrates various post production stages. While the conditions of
storage in the first three stages of Fig. 3.6 (storage ± transport ± distribution) are
different, it is convenient to simulate them (stability tests) as one, and consider
the extreme conditions to which the product will be exposed.
The protocols used to evaluate the stability of liquid and solid products are
specified by the good manufacturing practices (GMP) of each country.
However, the International Conference on Harmonization (ICH, a multinational
organization led by the United States, the European Union, and Japan) has
established a set of standard conditions that have been adopted by numerous
countries in drafting their GMP regulations.67 The specific conditions and
explanation of the regulations are explained in Chapter 17.
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Post-processing stages.

In summary, the ICH regulations indicate that time, temperature, and humidity
are the main variables that affect the stability of formulations. A formulation is
stable (within a given time) if the concentration of the active ingredient does not
vary by more than 5% of the original concentration. Such variations in
concentration may be due to the volatilization of the active ingredient or the
carrier (in the case of liquid products), or degradation of the active ingredient
(e.g. oxidation). In addition to chemical stability, biological stability (presence/
growth of microbes), and physical stability (phase separation, coalescence of
emulsions or liposomes) are also factors that need to be considered.
The ICH protocols define the conditions of temperature and humidity for
different types of products (solids, liquids, non-refrigerated, refrigerated,
products with permeable and impermeable packing). Some of the most extreme
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conditions (used for accelerated stability tests) require exposing the formulations
to 40 ëC and 75% R.H. In the case of temperature alone, an increase in temperature increases the rate of degradation reaction (an increase of 10 ëC typically
increases the rate of degradation reactions by twofold). Unfortunately, there is
not much that the formulator can do to prevent this effect other than use the
appropriate coatings to minimize the penetration of potential reactants (e.g.
oxygen) that may participate in these degradation reactions.
The combination of temperature and humidity can bring about changes in the
permeability of coatings, as explained below.
Effect of temperature and humidity on stability
As discussed above, the increase in temperature and/or humidity represents a
threat to the stability of the encapsulated ingredient. Ubbink and KruÈger68
describe this effect in terms of the glass transition temperature of the encapsulating matrix and the activity (relative humidity) of water. When the
temperature of the system is below the glass transition temperature (Tg) of the
polymer (e.g. a modified starch), the molecules of the polymer are relatively
immobile and water molecules can only diffuse (slowly) through the polymer
matrix as single molecules. As the temperature of the system approaches Tg, the
molecules of the polymer matrix become mobile and facilitate the formation of
small clusters of water molecules that move through channels within the
polymer. The formation of these clusters of water depends on the relative
humidity of the system. As the relative humidity approaches 100% (water
activity  1), more water molecules tend to `condensate' in these clusters. To
complicate this situation even more, the glass transition temperature of
hydrophilic polymers decreases with increasing relative humidity.69,70
One way to address the instability of high temperature and high humidity
environment is the use of hydrophobic coatings (such as hydrogenated vegetable
oils) produced by spray cooling or bed coating.71 However, it is necessary to
guarantee that the melting point of the hydrophobic coating would be higher
than the highest temperature that the system will experience during storage and
transport.
As a result of the increased permeability of the encapsulating material due to
the high temperature and humidity, vapors of volatile flavors and aromas are
released, leading to losses in active ingredient. It has also been reported that this
increased polymer permeability, induced by humidity, leads to an increase rate
of oxidation of encapsulated unsaturated oils.70,72,73

3.3

In vivo tests

In the preceding sections we have discussed some of the most common
formulation and processing alternatives for controlled-release products applied
to the food and nutraceutical industry. We have also discussed some of the tests
used to evaluate the effectiveness of controlled-release formulas during their
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production, storage, and distribution. However, the ultimate effectiveness test
for controlled-release formulas is to obtain its release profile using in vivo tests.
The test protocols for in vivo tests used in validation or claim substantiation
are regulated by government agencies or professional organizations. The tests
protocols prescribed by the US FDA are described in Chapter 17.
In this section of the chapter, the in vivo tests and test methods used for
research purposes (with emphasis on mineral and hydrophobic nutraceuticals)
are described, as well as the physiological parameters that affect the
bioavailability of micronutrients and nutraceuticals.
3.3.1 In vivo test methods applied to micronutrients and nutraceuticals
Food products (including beverages and nutrition supplements) are not held to
the same bioavailability standards as pharmaceutical products, unless there is a
specific health-related claim on the label. However, the regulations regarding
these products are changing fast. Many countries are starting to recognize that
preventive medicine (health through better eating habits, and healthy life style)
is a cost-effective alternative to curative medicine. As nutraceuticals gain
recognition as health-related products, their bioavailability becomes a greater
issue for regulators and manufacturers.74 A sign of these changes is the initiative
of the United States Pharmacopeia (USP) of introducing the program `USPverified dietary supplement' seal of approval. This seal guarantees that the
product contains the nutrients indicated in the bottle, that the product does not
contain harmful contaminants, that the product dissolves and releases the
ingredients in the body, and that the product is manufactured following good
manufacturing practices.
Another important fact to consider is that food scientists and nutritionists
have been studying the bioavailability of micronutrients and nutraceuticals to
address concerns regarding the deficiency of these components in our diets.
Unfortunately, the interpretation of bioavailability studies in food and related
products is often challenging due to the food ± active ingredient interactions and
the effects of food processing and food preparation techniques. In the next
sections, selected in vivo studies for minerals and antioxidants will be discussed.
Bioavailability of hydrophilic ingredients (minerals)
Fairweather-Tait reviewed the different methods used to evaluate the
bioavailability of micronutrient minerals, in particular iron, zinc, copper,
manganese, and selenium.75 There are three types of minerals, those that are
poorly absorbed (<25%, such as Fe, Si, Mn, V, Ni, Cr), those that experience
intermediate absorption (25%-75%, Zn, Cu, Se, Mo), and those that are highly
absorbed (F, I, B, Co). The methods used to evaluate the bioavailability of
minerals include metabolic balance, rate of repletion, plasma appearance,
radioisotopes, and stable isotopes.
Metabolic balance consists of monitoring the mass of the mineral consumed,
and the mass of the mineral excreted over an extended period of time (weeks). In
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conducting these experiments it is important to account for other sources of the
mineral of interest in the diet. Unfortunately, without any specific tagging, it is
not possible to discern the source of the mineral absorbed (from the diet or from
the nutritional product). One way to avoid this limitation is the use of isotopes
that could be easily identified. The metabolic balance method is best suited for
minerals that have intermediate or high absorption, such that the uncertainties of
the measurement are significantly lower than the calculated difference between
the mass of the mineral ingested and the mass excreted.
Determining the rate of repletion is an alternative method to the metabolic
balance for poorly absorbed minerals. The repletion method requires subjects
with marked deficiency of the mineral of interest such that the tendency of the
body to absorb the mineral is accentuated. The idea is to evaluate the metabolic
absorption as a function of time until the organism reaches its homeostatic level
(negligible absorption). This time of repletion can be used as an indication of the
bioavailability, in particular if one compares the bioavailability from food or
from nutritional products.76
Using plasma concentration (as suggested by FDA regulations) is suitable for
minerals dosed in high concentrations where the rate of absorption is higher than
the rate of elimination (in order to avoid the onset of flip-flop at the earlier
stages of the test). This method may be appropriate for nutritional products
containing minerals that are highly absorbed.77 The plasma concentration of
minerals is typically measured using atomic absorption.
One efficient method to track the mass balance (fraction excreted,
metabolized and eliminated) of minerals ingested in a specific food product is
through the use of radioisotopes. Radioisotopes can also be used in plasma
concentration studies, whole body retention and imaging studies.78 Radioisotopes were introduced shortly after World War II, when accelerated neutrons
produced by nuclear reactors were used to irradiate compounds to render them
radioactive. Iron (59Fe) was the first mineral investigated using this technique.79
The detection of radioactive isotope in bodily fluids is accomplished using
scintillation counters that detect the emission of ionizing radiation (beta and
gamma photons). In principle, a significant fraction of the mineral in the food
product should be present in the radioactive form in order to measure its
concentration and complete the mass balance ± this is called the intrinsic
labeling method. However, it has been found that due to isotope exchange, in
some cases one only needs to introduce a radiotracer of the element (in the case
of iron, this is accomplished using 59FeCl3 or 59FeSO4) that could serve as a
marker ± this is the extrinsic tagging method.80,81 However, the problem with
radioisotopes is the risk associated with the exposure to ionizing radiation. For
the most part, the use of radioisotopes for nutritional research in humans is
discouraged (and unacceptable for children and pregnant or lactating women)
but it is still a useful tool for animal and in vitro studies.
Stable isotopes are a safer alternative to radioisotopes. These stable isotopes
do not emit ionizing radiation and are naturally present in numerous food
products. There are two problems associated with the use of stable isotopes. The
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first is to find a reasonably pure form of the isotope, and the second involves the
detection of the isotope. In a recent review, Abrams and Wong explained that
the development of new separation methods for stable isotopes and the rapid
expansion of the field of mass spectrometry (ICP-MS, GC-MS, LC-MS) have
made this alternative the method of choice for bioavailability studies.82
Fairweather-Tait and Dainty83 agree with the previous observation but advise
considering the potential interferences with the fraction of the stable isotope
already present in the body and in other food ingredients. To this end, it is
necessary to carefully select the isotope to be considered (e.g. 57Fe, 44Ca, 64Zn
are popular choices for bioavailability studies) and the concentration of the
isotope in the foodstuff (intrinsic) or mixed with the food ingredients (extrinsic
tag). In addition to minimizing the interference of naturally occurring isotopes, it
is necessary to use elaborated multi-compartment mass balance models to
separate the changes in the isotope concentration due to the absorption of the
isotopic tracer and that due to naturally occurring isotope. Commercial
mathematical packages such as SAAM II (University of Washington) have
been developed to solve the simultaneous differential equations that arise from
such multi-compartmental models. In addition to these mass balance models,
phenomenological models have been introduced to account for enhancing or
inhibiting factors that affect the rate of mineral absorption.84
It is beyond the scope of this chapter to discuss the bioavailability studies for
all the minerals used in food fortification or nutritional supplements. However,
the bioavailability of iron and calcium will be discussed to illustrate the
complexity of designing bioavailability studies and the interpretation of the data.
The first fact that one has to realize is that, unlike with pharmaceutical drugs,
the body has evolved to metabolize minerals and micronutrients in order to
maintain a homeostatic level of these minerals in bodily fluids and tissue.
Therefore, the bioavailability of a mineral dose depends on the degree of mineral
deficiency in the test subject (the higher the deficiency, the greater the
bioavailability). The homeostatic level of the mineral of interest is not the same
for all subjects. In the case of iron, for example, children and pregnant women
have greater needs for iron than other groups of the population. Additionally,
there are compounds such as ascorbic acid, citric acid, succinic acid and fructose
that contribute to iron absorption. On the other hand, phytate, wheat bran,
polyphenols, and other minerals hinder the absorption of iron.75,85
Iron salts such as ferrous sulfate or ferrous fumarate are found to be readily
absorbed by the intestine, thus they are considered bioavailable species of the
mineral, although their absorption is less than 30%.85 Iron fortification premixes
or iron supplement formulas are typically designed to release the bioavailable
form of iron in simulated stomach dissolution conditions; however, this approach
does not take into account the homeostatic level of iron or iron deficiency of the
subject. In iron deficient groups, the simple dissolution method is a good
indication of the bioavailability of iron.58 Nutritional scientists point out that,
unless there is a severe deficiency of iron, iron supplement formulas (even
controlled-release formulas) are typically less bioavailable than iron naturally
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present in various food products.77,85,86 The advantage of iron supplementation is
that high doses of iron force the body to absorb the iron faster (although not
efficiently) and achieve slightly elevated levels of iron in tissues.
Calcium bioavailability is also a matter of concern, especially for young
children, and for pregnant, lactating and post-menopausal women. Various
calcium salts such as calcium carbonate, calcium citrate, calcium lactate,
calcium phosphate, calcium gluconate, and others have been approved for food
fortification and supplementation.85 Calcium absorption typically ranges from
20 to 30%, thus it can be classified as a poorly absorbed mineral. The
bioavailability of calcium depends on the level of calcium deficiency, and on the
presence of vitamin D which mediates the active transport of calcium through
the small intestine.85,87 Active transport is independent of the concentration
gradient across the epithelial tissue, and it is mediated through specific transport
channels present in epithelial cells of the small intestine. Passive transport
(diffusion/permeation) is less important for the permeation of hydrophilic
compounds and minerals.
Calcium fortification in dairy products, soy milk, and mineral water has been
evaluated with intrinsic and extrinsic tagging methods using the stable isotopes
44
Ca and 43Ca. The concentration of these ions in bodily fluids was measured
using ICP-MS, and the mass balance of these ions in the different samples was
adjusted using multiple compartment models.88,89 The consensus of these and
other studies is that the calcium in supplement formulas has the same
bioavailability as calcium ingested through other common calcium sources such
as dairy products. However, a higher calcium dosage in fortification products
does lead to higher and faster intake, at a cost of lower bioavailability (fractional
calcium absorption).87 It has been suggested that multiple but smaller dosages
throughout the day is a more efficient approach than a large single dosage once a
day.85 This is, in principle, what could be achieved with a controlled-release
formula. However, if the encapsulated mineral does not remain in the intestine
for the expected release time, then there is no point in pursuing controlledrelease products for these applications. To address this concern, bioadhesive
polymers and proteins have been introduced into controlled-release formulas
with the objective of extending the retention time of the carrier in the small
intestine.90
Bioavailability of hydrophobic ingredients (antioxidants)
Antioxidants such as lycopene, polyphenol and polyunsaturated fatty acids
(PUFAs, including omega-3 fatty acids) have been introduced in various
nutraceutical and food products as a way of trapping free radicals that initiate
numerous degenerative processes in the body.
The methods of evaluating the bioavailability of organic products (hydrophobics or not) are similar to those employed for minerals. In most cases,
however, the bioavailability of hydrophobic organic compounds is higher than
that of highly soluble minerals (such as iron and calcium). Therefore the use of
metabolic mass balance (ingested minus excreted) without isotopic tracers is a
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common practice in the field.91±93 Nevertheless, there is increased interest in the
use of stable isotope and mass spectrometry to track the metabolic products of
these antioxidants.94±97
Unlike minerals, the bioavailability of antioxidants and their metabolic
pathways is poorly understood. At this time, it is not possible to find a
systematic study on the effect of controlled-release formulas on the bioavailability of antioxidants. It is possible that this lack of systematic studies may
be a reflection of the fact that the low solubility of antioxidants in water is the
limiting factor in increasing the absorption of these compounds.22,98±100 Thus
most of the studies concentrate on dissolution tests which will be reviewed in
Section 3.4.1.
3.3.2 Factors affecting in vivo absorption
After a brief overview of the methods to evaluate the bioavailability of minerals
and nutraceuticals, it is evident that the uptake of these compounds involves a
combination of processes, most of them operating simultaneously. The
schematic of Fig. 3.7 illustrates some of these processes.
After the food has been partially digested (mainly by mastication) in the oral
cavity, the food goes through a dissolution process in the stomach in acidic
conditions (typically simulated using a 0.1 N HCl solution) during a period of
time that ranges from 1 to 3 hours. Various enzymes are also released at this
point; however pepsin is typically used to simulate the enzymatic action in the

Fig. 3.7

Simplified (generic) mechanism of uptake and elimination of nutrients and
nutaceuticals.
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stomach. After the suspension leaves the stomach it makes its way to the
duodenum where the gall bladder releases the bile salts (such as sodium
glycocholate, sodium taurocholate, and lecithin) that help emulsify the fatty
components in the suspension. Also in the duodenum the pancreas releases a
bicarbonate solution containing a cocktail of enzymes (trypsin among others)
that increases the pH of the solution to 6±7. After its short passage through the
duodenum, the suspension enters the largest part of the small intestine (4±7 m)
where it resides for about 3 to 5 hours before entering the large intestine.
The inner surface of the small intestine is covered with small `finger-like'
protuberances called villi. Each epithelial cell is covered with even smaller
protuberances called microvilli (illustrated in Fig. 3.7) that help increase the
effective area for nutrient absorption. The absorption of nutrients through the
small intestine occurs through two main mechanisms: active and passive
transport.
Active transport involves the uptake of the mineral through specific channels
on the surface of the epithelial cells. The cells use their own energy to capture
and absorb nutrients even when the concentration of the nutrient inside the cell
is higher than the concentration outside the cell. As indicated in the preceding
sections, this is the main mechanism by which cells capture and absorb highly
soluble minerals like calcium and iron. This active uptake is controlled by
hormones that regulate the concentration of minerals and other nutrients in the
body (see Fig. 3.7). This explains why the bioavailability of minerals and
nutrition additives actively absorbed is highly dependent on the level of its
deficiency in the body. Increasing the concentration of the mineral or nutrient in
the suspension (higher dose) is not an effective method of increasing its
bioavailability if its uptake is controlled by an active transport mechanism.
Passive transport occurs by a simple diffusion across the epithelial tissue. In
this case the rate and extent of uptake is a function of the difference in the
activity of the mineral or nutrient across the epithelial tissue. The activity of a
solute is calculated as the product of its concentration times its activity
coefficient. The activity coefficient reflects the solubility of the solute in the
solvent. Poorly soluble ingredients (e.g. hydrophobic compounds in water) have
a large activity coefficient, thus inducing a large driving force for the nutrient
(active ingredient) to permeate via a passive transport even when they are
present in very dilute solutions. This explains why most hydrophobic compounds permeate through a passive transport while hydrophilic ones permeate
via active transport. In the case of emulsified or microemulsified oils that are
poorly soluble in water, their rate of uptake also depends on the droplet size, but
it is considered that droplets with sizes less than 100 nm are readily absorbed by
the intestine.37,101±103
The formulator of nutraceutical products has its best chances of modifying
the bioavailability profile (using controlled-release formulas) if the active
ingredients are primarily absorbed through a passive transport mechanism.
Both active and passive transport are highly dependent on the residence time
of the active ingredient in the small intestine. The mucin (glycoprotein) coating
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of the small intestines helps increase the retention of nutrients and minerals, thus
increasing the chances of absorption. Increasing the retention time using
bioadhesives such as chitosan and lectins is being actively pursued in controlledrelease formulas for pharmaceuticals.90,104,105 There is preliminary evidence that
the use of mucoadhesive lectins improves the retention and absorption of
mineral and nutrients.106,107 However, this area of research is still in its infancy.
Another important factor to consider in the evaluation of the bioavailability
of minerals and nutraceuticals is the mechanisms of accumulation of these
compounds in the body. As indicated in Fig. 3.7, bones and adipose tissue serve
as reservoirs for minerals and hydrophobic molecules, respectively. During
infancy and pregnancy there is an increased need for minerals and other
nutrients (thus greater chances of deficiency) because a significant fraction of
the mass absorbed is accumulated in the tissue. Obesity is also a factor on the
absorption of hydrophobic compounds (such as antioxidants). When hydrophobic compounds such as vitamin A or vitamin D enter the plasma, the
molecule tends to partition into the adipose tissue where these molecules are
preferentially absorbed, thus reducing its concentration in plasma, and creating a
deficiency of these compounds in obese subjects.108±110 In the case of vitamin D
deficiency (in obese individuals) this also interferes with the availability of
calcium.
This brief review of the methods to evaluate the in vivo bioavailability of
minerals and nutraceuticals, and the factors that affect these evaluations is by no
means complete, but does reflect the level of complexity involved in the evaluation of controlled-release formulas. Because of the difficulties in controlling all
the variables that affect bioavailability in human subjects, the costs and logistical
issues around these evaluations, in vitro test methodologies have been developed
over the years. The next section provides a brief review of these methods.

3.4

In vitro tests

In vivo tests are typically performed with the objective of demonstrating the
effectiveness of the formula and obtaining the approval of regulatory agencies.
During the early formulation stages, however, in vitro test methods are preferred
because they do not require the complicated logistics and resources of in vivo
tests, and because using in vitro tests it is possible to control the variables that
affect the dissolution or absorption of the active ingredient. In vitro test methods
can also be used as quality control tools.
When in vitro tests methods are used as a quality control tool or as a
replacement for in vivo test methods, they are required to follow protocols
specified by the regulations of government agencies. Chapter 17 summarizes the
test protocols specified under the US FDA regulations. In this part of the
chapter, we will explore specific examples of in vitro test methods applied to
mineral and micronutrients, with a short review of the mathematical framework
that relates these in vitro evaluations with in vivo studies.
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Section 3.4.1 describes some of the common experimental protocols used for
specific ingredients, and recipes used to simulate gastric and intestinal fluids.
Section 3.4.2 presents the mass balance equations that determine the relation
between dissolution profile, absorption and in vivo (plasma) response. Section
3.4.3 describes the absorption tests used in formulation and research, and the use
of tissue and cell cultures to evaluate passive and active transport through the
intestine. Finally, Section 3.4.4 describes different tests used to evaluate the bioadhesive properties of various coatings used in controlled-release formulations.
3.4.1 Dissolution tests
There are two types of dissolution tests that have been used to evaluate the in
vitro bioavailability of minerals and nutraceuticals: the simple dissolution test
(following the USP/FDA guidelines for in vivo in vitro correlation or IVIVC),
and the combination of dissolution and dialysis (used to simulate the intestine
permeation barrier).
Roig et al.111 compared the bioavailability of calcium from human milk, cow
milk and infant formula, and compared these values with the fraction of calcium
dissolved using dissolution and dialysis tests. For their dissolution tests, these
researchers followed the procedure that Miller et al. used for in vitro iron
bioavailability studies.112,113 In short, this dissolution test consisted of two
stages: the first stage involved a digestion at 37 ëC with a solution containing
0.1 N HCl, and 0.5% w/v of pepsin for 2 h (gentle shaking), followed by a
titration step with a solution containing 0.4% w/v pancreatin, 2.5% bile salts and
0.1M NaHCO3 to a pH of 5. After this pH was attained, the solution was
incubated for 2 h at 37 ëC. In the case of simple dissolution test, the remaining
suspension is centrifuged and a sample of the clear supernatant is taken to
measure the concentration of the mineral (calcium in the case of Roig et al.111).
The dialysis method involves the use of a dialysis membrane (10 000 MWCO for
Roig et al.111) to separate the calcium ions from calcium in suspension or bound
to macromolecules. In the original method of Miller et al.112 a 7000 MWCO
membrane was used. The calcium dialysis experiment is supposed to emulate
fraction of calcium that is easily absorbed, thus the bioavailability predicted
using this value tends to be lower than the bioavailability predicted by the total
calcium dissolution. Roig et al.111 did not find a satisfactory correlation between
the in vivo bioavailability ranking of the different calcium sources and the
ranking they obtained from the dialysis experiments, but found good correlation
with the simple calcium dissolution experiments. Roig et al.111 acknowledge
that the literature presents conflicting data on which of the in vitro dissolution
methods (if any) is more accurate to describe in vivo bioavailability. They
indicate that variables such as fat and protein content in the food can alter the
results significantly. It is perhaps not a surprise that this happens since calcium
ions that are not bound to proteins are rapidly dissolved, but their permeability in
vivo is also dictated by mechanisms of active transport that, as discussed before,
are controlled by hormonal regulation processes.
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The case of iron dissolution tests seems to be a different story. Miller et al.112
showed that even when simulating complex meals, the bioavailability of iron
correlated well with the results from the dialysis experiments. He cautions that
pH is a variable that needs to be closely monitored (controlled if possible)
because the activity of the enzymes is highly dependent on pH.
Judprasong et al.114 introduced a new modification to Miller's digestion
method. In short, these researchers constructed a continuous flow dialysis (CFD)
apparatus where the simulated gastric fluid (HCL±pepsin solution) containing
the digested food was injected in the internal side of the dialysis sac (at time
zero). After 30 minutes a solution containing sodium bicarbonate, pancreatin,
and bile salts was also injected in the internal side of the dialysis sac. Throughout the experiment, a bicarbonate solution is used as a receiver (permeate)
solution. As the minerals dissolve from the dialysis sac and permeated through
the membrane they were detected using an online inductively coupled plasma
optical emission spectrometer (ICP-OES). This method has two advantages:
first, that the data is not taken as one point in time (as is the case with the Miller
method) but as a function of time which simulates the time dependence of
plasma concentration experiments. The second advantage of this method is that
it allows the determination of various ions simultaneously (Ca, Mg, P, Fe and
Zn). The authors comment on the good qualitative agreement of their method
with known values of absorptions for these minerals.
Reboul et al.115 introduced an in vitro digestion (dissolution) method to
predict the bioavailability of vitamin E and carotenoids from various dietary
sources. The method is similar to the in vitro digestion method of Miller et
al.,112 with the difference that the stomach dissolution step is shorter (30 min.
versus 2 h in the method of Miller et al.) and that the digestion takes place at a
pH of 3 to 4. The formulation for the pancreatic + bile salt secretion is also
similar to the one used in the Miller digestion method, only that the concentration of bile salts is larger (approximately 4% w/v for Reboul et al.115 versus
2.5% for Roig et al.111) to promote the solubilization of these hydrophobic
compounds (in particular lycopene). After the introduction of the simulated
pancreatic juice and bile salts, the suspension was incubated for another 30
minutes at 37 ëC. The suspension was then centrifuged at 20 000 rpm and 10 ëC
for 18 h. The hydrophobic compounds solubilized in bile salt micelles were then
recovered from the supernatant, and their composition was investigated using
reverse phase HPLC. The authors obtained a good correlation between the
fraction of alpha and beta carotenes solubilized in micelle solutions in vitro and
the fraction solubilized in vivo.116 However, the fraction of lycopene (a highly
hydrophobic carotenoid) solubilized was underpredicted (50% of the in vivo
value), and the fraction of lutein (a polar carotenoid) was overpredicted by
nearly fivefold. The authors conclude that the method is suitable for carrying out
comparative studies of vitamin E and carotenoid bioavailability from different
dietary sources, including nutraceutical (food supplement) formulas.
Bajpai et al.117 also compared the release profile of vitamin B12 encapsulated in a hydrogel matrix using a traditional dissolution test and a flow
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through diffusion cell. Their concern was that the traditional dissolution test
does not account for the fact that, as the suspension moves through the small
intestine it loses water through the intestinal wall, which in turn concentrates
the suspension, increasing the driving force towards the passive transport of
the active ingredient. To test their hypothesis they used a `dripping funnel'
configuration whereby the hydrogel beads were exposed to a dripping stream
of the simulated intestinal fluid suspension. Samples of the effluent were
collected as a function of time and analyzed for their vitamin B12 content.
The authors do observe an increase in the fraction of vitamin B12 released
using their flow through diffusion cell, which does support their initial
hypothesis. However, there was not enough information to form an opinion
on the level of water that the intestinal fluid has to lose before this effect
becomes substantial.
3.4.2 Mathematical models for in vitro dissolution and absorption
The schematic of Fig. 3.7 presents, in a simplified form, the processes that take
place after the ingestion of a meal or a dose of a nutritional supplement.
According to Fig. 3.7, dissolution is a necessary but not sufficient condition to
guarantee the adsorption of the active ingredient. It is necessary to couple this
process with the process of permeation through the intestinal wall to evaluate the
absorption of the active ingredient. However, in order to couple absorption with
in vivo plasma concentration, it is also necessary to take into account the
processes of elimination and absorption into tissue (e.g. adipose tissue, bones,
etc.). The purpose of this section is to give a short introduction to the
mathematical models used to account for these processes.
Oh et al.102 and Amidon et al.118 studied the mass balance around the
intestine. Figure 3.8 presents a schematic of the process of dissolution and
absorption considered in their model. In summary, they used the following
assumptions to establish the mass balance.
· The administered dose enters the intestine in the form of monodisperse
spherical particles or droplets, and no aggregation or attrition occurs during
intestinal transit.
· The intestine is a cylindrical tube of radius R and length L.
· There are no reactions (metabolism) in the intestine.
· The solubility of the active ingredient (CS ) is independent of particle size (rZ )
or changes in pH through the intestinal transit.
· The suspension of the particles moves in plug flow conditions (no dispersion,
high Peclet numbers).
· The mass transfer coefficient (for the dissolution of the active ingredient from
the particle) obeys the limiting Sherwood Number for viscous flow
(kl  D=rZ ), where D is the diffusion coefficient of the active ingredient in
the luminal solution.
· The concentration of the dissolved active ingredient in the lumen (CZ ) is
several times greater than the concentration of the active ingredient in plasma

Fig. 3.8

Schematic of mass balance around the intestine according to the model of Oh et al.102 Concentration profiles obtained with equations
(3.1) and (3.3), and the dose/absorption parameters indicated above.
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(CP ) such that CZ  CP , and the flux across the intestinal membrane is
Peff  CZ , where Peff is the effective permeability of the active ingredient
through the intestinal membrane.
Using these assumptions, the mass balance around the particles yield:
dr
Dn 1 ÿ C  
ÿ

dz
3
r

3:1

where r is a normalized form of the particle radius (r  rZ =r0 , r0 is the initial
particle size), z is a normalized form of the position or transit of the particle
through the intestine (z  z=L), C  is the normalized concentration of the active
ingredient in solution (C   CZ =CS ), and Dn is defined as the dissolution
number (see Fig. 3.8), and is calculated using the following expression:
Dn 

D CS 4  r02  R2 L
r0 4=3  r03  Q

3:2

where  is the density of the particle, and Q is the flow rate of the intestinal fluid
(assumed constant).
The mass balance for the dissolved active ingredient in the intestine is:
dC 
 Dn  Do  r 1 ÿ C   ÿ 2  An  C 
dz

3:3

where Do is the `dose number' (see Fig. 3.8) and is calculated as
Do 

Mo 1
Vo CS

3:4

where Mo is the mass of the active ingredient dosed, and Vo is the volume of
liquid taken with the dose. The absorption number, An, is defined as:
An 

Peff   R  L
Q

3:5

Finally, using the total mass balance of the active ingredient, the fraction
absorbed (F) is given by:
F  1 ÿ r3 ÿ

C
Do

3:6

The importance of these equations is that they help understand the effect of
different formulation strategies on the effectiveness (absorption) of the
formulated product. For example, the curves of fraction absorbed, dissolved
concentration and particle radius on the left of Fig. 3.8 have been produced
using different dissolution numbers (Dn). The dissolution number (Dn) is the
parameter that reflects the effect of controlled-release formulas. For systems that
increase the rate of release (such as microemulsions or solid lipid nanoparticles),
Dn tends to increase (small r0 ) which leads to larger fraction absorbed (F,
bioavailability), larger dissolved concentration (C  ), and faster reduction in
particle size (r ).
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If instead of an accelerated solubilization, a controlled-release formula seeks a
slower but sustained release (lower Dn) then the absorption of the active ingredient
may be significantly compromised (see top left graph in Fig. 3.8). One way to solve
this problem is to increase the absorbance number (An) for the formulation.
According to the top right graph in Fig. 3.8, by increasing An from 0.5 to 10 (for
Do  1, Dn  1:5), the fraction absorbed (see curves labeled as Fick's law) is
increased by nearly threefold. To increase this An value, the formulator can
introduce various bioadhesives in the formula in order to increase the retention
time in the intestine. Bioadhesives will be discussed later in this section.
The equations of Oh et al.102 and Amidon et al.118 assume that Fickean
diffusion is applicable to evaluate the dissolution profile. However, numerous
controlled-release methodologies approach a zero order release to provide a
constant dose to the body. Equations (3.3) and (3.6) can be modified for zero
order release, as follows:
dr
Dn0

ÿ
dz
3
dC 
 Dn0  Do  r2 ÿ 2  An  C 
dz

3:7
3:8

where Dn0 is a zero-order dissolution number
Dn0  3

J 0 R2 L
r0  Q

3:9

and J 0 is the constant flux achieved with the controlled-release formula.
Using this new definition, the dashed curves for the graphs located in the
right-hand side of Fig. 3.8 were obtained. According to these graphs a zero order
release (with similar Dn values) does not have a profound impact on the fraction
absorbed. However, as with the first order (Fick's law) counterpart, increasing
the absorbance number improves the absorption of the active ingredient.
The mathematical framework of Oh et al.102 and Amidon et al.118 discussed
above is the basis for the Biopharmaceutical Classification System (BCS).
According to this classification, there are four classes of active ingredients.
Class I actives (high solubility, high permeability ± high An, Dn) are typically
highly absorbed as long as 85% of the dose is dissolved within 15 minutes. Class
II actives have low solubility, but high permeability (which is the case for
hydrophobic actives with low molecular weight), and the in vitro dissolution
tests correlate well with the fraction absorbed. Class III systems have high
solubility, but low permeability (e.g. hydrophilic peptides) in which case the
dissolution tests do not correlate with the fraction absorbed, and permeation tests
(described in the next section) are necessary in order to assess the bioavailability
of the product. Class IV systems have low permeability and low solubility (e.g.
large molecular weight hydrophobic actives).
The use of dissolution tests to evaluate the bioavaility of controlled-release
formulas has advantages and disadvantages.119,120 On the one hand, by
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introducing controlled (extended)-release formulas for products that fit the BCS
class I category the correlation between in vitro dissolution and in vivo
absorption is enhanced, and the controlled release is a valuable tool to modify
not only the release profile, but also the absorption profile. However, for all
other classes, the introduction of controlled-release formulations may further
slow down the dissolution of the active ingredient and reduce the bioavailability
of the active ingredient, as discussed above. Again, the use of nanoparticle
delivery systems (smaller r0 , higher Dn) and/or bioadhesives (higher An) should
be considered when introducing controlled-release formulations.
The model of Oh et al.102 and Amidon et al.118 could be coupled with the
mass balance of the active ingredient in the plasma in order to produce a plasma
concentration profile. In this case, the transport across the intestine should
consider the plasma concentration (CP ), and the flux should be calculated as
Peff  Cz ÿ CP . Therefore equations (3.3) and (3.8) become:
dC 
 Dn  Do  r 1 ÿ C   ÿ 2  An  C  ÿ CP 
dz
dC 
 Dn0  Do  r2 ÿ 2  An  C  ÿ CP 
dz

3:10
3:11

where CP  Cp =CS .
To calculate the mass balance on the `plasma compartment' illustrated in Fig.
3.9, it is assumed that only elimination takes place and that this elimination is
first order with respect to the plasma concentration. In this case, the mass
balance equation is:
dCP
 An  Vn  C  ÿ CP  ÿ ln 2  En  CP
dz

3:12

where Vn  (volume of the dose)/(plasma volume), and En  (residence time in
the intestine)/(elimination half life). Figure 3.9 presents the luminal (intestinal)
and plasma concentration profile for Fickean (solid line, equations (3.10) and
(3.12)) and zero-order release (dashed line, equations (3.11) and 3.12)) for fast
(En  10) and slow (En  0:01) elimination.
According to the fraction absorbed curve in Fig. 3.9, it is confirmed that even
for an active ingredient that is highly absorbed (An  10), including the
concentration of plasma in the mass balance equations, it is of little consequence
in terms of fraction absorbed. The reason for this is that the volume of the dose is
typically smaller than the volume of the plasma (about 3L in an adult). The
plasma concentration graph (bottom left of Fig. 3.9) reflects the effect of
elimination and controlled release. As expected, as the elimination rate (En)
increases, the plasma concentration reduces. Additionally, introducing zeroorder controlled release (dashed line) tends to modulate the plasma concentration, which is useful to avoid `burst release' effects that may induce
undesirable side effects.
The purpose of Fig. 3.9 is to illustrate, using simple mathematical equations,
how the in vivo response (plasma concentration) is connected to in vitro

Fig. 3.9

Coupled intestine-plasma mass balance model.
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dissolution tests (that help us determine Do, Dn) and permeability tests (that
help us determine An). The latter aspect will be covered in the following section.
3.4.3 Permeability tests
Permeability (typically expressed in cm/s) is defined as the ratio between the
flux of the active ingredient that diffuses through the intestinal wall (e.g in
mol/cm2 s) and the difference in active ingredient concentration across this
wall (e.g. in mol/cm3).
The challenge of designing in vitro experiments to evaluate the permeation of
active ingredients is finding an appropriate membrane with physiological,
mechanical, and surface chemistry properties similar to that of the small intestine. There are three types of permeability membranes that aim at simulating the
transport of the active ingredient through the intestinal wall: artificial
membranes, cell cultures and ex vivo tissue models.
Parallel artificial membrane permeability assay (PAMPA)
The concept of artificial membranes is to produce a synthetic mixture of lipids
that emulate the surface and mechanical properties of the lamellar phase that
constitute the wall of the intestinal epithelial cells. This lamellar phase
represents the main barrier against passive transcellular (through the cell)
diffusion of active ingredients. Thus, by conducting permeability assays using
these artificial membranes (i.e. PAMPA) it is possible to evaluate the passive
transcellular permeability (the most common transport mechanism) of active
ingredients using high throughput techniques (robotics). The original idea of
producing these synthetic lamellar phases dates back to the early 1960s when
bilayer lipid membranes were produced by depositing a mixture of phospholipids and alkanes over small holes on a hydrophobic surface, and evaporating
the alkane from the solution.121 However, the fragile nature of these bilayer
membranes prevented their use as a high throughput technique. It was not until
1998 when Kansy et al.122 demonstrated that by coating a filter insert with a
phospholipid film (also deposited using an alkane-phospholipid mixture) that
researchers were able to produce synthetic lamellar phases suitable for
permeability studies. One issue that needs to be considered is that, for highly
permeable molecules, their mass transfer is controlled by their diffusion through
the `unstirred' water layer on the surface of the filter insert. For ionizable
molecules, the contribution of membrane and unstirred water layer permeability
can be deconvoluted by determining the permeability as a function of pH.123
The PAMPA methodology correlates relatively well with human bioavailability when the permeability of the active ingredient is less than
1  10ÿ 6 cm/s. 123 Active ingredients with permeabilities larger than
10  10ÿ 6 cm/s are considered highly permeable. PAMPA permeabilities lower
than 1  10ÿ6 cm/s are indicative that the active ingredient will not be absorbed
(if the molecule obeys a passive transport mechanism). Another issue with
PAMPA membranes is that high concentrations of phospholipids (e.g. more than
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10% in the solvent phase) or a high fraction of charged lipids will induce the
absorption of the active ingredient in the membrane, which is an undesirable
effect if the target is to measure permeability. In order to minimize membrane
absorption, `sink' conditions are maintained in the receptor (or permeate) side of
the assembly using 1% w/v sodium dodecyl sulfate.
PAMPA is typically used in the process of screening potential drug candidates. It is still far from being used as an alternative to IVIVC, but the methodology continues to gain recognition as an alternative to cell cultures.121,123±125
At the time of this review it was not possible to identify any articles where
PAMPA has been applied to evaluate the permeability of micronutrients or
nutraceuticals. In addition, it was not possible to identify any articles using
PAMPA to evaluate the permeation of an active ingredient (of any kind)
delivered through a controlled-release mechanism. The reason for the lack of
literature for these particular applications is likely due to the fact that PAMPA
methods are relatively new and that most research efforts have been
concentrated on developing drug screening methodologies. While there is no
reason to believe that this methodology would not work for hydrophobic
nutraceuticals such as carotenoids and polyunsaturated fatty acids, it is still
necessary to consider the effect of vehicle (if it is a controlled-release formula)
and its interaction with the PAMPA membrane. Absorption is not necessarily an
undesirable side effect of using lipid membranes if the membrane composition is
designed in a way that is able to reproduce the in vivo absorption.
Cell cultures
The first cell culture suitable for permeability studies was obtained using
adenocarcinoma cell lines derived from human colonic epithelia, better known as
Caco-2 cell cultures. Pinto et al.126 reported the first fully functional cell culture
with biophysical properties similar to that of the epithelial cells of the intestine in
1983, and proposed that these cell cultures could be used to evaluate the
permeability of drugs through the intestine. In 1985, Vincent et al.127 carried out
one of the first Caco-2 studies to investigate the permeability of folic acid in the
hope of correlating this value with the in vivo absorption of this nutrient.
However, most researchers in the area recognize the study by Hidalgo et al.128 in
1989 as the turning point for Caco-2 permeability studies. There are various
reviews that describe the procedure to grow these cell cultures, the methodology
to evaluate the permeability of active ingredients, example applications, and the
limitations of the method.125,129±132 In short, cells are cultivated on permeable
supports using cells from standard sources such as the American Type Culture
Collection (ATCC) or the European collection (ECACC), using cell densities of
approximately 100 000 cells/cm2. These cells are grown at 37 ëC for a period of 3
weeks using standard culture media replaced every 2 days and under a 95% R.H.
and 5% CO2 atmosphere.125 Artursson and Tavelin comment that deviation from
the standard method (particularly in growing time) results in large deviations on
the value of permeability, and they also advise against the use of automated (high
throughput) methodologies to grow these tissues.131 Trans epithelial electrical
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resistance (TEER) and mannitol permeability (typically 25 nm/s) are used as
quality control parameters to validate the culturing procedure.125,131
Because Caco-2 cells are fully differentiated and functional, they are able to
reproduce a variety of active and passive transport mechanisms. One of the
features of Caco-2 monolayers is that they produce efflux proteins such as Pglycoprotein (P-gp), and multidrug resistant protein 2 (MDRP-2) that oppose the
absorption of certain solutes. Caco-2 monolayers have been used to investigate
the mechanism of transport of various nutrients and drugs. The active transport
of calcium, iron, and other poorly absorbed metals has been investigated using
these models.133±135 However, in some cases the relative magnitude of drug
transport through active and passive mechanisms, or the activity of efflux
proteins in Caco-2 cells is different from the in vivo condition. In general Caco-2
monolayers tend to promote active transport mechanisms and hinder passive
paracellular (between cell) transport.131 Because of these limitations Caco-2
permeation studies are used as a secondary screening tool (after PAMPA
screening) and not as an in vitro method for IVIVC. However, Caco-2 cell
studies are recognized under the BCS classification method. A recent review
suggests that values of permeability of 100 nm/s or more (measured using either
PAMPA or Caco-2 cell models) can be considered highly permeable molecules
that are fully absorbed by the body.125
There are other cell lines that have been used with similar purposes. Madin±
Darby canine kidney cells (MDCK), despite being kidney and not epithelial
intestinal cells, are suitable to evaluate selective active transport, and have the
advantage of having a 3±7 day culturing time. The HT-29 is also a human colon
carcinoma cell line which produces a variety of morphologies (depending on the
culture media composition) that are useful to evaluate specific transport
mechanisms. Some HT-29 sub-clones are capable of producing the mucus layer
found in in vivo tissue, and that, as will be discussed later, is essential to evaluate
the mucoadhesive properties of various controlled-release carriers. The cell line
2/4/A1 is derived from normal epithelial cells of fetal rat intestine. Monolayers of
2/4/A1 cells are more permeable than Caco-2 cells and are suitable to evaluate the
paracellular and transcellular passive transport of active ingredients.132
Caco-2 cells have also been used to evaluate the toxicity of drug formulations. Some researchers use the change (increase) in permeability of certain
markers such as rhodamine 123 or fluorescein as an indication of the toxicity of
the formulation. However, the best approach is the use of biological markers
such as MTT (3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide)
which is transformed into an insoluble purple formazan by the enzymatic
activity of living cells. The salt is later dissolved into suitable solvent (such as
isopropyl alcohol) and the absorbance of this solution at 530 nm is used as a
measure of the activity of living cells. By dividing this absorbance by the
absorbance of a reference (untreated sample), the viability (fraction of cells that
survived the treatment) of the formulation is calculated.132,136±138
Caco-2 cells and mucus producing HT-29 cell monolayers have been used as
substrate to evaluate the adhesive properties of probiotics formulated in food
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products.139 There are two versions of this technique, one that uses a radiolabeled bacterial suspension,140 and another that uses Gram staining techniques.141 In both techniques the bacterial suspension (in a simulated intestinal
fluid) is incubated at 37 ëC for 1.5 h (some researches use 0.5 h and 1 h) in well
plates containing a monolayer of the cell line. After the incubation period is
completed, the tissue is thoroughly rinsed. The number of remaining bacteria
(after rinse) adhered to the monolayer is determined using scintillation counting
or image analysis of micrographs of the stained tissue. The fractional adhesion
of the bacterial strain is calculated as the ratio between the number of bacterial
cells adhered and the initial (dosed) number of bacterial cells. It has been found
that adhesion to HT-29 cells (with fully functional mucous layer) is typically
two to three times greater than the adhesion to Caco-2 cells. However, both cell
lines are suitable to identify differences in adhesion between different strains.141
The composition of the simulated intestinal fluid has been found to affect the
fractional adhesion of bacteria.139 Based on the success of these studies, it has
been proposed that cell culture models should be used to evaluate the effectiveness of controlled-release/encapsulation formulations for probiotics and as a
quality assurance method.142
Caco-2 cell monolayers have also been used to evaluate the effectiveness of
controlled-release formulations. Liu and Krishnan143 evaluated an encapsulation
vehicle formulated with alginate, polylysine and pectin, and mannitol as the
active ingredient. These researchers found that the interaction between the
encapsulation vehicle and the Caco-2 monolayer was important in determining
the adhesion and release profile of this formulation. It has been proposed that
Caco-2 permeability studies should be a part of the evaluation/screening
methodologies for controlled-release formulas.144 This view is certainly
supported by the findings of Lameiro et al.145 who evaluated the release profile
of adenoviral vectors encapsulated using the complex coacervation between
chitosan and bile salts. Lameiro et al. found that this coacervation method
protected the viral vector but did not release the vector using conventional in
vitro dissolution tests. When the suspension of the encapsulated vector was
contacted with Caco-2 monolayers, this vector (in its bioactive form) was
effectively released. The authors suggest that in this case the degradation of the
shell might have been induced by biomolecules produced by the Caco-2
monolayers. Lameiro et al. referred to this delivery mechanism as a hostcontrolled release.145
Tao and Desai146 reported the use of microelectromechanical systems
(MEMS) with various permeation layers and coated with tomato lectin for
increased adhesion to the epithelial cells. The authors found that the release
profile of their device is influenced by the surface chemistry of the Caco-2
monolayers where they were deposited.
Ex vivo intestinal models
Everted intestinal sac models (typically obtained from rats) were first introduced
in 1958 by Crane and Wilson147 as a way to evaluate the permeation of sugars
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through the intestine. Before the introduction of the Caco-2 monolayers, everted
intestinal (gut) sac was the method of choice to evaluate the permeability of
active ingredients and the effect of excipients on permeability. The everted gut
sac method is recognized by the FDA as a valid protocol to determine
permeability.
In short, the everted gut sac method consists of excising the small intestine
(ileum and jejunum) of a rat, and maintaining the tissue in culture media
bubbled with 95% O2±5% CO2 mixture to keep the intestinal cells alive. A
section of the gut (typically between 2.5 and 15 cm) is turned inside out and
sealed at one of the ends. The setup is submerged into a simulated intestinal fluid
containing the active ingredient. The open end of the gut is used to rinse the
serosal side of the membrane with a buffer solution. The perfused buffer is
collected and the concentration of the drug permeated from the mucosal side of
the membrane is analyzed using liquid chromatography techniques. Details of
construction can be found elsewhere.148
One of the advantages of using excised intestinal models is that their
physiological and mechanical properties are similar to that of the in vivo tissue.
However, the fact that the rat intestine is more permeable than the human
intestine is one of the limitations of the methodology. Another limitation is that,
as with the Caco-2 model, the complexity (various transport mechanisms acting
at the same time) of the excised intestinal tissue represents a disadvantage in
terms of investigating the mechanism of absorption of the active ingredient. In
comparison with the Caco-2 model, the excised tissue does have the vili and
mucus structure (which is an advantage in terms of simulating bioadhesion of
controlled-release formulas), but it makes it extremely difficult (if not
impossible) to obtain an accurate value of the surface area in order to calculate
an absolute value of permeability. In most cases, these tests are carried out in a
comparative form to evaluate the effect of surfactant and other formulation
excipients on the rate of permeation.
El Gorab et al.149 studied the effect of bile salts, nonionic surfactant Tween
20 and cationic surfactant hexadecyltrimethylammoniumbromide on the uptake
of tritium-labeled carotene and retinol. They found that the uptake of these
antioxidants was greater when they were solubilized in micelles (compared to
emulsions) and that in the case of
carotene the nonionic and cationic
surfactants might have enhanced its uptake by modifying the interaction with the
epithelial membrane and perhaps acting as a transport carrier. Lo150 conducted a
comparative study between Caco-2 monolayers and everted gut sac model and
found that in both cases the use of nonionic surfactants (Span 80, Brij 30, Tween
20, Tween 80, Myrj 52) mitigated the efflux action of P-glycoprotein (P-gp)
against epirubicin. Barthe et al.151 introduced a modified (extended) incubation
protocol for the excised tissue to enhance the action of P-gp activity in the
excised tissues. Sharma et al.152 introduced an ingenious optical microscopy
method to evaluate the toxicity of permeation enhancers, finding that cyclodextrins (used in inclusion complexation formulas) are more toxic than bile salts
and medium chain fatty acids. Naisbett and Woodley153 used the everted gut sac
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model to evaluate the bioadhesive properties of tomato lectin, finding that this
protein is absorbed (via transcytosis) by the enterocytes and that it tends to
accumulate in these cells. The latter is an important mechanism of uptake for
controlled-release formulas which will be further discussed in the next section.
It is interesting to note after this brief review that in vitro test methods are
evolving towards more simplified models such as artificial membranes. More
complex methodologies such as in situ studies in animal or humans are now less
common. The topic of `in situ' studies was not covered in this review. However,
information on these test methods can be found elsewhere.154
3.4.4 Adhesion/absorption tests
One of the issues with controlled (particularly extended)-release formulas is that
the formulator has to ensure that the encapsulation vehicle remains in the
intestinal track long enough to release its load before it leaves the small intestine
(or the colon if the controlled release is designed for colonic delivery).
Smart et al.155,156 introduced the use of tensile testing devices to measure the
detachment force necessary to separate a disc of the polymeric coating of
interest (e.g. carbopol, carboxymethyl cellulose, and others) from the mucosal
surface of an excised rat intestine. Sam et al.157 used the Wilhelmy plate method
to measure the bioadhesive strength (detachment force) of polymer-coated glass
slides submerged in mucus gel obtained from scraping freshly excised pig
intestines. Mortazavi and Smart158 used a modified rheometer to obtain the work
of adhesion (the area under the force vs. displacement curve) of a pig mucus gel
adhered to a disk of the assayed polymer, and found that the work of adhesion
was directly proportional to the detachment force.
These and other tensile-test methods of bioadhesive properties are
appropriate as a screening method to select a coating polymer for encapsulation
formulas. However, the fact that the polymer has to be preformed into a disk
(instead of the actual particle form in which the polymer is released into the
intestine) represents a serious limitation of these methods. Hassan and Gallo
introduced a simple rheological method where the viscosity of the mixture was
equated to the sum of the contributions of the polymer assayed, mucin and the
contribution due to the bioadhesive binding between the polymer and mucin.159
This method was suitable to evaluate the adhesive force between a strong
binding polymer such as chitosan and mucin. Tamburic and Craig160 compared
the storage modulus (obtained with oscillatory rheology) of polymer±mucin gels
to the work of cohesion of these mixtures (obtained using penetrometry studies)
and found that the measurements were consistent enough to rank the relative
adhesive strength of the assayed polymers.
There are various lessons learned from these bioadhesion studies. First, that
mucoadhesion is a phenomenon that involves electrostatic interactions, Van der
Waals interactions, and hydrogen bonding. Second, that using cationic polymers
such as chitosan, which binds to mucin via electrostatic interactions, it is
possible to obtain high adhesive strength. Third, that the adhesive properties
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depend on the degree of hydration of mucin and the binding polymer, in which
case more hydrophobic polymers such as hydroxypropyl cellulose are more
resistant to these hydration effects and produce more stable bonds.
Despite the fact that these methodologies helped us understand the interactions between polymers and mucin, they are not suitable to describe the
adhesion of micro- and nanoparticles (typically used in controlled-release
formulas) to the surface of the intestine. To this end, particle counting methods
are more appropriate for these applications. In 1998 Delie161 reviewed the
different methodologies available at that time to determine particle uptake by the
gastrointestinal tract. Delie explained that, at the time, there were six different
methodologies to determine the number of particles absorbed by intestinal
tissue: optical microscopy, electron microscopy, fluorescence-based methods,
gel permeation chromatography, radioiosotopes, and drug release methods. Out
of these methods, optical (confocal) microscopy of fluorescence labeled
particles was recommended as one of the best methods to determine the
number of particles absorbed and the site of absorption. Delie highlighted that
the inconsistency between different studies on micro- and nanoparticle uptake
was a result of the different intestinal substrates (cultured cell tissue, excised
tissue, in situ models, animal models), the different methods of tissue
preparation, the different methods of exposure (ussing chambers, diffusion
chambers, in vivo single/chronic uptake, in vivo closed intestinal loop), and the
different concentrations of particles used by different researchers.
In a mini-review article Florence162 also expressed concern about these
inconsistencies in the literature. He explained that there is no dispute about the
fact that particle uptake occurs, and that this uptake takes place through M cells,
Peyer's patches and by transcytosis through enterocytes. He concluded that
smaller particle size, positive surface charge of the particle, and the presence of
ligands such as chitosan, lectin or invasin improved the adhesion properties of
the nanoparticle system.
It is worth highlighting the work of Desai et al.103 who studied the absorption
of biodegradable polylactic-polyglycolic acid copolymer (PLAGA) particles of
various sizes (ranging from 100 nm to 10 m) into the small intestine of rats.
These researchers used the in situ intestinal loop model. The particles were
labeled with a fluorescence die (6-coumarin) which they use as a marker to
determine particle uptake (using liquid chromatography) and to conduct
histological studies using optical microscopy on selected patches in the tissue
(to determine the particle uptake by epithelial and lymphatic tissue). These
researchers observed that the uptake of 100 nm particles was 15±250 times
higher than the uptake of particles with diameter 500 nm or larger, in both
lymphatic tissue (Peyer's patch) and epithelial tissue. Furthermore, the histological studies revealed that 100 nm particles penetrated the submucosal layers
of the intestine, while larger particles were trapped on the mucosal surface.
More recently, Takeuchi et al.163 introduced two in vitro methods to evaluate
the mucoadhesive properties of various polymers. The first method consists of
evaluating the zeta potential of mucin particles in the presence of the assayed
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polymer. The change in this zeta potential (regardless of the `sign' of the
change) is considered a qualitative indication of the interaction between mucin
and the polymer. In the case of chitosan, this change in zeta potential (from
negative to near zero zeta potential as chitosan concentration increases) was
accompanied by an increase in the size of the aggregate and an increase in the
adhesiveness determined using particle counting methods. The second method
consisted of the use of surface plasmon resonance to study the binding reaction
between the polymer and a suspension of mucin particles. The polymer was
bound to a BiacoreÕ chip, and the kinetics of the polymer±mucin binding
process was traced by the changes in the local refraction index on the surface of
the chip. These techniques, similar to the ones based on tensile or rheological
studies, serve as a pre-screening tool to select the polymer of interest, and as a
way of exploring the molecular interactions involved in mucoadhesion.
An article by Kockisch et al.164 presents evidence that in vitro mucoadhesion
tests based on polymer±mucin or mucus interaction are sometimes misleading in
the formulation of controlled-release formulations. In particular, these
researchers found that carbopol outperformed the rest of the assayed polymer
(including chitosan) in tensile adhesion tests. However, microparticles encapsulated with carbopol yield the lowest retention time in a flow-thru experiment
that used esophageal mucosa as substrate. The flow-thru experiment revealed
that the cationic polymer chitosan yielded the largest residence time for the
encapsulated particles, even at high flow rate.
In our laboratory, we have used a double-chamber flow-thru diffusion cell
(flow-thru DIALYZERTM) to evaluate the adhesion/absorption of microemulsions on/into porcine small intestine mucosa in the presence of lectin and
soluble mustard protein isolate (used as bioadhesive additives).165 A schematic
of this setup is shown in Fig. 3.10(a). In short, the microemulsion product is first
diluted using an appropriate protocol (using a 1% solution of SDS to simulate
the presence of bile salts). The microemulsion is then pumped through the
retentate (mucosal) side of the pig intestine membrane, and the effluent is then
passed through a quartz flow-thru cell where the red-dyed carrier oil is detected
using visible spectrophotometry. The microemulsion system was circulated in a
closed loop to evaluate the kinetic and equilibrium constants of the micelleintestine binding for each formulation. The effluent of the serosal side of the
membrane can be used to determine the fraction of the drug that has permeated
the membrane, only that, in this case we were only interested in determining the
effect of lectin and soluble mustard protein on the absorption of the microemulsified oil. Figure 3.10(b) presents the absorption of the microemulsified oil
(isopropyl myristate) per unit area of intestine (assuming flat surface) as a
function of time for three different formulations: lecithin microemulsion (LMe),
LMe + 0.1 mg/ml soybean lectin, and LMe + 10 mg/ml mustard protein in the
initial (concentrated) microemulsion.
The data in Fig. 3.10(b) reflects that LMe micelles are absorbed within 10
minutes of contact time at the conditions that the experiment was carried out
(approximate surface velocity of 24 cm/min). This absorption data can be fitted
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Fig. 3.10 Flow-thru double chamber diffusion cell studies. A: Experimental setup. B:
Carrier absorption curve.

to a first-order reversible model that accounts for the initial rate of absorption,
and the absorption/desorption equilibrium (binding constant) for this process.
When the microemulsion was pre-incubated with a low dose of soybean lectin,
no significant increase in absorption is obtained, suggesting that this lectin is not
a suitable bioadhesive for microemulsions. This result may be explained by the
fact that lectin is not conjugated to the microemulsion itself, and at this low dose
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tends to bind, preferentially, to the intestine. Additionally, the pig intestine
tissue used in the study for Fig. 3.10 was not fully viable, thus some of the active
mechanism of transport (especially lectin-mediated transcytosis) might not have
been available in the model. Using the same setup we were able to determine
that a relatively high concentration of soluble mustard protein does improve the
absorption of the microemulsion. Other less soluble fraction of mustard and
soybean isolates did not perform in the same way that the soluble mustard
protein did.
Using simple diffusion/dissolution cells like the one presented in Fig. 3.10, it
is possible to combine in vitro solubilization, permeation, and adhesion tests
where the mass balances of Oh et al.102 and Amidon et al.118 (setup of Fig. 3.8)
could be used to find the dissolution and absorption parameters necessary to
evaluate the bioavailability even for complex controlled-release formulations.

3.5

Future trends

Before looking into future trends, it is important to recall the various constraints
imposed on food and nutritional products: safety, low cost, appeal (taste, odor,
color, and texture), stability, and nutritional value. In most cases, cost is the
overriding factor that has hindered the introduction of sophisticated controlledrelease technologies in food products. However, recent developments in microfluidics and self-assembled monolayer technologies are making micro- and
nanoparticle-based controlled-release vehicles a cost-effective alternative to
conventional spray drying and bed coating technologies. The confluence of
these new technologies and market conditions are opening new opportunities for
controlled-release formulations in food products.
The market for these formulations is fuelled by the increased awareness of
the potential health benefits of nutraceuticals and probiotics. This situation has
prompted various manufacturers to introduce these ingredients into their
products, and as a part of their marketing strategy. The added value of nutraceutical ingredients justifies the additional cost of microencapsulation technology used to maintain the stability of these ingredients and mask their flavor
(in the case of polyunsaturated fatty acids). However, food and nutritional
supplement manufacturers should be aware that if these products do not produce
real health benefits, consumer interest in these products may fade. Therefore it is
important to ensure the bioavailability of the active ingredients, and perhaps use
this fact as a marketing tool for the product. At the moment, nutritional
supplements or food products containing nutraceutical additives are not held to
the same standards as their pharmaceutical counterparts. However, the introduction of the `USP-verified dietary supplement' seal of approval is a sign of the
increasing pressure from regulatory agencies, nutritionists and consumer groups
to discourage `snake-oil' formulas from being marketed. Despite the comments
offered above, the case of probiotic formulations deserves a special mention
because these formulas are carefully designed and tested to make sure that the
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microorganism is protected from the action of gastric juices and that they are
released at the site of action.
Another trend that is capturing the pharmaceutical industry and is now
permeating the food industry is the use of an integrated formulation approach (also
called retro-design, or formulation by design) whereby the selection of ingredient
starts with the choice of release profile, as opposed to a linear formulation
approach of trial and error. Certainly, integrated formulation is a challenging
proposition because it requires a fundamental understanding of the mechanism of
transport and release of the delivery vehicle, and hence the interest of numerous
academic and industrial research groups on understanding the mechanism of mass
transfer of the active ingredient at the cellular and molecular level.
Cell cultures (particularly Caco-2 and HT-29 cell lines) have shown tremendous potential as experimental tools to investigate the mechanisms of carrier
transport and release, especially in the case of nanoparticle absorption, and hostcontrolled release of probiotics. The combination of cell cultures or ex situ tissue
and flow-thru models (that simulate in vivo flow conditions) is gaining
popularity as test protocols to evaluate the bioadhesive properties of extendedrelease formulations (especially those produced with chitosan or lectins).

3.6

Sources of further information and advice

To learn more about various encapsulation technologies and their relevance to
the food industry, the 1999 review by Gibbs et al.1 is highly recommended. A
review article by Gouin on the industrial appraisal of microencapsulation
technologies offers an updated view of the use of controlled-release technologies
and future trends in the food industry.20 The reader interested in learning more
about `retro-design' for the delivery of active ingredients (in particular
probiotics) in food products should read the article by Ubbink and KruÈger.68
The book on microencapsulation technologies edited by Simon Benita
contains comprehensive reviews of the encapsulation technologies (specially
those concerning nanoparticles and liposomes) introduced in the first part of this
chapter.5,27,28
For additional information on mechanisms of controlled release and
bioadhesion, Donald Wise's Handbook of Pharmaceutical Controlled Release
Technology is a good source of information.90,120
For in vivo bioavailability studies, the review article by Fairweather-Tait and
Teucher provides a good introduction to the topic of bioavailability of
minerals.85 However, the book by Abrams and Wong is strongly recommended
for a more in-depth view of the growing field of stable isotopes applied to food
and nutritional sciences.82
To learn more about in vivo and in vitro bioavailability studies the book on
drug bioavailability edited by van de Waterbeemd, LennernaÈs, and Artursson is
one of the best sources, especially to understand the different transport pathways
available for active ingredient transport.121,131,132,154
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Finally, the review by Delie is recommended for those interested in nano- and
microparticle uptake in delivery systems.161
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4
Lyotropic liquid crystals as delivery
vehicles for food ingredients
J. Barauskas, Institute of Biochemistry, Lithuania and
T. Nylander, Lund University, Sweden

4.1

Introduction

The main challenges when designing delivery systems for sparingly watersoluble components in food and pharmaceuticals are to increase the solubility of
the component and to prevent aggregation and crystallization. Other challenges
are to protect the drug from degradation during storage until it reaches its
targeted site in the body. Here different types of liquid crystalline phases are
attractive as they can be prepared from food ingredients and they have large
capacity to solubilize both hydrophilic and hydrophobic compounds. They can
also be prepared to give intriguing nanostructures. An example of such structures, which will be highlighted throughout this review, are the bicontinuous
cubic structures that also by virtue of their well defined porosity have a large
potential use in drug delivery systems (Larsson et al., 2006). The cubic liquid
crystalline phases and their dispersions can also be used to achieve unique
delivery functionalities in food systems, e.g. to solubilize nutrients and flavours
as well as to control their release. Other applications in food systems can be to
protect molecules from chemical degradation, or to increase the yield in
Maillard reactions (Vauthey et al., 2000; Sagalowicz et al., 2006a,b). Also
different types of liposomes can be used to achieve nanoencapsulation of
antioxidants to increase their solubility, bioavailability and to prevent unwanted
interactions with other food components (Mozafari et al., 2006).
The monoolein-aqueous system, which is a thoroughly studied example of a
nanostructured system, forms a cubic phase that exists in excess with water
(Ericsson et al., 1983; Hyde et al., 1984; Landh, 1994; Briggs et al., 1996; Qui
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and Caffrey, 2000). The bicontinuity of the cubic phase makes it possible to
solubilize both hydrophobic and hydrophilic components. This means that
lipophilic proteins like A-gliadin from wheat (Larsson and Lindblom, 1982) and
bacteriorhodopsin (Landau and Rosenbusch, 1996) as well as relatively large
amounts of membrane lipids (Nylander et al., 1996; Razumas et al., 1996b;
Barauskas et al., 1999; Engblom et al., 2000) and other hydrophobic compounds
of biological relevance (Caboi et al., 1997, 2001; Barauskas et al., 1999) can be
included. These compounds are dispersed in the lipid bilayer region of the cubic
phase, which can be verified by NMR self-diffusion measurements. For instance
it was observed that the mobility vitamin K1, dispersed in the lipid bilayer of
monoolein-aqueous cubic phase follows that of monoolein, indicating complete
dispersion of vitamin K1 (Caboi et al., 1997).
Hydrophilic compounds are included in the water channels in the bicontinuous cubic phases. The dimensions of these depend on the degree of swelling,
the lipid composition and type of cubic phase, but are generally in the same
range as the size of proteins (cf. Barauskas et al., 2000; Clogston and Caffrey,
2005). Furthermore, being liquid crystalline phases they are quite flexible
structures. These features have triggered a number of studies, which have shown
that a large range of hydrophilic proteins with molecular weights up to 590 kD
can be entrapped in the aqueous cavity of the monoolein-aqueous cubic phases
(Razumas et al., 1994, 1996a,b; Leslie et al., 1996; Nylander et al., 1996;
Barauskas et al., 2000). The entrapped proteins have been found to be protected
in the cubic phase, with retained native confirmation (Ericsson et al., 1983;
Portmann et al., 1991; Landau and Luisi, 1993; Leslie et al., 1996; Razumas et
al., 1996b). Landau and Rosenbusch demonstrated that the bicontinuous phases
based on monoolein and monopalmitolein could provide matrices for the
crystallization of membrane proteins like bacteriorhodopsin (Landau and
Rosenbusch, 1996). They pointed out that the use of these types of cubic phase
is advantageous as they provide nucleation sites since the membrane proteins
can be dissolved in the lipid bilayer. In addition, they support growth by
allowing lateral diffusion of the protein molecules in the membrane.
Clogston and Caffrey (2005) investigated the transport properties of the cubic
phase and were able to quantify the diffusion from the mesophase with respect to
the size, shape and charge of the diffusing species. The size of the guest molecules
ranged from a single amino acid to a multi-subunit protein consisting of 4176
residues and a 7 m-long stretch of nuclear DNA. As expected, the size of the
aqueous channel, as well as the interactions between the diffusing species and the
lipid wall of the cubic phase, were found to affect diffusion rate. By controlling
this interaction, they were able to obtain good control over the release.
Larsson and co-workers demonstrated nearly 20 years ago that it was possible
to prepare stable particles of lipid-aqueous cubic phases, CubosomeÕ particles
(Larsson, 1989, 2000; Landh, 1994; Gustafsson et al., 1996, 1997; Larsson et al.,
2006). Several studies on different types of dispersed liquid-crystalline nanoparticles (LCNP) have pointed to the potential of using these systems for drug
delivery as well as delivery of functionality to foods (Barauskas et al., 2005a,b,
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2006a,b; Esposito et al., 2005; Spicer, 2005; Rangelov and Almgren, 2005;
Angelova et al., 2005; Boyd et al., 2006; Johnsson et al., 2006; Sagalowicz et
al., 2006a,b; Tamayo-Esquivel et al., 2006; Vandoolaeghe et al., 2006; WoÈrle et
al., 2006; Yaghmur et al., 2006). This has been demonstrated with both model
and in vivo studies for the drug substance propofol; a well-known anaesthetic
agent currently used in clinical practice in the form of a stable emulsion
(Johnsson et al., 2006). The propofol-LCNP formulation shows several useful
features including higher drug-loading capacity, lower fat-load, excellent
stability, modified pharmacokinetics, and an indication of increased effect
duration.
This review will focus on how the non-lamellar liquid crystalline phase can
be turned into well-defined LCNP that can be used to entrap compounds with
low aqueous solubility as well as hydrophilic compounds. We will also discuss
the stability of the compounds in terms of hydrolysis as well as what happens
when these particles interact with an interface.

4.2

Lyotropic lipid liquid crystals

From a physical point of view lipids can be naturally divided into two major
groups: polar and nonpolar lipids. The nonpolar lipids, primarily triacylglycerols, diacylglycerols and sterols, have no, or small, polar groups, and hence
show only limited interactions with aqueous systems. The polar lipids, with one
or two hydrocarbon tails and large charged or uncharged polar head groups that
control their amphiphilic nature, do interact with water and self-assemble into
supramolecular liquid crystalline aggregates, also known as mesomorphic
phases (Hyde, 2001; Larsson et al., 2006). The common feature of lipid selfassembly in aqueous environment (lyotropic behaviour) is the formation of a
polar interface, which separates layers of hydrocarbon and water. Consequently,
the liquid crystalline phases formed by the addition of water are called lyotropic
liquid crystals (lyotropic phases). The hydrocarbon chains in liquid crystal can
exist either in a fluid state or a solid state. The latter is a characteristic property
of lipid gel phases.
Polar lipids can exhibit a rich lyotropic phase behaviour, forming liquid
crystalline structures with 1D, 2D or 3D periodicities. A milestone in the
understanding of lyotropic liquid crystalline phases is the work of Luzzati and
colleagues in France (Luzzati, 1968) and Fontell, Larsson and colleagues in
Sweden (Fontell, 1974; Larsson, 1989) from the late 1960s, which clearly
demonstrated that polar lipids can self-assemble into different phase structures,
and established the canonical forms of lyotropic phase diagrams.
A summary of the most common lyotropic liquid crystalline phases that are
formed by polar lipids and their mixtures is given in Fig. 4.1. The formation of a
particular phase can in many cases be understood by looking at the geometric
packing properties of the amphiphilic molecule in the particular environment
(Israelachvili et al., 1976; Mitchell and Ninham, 1981), that is the cross-section
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Fig. 4.1 Schematic illustrations of the structural units of different liquid crystalline
phases including, from left to right, micellar cubic (I1), hexagonal (H1), bicontinuous
cubic (V1), lamellar (L ), reversed bicontinuous cubic (V2), reversed hexagonal (H2),
reversed micellar cubic (I2). Also included are micellar (L1), reversed micellar (L2) as
well as the typical location of the `sponge' or L3 phase.

area of the polar head group in relation to that of the acyl chain. This property
can be expressed by the so-called packing parameter (v/al), which is defined as
the ratio between the volume of the hydrophobic chain (v) and the product of the
head group area (a) and the chain length (l). The packing parameter for a
particular environment will determine the curvature of the interface and thus the
particular phase. Generally speaking, a value of the packing parameter lower
than unity (cone shaped lipids, high water solubility) facilitates the formation of
structures where the polar interface is curved towards the hydrocarbon; i.e. `oilin-water' structures (type 1). On the other hand a value larger than one (reversed
cone shaped lipids, low water solubility) will give the reverse curvature and
favours `water-in-oil' structures (type 2). With decreasing water content, the
phase behaviour of polar lipids often follows the sequence shown in Fig. 4.1
(note that not all phases are found in particular lipid systems). Phase transitions
can also occur with changes in temperature; with increasing temperature the
sequence of thermal transitions is usually in the same direction as with decreased
water content.
Lamellar phase (L ) is the most commonly encountered mesophase in the
majority of lipid/water systems. The mesostructure of L phase ( subscript
refers to the molten lipid chains) consists of stacked infinite lipid bilayers
separated by water layers, forming a 1D lattice. Another 1D mesophase, the gel
phase (L ), closely resembles L , but has a very much higher viscosity as the
lipid bilayers in L phase have rigid, mostly all-trans alkyl chains. Another most
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common mesophase type is hexagonal phase. It consists of dense packing of
cylindrical micelles, arranged on a 2D hexagonal lattice. The cylinders in this
phase can either have a hydrocarbon core (H1 phase) or a water core (H2 phase).
As shown in Fig. 4.1, the cubic phases (Q) can exist in several locations in the
phase diagrams. Cubic phases exhibit the most complex spatial organization of
all known lyotropic liquid crystals. As the name implies, the cubic phase
structures are based on several possible 3D cubic lattices, namely primitive,
body centered and face centered. Due to 3D periodicity they are optically
isotropic and often highly viscoelastic. There are two distinct cubic phase
aggregate structures. One is comprised of discrete globular micelles, normal (I1)
or reversed (I2) (Seddon and Robins, 1999). So far, several types of space groups
in the lipid micellar cubic phases are well established: Fm3m (Q225), Fd 3m
3n (Q223) (Seddon, 1996). Another cubic phase
(Q227), Im3m (Q229) and Pm
structure is based on 3D bicontinuous aggregates closely resembling triply
periodic surfaces (minimal surfaces) with zero mean curvature (Hyde, 1996). To
date, three bicontinuous phases are accepted, based on three surfaces: the P
3m, Q224), and G (Ia
3d, Q230). Type 1 bicontinuous
(Im3m, Q229), D (Pn
mesophases (V1) consist of a water film folded on to the surface and separating
two interwoven hydrocarbon continua, whereas type 2 (V2) mesophases contain
a lipid bilayer which follows minimal surface and separates two unconnected
continuous systems of water channels (Hyde, 1996). In the phase diagrams
micellar cubic phases are found between micellar solutions and hexagonal
phases, while bicontinuous cubic phases usually occur between hexagonal and
lamellar phases (Seddon, 1996).
Here it should be noted that many other more complex liquid crystalline
mesophases may be formed by polar lipids, including non-cubic bicontinuous
aggregates, branched and punctured polycontinuous structures, ribbon mesophases (Hyde and SchroÈder, 2003). In addition, there are a number of closely
related disordered mesophases, i.e. `sponge' (L3) phase, which can be considered to be a melt of bicontinuous cubic phase (Anderson et al., 1989).

4.3

Lamellar phase colloids

In many scientific and technological applications, such as delivery of
pharmaceuticals or food ingredients, colloidal dispersions of lipid liquid crystals
are more favourable than corresponding bulk mesophases. Realization that lipid
phases can be dispersed into biomimicking particle structures was a
breakthrough discovery. The simplest and most studied of such structures are
the lamellar phase dispersions ± vesicles and liposomes (in the literature, the
term `vesicle' most frequently refers to unilamellar aggregate, whereas the term
`liposome' refers to multilamellar structures) discovered by Bangham and
colleagues in the 1960s (Bangham and Horne, 1964). The major requirement for
liposome formation is the occurrence of a multiphase region that comprises the
lamellar liquid crystal coexisting with an aqueous phase (Fig. 4.2(a)).
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Fig. 4.2 (a) Schematic illustration of the L phase, phase diagram, and formation of
liposomes in the diluted two-phase region. (b) Schematic illustration of the reversed
phases, phase diagram, and formation of liquid crystalline nanoparticles in the diluted
two-phase region.

Depending on lipid system there are several ways to produce vesicles and
liposomes. The most frequently used is based on the formation of thin lipid
films, hydration with excess water solution and subsequent dispersion by
applying a shear force, i.e. vortexing. High-shear force methods, such as ultrasonication, homogenization or extrusion, can be further applied to reduce the
size of the particles. As for all colloidal systems, stability issue of liposome
dispersions is the major challenge. Since dispersions are typically not thermodynamically stable, kinetic stabilization by introducing electrostatic and steric
repulsion is frequently used to prolong colloidal stability. More about vesicles
and liposomes can be found in specialized literature (Lasic, 1993).

4.4

Nonlamellar liquid crystalline lipid-based nanoparticles

As discussed in the previous section, polar lipids can also self-assemble into
various nonlamellar liquid crystals of different geometries. In analogy with
liposomal dispersions, nonlamellar phase particles can be prepared by dispersion
formation in a multiphase region comprising a type 2 (`water-in-oil') nonlamellar liquid crystal in coexistence with a dilute aqueous phase (Fig. 4.2(b)).
Nonlamellar phase coexistence with aqueous solution is an obligatory
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requirement. Here it should be noted that type 1 liquid crystals (`oil-in-water')
formed by water soluble polar lipids are not suitable since they lose their
structure to micellar solution formation upon high dilution.
As noted in the previous section, with decreasing spontaneous curvature there
is a variety of different type 2 liquid crystals: `sponge' (L3), reversed bicontinuous cubic (V2), reversed hexagonal (H2), and reversed micellar cubic (I2).
All these phases can be dispersed into nanoparticles with mean sizes in the range
50±500 nm featuring different characteristic attributes of internal nanostructure
and functional properties. Virtually all possible nonlamellar liquid crystals can
be dispersed into colloidal nanoparticles when using suitable lipid combinations
and preparation techniques. Pending applications include utilization of lipid
nonlamellar particle systems as drug and food ingredient delivery vehicles.
4.4.1 Formation mechanisms
Liquid crystalline nanoparticles (LCNPs) of nonlamellar geometry (only later
was it realized that these aggregates had a bicontinuous cubic structure) were
probably first observed in a light microscopy study of fat digestion in the late
1970s (Patton and Carey, 1979). When compared to liposome dispersions, nonlamellar liquid crystals can only be partially fractionated into particles that are
small enough by using simple dilution of a given phase and subsequent dispersion. The cohesion forces within the aggregate are simple too strong to break
up the structure into colloidal particles without dispersing agent.
The first versions of somewhat stabilized fragmented nonlamellar phase were
recognized almost two decades ago when it was proposed that the cubic phase
formed by unsaturated monoacylglycerols (uMGs) may be dispersed into
micrometer-sized particles by mechanical breakup in the presence of micellar
solutions of bile salts or caseins. The action of these agents was explained in
terms of a formation of a lamellar envelope on the surface of the cubic phase
particle (Bucheim and Larsson, 1987; Larsson, 1989). Later it was discovered
that amphiphilic block copolymers can provide very powerful stabilization for
the uMGs cubic phase dispersions (Landh, 1994). A number of further studies
clearly demonstrated that poly(ethylene oxide)-poly(propylene oxide)poly(ethylene oxide) triblock copolymers, such as Pluronic F127, are very
efficient for the stabilization of uMG-based (mainly glycerol monooleate and
glycerol monolinoleate) cubic LCNPs and simultaneous preservation of the
inner cubic phase structure of the particles (Gustafsson et al., 1996, 1997;
Monduzzi et al., 2000; Larsson, 2000; Nakano et al., 2001; Yang et al., 2004).
It has been shown that the choice of lipid-to-polymer ratio is crucial to
produce colloidally stable LCNPs while simultaneously preserving inner liquid
crystalline structure of the particles. As with many multicomponent lipid mixtures, ternary glycerol monooleate (GMO)/F127/water phase diagram is
extremely complicated and shows the importance of the phase behaviour
investigations in order to produce well-defined and stable nanoparticle dispersions (Landh, 1994). With increasing F127 concentration the cubic phase region
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(Q224 and Q230 phases) originating from the binary GMO/water system is
transformed into the cubic Q229 phase that exists over a large composition range
with respect to both F127 (up to 20 wt%) and water (swelling limit about
65 wt%). At an approximate GMO/F127 ratio of 70/30 (w/w) and at a water
content of 70 wt%, an L phase appears that transforms into a sponge phase (L3)
at even higher dilution. These data indicate that in order to produce colloidally
stable cubic phase dispersions the GMO/F127 ratio should be kept in the range
of about 94/6±80/20 (w/w) where the Q229 phase or phase mixture Q229 + L3 (or
L ) phase is formed in equilibrium with excess solution at lower and higher
polymer concentrations, respectively. Lower concentrations of polymer will
simply lead to unstable dispersions due to non-sufficient density of sterically
stabilizing polymer F127 at the particle surfaces. Higher concentrations will
shift the system into a L3 (or L ) + solution phase region and induce the
formation of vesicular structures only.
Pluronic F127 was also found to be an effective dispersing and stabilizing
agent in some other acylglycerol systems, i.e. glyceryl monooleyl ether
(Barauskas et al., 2006a), mixtures of diglycerol monooleate and glycerol
dioleate (Johnsson et al., 2005a). However, for the majority of other lipid
systems F127 does not provide either sufficient fragmentation ability or
stabilization effect. It is therefore of importance to choose a suitable dispersing
substance for each particular lipid or lipid mixture in order to facilitate
fragmentation and provide steric stabilization of the particles. This is achieved
by using dispersing agents which are amphiphilic polymeric substances with
hydrophobic chain(s) for miscibility with particular lipid and long hydrophilic
unit(s) for stabilizing barrier at the surface of the particles, i.e. PEGylated
phospholipids, PEGylated poly(ethylene glycol) acylglycerol, polyoxyethylene
1,3-didodecyloxy-propane-2-ol, polyoxyethylene 1,3 didodecyloxy-2-glycidylglycerol, polyoxyethylene(20) sorbitan monooleate (Polysorbate 80), D-alphatocopheryl poly(ethylene glycol) 1000 succinate, hydrophobically modified
cellulose (Johnsson and Edwards, 2001; Johnsson et al., 2005b; Rangelov and
Almgren, 2005; Barauskas et al., 2005a, 2006b; Almgren et al., 2007).
The studies of the aqueous phase behaviour have shown that all abovementioned dispersing polymeric agents share similar features of the interaction
with structure forming lipids. With increasing their concentration in respect to
structure forming lipid the phase transition from reversed liquid crystal to
lamellar phase is observed. In all successful cases the amount of polymer
(lipid-to-polymer ratio) is balanced in a `window' between sufficient stabilization of LCNPs and transformation into purely lamellar aggregates. However,
fragmentation is facilitated by the coexistence of a lamellar or L3 phase and
some liposomal aggregates are usually present in the dispersion. For a
complete characterization and control of the nonlamellar LCNPs the
determination of phase diagrams including all components of the system is
needed.
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4.4.2 Preparation methods
The simplest way of making nonlamellar LCNPs is the mechanical agitation of
all necessary components, i.e. structure forming lipid, polymeric stabilizer and
excess aqueous solution (typically 90±99 wt% of water). Usually this results in a
coarse dispersion with a particle size in the range of 1±100 m (LjusbergWahren et al., 1997). As with liposomes, further reduction in size can be
achieved by use of high-shear energy input techniques such as ultrasonication,
homogenization and emulsification. However, it has also been shown that these
high energy methods result not only in a desirable size reduction of lipid
nanoparticles but also in the undesired formation of liposomes which in terms of
number density typically dominate over the cubic phase particles (Nakano et al.,
2002; Siekman et al., 2002; Esposito et al., 2003). Since the stabilizing polymer
slightly swells the nonlamellar liquid crystal and reduces cohesion forces, highshear forces simply break down the equilibrium liquid crystalline structure
(especially cubic and L3 since their interfacial curvature is lowest) into
nonequilibrium vesicular structures that later typically fuse into colloidally
unstable large aggregates (Barauskas et al., 2005b).
Some improvement of the above method in terms of particle yield can be
achieved by executing homogenization procedure at elevated temperatures, i.e.
40±80 ëC (Gustafsson et al., 1997; Neto et al., 1999; Nakano et al., 2005). In this
case higher temperature prevents the formation of nonequilibrium vesicular
structures in large quantities.
Another method for producing GMO/F127 cubic phase dispersions was also
introduced (Spicer et al., 2001). It is based on mixing the structure forming lipid
with ethanol in miscible proportions and dilution of the system with aqueous
solution containing dispersing stabilizer, i.e. F127. If the dilution trajectory falls
into a cubic phase region, the cubic phase particles are formed spontaneously
due to molecular diffusion difference at the liquid/liquid interface. Later, minor
modifications to the above preparation procedures have also been introduced
(Chung et al., 2002; Um et al., 2003). Nevertheless, also with this preparation
method, substantial amounts of vesicular material are typically obtained and the
particle size distributions are rather broad.
Improvements in LCNP preparation schemes have been published recently
(Barauskas et al., 2005a,b; WoÈrle et al., 2007). It was discovered that metastable
liposome contaminants formed after particle size reduction with homogenization
techniques can be converted back to equilibrium phase structures (back to nonlamellar aggregates) by a heat treatment step. In this approach the homogenized
particle dispersion is heated to temperatures above the stabilizing polymer
clouding point (i.e. F127 has a clouding point just above 100 ëC) for a short period
of time. Considering that the particles are sterically stabilized by adsorbed
dispersing agent, very slow or even negligible fusion is expected below clouding
point (Barauskas et al., 2005b). Due to reduced solubility and stabilizing
efficiency of dispersing agent a pronounced metastable liposome particle fusion
occurs above the clouding point. When the dispersion is cooled back to room
temperature the dispersing agent adsorbs back on to the nonlamellar particles.
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Such a preparation technique facilitates the formation of well-defined, mostly
monocrystalline particle dispersions with controlled and narrow size distribution
(particle size in the range of 50±500 nm and polydispersity index of about 0.2)
and high kinetic stability. Importantly this method is applicable to a large range
of different nonlamellar particle compositions (Barauskas et al., 2005a,b, 2006a;
Johnsson et al., 2005a, 2006; Popescu et al., 2007). Furthermore, the size of the
particles can be easily controlled just by changing the concentration of the
dispersion. An example of such size distribution control is shown in Fig. 4.3.
Note that after preparation the dispersion will retain the particular particle size
with time or upon dilution.
Very recent findings have shown that the high-energy pre-treatment of
nonlamellar dispersions is not always required to get well-defined nonlamellar
LCNPs with narrow size distribution (Barauskas et al., 2006b). As shown in this
study, sponge phase nanoparticles can be easily prepared by self-dispersion (low
energy mechanical agitation, i.e. on a mechanical mixing table) of aqueous
diglycerol monooleate/glycerol dioleate/mixtures fortified with small amounts

Fig. 4.3 Particle size distributions as a function of total amphiphile concentration (1, 2,
3, 4 and 5 wt%) of the homogenized and then heat-treated (125 ëC) GMO/F127 (a) and
GMO/oleic acid (OA)/F127 (b) dispersions. (c) Dependencies of the obtained mean
particle size of the heat-treated GMO/F127 (1) and GMO/OA/F127 (2) dispersions on the
total amphiphile concentration. Error bars represent the mean value  StdErr of 1±5
separate experiments. Linear approximations are drawn to guide the eye. Reproduced
with permission from Langmuir 2005, 21, 2569±2577. Copyright 1998 American
Chemical Society.
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of Polysorbate 80. The particles formed have a size of about 100±150 nm with
intricate, disordered, and rather dense inner cores enclosed by a surface spongelike region composed of intersecting lamellas. In contrast to Pluronic
copolymers, Polysorbate 80 has a significantly lower molecular weight which
makes it more miscible with structure forming lipids and more able to penetrate
and swell the liquid crystal as well as promote dispersion formation. The surface
coverage of the L3 phase layer on L2 droplets provides unique particle
stabilization facilitating dispersion formation and long-term colloidal stability.
4.4.3 Nanostructure
The nonlamellar LCNPs are usually classified according to phase nanostructure
as `sponge' (L3), reversed bicontinuous cubic (V2), reversed hexagonal (H2), or
reversed micellar cubic (I2) particles. CubosomeÕ, HexosomeÕ and FlexosomeÕ
are frequently used trade names of cubic, hexagonal and `sponge' phase
dispersions. The size of these particles can be controlled in the size range from
about 50 to 500 nm, in some cases up to 1  or even 10 , without changes in the
inner morphology. The main techniques to study lipid particle nanostructure are
X-ray diffraction and electron microscopy. Other analytical methods such as
NMR (Monduzzi et al., 2000), atomic force microscopy (Neto et al., 1999) and
ellipsometry (Vandoolaeghe et al., 2006) have also been applied.
Over the last ten years, the majority of structural and functional studies have
been focused on bicontinuous cubic LCNPs formed in aqueous mixtures of
uMGs and Pluronic triblock copolymers, namely GMO and F127 (Gustafsson et
al., 1997; Larsson, 2000; Monduzzi et al., 2000; Nakano et al., 2001; Siekman et
al., 2002; Barauskas et al., 2005b). The Fourier transformations of cryo-TEM
images and X-ray diffraction measurements reveal reflections characteristic of a
3m space group (or P-type in the
body centered Q229 cubic phase structure of Im
Ê (Barauskas
minimal surface description) with a lattice parameter of about 130 A
et al., 2005b). Due to internal cubic symmetry monocrystalline cubic LCNPs
tend to maintain the shape of the cube.
Until recently only uMGs have been known to possess the aqueous phase
behaviour suitable for the formation of bicontinuous LCNPs. Recent study has
shown that 3,7,11,15-tetramethyl-1,2,3-hexadecane-triol which is widely used as
an active ingredient in the cosmetics industry and commonly known as
phytantriol (PtOH), exhibits a similar aqueous phase behaviour as uMGs
(Barauskas and Landh, 2003). It forms V2 phase in excess solution ± the main
criterion for preparing the corresponding nanoparticle structures. It was discovered that the PtOH-based cubic phase can be effectively dispersed into stable
and reproducible Q229 structure-based nanoparticles by use of small amounts of
D-alpha-tocopheryl polyethylene glycol 1000 succinate (Barauskas et al.,
2005a). In comparison to uMGs, PtOH-based nanoparticles have slightly smaller
unit cell dimensions due to a shorter molecule and lower swelling limits in water.
Interesting examples of two coexisting different bicontinuous cubic LCNPs
was recently published by Popescu et al. (2007). In this study the dispersions in

Fig. 4.4 Synchrotron X-ray diffractograms of prepared cubic phase nanoparticle dispersions in a quaternary GMO/GME/F127/water system. The
GMO/GME (w/w) ratios are 95/5 (a), 90/10 (b), 85/15 (c), and 80/20 (d). All dispersions have lipid/polymer ratios of 9/1 and a water content of
95 wt%. The Miller indices in panel c stand for Q224 structure, whereas arrows denote the peak positions of the Q229 phase. Reproduced with
permission from Langmuir 2005, 23, 496±503. Copyright 1998 American Chemical Society.
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aqueous mixtures of GMO and glyceryl monooleyl ether (GME) are
investigated. The results have shown that simply by changing the GMO/GME
ratio it is possible to form different kinds of bicontinuous cubic nanoparticles,
3m) at low GME concentration and Q224 structure-based
Q229 structure-based (Im

(Pn3m) at higher GME concentration. The example of this transformation is
shown in Fig. 4.4.
Other lipids and mixtures for the preparation of V2 structure based nanoparticles have been tried as well: glycerol monolinoleate (De Campo et al.,
2004; Yaghmur et al., 2005), glycolopids (Abraham et al., 2005), arginine- and
glutamate-based surfactants (Rosa et al., 2006). The formation of V2 nanoparticles in dioleoylphosphatidylethanolamine and soy phosphatidylethanolamine-based systems was also shown (Johnsson et al., 2005b;
Barauskas et al., 2005a). The last example is particularly interesting since
natural phospholipid-based systems can be useful not only for the delivery of
food ingredients but also for parenteral drug delivery.
In contrast to bicontinuous cubic particles the most common outer shape of
the reversed hexagonal particles is the hexagonal prism. The fact that these
prisms always appear projected along the [10] direction in cryo-TEM images
suggested that they have a high aspect ratio and consequently are aligned in the
relatively thin vitrified films of the experiment (Barauskas et al., 2005a). To
prove this hypothesis, angle-resolved cryo-TEM measurements were performed
to visualize other facets of the particles and gain further insight into the 3D
structure. The thickness of the reversed hexagonal particles was evaluated by
measuring the projected width as a function of tilting angle. The results were
then compared with the corresponding geometric model of a hexagonal prism.
The fact that the unit cell dimensions of the inner particle structure does not
change in the presence of polymeric stabilizer indicates its preferential location
on the surface of LCNPs. Less ordered particles or particles prepared by highshear force methods only usually adopt more spherical shapes (Gustafsson et al.,
1997; Sagalowicz et al., 2005).
Several lipid and lipid mixture systems have been shown to be suitable to form
reversed hexagonal LCNPs: mixtures of uMGs with oil (Gustafsson et al., 1997;
Yaghmur et al., 2005), mixtures of diglycerol monooleate and glycerol dioleate
(Johnsson et al., 2005a), glyceryl monooleyl ether (Barauskas et al., 2006a), and
synthetic glycerate-based surfactants (Fong et al., 2005; Boyd et al., 2006).
Thermodynamically stable sponge phases can also be fragmented into LCNPs.
Particles have been prepared in a three component lipid system composed of
diglycerol monooleate, glycerol dioleate and Polysorbate 80 (Barauskas et al.,
2006b). This disordered phase dispersion forming system shows several
advantageous features when compared to ordered liquid crystals: spontaneous
dispersion formation and tunable particle phase structure. The relative thickness
of the outer L3 phase layer can be tuned by only changing a fraction of
Polysorbate concentration in the dispersion. Sponge phase layer consists of an
inner network of interconnected lamellae, also referred to as molten bicontinuous
cubic phase (Gustafsson et al., 1999). Compared to other LCNPs, L3 structure-
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based nanoparticles can incorporate much more water due to a high swelling and
appearance in the water-rich region of the phase diagrams. The shape of the
disordered L3 phase particles is typically spherical.
Probably the least investigated LCNPs are dispersions of the reversed
micellar cubic phase (I2). This is due to the fact that only a limited number of
lipid mixtures are shown to form I2 liquid crystals in excess water solutions. I2
structure-based (Fd 
3m space group) LCNPs have been prepared in mixtures of
glycerol linoleate and tetradecane (Yaghmur et al., 2006), and in mixtures of
phosphatidylcholine and glycerol dioleate fortified with small amounts of
Polysorbate 80 (Johnsson et al., 2006).
4.4.4 Functionality ± how to include the components, analyses of in vitro
and in vivo release, and interaction with model membranes
Both liquid crystals and liquid crystalline nanoparticles formed through lipid
self-assembly have a range of attractive properties as food delivery carriers. In
particular they offer a wide solubilization and release properties range for different ingredients. Because of coexisting hydrophilic and hydrophobic domains
and the very large interfacial area possessed by these structures (especially V2
liquid crystals), they have a broad spectrum of applicability to different food
substances. Both solubilization and release properties can be easily varied by
changing the lipid composition and the nanostructure of liquid crystal. For
example, the release properties of hydrophilic substance will be very different in
a V2 phase structure-based liquid crystal or nanoparticle, compared to an I2
phase, which has discrete cage-like water domains. It is also obvious that if the
hydrophobic species need to be incorporated the I2 phase will be preferable to
the others. In contrast, large water soluble molecules are more easily incorporated into sponge phase particles with a relatively high degree of swelling
compared to, for example, reversed hexagonal liquid crystal with rather small
water channels.
From a practical application point of view, an important feature of lipidbased liquid crystalline nanoparticles is the physical and chemical stability for
extended periods of time. Using appropriate lipid compositions, the stability of
these particles can be very good, from months to years at room temperature.
The primary issues addressed by nonlamellar particles are interaction with
biological membranes. Very recent study has been addressed to an interfacial
behaviour of GMO-based bicontinuous cubic nanoparticles at hydrophilic and
hydrophobic surfaces studied by means of in situ null ellipsometry
(Vandoolaeghe et al., 2006). Depending on the surface properties and presence
of electrolytes, different adsorption scenarios were discerned: at hydrophilic
silica thick surface layers of lipid nanoparticles are generated by particle
adsorption from dispersions containing added electrolyte. Insights into the
structure formation and mechanisms of adsorption can be gained from analysis
of the time evolution of the adsorbed layer properties. As illustrated in Fig. 4.5,
the amount adsorbed at silica initially increases proportionally with time and
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Fig. 4.5 Adsorbed amount (filled symbols) and layer thickness (open symbols) versus
time after addition of bicontinuous cubic nanoparticle dispersion of GMO and F127 (9/1,
w/w) to a final concentration of 0.05 mg/mL in the presence of 0.1 M NaCl and
0.017 M CaCl2. The two curves (circles and squares) correspond to repeat experiments
and show the good reproducibility of the experiment. Reproduced with permission from
Langmuir 2005, 22, 9169±9174. Copyright 1998 American Chemical Society.

then levels off to reach a saturation value of around 8±9 mg/m2. The layer
thickness shows an initial decay but stabilizes rather quickly at a plateau value
of about 40±50 nm, sometimes after a brief oscillation, which may reflect
transient structuring at the interface. The analysis suggests an adsorption process
during which the interfacial layer is successively being built up by attachment of
lipid nanoparticles rather than their molecular components.
The adsorption at hydrophobic, silanized silica is dramatically different from
that at bare silica. Adsorption is basically independent of the presence of
electrolyte or pH and results in the formation of a thin and dense adsorbed layer,
with a final thickness of 2±3 nm and an adsorbed amount of 1.7±2 mg/m2. This
shows a buildup of a monolayer and indicates that nanoparticles are dissociated
at the interface.
By use of ellipsometry and quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation
monitoring (QCM-D), the interaction of GMO-based bicontinuous cubic nanoparticles with supported lipid bilayers consisting of dioleoylphosphatidylcholine
(DOPC) has been further investigated (Fig. 4.6) (Vandoolaeghe et al., 2007).
When the nanoparticles were injected, an initial fast adsorption at the bilayer
covered surfaces is observed. The adsorbed amount reaches a maximum of
7.6 mg/m2, but thereafter the adsorption decreases too and reaches a minimum of

Fig. 4.6 (a) Adsorbed amount and layer thickness by ellipsometry calculated by using a four-layer model, and (b) adsorbed amount and
dissipation difference by QCM-D as a function of time after the injection of GMO-based bicontinuous cubic nanoparticles at a concentration of
0.05 mg/mL on DOPC bilayer at pH 4. The dispersion has a GMO/F127 ratio of 9/1 and a water content of 95 wt%.
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about 4 mg/m2, i.e. slightly below or above the original DOPC bilayer adsorption
value depending on the model used to evaluate the ellipsometry data. The
increase in adsorbed amount just after the injection is indicative of an interaction
between nanoparticles and the DOPC bilayer. The subsequent desorption
evidenced by the decrease of the adsorbed amount is probably due to the mixing
of nanoparticle components (GMO and F127) into the DOPC bilayer and a shift
towards a new equilibrium surface structure. These findings are also supported by
results from neutron reflectivity studies. The initial adsorption of nanoparticles
and their molecular components subsequently results in partial desorption.
The QCM-D data are in agreement with the ellipsometry data, where the
adsorbed amount increases drastically after the injection of the CPNP, to
decrease but at a higher value than in the case of the ellipsometry, which could
be explained by the presence of water in the formed layer (swelling of the layer)
and then slightly increases. The same behaviour with the dissipation difference
is observed. The layer becomes very viscoelastic just after the injection of CPNP
to relax afterwards, but in a more viscous state than the initial behaviour. This is
indicative of an initial adsorption of intact nanoparticles, or part of them, followed by a relaxation where an exchange between the lipid of the nanoparticles
and the phospholipids of the bilayer could occur.
To summarize, it has been shown that there is an interaction between GMObased LCNPs and its lipid constituents with model membranes (Vandoolaeghe
et al., 2007). This process involves initial adsorption of the particles, followed
by a strong interaction between the GMO-based CPNP constituents and the
phospholipid bilayer. This in turn leads to rearrangements within the surface
layer and finally by the growth of a self-assembled structure on top of the
bilayer.
Another important feature is the interaction of lipid nanoparticles with
digestive enzymes, i.e. phospholipases and triacylglycerol hydrolases (lipases).
It is obvious that the release of functional ingredients will also be affected by the
rate of the lipid carrier hydrolysis. Most of the lipolysis takes place at interfaces
and is extremely dependent on the structure and organization of the lipid/water
boundary. During the reaction hydrolysis products interact with lipids,
continuously change the interface characteristics and alter cleavage mechanisms
from complex lipid aggregate.
GMO-based bicontinuous nanoparticles have been used as substrates for
lipase activity investigations. The changes in lipid aggregate geometry as a
function of a lipase action have been investigated by means of pH-stat titration,
cryo-TEM and X-ray diffraction techniques (Barauskas et al., 2007). From the
pH-stat titration kinetic curves (Fig. 4.7), it is obvious that the reaction kinetics
and end products (more than 50% of lipid hydrolyzed) of lipolytic process on
GMO-based cubic lipid liquid crystalline nanoparticles is very pH dependent.
The results presented in Fig. 4.7 clearly illustrate that kinetics of lipase induced
hydrolysis at pH 8.4 is relatively simple. At pH 6.5 more complicated kinetics
are observed and therefore were further analyzed in order to determine if
intermediate aggregates are formed during the reaction. Time resolved
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Fig. 4.7

pH-Stat titration curves of the GMO-based bicontinuous cubic nanoparticle
hydrolysis by lipase at (a) pH 8.4 and (b) pH 6.5.

synchrotron X-ray diffraction and cryo-TEM have shown that during hydrolysis
at pH 6.5 lipid nanoparticles undergo a phase transition sequence, bicontinuous
cubic ! reversed hexagonal ! reversed micellar cubic, before final transformation into emulsion (reversed micellar solution). At the low pH the structural
changes of the substrate were also found to affect the pKa of the generated acid,
leading to an increase in pH.
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Future trends

In order to prepare well-defined LCNP, one of the great challenges for the future
is to obtain a fundamental understanding of the domain formation in liquid
crystalline phases, that is regions with the same crystal lattice orientation. As
discussed above, temperature cycling can be used to narrow the particle size
distribution and therefore one can to some extent view the domain formation as
a crystallization type (nucleation and growth) of process. Even in more simple
systems such as mono- and bilayers the formation of different domains is quite
complex (cf. the work of Mouritsen and coworkers: Mouritsen and Zuckermann,
1987; Mouritsen, 1991; Mouritsen et al., 2006). For a 3D structure like the cubic
liquid crystalline phases the challenges are even larger and we lack today good
methods to study these liquid crystalline domains in 3D and the interface
between them. Cryogenic transmission electron microscopy (cryo-TEM) images
can be used to study morphological changes of liposomes induced by
temperature as a function of lipid composition and one might analyze these in
terms of domain formation. Edwards and co-workers report on the formation of
bilayer discs, which can be related to the domain formation in the liposome
bilayer (Ickenstein et al., 2003, 2006; Johansson et al., 2005). They observed
that when lysolipid-containing thermosensitive liposomes (LTSL) were cycled
through the gel (L 0 ) to liquid crystalline (L ) phase transition, open liposomes
and bilayer disks appeared. The amount of bilayer disks was found to depend on
the presence of both PEG-lipids and lysolipids in the membrane. Based on their
results, they suggested that the micelle-forming membrane components stabilize
the rim of bilayer openings as well as the membrane discs (Ickenstein et al.,
2003). Consequently they found that varying the content of the PEG-lipid, the
average diameter of the disks can be changed in the interval from about 15 to
60 nm (Johansson et al., 2005). Hydrolysis of DPPC in DPPC/DSPE-PEG2000
liposomes, that is increasing the amount of palmitic acid, was also found to
increase the disintegration of the liposomes into membrane disks (Ickenstein et
al., 2006). Again palmitic acid in its deprotonated form, the soap, is a micelleforming lipid. These results indicate the importance of local effects for the
domain formation. The development of single molecule techniques for studying
these systems will in future deepen our understanding of lipid structure at the
nanoscale.
In an in vitro study of lipolysis of triglycerides in a intestinal-like environment, Patton and Carey (1979) observed, apart from the initially occurring
crystalline phase, a viscous isotropic phase composed of monoglycerides and
fatty acids, which is identical to the one formed in monoglyceride systems. In
excess of bile salts, the lipolysis products are rapidly solubilized in mixed
micelles. However, the bile acid amounts in vivo are not sufficient to solubilize
all lipids after a meal rich in fats, which implies that the liquid crystalline phases
exist in vivo (LindstroÈm et al., 1981). Lipase and water must be free to diffuse
through the phases formed by the lipolysis products, surrounding the
diminishing fat droplet. Thus, the bicontinuity as well as the incorporation
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properties of the cubic monoglyceride phases are thought to be important
features for the lipolysis process (Patton et al., 1985). Various types of LCNP
are therefore likely to be formed spontaneously in the GIT even if they are not
administered as drug delivery vehicles or as food ingredients. This indicates a
very important aspect of LCNP and liquid crystalline phases, namely their
importance as carries of nutrients in food. This is important as many nutrients,
such as vitamins, have a low aqueous solubility and their true nutritional value
rests on their bioavailability. The analytically determined content of nutrients
can therefore be irrelevant. In our opinion there is a lack of knowledge on how
the structure and stability of the food that carries the nutrient affect the
nutritional value. Here is a need for nutritionist, physical chemist and analytical
chemists to work together. The food industry has just started to realize the
potential of using LCNP as carriers of nutrients and antioxidants or to control
release of flavours and to prevent unwanted interactions with other food
components (Mozafari et al., 2006). This type of added functionality also
includes the protection of molecules from chemical degradation, or to increase
the yield in Maillard reactions (Sagalowicz et al., 2006a,b).
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5
Structured lipids as delivery systems
E. M. Hernandez, OmegaPure Technology and Innovation Center,
USA

5.1

Introduction

Fat consumption in the Western diet has gone through a series of changes in
recent years both in the amount consumed and the types of fats recommended.
Dietary fat reductions were recommended in the 1980s and 1990s but in recent
years wider fat dietary recommendations have been issued by official health
institutions. Several new types of fats and oils have been introduced into foods
as a response to the need by manufacturers to reformulate their products. These
changes have been driven by new labeling laws and the demand by the consumer
for healthier and more functional dietary fats.
It is well documented that lipids play an important role in the body's
metabolic processes and are essential components of cell membranes and other
biological structures. Figure 5.1 shows the major types of lipids with significant
participation in metabolic processes. Major lipids are: triacylglycerols (TAG),
free fatty acids, phospholipids, sphingolipoids, bile salts, steroids and sterols,
cholesterol, eicosenoids and fat soluble vitamins. Lipids in general are an
important source of essential fatty acids (omega-3 and omega-6), fat-soluble
vitamins, cellular transport components and food/medical supplements (Dupont,
1996; Kinsella, 1988). More specifically, essential fatty acids are important
components of cell structures and are the precursors of signaling molecules that
control biological processes such as inflammation, immune response and also
act as messengers in the central nervous system. The better understanding of the
functionality of lipids is driving the development of a diverse number of
applications in both the pharmaceutical and cosmetic fields (Hernandez, 2005).
Sales of lipid nutritional supplements have grown appreciably in the last ten
years and their application has extended also to pharmaceutical and cosmetic
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Fig. 5.1

Structures of major bioactive lipids.

fields such as disease prevention and treatment, excipients and coadjuvants,
transdermal carriers and skin emolliency agents. These new functional lipids are
being manufactured and supplied through several delivery media including the
use of delivery systems in the form of structured lipids.
Currently structured lipids and phospholipids are used in food, cosmetic and
pharmaceutical products. Lipids are being modified to enhance nutritional
properties of foods, and improve the rheological and crystallization properties of
some fats. They also play an important role in pharmaceutical applications like
parenteral nutrition. Structured lipids are basically triglycerides whose fatty acid
composition or distribution has been modified. In general modification of the
triglyceride composition of vegetable oils can be done by hydrogenation,
chemical and enzymatic interesterification.
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Fig. 5.2 Acidolysis reaction.

Interesterification of oils is generally known as the exchange of acyl group
among triglycerides and is the most widely used method for the production of
structured lipids. Acyl groups may exchange positions within a triglyceride or
among triglyceride molecules. This process has found a wide variety of applications in the edible oils industry, for example to change the melting point profile of
solid fats, to improve the compatibility of different tryglycerides, manipulate the
plasticity of certain fats, to change the emulsifying properties of some oils and to
change the nutritional properties of some edible oils (Willis et al., 1998). When the
interesterification is carried out to react the fat or oil with other fatty acids, it is
called acidolysis, when the esterification is carried out with alcohols, it is called
alcoholysis, and with other esters, transesterification. Figure 5.2 shows an example
of an acidolysis reaction and Fig. 5.3 of an alcoholysis reaction.

Fig. 5.3

Alcoholysis reaction.
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5.2

Synthesis of structured lipids

5.2.1 Chemical interesterification
Chemical interesterification is generally a two-step reaction. At the beginning of
the reaction the metal catalyst forms a transition complex with the original
triacylglycerol that acts as the actual catalyst that forms the fatty acid esters.
Sodium alkilates such as sodium ethoxide and sodium methoxide are the most
common catalysts because of their relatively low reaction temperature (50±120 ëC)
and short reaction time (5±120 min). However, they also have the disadvantage of
being inactivated easily in the oil by impurities such as water, free fatty acids, and
peroxides. This means that extra expense has to be incurred to make up for
decomposed catalyst during processing. Chemical interesterification is usually
random.
5.2.2 Enzymatic interesterification
Under normal conditions lipases hydrolyze fatty acids from the triglyceride into
free fatty acids. However, if the amount of water in the reaction is restricted,
hydrolysis is minimized, the enzyme catalyzes the reaction of interesterification
instead. A small amount of water needs to be present to maintain the integrity of
the enzyme. Lipases can catalyze interesterification with triglycerides and also
with free fatty acids. In order to optimize their use lipases have to be immobilized in microporous supports such as amberlite resins, celite, cellulose, silica
gel, clay, carbon, or alumina.
Lipases are now commonly used for enzymatic interesterification of several
types of trygliceride oils. The main source of lipases is from microorganisms
and some are also obtained from animal pancreas and plant origin. Enzymes are
usually position specific in the triglyceride (positions 1,3) and can also be
specific to the length of the fatty acid in the triglyceride. Table 5.1 shows some
types of enzymes used for interesterification of triglyceride oils and their
specificity (Akoh and Min, 1998).
5.2.3 Structured phospholipids
Phospholipids are well-known natural emulsifiers, wetting and dispersing
agents. They are used in many food and pharmaceutical applications because of
Table 5.1

Examples of enzymes and lipase activity

Candida cylidracae
Staphylococus aureus
Aspergillus niger
Candida rugosa
Mucor miehei
Rhizopus arrhizus

Regiospecificity

Fatty acid specificity

NPS
NPS
1,3NPS
1,31,3-

NFAS
NFAS
C:18
C:18
Ð
C:8, C:10
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Fig. 5.4

Structured phospholipids.

their emulsifying and physiological properties. Phospholipids play an important
role in the metabolism of lipids and other digestive fluids. Their emulsifying
properties also make them part of metabolic systems at cellular level such as
membrane structure and cell membrane transport systems (Totani and Hara,
1991; Haraldsson and Thorarenson, 1999). In fact, they ensure miscibility of
hydrophilic and hydrophobic metabolites at liquid±liquid and liquid±solid
interfaces in many biological pathways (Cevc and Paltauf, 2003). The most
common types of phospholipids are phosphatidylcholine (PC),
phosphatidylethanolamine (PE), phosphatidilinositol (PI), phosphatidic acid
(PA), and phosphatidylserine (PS) (see Fig. 5.4). The major sources of
phospholipids (PLs) in our diet are oilseeds and egg yolk.
Structured phospholipids can also be enzymatically manufactured to enhance
the delivery of functional fats such as medium-chain fatty acids and omega-3
polyunsaturated fatty acids, such as eicosapentanoic acid (EPA) and DHA. By
replacing the existing fatty acids asymmetrically in an original PL molecule with
desired ones, new physical properties and special functions can also be achieved
(Guo et al., 2005; Clissold, 1999). Enzymatic production of both structured
lipids and phospholipids are preferred to chemical methods, especially when the
reaction is required to be position specific and a specific fatty acid is required to
be incorporated.
The process of interesterification has been used to produce structured
phospholipids enriched with phosphatidyl serine (PS) which has been shown to
enhance neuronal membrane function and has been prescribed to the elderly to
improve cognitive function (Crook et al., 1991). PS is found at levels of up to
1% in commercial lecithin from vegetable oils and 3% in commercial lecithin
from eggs. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) authorized two health
claims for PS: the first claim, `Phosphatidylserine (PS) may reduce the risk of
cognitive dysfunction in the elderly', and the second claim, `Phosphatidylserine
(PS) may reduce the risk of dementia in the elderly'. Phospholipids, as
structured phospholipids, are also used to enhance the biological activity of
other functional lipids such as conjugated linoleic acid (Hossen and Hernandez,
2005).
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Other work on structuring phospholipids is to esterify nutraceutical components to hydrophilic part of the phospholipid molecule. Examples of these
include the esterification of sterols to the phosphatidic head of the phospholipids. Sterols in general have been studied for a long time as cholesterolreducing agents. Also several cholesterol absorption inhibitor drugs have been
developed and cholesterol absorption by dietary plant sterols (PS) has received
much research interest because of their claimed effectiveness in lowering plasma
total and LDL cholesterol. Several studies have been reported to produce
amphiphilic sterols by synthesizing phospholipid derivatives of PS using an
enzymatic process catalyzed by phospholipase D (Hossen and Hernandez,
2004).

5.3 Nutrition, absorption, transport and metabolism of
structured lipids
A classical example of in vivo structure lipid delivery takes place in the digestive
tract. Ingested dietary lipids are absorbed in the intestine through a series of
emulsification and chemical transformation reactions. Before enzymatic
hydrolysis, lipids are emulsified with bile salts which are synthesized in the
liver and secreted from the gall bladder following the ingestion of fat. The
emulsified lipids are then hydrolyzed by pancreatic lipases and phospholipase
(A2). (Mu and Hùy, 2001). The result of this enzymatic reaction are free fatty
acids and a mixture of mono- and diacylglycerols. Since lipases are specific to
the positions 1 and 3 of the triacylglycerides, the majority of the monoglycerides
are position 2-acylglycerols. Phospholipids are hydrolyzed at the 2 position by
pancreatic phospholipase A2 releasing a free fatty acid and the lysophospholipids. The resulting fatty acids and 2-monoglycerides are then transported into
the endoplasmic reticulum, where they are used to resynthesize triglycerols.
These triacylglycerols then combine with lipoprotein and form chylomicrons.
Chylomicrons basically consist of a core of hydrophobic lipids surrounded by a
shell of proteins, phospholipids and cholesterol. Chylomicrons are first transported into the lymphatic vessel that penetrates into each villus. Chylomicronrich lymph then flows into the blood vessels where they are disassembled and
their constitutent lipids utilized by the various tissues for storage, production of
energy through oxidation or participate in various metabolic pathways.
Short chain fatty acids (C:2 to C:12) fatty acids tend to be transported via the
portal system and C12:0 to C24:0 via the lymphatic system. There is growing
evidence that MCFA may indeed be absorbed as 2-monoacylglycerides,
especially if they are esterified to the sn-2 position of the structured lipid due
to the slow rate of hydrolysis at the sn-2 position of triacylglycerols, and as a
result the fatty acid at this position remains intact as 2-monoacylglycerides
during digestion and absorption. On the other hand, long chain triacylglycerides
are partially hydrolyzed by pancreatic lipase and absorbed slowly as partial
glycerides in mixed micelles. The resulting long chain fatty acids are re-
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esterified and incorporated into chylomicrons in the enterocyte, where they enter
the lymphatics to reach the general circulation through the thoracic duct. In
general, the metabolism of a structured lipid would be determined by the nature
and position of the constituent fatty acids on the glycerol moiety which may
account for the differences in the pathway of absorption: lymphatic vs portal.
Free fatty acids, especially MCFA, tend to be absorbed directly from the
intestine into the portal vein and sent straight to the liver where they are
metabolized (Rubin et al., 2000).

5.4

Foods applications of structured lipids

5.4.1 Specialty dietary fats
Due to the increasing awareness of the benefits of some bioactive lipids fats and
the risks associated with excessive intake of some fats, there is a growing market
for modified fats as vehicles of healthier and bioactive lipids in some foods.
Some new classes of edible structured lipids include products such as lower
calorie fats manufactured by interesterification of short and long chain fatty
acids. Caprenin is a fat developed for use in a high melting temperature
applications. It is made from the naturally occurring fatty acids capric (C6:0),
caprylic (C8:0) and behenic (C22:0), and is metabolized like other triglycerides.
Instead of 9 kcal/g, it yields only 5 kcal/g because the short chain fatty acids
have lower energy values and behenic acid is not well absorbed. The structured
lipid, SALATRIM, which is an acronym for short and long chain fatty acids
consists of tributyrin, triacetin and tripropionin with hydrogenated canola and
other fatty acids (mostly stearic with a small amount of palmitic on a glycerol
backbone). This fat has fewer calories as a result of the oxidation of short chain
fatty acids. Coupled with only 27±35% absorption of the stearate and other long
chain fatty acids, the net energy contribution is 4.5±6 kcal/g. SALATRIM is
used in filled dairy and reduced calorie bakery products (Akoh and Min, 1998).
The fat product Captex is produced via esterification to deliver C8 and C10
fatty acids. Captex products function as a readily available energy source for
athletes and patients with special dietary needs. Applications for Captex
products are snacks, main meals, frozen and refrigerated foods (Shahidi, 2006).
Neobee is also a structured lipid that delivers short and medium chain fatty
acids, i.e., capric and caprylic acids. This product may also serve as a flavor
carrier and functions as a textural component for low-fat food products (Shahidi,
2005).
5.4.2 Infant formulas
The composition of human milk is now fairly well understood. Normalized data
report some of the major fatty acids in human milk fat: lauric, C:12 (4.40%),
myristic, C14:0 (6.27%), palmitic 16:0 (22.00%), stearic, 18:0 (8.06%), oleic
acid, 18:1 (31.3%) and linolenic, C:2 (10.85%) plus small amounts of essential
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fatty acids such as arachidonic (0.46%), eicosapentanoic (EPA) (0.12%) and
docohexanoic acids (DHA) (0.25%) (Jensen, 1996). Supplementation of infant
formulas, and baby foods in general, with essential fatty acids has gained great
interest. This is mostly due to the fact that term infants have limited capacity to
desaturate short chain omega-3 fatty acids into long chain fatty acids such as
EPA and DHA required by many metabolic functions. The two most abundant
fatty acids in mothers' milk, palmitic and oleic acids and structured lipids, such
as 1,3-dioleoyl-2-palmitoylglycerol (OPO), have been studied for their potential
pharmaceutical and nutraceutical applications (Chen et al., 2004).
Interesterification with lipases has been used to design human milk fat
substitutes and deliver essential fatty acids. The use of lipases as biocatalysts
allows for esterification of palmitic acid in the position 2 of triglyceride which,
with the addition of essential fatty acids can mimic the composition of human
milk. This has been used in the supplementation of infant formulas with
essential fatty acids i.e, ARA, EPA and DHA (Shimada et al., 2000; Sahin et al.,
2005, 2006).
5.4.3 Parenteral and enteral nutrition
Lipid malabsorption is a leading cause of essential fatty acid deficiencies,
especially in recovering patients and injured people. Malabsorption can occur in
any of the lipid absorption sequential steps, including lipolysis, solubilization by
bile, uptake into the enterocyte, and chylomicron secretion into lymph. Treatments for essental fatty acid deficiencies include the use of structured lipids and
phospholipids for the delivery, for example of medium chain fatty acids
(MCFA) as an energy source and of essential fatty acids for patient's metabolic
needs. Enzymatically modified lipids and physical mixtures of lipids have
shown different metabolic pathways based on the structure and due to the
difference in fatty acid composition at the sn-2 position of lipid molecules (Tso
et al., 2001).
Structured lipids composed of long chain fatty acids and medium chain fatty
acids have been designed to provide more controlled release of the MCFA into
the bloodstream (Bach and Babayan, 1982). One of the main advantages of
enterally fed structured lipids is that MCFA provide a vehicle for rapid
hydrolysis and absorption, mainly due to their smaller molecular size and greater
water solubility in comparison to longer chain triacylglycerides. MCFA also
play an important role in the metabolism of nitrogen. Besides faster oxidation
rates, studies show that MCFAs improve the nitrogen balance. These properties
make MCFA an even more important component of parenteral nutrition (Tao
and Yoshimura, 1980). Studies also confirm that no alteration of liver function
occurs in any of the patients treated with these structured lipids and thus they
appear to be safe and may be associated with reduction in liver dysfunction
(Rubin et al., 2000).
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5.5

Structured lipids in drug delivery

Vegetable oils in general are non-toxic which allows them to be used as reliable
excipients or carriers in many pharmaceutical formulations. As a result many
vegetable oils and fats have been approved as excipients to facilitate delivery of
bioactive compounds and to act as fillers, binders, lubricants, solubilizers,
emulsifiers and emollients in a variety of delivery forms including tablets, capsules, suppositories, emulsions (enteral/parenteral), ointments, creams and
lotions. Other non-direct applications include artificial blood, gene delivery,
diagnostic imaging, and medical devices (Charman, 1996).
Use of structured lipids in the development of controlled release of drugs and
bioactive substances is also rapidly growing. Applications include delivery
systems for cancer treatments, bacterial and fungal infections, and respiratory
disease, as well as the delivery of drugs intravenously, orally and transdermally.
5.5.1 Lipids in transdermal applications
There are several advantages reported for transdermal drug delivery:
·
·
·
·

bypassing of gastrointestinal and hepatic metabolism
the potential for enhanced efficacy
lower side effects through a more controlled delivery rate
increased patient compliance through easier application and dosing frequency
(Charman, 1996).

The skin can be used as a portal of entry for drugs, for both localized and
systemic treatments and as a result transdermal delivery has become one of the
fastest growing systems for some disease treatments. However, since the outer
layer of the skin can be a difficult barrier to penetrate, permeation-enhancing
agents are in some cases necessary to allow intake of some drugs.
The upper layer of the skin or stratum corneum has a very limited
permeability and its basic function is to act as a barrier against outside elements.
The human skin is composed of layers of differentiated strata (Stratum corneum,
Stratum lucidum, Stratum lranolosum, Stratum spinosum, Stratum basale) that
transdermal applications need to overcome in order to deliver bioactive
elements. The lipid composition and distribution in stratum corneum has been
used to elucidate and model transdermal transport phenomena of several
substances through the skin (Wertz et al., 1987). The sebaceous lipids in the skin
consist mainly of 45±60% triacylglycerols, 25% wax and sterol esters, 12±15%
squalene and 10% free fatty acids (Lampe et al., 1983). This in turn has been
used to design formulations with increased permeability and has been used in
disease treatment through topical drug administration (Harding, 2004).
Some unsaturated fatty acids are well-known skin penetration enhancers. The
addition of phosphatidylcholine (PC) to dermal dosage forms has been reported
to increase percutaneous absorption. Lipid disperse systems (LDSs) containing
polar lipids, such as PC and glycosylceramide, are also useful for increasing the
percutaneous permeation of drug through rat abdominal skin in both in vitro and
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in vivo systems. Liposomes have been widely reported as an effective means of
transdermal transport. The use of liposomes has been reported in applications for
topical and intravenous uses (Egbaria and Weiner, 1990). Though the mechanism of this effect is not fully explained, it has been suggested that liposomes
pass intact through the lipid rich outer layer of the skin to the dermis, where they
become localized. There has also been the suggestion that the follicular pathway
contributes to the liposomal delivery of drugs into the deeper skin strata (Ogiso
et al., 1996).
Liposomes have been extensively investigated in the last 40 years and
extensively for their potential in the targeted delivery of chemotherapeutics
applications. The unique structural properties of liposomes allow different
methods to be used to entrap substances. Liposomal systems can also form an
effective drug reservoir in the upper layers of the skin. This is particularly useful
for local skin therapy. Ethosomal carriers composed of phospholipid vesicular
systems with alcohols are also effective at enhancing transdermal delivery of
both lipophilic and hydrophilic compounds. The use of these ethosomes has
been used in the delivery of minoxidil to the pilosebaceous section of the skin
with better results than conventional liposomes. Similar results are reported in
clinical studies with acyclovir in a topical therapy treatment of recurrent herpes
labialis. Other application reports with ethosomes are patches containing
testosterone (Touitou et al., 2000).
Topical applications in the form of spray have also been reported as vehicles
for enhanced transdermal delivery of drugs such as testosterone, estradiol,
progesterone, and norethindrone acetate. More effective drug penetration was
reported with enhancers padimate and octyl salicylate and compared with
laurocapram and oleic acid (Morgan et al., 1998).
5.5.2 Lipids in oral drug delivery
In many cases drugs administered orally may degrade the digestive tract or have
limited absorption. Lipid-based macromolecules are part of a growing group of
new drugs with many clinical applications that can be used in oral delivery
applications with enhanced absorption capabilities. In some cases some lipophilic drugs can be made more bioavailable by traveling though the processes of
the digestive tract itself (Charman, 1996). It is widely documented that the
addition of fatty acids can improve the bioavailabilty of drugs that are poorly
absorbed by the gastrointestinal tract by increasing their uptake into the
lymphatic system (Porter, 1997). For example the addition of fatty acyl groups
also enhances permeability across intestinal mucosa as well as other epithelial
barriers such as buccal, nasal, and pulmonary mucosae (Verhoef et al., 1990).
The use of triacylglycerol esters for delivery of peptides across the blood brain
barrier was also reported.
The use of self-emulsifying drug delivery systems has been reported to
produce stable microemulsions for the delivery of potent drugs. A successful
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example is the use of microemulsions for delivery of cyclosporine in transplant
patients (Pouton, 2000). Self-emulsifying formulations, known as SEDDS A
SEDDS formulation normally contains a lipid, surfactants, and co-solvents. The
main objective is to facilitate the subsequent assimilation of a drug in the
digestive tract without getting inactivated by the pH environment or in the bile
salt micellar structures. Also it is desired that the emulsified drug be independent
of the ingested food.
Besides emulsifying properties, another useful characteristic of solid fats are
their malleable melting point profiles. Fat crystals have the structure-forming
properties that allow the formation of a matrix for suspension of drug particles.
When used simply as carriers some lipids can provide a matrix that can keep the
bioactive components uniformly distributed and released in timely manner. The
properties of the crystals such as melting time can be manipulated by structuring
the lipids or phospholipid used in the delivery system (Porter et al., 1997).
Biosomes made from phosphatidylcholine, and the structured lipids of
medium-chain monoacylglycerol and low-molecular-weight heparin (LMWH),
used in the treatment and prevention of thromboses was reported (Bohlinder et
al., 1994). Heparin is known as having poor oral absorption. The system is
applicable for oral and parenteral administration as well as for enhancing
dermal, rectal, and nasal absorption of other drugs.
The charge of the emulsion can also be manipulated and therefore enable the
expansion of therapeutic applications to intravenous, ocular, and oral administration. It has been reported that positively charged submicron emulsions
interact desirably with biological membranes that are negatively charged. The
positive charge of submicron emulsions results from cationic excipients such as
lipids, polymers, and surfactants in formulations. This difference in charge
results in an increased drug uptake and can be designed for site-specific
targeting. Use of this property has been shown in enhanced drug permeation
through cornea, and drug targeting of the lung following IV injection (Yang and
Benita, 2000). This also suggests a new therapeutic treatment for lung cancer
chemotherapy.
The pharmaceutical industry is also using Tris, a compound regarded as
relatively inexpensive, nontoxic, and readily available, because it has structural
similarities to glycerol and has the advantage of being symmetrical and avoids
structural isomerization. Tris can be used by readily attaching several types of
drugs to the amine group. It also allows for the synthesis of symmetric tri-fatty
acyl esters which is not possible with glycerol. Initially the technology was
applied to the delivery of vaccines but it has since been used to link various
drugs to fatty acids. It has also been used to generate a novel class of cationic
lipid cytofectins. The synthesis of fatty acid conjugates of morphine,
indomethacin (a nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug), AZT (an antiviral drug
and methotrexate and chlorambucil (antineoplastics) was reported.
The formation of microemulsions of structured lipids and certain pharmaceuticals can also be applied intravenously, for example, a micromeulsion
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composed of medium-chain triacylglycerol (MCT), soybean phosphatidylcholine and poly(ethylene glycol)(660)-12-hydroxystearate (12-HSA- EO15) as
amphiphiles, and poly(ethylene glycol) 400 (PEG 400) and ethanol as cosolvents
(von Corswant et al., 1998). The mean droplet diameter of the oil-in-water
emulsion reported was between 60 and 200 nm. It was concluded that it is
possible to administer it without producing any significant effect on acid±base
balance, blood gases, plasma electrolytes, mean arterial blood pressure (MAP),
heart rate (HR) (concentrations of up to 0.5 mL/kg of the microemulsion).
5.5.3 Other applications
New applications on the use of structured cationic lipids for delivery of plasmids
DNA in genetic research have been reported in gene transfection (Tranchant et
al., 2004). Further work has also focused on enhancing and prolonging the
stability of these cationic lipids in a physiological environment as well as
increasing their site-specific and tissue-specific interactions. The use of
synthetic vectors as compared with the use of viral vectors, and the recent
progress realized in the conception of new vectors in terms of transfection
efficiency, bioavailability, reduction of cytotoxicity and cellular targeting is
very encouraging. For example, a liposomal preparation containing the cationic
lipid N-[1-(2,3-dioleyloxy)propyl]-N,N,N-trimethylammonium chloride
(DOTMA) was found to increase by at least 1000-fold the potency of an
antisense oligonucleotide
The use of structuring triacylglycerols has been studied as a vehicle of other
healthy fats. Figure 5.4 shows common bioactive lipids that can be used in
structured lipids. Structured lipids of conjugated linoleic acid (CLA) and
medium-chain triacylglycerols to produce new types of more healthful
structured lipids (SLs) have been reported (Rocha and Hernandez, 2004). This
work reported on the synthesis of structured lipids containing CLA, by the
incorporation of different levels of CLA, as free fatty acid, into two triacylglycerols which are good sources of medium-chain fatty acids (i.e. coconut oil
and tricaprylin) by enzymatic acidolysis in a solvent-free system, using
Lipozyme IM (immobilized lipase from Mucor miehei) as biocatalyst.
Docosahexaenoic acid (DHA)-containing PLs has shown to have potential
medical applications such as promoting cell differentiation in leukemia,
enhancing survivals of tumor-bearing mice and preventing cerebral degeneration. Structured PLs, which contain medium-chain fatty acids also have similar
positive effects on health (Guo et al., 2005).
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6
Micro- and nano-emulsions for delivery
of functional food ingredients
N. Garti and I. Yuli-Amar, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem,
Israel

6.1

Introduction

The term food colloid is used very often to describe the physical structure of
common basic foods. The colloidal systems might be composed of a variety of
complex dispersions, such as solid particles in solid matrix, liquid (or semi
liquid) aqueous phases emulsified in an aqueous continuous phase, bubbles
entrapped in complex solid or liquid matrices, etc. The colloidal dispersions are
in most cases small particles embedded in a complex dispersion phase. Understanding how these systems work and learning how to control their properties is
an enormous task. Even after years of very extensive studies we are far from
truly understanding basic man-made food products such as baked goods (or just
simple bread), dairy products, ice cream or meat products.
Some of the dispersed systems remain intact in the final food product due to
the nature of the continuous phase (matrix). The matrix if solid or of high
viscosity can immobilize the dispersion particles or droplets. Other systems
(fluids, drinks) are stabilized by a set of interracially active compounds (surfactants) that adsorb onto the dispersed particles, droplets or bubbles, and prevent
them from aggregating, clustering or coalescing. The stabilizers were given their
names according to their obvious functionalities. These compounds were termed
alternatively surfactants, wetting agents, stabilizers, spreading agents, foamers,
emulsifiers, etc. The surfactants/emulsifiers can be amphiphilic monomeric or
polymeric compounds and/or can be naturally occurring molecules.
The common goal for all those dealing with food colloids is to find the best
performing compounds and to use them in minimum quantities in order to
improve the cost/performance ratio. These additives have been in most cases
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synthetic compounds that revealed some hazardous health and environmental
effects from minor byproducts that contaminated the active amphiphiles. Today
we know that many of these compounds are considered to be unsafe and their use
is restricted in most developed countries. The restrictions result in significant
difficulties for food producers and are affecting the goodness of the products. The
industry is searching for additives derived from natural sources, and/or extracted
with permitted solvents. The major sources for such food additives are plants,
fruits, vegetables, herbs, flowers, roots, tree barks, leaves, etc.
Utilization of a dispersed system is essential in many foods that contain
multiple components with different characteristics. Adding lipophilic ingredients (fats, oils, oil-soluble vitamins, flavors, antioxidants, etc.) into an
aqueous-based system is not an easy task and requires emulsification technology. Mixing lipophilic substances into fluid foods is an even more
challenging task. The dispersed particles and droplets must remain stable for a
long shelf-life and should not be too big to comply with taste and organoleptic
requirements. It is therefore essential to learn how to properly disperse one
phase into another. The dispersed systems once formed can also be utilized as
carriers, vehicles, interfacial reactors, protective media, etc. for many other
applications. For years, efforts have been made to design and stabilize food
dispersions with specific properties and characteristics.
Consuming more healthy food has become a major trend in the last decade
leading to another important trend of food additives with health benefits.1±3 The
old slogans of `be healthier by consuming foods with less sugar, less fat and less
salt' are now replaced by `consume foods enriched with fibers, proteins,
vitamins and other more sophisticated nutritional or healthy ingredients'. We are
progressively introducing into our food lexicon the terms `food supplements' or
`food nutraceuticals'. Food supplements such as minerals and vitamins (food
additives) have been known for generations to provide some health `maintenance' while nutraceuticals is a modern term to describe mainly plant,
vegetable, fruit and root extracts that can provide some `health benefits and even
treat certain diseases'. Since no clear and official definition has been coined for
this category of food additives, the term is widely used for almost any ingredient
that someone insists can provide health benefits even without any scientific
proof. It should also be stressed that in many cases there is insufficient data to
support some of the health claims made by the producers of these extracts and
no data to guide the consumer on daily dosage use, allergies, side effects, and
other health hazards. The health authorities in many countries are helpless in
attempts to control the use of these additives in our foods.
However, the extracted ingredients are very often complex mixtures of many
organic compounds as well as biopolymers that are very difficult to characterize,
separate or purify. In addition, most of these ingredients are water-insoluble and
their incorporation into an aqueous food matrix might be a real challenge.
These ingredients are sometimes aqueous extracts and sometimes organic
solvent extracts. In many cases the `organic solvent extracts' are non-soluble in
food-grade solvents or in simple triglyceride type oil phase (vegetable oils) and
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in some cases are insoluble in water and in oil. The poor solubility causes severe
difficulties to the food product manufacturer. Moreover, the beneficial health or
nutritional effects depend considerably on the bioavailability of the
nutraceuticals since the transport of these ingredients across our gut membranes
is practically negligible.
The food industry needs urgently carriers, vehicles and protective systems to
improve nutraceutical performance. The search for such vehicles is the aim of
many recent studies, a search that has become increasingly urgent.
One important trend to mention is the nanotechnology that can help food
supplements or nutraceuticals that are added to our foods to become more
efficient; i.e. more nutritional, healthier, tastier and safer. Nano-vehicles seem to
be excellent candidates as solubilization carriers for insoluble active
compounds.4±5
Recently, Weiss et al. published an excellent full review on `Functional
materials in food nanotechnology'.6 The authors faced a dilemma in defining
nanotechnology and nanostructures in foods. The authors defined nanotechnology as the `science that focuses on characterization, fabrication and
manipulation of biological and non-biological structures, smaller than 100
nanometers'. According to the National Nanotechnology Initiative (2006)
`nanotechnology is the understanding and control of matter at dimensions of
roughly 1±100 nanometers, where unique phenomena enable application'. Weiss
et al.6 also stressed the fact that there is some criticism within the scientific
community of the terminology and definitions of these systems. We, however,
will use the term `nano' only for structures in the length scale of 1±100 nm.
In this review we decided to concentrate on systems that are typically liquid
dispersions in this length scale. We will discuss characteristics of liquid
dispersions that provide the food industry unique advantages which cannot be
obtained using other technologies.
Physical, chemical and biological properties of the nanoscale architectures
that are substantially different from their macroscopic counterparts will be
reviewed. The review will not discuss biopolymeric aggregated structures such
as dispersed proteins (casein, whey proteins, soy proteins, egg albumins, etc.),
polysaccharides, DNA, membranes and cells, etc., even if they are present in
some foods. We will concentrate on the use of nano-sized dispersed liquid as
vehicles for the solubilization of food additives, minor components such as
flavors and antioxidants and mainly nutraceuticals.
Nanoscale structures can be solid particles, liquid droplets (microemulsions
and nano-emulsions, or micelles) and gas bubbles (foams, aerosols), which
dispersed in an aqueous continuous phase. This review is devoted only to the
progress made in recent years in the preparation, understanding and manipulation of liquid-in-liquid dispersions (spontaneously formed, true microemulsions) to better serve food industry needs. Furthermore, we will scan the
physical modifications that were made on lyotropic liquid crystals to make them
more fluidic and to exhibit physical characteristics closer to liquids than to
solids.
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Nanoscale structures have the potential to impact many aspects of food
systems such as food quality, texture, and flavor, food security (processing,
shipping, and spoilage). We will give attention to the impact of the
nanotechnology on food preservation (environmental and enzymatic protection),
food quality (texture, flavor), and on nutrition and health aspects.

6.2

Microemulsions

6.2.1 Terminology
The term microemulsion is used for systems composed of oil phase (such as
triglycerides or hydrocarbons) and an aqueous phase (water or water with some
electrolytes or polyols) dispersed in each other to form systems with nanosized
structures. However, Hoar and Schulman, being the first to describe microemulsions,7 used the term `microemulsions' for `systems that are clear and
solution-like in nature of aggregated droplets dispersed in each other'. A more
recent and more generally accepted definition of microemulsion is: `A
spontaneous formed, clear, thermodynamically stable homogeneous dispersion
of two immiscible liquids containing appropriate amounts of surfactants and cosurfactant'.8±9 It should be noted that the interfacial tension of microemulsions is
ultralow (ca. 10ÿ2 mN/m) but not necessarily, or almost never zero.
Some researchers disagree with the term `thermodynamically stable' and
prefer to use only `spontaneously formed'. However, we insist on defining
microemulsions as systems that are entropy driven and thermodynamically
stable. We can also use a very general definition of microemulsion for systems
that are composed of oil and/or water nanodomains that coexist in
thermodynamic equilibrium.10,11
In this broad definition we mean systems that are `nano sized self-assembled
liquid (NSSL)'. Any other attempt to term systems that are not self-assembled
and not thermodynamically stable (but rather kinetically stable), as microemulsions is misleading. Submicronal droplets that are formed by high shear
stresses are in most cases almost completely clear but not thermodynamically
stable and therefore eventually they will separate. Real microemulsions are
Newtonian and not shear-dependent.
6.2.2 Microemulsion preparation
The compositions that can produce isotropic regions with microemulsions
structures were first described utilizing a phase diagram of three major components (emulsifier, oil and water) that were designed on the basis of titrating
mixtures of surfactant and oil phase with water. This `cook and look' approach
led to the formation of isotropic regions formed in the presence of very large
excess of the surfactant phase. Other preparations were obtained by titrating the
two component system of oil and water with excess of surfactant phase until
clear solution was obtained. This concept was based on the understanding that
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since microemulsions represent droplets of very small diameter, they form very
high surfaces areas that will require huge amounts of surfactants. It is
theoretically very simple to calculate, based on the tails and head groups' length
and area, how much surfactant is needed for each droplet and for a given number
of droplets. Such simple calculations led scientists to conclude that microemulsions are always rich in surfactant phase. Knowing that in food systems
excess of surfactant (mainly hydrophilic in nature or ethoxylated) is not highly
recommended led to the idea that microemulsions are not very suitable for food
systems. Emulsions being poorer in the amounts of surfactants were always
preferable in spite of their severe stability limitations. Yet, it is always important
to bear in mind that the emulsions' smaller surface areas are also dictating lower
solubilization capacities of bioactives at their interface.
General characterization
With years of research more sophisticated ternary or quaternary compositional
phase diagrams of oil, surfactant, aqueous phase and cosolvent or cosurfactant
were constructed and the identified clear isotropic phases were modified microemulsions both from a structural and composition viewpoint. Microemulsion of
oil phase entrapped into an aqueous phase was termed L1 isotropic phase or oilin-water (o/w) microemulsion. Such systems are basically micelles swollen with
oil. Similarly if the water was entrapped in the core of the micelles, L2 isotropic
region was obtained (termed water-in-oil, or w/o, microemulsion). A typical
phase diagram of the three components is shown in Fig. 6.1. The L2 microemulsion boundaries are termed as the AT isotropic region and they indicate the
compositions of the three components that will form microemulsion
spontaneously, remain clear, and be thermodynamically stable. A type I
(Winsor I) microemulsion is swollen micelles (o/w) surrounded by water
surfactant micelles coexisting with excess oil. A type II (Winsor II)
microemulsion is swollen reverse micelles (w/o) surrounded by oil where the
reverse micelles coexist with excess of water. A type III microemulsion consists
of oil, water, and a middle bicontinuous microemulsion phase coexisting in
three-phase equilibrium. A type IV microemulsion is defined as a single-phase
microemulsion system where both oil and water are completely solubilized in
the surfactant microemulsion phase. Microemulsion transitions can be achieved
in several ways, depending on the type of surfactants. For example, for ionic
surfactants, a type I-II-III transition can be obtained by increasing the electrolyte
concentration, whereas for nonionic surfactants temperatures can change the
hydrophilicity of the surfactant and can allow similar transitions. It should be
noted that some consider as optimum the type III microemulsion into which the
water and the oil are added in equal amounts.
The aim of every formulator is to enlarge the one phase region and to expand it
so that minimal levels of surfactant will be required. If w/o microemulsions are
required for some spreads or margarine-like products it is important to maximize
the amount of water that is solubilized within the oil and surfactant mixtures
while if the application is of aqueous continuous phase such as beverages it is
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Fig. 6.1

Ternary phase diagram.

important to solubilize maximum amounts of an oil phase within water and
surfactant mixtures and maximal levels of oil phase will be solubilized. In both
cases it should be achieved with minimum amounts of surfactants. However, in
some of the new applications it is essential to prepare an oil concentrate (oil and
surfactants) that can be diluted with an aqueous phase so that the Winsor I will be
transformed into Winsor IV type structure progressively.12
In order to control the behavior of the surfactant in entrapping oil or water, it is
essential to control two important parameters: the curvature of the microemulsion, and the flexibility of the surfactant film. An elastic and flexible film is
a prerequisite for the formation of microemulsion. In order to improve the
flexibility some additional components such as alcohols can be added to the three
component system. Similarly one can manipulate the curvature of the oil and/or
the water droplets by various additives such as cosurfactants, electrolytes, etc.
The composition that will solubilize the maximum water will be termed the
maximum solubilization dilution line and will be termed WT. The dilution line
represents the oil/surfactant weight ratio. Since the main application of such
microemulsion is not just to solubilize water but to dissolve, into the water,
hydrophilic active matter, it is essential to obtain maximum AT and dilution lines
with maximum amount of water. If, for example, maximum 40 wt% of water can
be solubilized along dilution line 73, we will indicate it as WT (73)  40 wt%.
Similarly, if one is interested in solubilizing oil into an aqueous phase, an o/w
NSSL has to be formed with minimum amounts of surfactant and maximum
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amounts of solubilized water. As one can see from Fig. 6.1 the two regions o/w and
w/o are not connected and in between the isotropic region a thermodynamically
non-stable region of emulsion is formed. In some cases, an additional isotropic
region can be formed, termed by most scientists `the bicontinuous mesophase'
which is a transitional phase between the two types of droplets and is actually
composed of elongated nanodomains of interwoven water and the oil phase.
Microemulsions have numerous potential applications in detergency,13,14
pharmaceuticals,15,16 cosmetics17,18 and agrochemical.19,20 Depending on the
specific applications, attempts were made to increase the amount of the
entrapped inner phase. The most common variations were to utilize (mostly by
cook-and-look) various types of lipophilic compounds to serve as the oil phases
and various types and combinations of surfactants. Numerous combinations of
surfactants and oils were used.13±20
Thermodynamic properties of microemulsions
Some of the advantages of microemulsions are derived from the intrinsic
thermodynamic properties. The free energy of microemulsion formation is
considered to depend on the extent to which surfactant lowers the interfacial
tension of the oil±water interface and the gain in entropy of the system
Gf  A ÿ TS;
where Gf is the free energy of formation, is the interfacial tension of the oil±
water interface, A is the change in interfacial area upon microemulsification,
S is the change in entropy of the system, and T is the temperature. It should be
noted that when a microemulsion is formed the change in A is very large due
to the large number of small droplets formed which dictates large amounts of
surfactant that will be sufficient to cover all the interface, is very small, (of the
order of fractions of mN/m but not zero) and the entropic component is the
major factor dictating spontaneous formation and thermodynamic stability. The
dominant favorable entropic contribution is the very large dispersion entropy
arising from the mixing of one phase in the other in the form of large numbers of
small droplets. However, there are also expected to be entropic contributions
arising from other dynamic processes such as surfactant diffusion in the
interfacial layer. Thus a negative free energy of formation is achieved, and the
microemulsification is spontaneous.21
6.2.3 Microemulsion composition-structure dependence
Microemulsions containing aliphatic or aromatic hydrocarbons have been
extensively studied. Data on composition, properties, and structure are widely
available.22±24 Most of the surfactants and the oils are synthetic and aimed at
applications like ternary oil recovery, agricultural pesticide emulsion, etc.
Food formulations containing lipids and oils with limited solubility were in
demand for the preparation of low-fat products such as sauces, salad dressings,
and drinks. Attempts to solubilize long-chain triacylglycerols (soybean, peanut
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oil, etc.) into microemulsions was a difficult task and in many cases only liquid
crystalline (gel-like) structures were formed instead of the Newtonian
microemulsions.
Few attempts at solubilizing water into food-grade microemulsions were
made in early studies but only few of these studies dealt with the problems
related to the formation of such microemulsions.25±30 Only relatively small and
limited isotropic regions of w/o microemulsions within the phase diagrams
could be obtained.31 In most cases authors were not able to solubilize more than
10±20% water within the vegetable oil with any mixture of surfactants, and the
best results were obtained with polyglycerolesters where the surfactant to water
ratio was 10 (Table 6.1). As a result authors replaced the triglycerides with
flavor or essential oils as the oil phase.32,33 No significant attempts were made in
those days to explain why essential oils or long-chain hydrocarbons of alkyl
esters are so different in their behavior from the triacylglycerols.
Table 6.1

Surfactants forming w/o microemulsion in Crisco oil at s/w  12 or less

Surfactant trade name
A. Glycerides
Dimodan LS (G)
AM #505 (G)
Dimodan O (G)
AM #489 (C)
AM #490 (G)
Monooleate (P)
Aldo MD (L)
Aldo MLD (L)

Composition

S/W
wt/wt

Sunflower (80% C18:2; 20% C18:1)
No saturated FA
Soybean oil (51% C18:2; 23% C18:1)
Rapeseed oil (40% di-)
(21% C18:2; 62% C18:1)
Sunflower oil (39% di-)
Monooleate
Mono- and dioleate
Monolaurate

10:1*
10:1*
None
None
None
None
None
None

B. Polyglycerol esters of fatty acids
Caprol 3GO (C)
Triglycerol monoleate
Polyaldo 4-2-0 (L)
Tetraglycerol dioleate
Caprol 6G20 (C)
Hexaglycerol dioleate
Polyaldo 2010 (L)
Decaglycerol dioleate
Am #506 (G)
Polyglycerol oleate**

None
10:0.71
None
None
None

Experimental (L)
Polyaldo 4-2-L (L)
93-919 (L)
AM #507 (G)
Triodan 20 (G)
Homodan PT (G)

None
None
None
9:1
14:1
None

* Microemulsion formed
** Polyglycerol: mainly tetra
G  Grindsted
L  Lonza/Glyco
C  Capitol City
P  Pflatz and Baur

Tetraglycerol laurate
Tetraglycerol dilaurate
Polyglycerol monolaurate
Polyglycerol mono-dilinoleate**
Polyglycerol esters
Polyglycerol ester of dimerized soybean oil
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Several different approaches have been tested with the idea of preventing
triglycerides from forming liquid crystalline structures (derived from the fact
that the surfactant lipophilic tail cannot easily penetrate within the large and
rigid triglyceride molecules at the water interface). The idea was to disorder the
triglyceride (triolein) film at the interface. Such disorder could be obtained by
various methods.
1. Adding alcohol as cosolvent and cosurfactant with a strong tendency to
disorder the triglycerides film.
2. Changing the temperature. It was also shown that the extension of the w/o
microemulsion regions were strongly dependent on temperature. This is an
expected behavior since ethyleneoxide-based surfactants are known to
become more hydrophobic with temperature and it imparts strong film
disorder and flexibility.
3. Increasing the surfactant levels.
4. Adding cosurfactant with different chain length or adding branched
surfactants.
5. Decreasing or manipulating salinity.
6. Use of co-oils of different structures.
Some of the early attempts to form triglyceride-based food microemulsions
were in fact experimental efforts (mostly based on experimental attempts) to
enlarge the isotropic region (AT) of w/o microemulsions by adding additional
components to the formulations such as sucrose, short-chain alcohols, and other
polyols.29,30 The ethanol and the polyols served as hydrotropes as well. It was
shown that small amounts of added sucrose (ca 10 wt% of the aqueous phase)
enlarged the L2 and decreased the L1 isotropic regions (Fig. 6.2). On the other
hand, higher levels (20±40 wt%) of sucrose reduced the two isotropic regions. It
was also concluded that triglycerides with short chain length can solubilize more
water (L2) than those with long-chain fatty acids, and vice versa when oil was
solubilized in an aqueous phase (L1).29 Close examination of the scanned
attempts reveal that, in spite of all the efforts, the isotropic regions in the phase
diagram were very small (Fig. 6.2).
The effect of alcohol was studied by Leser et al.34 and Van Corswant et al.35
Leser et al.34 studied the phase diagrams of phosphatidylcholine, MCT and
alcohols with different chain-length. However, none of these systems could be
made with food-grade emulsifiers or food-grade alcohols. Van Corswant et al.35
studied the microstructure of the PC-based microemulsions in the presence of 1propanol as well, and learned that extended isotropic regions can be obtained
with the mixture of 1-propanol/PC/MCT/water. Leser et al. concluded that
propanol disorders the liquid crystalline structure, enhances the flexibility of the
surfactant film and enables the MCT to penetrate the surfactant `brush'. It seems
that ethanol that is food-permitted cannot fulfill all of these requirements.
Aboofazeli et al. examined the oil effect on the isotropic L2 region.36 A
partial phase diagram composed of water, egg lecithin, propanol and different
polar oils such as MCT and soybean oil were reported. It was showed that long-
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Fig. 6.2 Effect of sucrose concentration on the area of the microemulsion regions for a
system containing soybean oil, ethoxylated monodiglyceride/monoglyceride (75/25
wt%), and aqueous phase containing 20 wt% 96 ethanol solution and various amounts of
sucrose: (l) L1; (r) L2.

chain triglycerides were capable of solubilizing less water than any other
lipophilic molecules.
The only study that managed to solubilize up to 40 wt% water in food-grade
ingredients was that of Costantinides and Scalart37 that was composed of a
complex mixture of medium-chain triglycerides (capric and caprilic) with monoand diglycerides of the same fatty acids as the oil phase, and Tween 60 as the
surfactant phase, while the aqueous phase was a saline mixture (ratio of 65/22/
10/3 wt/wt). The blend seems to be obtained mostly by `trial and error' (`cookand-look') since no structural data were provided. The isotropic region that
solubilized 40 wt% water is very rich in surfactant (ca. 90 wt% Tween from the
oil phase). The authors have shown that at 40 wt% water the microemulsion
already inverted into oil-in-water droplets but the system remains clear.
However, once soybean oil was used as the oil phase the total solubilization
capacity dropped to ca. 10 wt%.
All the previously prepared formulations suffered from a few major
drawbacks:
· Oil-based concentrates could not be diluted with water above 40±50 wt%.
Any addition of water caused discontinuity in the phase diagram with regions
of two phases.
· There were significant difficulties in solubilizing large amounts of water or
oil if the oil phase was based on triacylglycerols (triglycerides).
· Almost no formulations based only on food-grade components could be
prepared.
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Fig. 6.3 Schematic of the linker effect, showing the surfactant, lipophilic, and
hydrophilic linker at the oil±water interface. SMDNS, sodium mono- and
dimethylnaphthalene sulfonate.

Graciaa and coworkers38,39 were the first to introduce the concept of
lipophilic linker to help enhance surfactant±oil interaction and thus improve the
solubilization capacity of the hydrocarbon and polar oils. The lipophilic linkers
were long-chain alcohols that have the tendency to segregate near the oil side of
the water±oil interface, close to the tails of the surfactants40 as depicted in Fig.
6.3. The linker, dodecanol, promotes the local order and increases the interaction
between the surfactant tail and the oil phase. Similarly a hydrophilic linker such
as sodium mono and dimethylnaphthalene sulfonate (SMDNS) increased the
total interfacial area and the overall interaction between the surfactant layer and
the aqueous phase.41,42
Komesvarakul et al.43 recently published a modified approach to form microemulsions based on triglycerides. They incorporated a combined linker of the
hydrophilic heads and the lipophilic tails. They managed to tune the curvature of
the surfactant film by adding co-oil to the triglycerides. These formulations have
some advantages since they can reduce the amount of surfactant and completely
remove the alcohol from the formulation. However, in spite of the fact that the
concept was proved to work, the components that were used as hydrophilic and
lipophilic linkers as well as the co-oil are cosmetic grade but not permitted for
any food application. The concept should be studied further and the search for
food-grade components should continue.
New emulsifier mixtures to form food-grade microemulsions
As one can see from the number of publications, most efforts in the last three
decades have been to increase the amounts of solubilized water in the oil phase.
These efforts were mainly with the idea of making dietetic liquid foods (such as
margarines or dressings) where the oil phase will be replaced by a mixture of
water and oil without affecting the major physical and organoleptic properties of
the final product. However, it seems that this goal was only partially achieved
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and only very few products that are based on w/o microemulsions exist in the
marketplace.44±46
In recent years, researchers realized that microemulsions can be used in
water-based drinks and that their interfaces can be utilized not only to solubilize
water or oil, but to serve as nanoreactors for certain organic and enzymatic
reactions. Furthermore, the very large surface areas of the microemulsions can
be utilized to control kinetics of chemical reactions as well as to dictate
regioselectivity of some processes.47±49
Therefore, the importance of constructing phase diagrams with large o/w
isotropic regions gained significant interest by technologists as well as by
scientists. The producer of the final product would like to have the liberty of
diluting the microemulsion with water to infinity. Therefore, the idea of making
`concentrates' of reverse micelles that can be progressively diluted with aqueous
phases caught the imagination of many researchers. The term `U-type' or
Winsor IV type microemulsion gained special attention. U-type microemulsion
is a system that can be progressively diluted with an aqueous phase without
phase separation. Such microemulsions were made with non-food ingredients
but were not available with food-grade ingredients.
Microemulsion based on five-component mixtures of R(+)-limonene,
ethanol, ethoxylated sorbitan ester, polyol and water for food applications have
been studied in the authors' laboratory. The five-component systems first
explored by Garti and Yaghmur50 and Yaghmur et al.51 are described on phase
diagrams in Figs 6.4 and 6.5. In microemulsion containing R(+)-limonene/
ethanol (1/1), Tween 60, and water/propylene glycol (PG) (1/1) (Fig. 6.4), the
total monophasic area is 64% (relatively high water solubilization capacity).
Modification of the aqueous phase by replacing some of the water by glycerol to

Fig. 6.4 Phase diagram (25 ëC) and dilution lines (T64 means 60 wt% surfactant
and 40 wt% oil phase in the micellar solution, so-called concentrate), composed of:
R(+)-limonene/EtOH (1:1 wt/wt) as the oil phase; Tween 60 as the emulsifier phase;
water/propylene glycol (1:1 wt/wt) as the aqueous phase.
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Fig. 6.5 Phase diagram (25 ëC) and dilution lines, consists of: R(+)-limonene/EtOH
(1:2 wt/wt) as the oil phase, Tween 80 as the emulsifier and water/glycerol (3:1 wt/wt) as
the aqueous phase. The dilution line 64 is of 60 wt% surfactant and 40 wt% oil phase.

a ratio of water/glycerol (3/1) and substituting the surfactant by Tween 80
reduces the total monophasic area to 52% (as can be seen in Fig. 6.5). According
to Shiao et al.52 the mutual miscibility between the hydrophobic part of the
surfactant and the oil affects the degree of the oil penetration into the
amphiphilic film. The solubilization mechanism of perfume oils such as R(+)limonene by nonionic surfactants has been studied by Tokuoka et al.53 and
Kanei et al.54 They found that perfume molecules tend to be solubilized in the
vicinity of the interface of the water±hydrocarbon moieties of the surfactant or
the surfactant palisade layer. These results are in agreement with the results of
Garti and Yaghmur and Yaghmur et al.51 and show that the improved water
solubilization in R(+)-limonene is related to the oil compatibility with the
surfactant and hence its partial penetrates into the surfactant film at the interface.
The effects of polyols (propylene glycol and glycerol) and a short-chain
alcohol (ethanol) on the phase behavior of nonionic surfactants and food-grade
oils have been studied by Garti and Yaghmur.50 The aim was to find mixtures of
ingredients that will impart a positive interfacial curvature of the surfactant film
in order to form o/w microemulsion, inhibit liquid crystal formation, and
maximize mutual dissolution of the ingredients. They found that in order to
formulate o/w microemulsion the addition of polyols and short-chain alcohols is
needed. The phase behavior of the system of R(+)-limonene, ethanol, water/PG
(1/1) and Tween 60 containing a 1:1:3 R(+)-limonene/ethanol/Tween 60 weight
ratio is characterized by a single continuous microemulsion region starting from
a pseudo binary solution (surfactant/oil phase) to the microemulsion water PG
(1:1) corner. Due to the addition of the short-chain alcohol and polyol, this
dilution line inverts from w/o into o/w via a bicontinuous region continuously,
without any phase separation. Microemulsions based on glycerol and
polyoxyethylene sorbitan monooleate (Tween 80) show similar behavior to that
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of those made of PG and Tween 60. However, one can note (Fig. 6.4) that
microemulsion based on Tween 60 and PG has larger isotropic area, formed with
broader dilution channels. It is possible that the PG (also considered to be
cosolvent) is practically propagating into the interface while glycerol remains
mostly in the continuous phase.

6.3

Loaded microemulsions

Several researchers discovered that the microemulsions can be good reservoirs
for entrapment of bioactive molecules in the microemulsion's core or at its
interface. Microemulsions were mentioned as vehicles for drug delivery, since
they have a higher drug loading capacity than other similar micellar solutions.
Two types of microemulsions can be suitable for food applications: those
based on solubilization of water and water-soluble bioactive molecules in an oil
continuous phase and vice versa. The w/o microemulsion can be used for the
preparation of dietetic products where part of the oil phase, rich in calories, will
be replaced by water. Yet, most of the potential applications are for foods where
the continuous phase is water, such as beverages. In such applications the idea is
to solubilize oil-soluble bioactives or bioactive molecules that are insoluble in
water and/or in oil.22±24
Along with the new diet-health pattern motivated by `prevention rather than
disease', functional foods have shown promise at a time when consumer interest
in diet and health is at an all-time high.1,2 The new health pattern emphasizes the
role of food components as essential nutrients for preventing or delaying
premature onset of chronic diseases later in life, beyond its simple nutritional
value for sustaining life and growth. Functional foods are typically rich in
phytochemicals, which are derived from natural plant products. Bioactive
phytochemicals, known as nutraceuticals,3,4 providing medical or health benefits
including the prevention and treatment of disease, have attracted much interest
in the last decade, as constituents of functional foods. These include the major
ten categories of strategic nutraceuticals such as: vitamins (vitamin E, D, A, K),
phytosterols, arytenoids ( -carotene, lutein, lycopene), fibers (inulin, fenugreek,
guar gum) and flaxseed lignans, isoflavones (Soya) citrus limonoides, omega
fatty acids, chemoprevention compounds (detoxification enzymes, inhibiting
nitrosamine formation, antineoplastic agents, diluting carcinogens in digestive
tract, anti-altering hormone metabolism, antioxidants), organosulfur compounds
(garlic), polyphenols (tea catechins), phospolipids (PS), terpenoids (vitamin E,
carotenoids, phytosterols, etc.) and other phenolic constituents (vitamin C,
flavonoids), etc.5
Since some of the nutraceuticals are not soluble in water their transport via
the digestive tract membrane is very limited hence their bioavailability is
restricted. Therefore, attempts were made to search for new vehicles that will
enhance solubility, transport the nutraceuticals, and improve bioavailability.
There is a growing interest in using microemulsions8,9,55 as vehicles for
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nutraceuticals and pharmaceutical formulations due to their physicochemical
properties, such as spontaneous formation, clear appearance, low viscosity,
thermodynamic stability, and high solubilization capacity.8,9,55,56 Moreover,
microemulsions have the potential to enhance nutraceutical absorption in the
digestive system, as promoted by surfactant-induced permeability changes.57,58
The solubilized drug can be widely distributed in the gastrointestinal tract, by
the small droplets of microemulsion (< 5 m), following oral administration.59
6.3.1 Solubilization of flavors, aromas, and dyes
The lipophilic nature of many flavors and aromas makes them excellent
candidates for incorporation within o/w microemulsions. Most of the information was patented but close examination reveals that the direct application of
these systems seems to be very limited.
Rosano issued a patent as early as 197960 disclosing a method for the
preparation of oil-in-water microemulsions via a four-step process:
1. a surfactant is selected which is just barely soluble in the oil phase;
2. the surfactant thus selected is dissolved in the oil to be emulsified in an
amount effective to yield a fine emulsion of the emulsified oil in an aqueous
phase;
3. the oil, together with its dissolved surfactant is added to the water phase and
shaken or stirred; and
4. finally there is provided a second surfactant in the water phase which is
somewhat more soluble in water than the first surfactant to produce a
substantially clear microemulsion of oil in water.
Wolf and Havekotte issued a different patent32 in 1989 which discloses microemulsions of edible oils in a matrix of water and certain alcohols which are
prepared using certain edible surfactants for use in various products such as
beverages. El-Nokaly et al. were granted a different patent,61 which discloses
microemulsions which are thermodynamically stable, clear, and homogeneous.
These microemulsions were made from a polar solvent, a specific polyglycerol
mono- and diester (of branched or unsaturated fatty acids having from 12 to 24
carbon atoms) and a lipid.
El-Nokaly et al.61 discloses that these microemulsions are edible, have good
flavor and can be used to disperse water soluble nutrients, vitamins, flavors and
flavor precursors in oils. Tabibi and Siciliano62 issued a patent in 1992 for oral
cavity and dental products prepared by microemulsifying an adsorptive oil in an
aqueous medium to produce uniform submicron sized droplets. Nothing in the
prior art discloses or implies a high flavor or fragrance loading, e.g. 25% flavor
or fragrance oil in a microemulsion which has unexpectedly and advantageously
high stability yet is free of lower alkanols, e.g. ethyl alcohol or contains less than
about 1% of lower alkanols, e.g, ethyl alcohol.
A few years later, an o/w microemulsion was prepared from a flavor or
fragrance oil, water and a surfactant with or without a co-surfactant in order to
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stabilize the microemulsion.63 The objective of this research was to prepare a
mouthwash or fragrance composition containing little or no alkanol (such as
ethyl alcohol) but that would still maintain its stability and yield a transparent
product. The flavor or fragrance oil which was used may be one or a mixture of
oils. For example, the fragrance oil may be a mixture of geranium oil and
lavender oil and the flavor oil may be a mixture of peppermint and spearmint.
Both the fragrance oil and the flavor oil are insoluble in water and hence they are
considered to be the oil phase where water is the continuous phase in the
microemulsion. The microemulsion contains at least 30 wt% of flavor oil and at
least two nonionic food grade surfactants with a defined hydrophilic lipophilic
balance, and an optimized ratio of surfactant versus a co-solvent.
Slocum et al.64 found that greatly enhanced solubility of a range of flavor
elements, including alcohols, 2-ketones, 1-alcohols, and ethyl esters, could be
achieved through solubilization in a variety of food-grade surfactants. Tween 20
(food-grade surfactant) was able to solubilize relatively large quantities of
flavors, up to 3 moles of flavor solubilized per mole of surfactant ± a quite
attractive result considering the very small quantities of flavor component that
are generally needed in foods. Several of the microemulsions discussed by Wolf
and Havekotte32 contained essential oils as their organic phase. In some of these
studies the flavor is incorporated directly in the micelle (at the interface or at the
micelle's core).65 Note also that flavor incorporation is not limited to oil-soluble
flavors; El-Nokaly et al.33 reported the incorporation of water-soluble flavors
within food-grade w/o microemulsions. It should be noted that in none of the
early reports was the solubilization achieved by incorporating the nutraceuticals
into the oil concentrate and in none of the reports could the systems be diluted to
infinity with aqueous phase.
6.3.2 Solubilization of nutraceuticals
Nutraceuticals are a new class of food supplement with biological added values.
These molecules are usually not soluble in water or aqueous body fluids, and
usually are not soluble in oils as well. Microemulsions can be very useful
vehicles for the solubilization and enhance the bioavailability of nutraceuticals.
One of the most obvious applications for microemulsions in foods is to
facilitate their incorporation of food ingredients into final food products.
Microemulsions can provide many advantages for the incorporation of food
ingredients. The transparent quality of microemulsions can provide a host of
new options for altering the appearance of food, as well as being a useful quality
when employing these phases in food analysis. The small droplet sizes in
microemulsions provide excellent contact between the lipid and aqueous phases
± particularly advantageous when solubilizing preservatives within the droplets.
There is also some indication that microemulsions or micelles may protect
solubilized components from unwanted degradative reactions.66,67 Finally, the
stability characteristics of microemulsions could be a real benefit during food
processing and storage.
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The pharmaceutical and medical literature is replete with studies of enhanced
micellar delivery of vitamins, in particular vitamin E, vitamin K1 and carotene.68±70 Chiu and Yang68 claim that solubilization within nonionic surfactants protects vitamin E from oxidative degradation. The in vivo effectiveness
of the antioxidants vitamins E and C has been shown to be enhanced in micellar
solutions, with important applications for cancer prevention.68
Fat-soluble vitamins, including vitamin E, are known to be better absorbed in
the presence of surfactants from emulsified vehicles than from oily
preparations.71 Emulsification of vitamin E has been reported72 but emulsions
do not possess thermodynamic stability and have to be shaken before use; hence,
a thermodynamic stable microemulsion is an appropriate delivery system.
Studies in the authors' laboratory70 have shown that the oil-soluble vitamin E
(tocopherol and tocopheryl acetate) can be solubilized in continuously dilutable
w/o and o/w microemulsion, and can serve as part or all of the oil phase (R(+)limonene). The basic system in which the solubilization was explored consists
of: R(+)-limonene and ethanol as the oil phase, water/PG (1/1) as the aqueous
phase and Tween 60 as the surfactant (Fig. 6.4). The authors showed that when
d- -tocopheryl acetate (TocAc) was incorporated into the oil phase (Fig. 6.6(a)),
the two-phase region of the blank microemulsion, made of (R)-(+)-limonene
alone as the oil at the phase diagram, was enhanced. They detected that the
TocAc incorporation decreased the solubilization capacity of water and oil, by
modifying the interactions with the surfactant and thus increasing the interfacial
tension between water and oil. On the other hand, when free tocopherol
(TocOH) was introduced into the oil phase (Fig. 6.6(b)), it enhanced the
solubilization capacity of water in the oil-rich region; however, it reduced the
solubilization of oil in water closer to the aqueous corner, even to a greater
extent than tocopheryl acetate.
One should note that upon increasing the concentration of the surfactant, with
TocOH being a part of the oil phase, the dilution capacity of the surfactant-oil
solution decreased. This behavior may be attributed to the polar nature of the
tocopherol which accounts for its penetration ability into the interfacial palisade
layer closer to the hydrophilic heads of the surfactant. In the w/o droplet's
structure, there was enough space for the TocOH to penetrate into the reversed
micelles. The hydrophobic tails of the surfactant moved freely, hence the TocOH
could be distributed at the interface and provided some flexibility to the
surfactant film. As a result, a larger amount of the aqueous phase was solubilized.
In the aqueous-rich region, the hydrophobic tails entangled inside the
micelles and hence the TocOH penetration into the interface may result in
decreased flexibility of the surfactant film. For surfactant-concentrated compositions near the aqueous corner (Fig. 6.6(b)), the formulations tend to be more
translucent, indicating larger structures. This may be ascribed to the localization
of TocOH within the interface and the possible hydration of the polar hydroxyl
group on the chroman ring giving rise to more swollen micelles.
In o/w microemulsions, R(+)-limonene appears to be a better oil than both
tocopherols, due to its smaller molecular volume and the more favorable
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Fig. 6.6 Phase diagrams of the system water/PG/oil phase/Tween 60 at 25 ëC with
constant weight ratio of water/PG (1:1). The oil phase contain: (a) TocAC/ethanol (1:1)
(b) TocOH/ethanol (1:1).

interactions it undergoes with the hydrophobic portions of the surfactant, leading
to a dispersed oil phase with a higher thermodynamic stability.
Spernath et al. used the same food-grade microemulsion system for the
solubilization of another very important nutraceuticals, lycopene.73 Lycopene is
an essential carotenoid that provides the characteristic red color of tomatoes. It is
a lipophilic compound (Fig. 6.7) insoluble in water and in most food-grade oils.
Several recent studies have indicated the important role of lycopene in reducing
risk factors of chronic diseases such as cancer, coronary heart disease and
aging.74±76 In turn, this has led to the idea of studying the effect of lycopene
uptake on human health.
Lycopene, a non-soluble powdered nutraceutical, with solubility of 700 ppm
in R(+)-limonene, was solubilized in the core, and at the interface, of w/o,

Fig. 6.7

Molecular structure of lycopene.
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Fig. 6.8 The solubilization capacity of lycopene, mg lycopene normalized to the amount
of oil phase at each dilution point tested. The solubilization was plotted against the
aqueous phase content along the dilution line 64, at 25 ëC.

bicontinuous and o/w microemulsions.73 The solubilization capacity of lycopene
along dilution line T64 (60 wt% surfactant and 40 wt% of oil phase in the
concentrate) that was measured by the authors is shown in Fig. 6.8. Four different regions can be identified along this dilution line. At 0±20 wt% of aqueous
phase (region I), the solubilization capacity of lycopene decreases dramatically
from 500 to 190 ppm (reduction of 62%). In this region, most of the water is
bound to the polyol, alcohol and to the hydroxyl groups of the surfactant at the
interface. When water is introduced to the core, the micelle swells, and more
surfactant and co-surfactant are participating at the interface, replacing the
lycopene and therefore decreasing its solubilization.
At 20±50 wt% aqueous phase (region II) the solubilization capacity remains
almost unchanged (decreased only by an additional 7%). The system transforms
gradually into a bicontinuous phase, and the interfacial area remains almost
unchanged when the aqueous phase concentration increases.
In region III (50±67 wt% aqueous phase), the solubilization capacity
increases from 160 to 450 ppm and in region IV decreases to 312 ppm.
Spernath and Garti73 found that lycopene cannot serve as an oil phase, yet it
can be solubilized up to 10 times better than its dissolution capacity in R(+)limonene or any other edible oil (Fig. 6.8).
The authors also studied the effect of the HLB of the nonionic surfactants,
ethoxylated sorbitan esters homologies (Tween 20, 40, 60, 80) on the
solubilization capacity of lycopene. The authors showed that Tween 60, being
the most hydrophobic surfactant solubilized the maximum amount of lycopene.
The authors postulate that lycopene is sensitive to the hydrocarbon chain length,
and thus favors surfactants with long hydrocarbon chain length. Since an optimal
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Fig. 6.9 Structures of cholesterol and some abundant phytosterols molecular structure
(R = H ± cholesterol; R = CH2CH3 ± -sitosterol; R = CH2CH3 and additional double
bond at C22 ± stigmasterol; R = CH3 ± campasterol; R = CH3 and additional double bond
at C22 ± brassicasterol).

interaction of the solubilized oil with the hydrophobic part of the surfactant is
very important in the formation of microemulsions,51,77,78 it seems that an
optimal interaction of lycopene with the hydrophobic part of the surfactant
would be just as important.
Spernath et al. also investigated the solubilization capacity of phytosterols
and cholesterol, in the U-type food-grade microemulsion.79 Phytosterols (plant
sterols) are steroid alcohols. Their chemical structure resembles human
cholesterol, as can be seen in Fig. 6.9. Both sterols are made up of a tetracyclic
cyclopenta[ ]phenanthrene ring system and a long flexible side chain at the C17 carbon atom. The four rings have trans configurations, forming a flat
system.80,81 Moreover, the sterols create planar surfaces, at both the top and the
bottom of the molecules, since the 20R conformation is preferred in the side
chain. This allows for multiple hydrophobic interactions between the rigid sterol
nucleus (the polycyclic component) and the membrane matrix.80,82,83 Numerous
clinical investigations have indicated that administration of phytosterols to
human subjects reduces the total plasma cholesterol and LDL cholesterol
levels.84,85
The authors investigated the solubilization capacity (SC) of phytosterols and
cholesterol along dilution line 64 (Fig. 6.10). When comparing the solubilization
capacity of phytosterols and cholesterol, one can easily see the difference,
especially in the w/o and bicontinuous microemulsions. The SC of cholesterol is
25±55% higher than phytosterol's SC in systems containing up to 40 wt% of
aqueous phase (Fig. 6.10). Increasing the aqueous phase concentration over
50 wt% causes an inversion in the SC behavior of cholesterol and phytosterols.
The phytosterol's SC is higher by 10±35% than that of cholesterol in microemulsions containing more than 50 wt% of aqueous phase. Thus, the authors
postulate that, in order for phytosterols to block cholesterol incorporation (by
competition mechanism) into bile-salt micelles effectively, one should use o/w
microemulsions. The solubilization capacity of phytosterols was increased by
10-fold in comparison to its solubility in R(+)-limonene.
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Fig. 6.10 Solubilization capacity (SC) of cholesterol () and phytosterols (
dilution line T64 at 25 ëC.
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) along the

Amar et al. used some different U-type microemulsion system for the
solubilization of lutein (Fig. 6.5).65 The lutein (Fig. 6.11) play an important role
in the prevention of age-related macular degeneration, cataracts, and other
blinding disorders. Lutein, a naturally-occurring carotenoid, is widely
distributed in fruits and vegetables and is particularly concentrated in the
Tagetes erecta flower. Epidemiological studies suggest that high lutein intake
(6 mg/day), increases serum levels that are associated with a lower risk of
cataract and age-related macular degeneration.86,87 Lutein can either be free or
esterified (miristate, palmitate or stearate). The carotenoids are situated in the
macula (macula lutea, yellow spot) between the incoming photons and the

Fig. 6.11

Molecular structures of (a) free lutein, (b) lutein ester.
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photoreceptors. As a result, lutein can function as a blue light filter (400±
460 nm).86,87
Both forms of lutein (free and esterified) are practically insoluble in aqueous
systems and their solubility in food-grade oils (such as R(+)-limonene) is very
limited, 1200 and 7000 ppm, respectively.65 Free lutein and lutein ester behave
somewhat like phytosterol and lycopene, respectively. They cannot serve as an
oil phase as the vitamin E did, and their solubilization was found to be
surfactant-dependent in all mesophase structures.
The authors used microemulsion composed of water, Tween 80, R(+)limonene, ethanol and polyol, but with somewhat different compositions (Fig.
6.5). The differences are in the oil/alcohol and in the water/polyol weight ratios.
The solubilization along the T64 dilution line of both lutein and lutein monoand diesters was explored and the differences between the two have been
stressed.65,88
From Fig. 6.12 one can note that at L2, which consists of oil/alcohol/
surfactant at a 1:2:4.5 weight ratio and 0% aqueous phase, 5600 ppm of lutein
can be solubilized. This is higher than its solubility in each of the components.
An improved solubilization is observed once water was added (up to 40 wt% of
aqueous phase) despite the dilution effect. This suggests that the interface, which
becomes richer in alcohol/surfactant, can solubilize some lutein that under these
conditions will be less soluble in the continuous phase (less alcohol and less
surfactant). Once the w/o droplets start to invert into a bicontinuous microstructure (40 wt% aqueous phase), the free lutein is better accommodated at the
interface and its solubilization capacity increases significantly (up to
10 000 ppm). Once the droplets invert into o/w, a strong decrease occurs. It
seems that the R-(+)-limonene participates, in part, at the o/w interface, which
leads to a lower free oil content in the o/w microemulsion. Similarly, the

Fig. 6.12 The solubilization capacity of lutein ester ( ) and free lutein (), mg lutein
normalized to the amount of oil phase at each dilution point tested. The parameters were
plotted against the aqueous phase content along dilution line 64 at 25 ëC.
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surfactant (hydrophilic nature) is efficiently consumed by the interface and is no
longer present in the core of the microemulsion.65,88
The strongest solubilization effect was in the bicontinuous phase, where free
and esterified lutein were solubilized up to ten and eight times higher than their
dissolution capacity in the oil phase (R(+)-limonene/ethanol 1/2).
Comparison between lutein and lutein esters revealed that:
· Reverse micellar and w/o compositions solubilized both luteins better than
o/w microemulsion, and maximum solubilization was obtained within the
bicontinuous phase.
· Free lutein was solubilized better than the esterified one, in the w/o microemulsions, whereas the esterified lutein was better accommodated within the
o/w microemulsion.
· Vegetable oils decrease the solubilization of free lutein.
· Glycerol and alcohol enhance the solubilization of both luteins.
Recently, the solubilization of CoQ10 was tested using a unique and new Utype food-grade microemulsion.89 Coenzyme Q (CoQ), also known as
ubiquinone (Fig. 6.13), is a naturally occurring substance classified as a fatsoluble quinone with characteristics that are vitamin-like. Its chemical structure
is similar to that of vitamin K, and it is found naturally in the tissues of animals
and plants. Coenzyme Q is one of the substances in the chain of reactions which
produces energy in the metabolism of food. Due to its necessity for energy
production, almost every cell of a living organism contains it. CoQ10 assists in
driving the mitochondrial energy production vital for all body functions. The
functioning of all organs depends on each cell having adequate levels of CoQ10
to provide life-sustaining energy.
CoQ10 is also a powerful antioxidant both on its own and in combination
with vitamin E and is vital in the body's energy production (ATP) cycle. CoQ10
is found throughout the body in cell membranes, especially in the mitochondrial
membranes and is particularly abundant in the heart, lungs, liver, kidneys,
spleen, pancreas, and adrenal glands. The total body content of CoQ10 is only
about 500±1500 mg and decreases with age.90
Like other vitamins discovered in the early part of the twentieth century,
CoQ10 is an essential element of food that can now be used medicinally to
support the sick host in conditions where nutritional depletion and cellular
dysfunction occur. It would seem that the combination of disease attacking

Fig. 6.13 Molecular structures of CoQ10.
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strategy and host supportive treatments would yield much better results in
clinical medicine.
Since CoQ10 is essential to the optimal function of all cell types, it is not
surprising to find a seemingly diverse number of disease states which respond
favorably to CoQ10 supplementation. One of the disease states which has
received attention is cancer. Low levels of CoQ10 in the blood of some cancer
patients have been noted,59 but overall, there is little data regarding cancer. All
metabolically active tissues are highly sensitive to a deficiency of CoQ10.
CoQ10's function as a free radical scavenger only adds to the protean
manifestations of CoQ10 deficiency. Preliminary observations in a wide variety
of disease states have already been published.91±95
The antioxidant or free radical quenching properties of CoQ10 serve to
greatly reduce oxidative damage to tissue as well as significantly inhibit the
oxidation of LDL cholesterol (much more efficiently than vitamin E).96,97
Being a lipophilic compound, CoQ10 is not soluble in water and therefore
cannot be used in soft clear drinks. In addition, it was found that its lipophilicity
slows down its ability to be absorbed from the guts into the blood stream. It was
also claimed and demonstrated in previous studies that once nutraceuticals are
added to our diet, the bioavailability of the lipophilic vitamins was damaged
since the nutraceuticals compete with the vitamins for the solubilization locus
within the giant micelles in the digestive tracts and thus less vitamin will be
absorbed.
Attempts were made by several investigators to formulate the CoQ10 in a
powdered form do be dispersed in water as cold water dispersible material and to
incorporate it into emulsions. Yet, the stability and bioavailability was very
limited.
In order to form microemulsions with large isotropic regions where we can
optimally solubilize CoQ10, we have built phase diagrams with several nonionic
surfactants and cosolvents.98 After many attempts using microemulsions with a
large isotropic region, a large solubilization capacity was obtained. The stability
of the concentrate in different temperatures and the system's aqueous
progressive dilution ability were tested. In the concentrate up to 8 wt% of
CoQ10 was solubilized and it can be further diluted to 95 wt% water without any
phase separation.89 Physical properties including viscosity and thermal stability
were tested. The microstructure of the system was tested with SAXS and SDNMR and the boundaries at which transition from bicontinuous to o/w droplets
occurs was determined.

6.4

Bioavailability of nutraceuticals

When individuals are given the same amount of drug or nutraceutical, the degree
of physiological/biochemical response may not be the same. Degree of duration
may vary greatly. The physical form of the drug/food may lead to partial
absorption of the nutrients depending on its physical formulation.
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Some scientists will define bioavailability as the proportion of a drug or
nutrient that is digested, adsorbed, and utilized in normal metabolism. However,
a more practical definition is usually related to estimates of amounts of nutrient
absorbed into the serum. Some scientists have also coined `bioactivity' as a term
of significance which includes the journey of a compound from food to its
functional site. The pharma definition of bioavailability is a working concept,
meaning the rate and extent to which a drug reacts in its site of action. This
parameter is difficult to follow because of ethnic differences between individuals. A pharmacological definition calls for the fraction of an oral dose from a
particular preparation that trenches the systemic circulation.99 The most accurate
definition calls for bioavailability as a sum of events that includes absorption
and bioactivity or tissue distribution and the functional consequences of
absorption.98
Bioavailability will be defined in this review as `the fraction of an ingested
nutrient that is available for utilization in normal physiological functions or for
storage', or `the amount of drug transported through the digestive membranes to
the serum'. Published information on nutraceutical (i.e. carotenoids, vitamins)
bioavailability is based mainly on measurement of the nutrient in serum or
plasma after investigation.100,101 In the small intestine (Fig. 6.14), the
nutraceutical is associated with bile salts where it is solubilized and absorbed
at the brush border membrane of the mucosa by passive diffusion, along with
other lipids in the micelles formed there. It is then incorporated into lipoprotein
known as chylomicron and secreted into the intestinal lymph on its way to the
different organs and tissues via the bloodstream.102
Factors that may interfere with the rate of each of the absorption steps will
affect the overall bioavailability of the nutrient.
· Molecular configuration (cis/trans) of the nutraceutical molecules: the
bioavailability of cis-isomer is higher than the bioavailability of the transisomer. This may result from the greater solubility of cis-isomers in mixed
micelles and lower tendency of cis-isomers to aggregate.100,101
· Particle size,103 e.g. tomatoes converted into tomato paste enhance the
bioavailability of lycopene, as the processing includes particle size reduction
and heat treatment.
· The matrix in which the nutraceutical is incorporated strongly affects its
bioavailability. For example, the relative bioavailability of lutein appears to
be lower from green leafy vegetables (45% from spinach) than from other
vegetables (67% from a variety of vegetables).102 It may be attributed to its
entrapment and complexing to proteins in chloroplasts and within cell
structures.
· Studies have shown that intake together with vegetable oils improved
bioavailability.102,104 As the bile salts are required in the nutraceuticals'
absorption, the nutraceutical (such as lycopene, lutein and vitamin E) that are
administered as a dietary supplement should preferably be taken with food to
induce bile secretion,105 and not on an empty stomach.
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Fig. 6.14

Steps of oil-soluble nutraceutical absorption.

Figure 6.15 shows the bioavailability results that were obtained from our
preliminary study carried out in Japan on seven volunteers. We found that the
uptake of vitamin E was not damaged as a result of introducing the CoQ10 in the
nanovehicles. As can be seen, the CoQ10 that was taken in our formulations was
always more bioavailable than the commercial CoQ10 in a liquid form that is
claimed by the producers to be 275% more bioavailable. It indicates that the fact
that CoQ10 is solubilized at the o/w nano droplets interface allows obtaining a
very stable and clear water-dilutable formulation with very high solubilization
capacity and very significant bioavailability advantages.
It is therefore, important to provide new possible liquid vehicles for improved
bioavailability and for possible incorporation of the nutraceutical into aqueousbased drinks or foods.

6.5

Microemulsions as microreactors

There has been a constant interest in exploiting self-assembled systems such as
micellar solutions, microemulsions, lipid-bilayers, etc., as reaction media.106±108
Among these systems, microemulsions have emerged as a popular choice for a
number of diverse applications.109 The microemulsion droplets can be considered as swollen nanoreactors that provide very small domains within which
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Bioavailability test of uptake of vitamin E in nanovehicles (NutraLease) in
comparison to others.

certain chemical reactions, including organic synthesis, formation of inorganic
particles, polymerization, bioorganic synthesis, and electrochemical catalysis,
take place.109,110 In preparative organic chemistry, the constrained environments, the reactant compartmentalization, and the large interfacial area per unit
volume of these `organized structured' fluids allow the possibility of controlling
the reaction, pathways, rates, yields, and regioselectivity.109±113 This effect is
called `microemulsion catalysis'.106,107
The Maillard model system involving ribose (or furfural) and cysteine has
been used widely in the generation of sulfur-containing flavors.114±117 These
flavors play an important role in contributing meaty, savory, roast flavors to
cooked and roasted foods, due to their low odor thresholds.114±117 The Maillard
reaction-based flavors have been detected in many different thermally processed
foods as well as in model Maillard reaction systems.114±117 The best-known
examples of these model compounds produced by furfural (or ribose)-cysteine
interactions are 2-furfurylthiol (FFT) and 2-methyl-3-furanthiol (MFT).
Vauthey et al.118 described the application of two-component structured
fluids (cubic phases) as microreactors for the thermal generation of flavors from
cysteine/furfural and cysteine/ribose model systems. The cubic phases led to the
formation of two new sulfur-containing flavors. Similarly, generation of 2furfurylthiol (FFT) and 2-methyl-3-furanthiol (MFT) was strongly enhanced in
cubic phases (Fig. 6.16).
In our previous reports, we have examined the potential of two complex foodgrade w/o and o/w microemulsion systems in the Maillard process of furfuralcysteine and have studied the activity of the two different curvatures on the
regioselectivity and kinetics of the reactions.119,120 These systems included oil
and other ingredients that can participate and partition at the interface (shortand medium-chain alcohols) along with cosolvents such as polyols (watersoluble polyol for modifying the nature of the water phase). We found that the
Maillard reactions occur at lower temperatures than in water-based systems and
advance much faster. The interfaces of both w/o and o/w microemulsions are
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Fig. 6.16 Formation of sulfur-containing flavors in microemulsion reaction system (a)
and in water (b).

capable of enhancing the Maillard reactions in which the selectivity and the
reactivity are controlled by the composition of the interface and its curvature.119,120 In the w/o microemulsions, the Maillard reaction was controlled and
enhanced by the interfacial concentration of the coemulsifier such as butanol
and are restricted by the concentration of the core water reservoir.120 In contrast,
in the o/w microemulsions, where the water is the continuous phase, the reaction
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Table 6.2 Pseudo-first-order rate constants, kobs, and linear regression (r2) for water and
o/w microemulsions
Temperature

Microemulsion
(o/w)
kobs (hrÿ1)  102

r2

Water
kobs (hrÿ1)  102

r2

Aqueous solution
kobs (hrÿ1)  102

40
50
65
70

20.1
29.1
48.6
59.8

0.99
0.97
0.98
0.97

3.2
6.7
12.6
16.0

0.97
0.96
0.94
0.95

1.7
4.7
9.3
12.2

rates will be enhanced by the increase in the water content and the microemulsion curvature.119
In another study we extended our knowledge on the reactivity of the fivecomponent microemulsion systems and have investigated the influence of the
following effects: temperature, pH, alcohol chain length, and the surfactant/oil
weight ratio on the generation of sulfur-containing flavors from the model
furfural-cysteine reaction.121 In addition, a SD-NMR study on the dynamics of
the reactants in the microemulsion systems was studied. Maillard furfural/
cysteine reaction was chosen for exploring and understanding the different
aspects that control the reactivity in five-component fully dilutable U-type foodgrade oil/water (o/w) microemulsions of R(+)-limonene/ethanol/water/
propylene glycol/Tween 60. It was found that these self-assembled nanosized
structured systems are capable of enhancing the rate of Maillard reactions in
which the selectivity and the reactivity are controlled by the composition of the
interface and its curvature (Table 6.2). The sulfur-containing flavor formation is
very efficient if carried out in those o/w microemulsions (modified oil-swollen
nanoreactors) and the reaction yields high amounts of key aroma compounds.
The proposed Tween 60-based o/w systems shows strong preference for the
formation of 2-(2-furanyl)-thiazolidine (the main product) (Fig. 6.17). The o/w
reaction medium enhances furfural-cysteine reaction rate (microemulsion
catalysis) in comparison with the water-based reaction.121
It was found that the initial reaction rate (V0) is affected by the solubilized
aqueous phase content. At the w/o region (region I) where the two reagents are
in the inner phase and remain totally immobilized (water activity is zero) the
initial reaction rate is small and constant. In the bicontinuous region (region II),
where water and oil form a bicontinuous water and oil domain, the reaction rate
increases gradually since the mobility of the reactants increases, and once the
reagents are located at the external interface in the o/w interface (region III) the
reaction rate increases significantly (Fig. 6.18). The furfural-cysteine reaction is
also affected by the process conditions (temperature, pH, time of reaction).
Similar reactions of glucose and cysteine in o/w microemulsions were also
studied and the regioselectivity and the reaction rate were found similarly to be
strongly affected by the nature of the interface and the mobility of the reactants
at the interface.121,122
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Fig. 6.17 Initial velocity (rate) of the disappearance of furfural (V0 ) as function of the
value of pH in two Tween 60-based O/W microemulsions, water (s), and aqueous binary
system ( , water/PG at a constant weight ratio of 1/1). The microemulsion systems
composed of buffered water/PG/R(+)-limonene/EtOH/Tween 60 and contained 75 (ú),
and 90 wt% (l) aqueous phase (buffered water/PG with a weight ratio of 2/1). The
reaction was carried out at 65 ëC.

Fig. 6.18 Initial velocity (rate) of the disappearance of furfural (V0 ) as function of
aqueous phase content in microemulsion system containing buffered water (pH 5.0)/PG/
R(+)-limonene/EtOH/Tween 60 along a dilution line with the same composition of the
dilution line T64 (the Tween 60/R(+)-limonene/EtOH at a constant weight ratio of (3/1/
1)). In these systems, the aqueous phase is water/PG with a weight ratio of 3/1 and its
contents varying from 10 to 90 wt%). The reaction was carried out at 65 ëC.
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These results suggest that o/w microemulsions are a promising choice for
generation of flavors and food products.

6.6

Conclusions

The aim of this review was to demonstrate that modified microemulsions can
serve as new vehicles for the solubilization and transport of various bioactive
molecules into food systems as well as regioselective microreactors, and as
vehicles to deliver bioactives across the digestive membrane to the blood stream.
Such microemulsions can help to improve the activity and biological efficacy of
nutraceuticals.
In order to be able to utilize these systems in food systems we have to learn
how to prepare them both from essential oils and vegetable oils and to be able to
dilute them progressively with aqueous phase. The solubilization capacity must
be very high and therefore the nutraceuticals must be solubilized at the oil phase
and at the interface without precipitating out.
Advanced new techniques must be applied in order to study the nature of the
microstructures, phase transitions upon dilution and the locus of the solubilized
guest molecule at the interface or within the inner core of the microstructure.
Many parameters play a significant role in stabilizing the loaded microemulsions
and quantitative considerations related to nucleation growth and interpenetration
of the emulsions must be quantified in order to be able to correlate the nature of
the ingredients that are composing the microemulsion and its solubilization
capacity at the concentrate and along the dilution line.
It seems that we still have long way to go in order to better understand how to
control the structures of microemulsions and how to enhance their solubilization
capacities for the inner phase as well as for any guest molecule. Although the
microemulsions seem to be relatively easy to make, nanostructures require
deeper understanding of the nature of the film, its curvature, and elasticity along
with geometrical and packing parameters and entropy considerations. The
complexity of microemulsions has yet to be disentangled.
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Emulsion droplet interfacial engineering
to deliver bioactive lipids into functional
foods
L. A. Shaw, H. Faraji, T. Aoki, D. Djordjevic, D. J. McClements
and E. A. Decker, University of Massachusetts, USA

7.1

Introduction

!-3 Polyunsaturated fatty acids are an essential part of the diet since humans
cannot synthesize these fatty acids. -Linolenic acid (ALA, 18:3 n-3) is
recognized as the essential omega-3 fatty acid because it is a potential substrate
for the synthesis of all the other !-3 fatty acids. However, humans are very
inefficient at converting ALA to long chain !-3 fatty acids (Francois et al.,
2003; Ismail, 2005), eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA, 20:5 n-3) and docosahexaenoic acid (DHA, C2:6 n-3) indicating that the diet is the most important
source of these long chain !-3 fatty acids. Over the past decade, the health
benefits of dietary !-3 fatty acids and in particular EPA and DHA have been
widely published for diseases such as coronary heart disease, stroke, mental
illness and immune response disorders (Simopoulos, 1991; Harris, 1997; KrisEtherton et al., 2003; Siddiqui et al., 2004; Ismail, 2005; Macchia et al., 2005).
Despite the evidence supporting the health benefits of !-3 fatty acids, the
consumption of these important fatty acids is still very low. Therefore, new
strategies are needed to increase the amounts of !-3 fatty acids in the diet.
The major sources of dietary EPA and DHA are seafood and oils from marine
or algal sources. Unfortunately for food processors, marine and algal oils are
very unstable to oxidative rancidity, making it difficult to incorporate them into
food products. Recently, studies have shown that it is possible to stabilize fish
and marine oils by their incorporation into stable emulsion systems. This
strategy utilizes emulsion droplet interfacial engineering to minimize
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interactions between the !-3 oils and water-soluble prooxidants (Djordjevic et
al., 2004a,b). An example of this technique is to coat emulsion droplets with
multiple layers of emulsifiers resulting in an emulsion with improved physical
and chemical stability. These multiple layered interfacial membrane emulsions
systems can be spray dried to further microencapsulate the oxidatively sensitive
oil. The microencapsulated fish and marine oil powders are oxidatively more
stable than their bulk oil counterparts and are suitable for food application.
Owing to the potential health benefits of !-3 fatty acids, there are an everincreasing number of fortified food products being introduced to the worldwide
market. These products typically have the fortified !-3 fatty acids dispersed into
the product in some form of an emulsion. Examples include milk and dairy
products, spreadable fats, salad dressings and meat products. However, challenges remain to produce a broader array of !-3 fatty acid fortified foods with
high consumer acceptance. In order to overcome these challenges, new
strategies are needed to inhibit omega-3 fatty acid oxidation.

7.2

Dietary !-3 fatty acids

Current diets of Western culture contain high amounts of saturated fatty acids
and !-6 fatty acids and a very low amount of !-3 fatty acids. Our ancestors had
diets containing high amounts of !-3 fatty acids due to high intake of fruits,
vegetables, whole grains and wild and free-range animals (Horrocks and Yeo,
1999; Shahidi and Finley, 2001; Siddiqui et al., 2004). Wild and free-range
animals contain more !-3 fatty acids in comparison to farmed animals today that
are fed diets high in protein and !-6 fatty acids (e.g. linoleic acid). !-6 Fatty
acids in our current diets are commonly consumed in the form of vegetable oils,
namely soybean, sunflower and safflower, while saturated fatty acids originate
primary from animal products. As more !-6 oils are being used in food products
to replace saturated and trans fatty acids the dietary !-6 to !-3 fatty acids ratio
has increased. Leaf and Weber (1987) estimated that humans living in the year
1800 BC had relatively the same amounts of !-6 to !-3 fatty acids in their diet,
and had a lower incidence of coronary heart disease (CHD). By the 1980s, the !6: !-3 ratio was approximately 11:1 during which time the rate of CHD had
risen approximately 40-fold (Leaf and Weber, 1987). The dietary ratio of !-6 to
!-3 is still on the rise and is now estimated to be approximately 20-30:1
(Siddiqui et al., 2004). As more !-6 fatty acids are being consumed, the ratio of
!-6: !-3 seems to be too high to maintain optimal health benefits. This off
balance can lead to alterations of several metabolic functions within the body in
addition to coronary heart disease.
Humans and most mammals do not produce -linolenic acid (ALA, 18:3 n-3)
and linoleic acid (18:2 n-6) and therefore, dietary sources of these fatty acids are
essential for health. These fatty acids play an important role in skin, brain and
retina development and are important precursors for numerous enzymes (Innis,
1991; Horrocks and Yeo, 1999; Francois et al., 2003; Siddiqui et al., 2004). !-6
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and !-3 Fatty acids function differently in the body due to the positioning of the
first double bond from the methyl end of the carbon chain. -Linolenic acid and
linoleic acid can be manipulated within the body through elongation and
desaturation enzymes from the liver to produce longer chain fatty acids
including docosahexaenoic acid (DHA, 22:6 n-3), eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA,
20:5 n-3) and arachidonic acid (AA, 20:4 n-6) (Innis, 1991; Siddiqui et al.,
2004).
Even though the desaturation and elongation enzymes for conversion of ALA
to EPA and DHA are found in humans, the conversion rate is limited. In a study
completed by Pawlosky and coworkers (2001), the conversion rate of linolenic acid to EPA was only 0.2%. From the 0.2% of EPA produced, only
63% of that is converted into DPA (docosapentaenoic acid, 22:5, n-6), and only
37% of that is desaturated to DHA (Pawlosky et al., 2001). This data strongly
suggest that dietary -linolenic acid is not converted into significant amounts of
EPA and DHA. Since dietary EPA and DHA are thought to have greater
bioactivity than ALA (Horrocks and Yeo, 1999; Ismail, 2005), it is necessary to
include EPA and DHA in the diet to obtain maximal health benefits.

7.3

Dietary !-3 fatty acids and health

There are several important molecular mechanisms by which !-3 fatty acids can
impact health. Dietary !-3 fatty acids can affect the fatty acid composition of
cellular membranes by displacing other less unsaturated fatty acids. Increasing
membrane polyunsaturation can aid in increasing metabolic rates, therefore
increasing the efficiency of energy consumption (Hulbert et al., 2005). EPA and
DHA incorporation into cell membranes has also been linked to improved
membrane fluidity, ion channel function, enzyme regulations and gene expression, all qualities that are associated with normal cell function (Young and
Conquer, 2005). Increasing EPA and DHA consumption will also decrease AA
concentrations in the cell membranes of erythrocytes, neutrophils, monocytes,
platelets and liver cells (Simopoulos, 1999). These increased concentrations of
EPA and DHA into cellular membranes decreases platelet aggregation and
vasoconstriction as well as inflammatory responses (Simopoulos, 1999). By
altering the chemical and physical properties of cells, !-3 fatty acids are able to
positively impact disease. The following subsections will review the relationship
between dietary omega-3 fatty acids and coronary heart disease, immune
response disorders and infant development.
7.3.1 Coronary heart disease
According to the Centers for Disease Control (CDC), coronary heart disease is
the leading cause of death in the United States, accounting for about 40% of all
deaths. More than 70 million Americans live with some type of coronary heart
disease. Research has provided strong evidence that consumption of DHA and
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EPA at levels of greater than 1 g per day will provide cardio-protective benefits
such as reduced plasma triacylglycerols and reduced risk of sudden cardiac
death. Benefits of DHA and EPA consumption include: reduction of serum
triglyceride (TG) levels (Harris, 2004), anti-inflammatory/anti-arrhythmic
properties (Kris-Etherton et al., 2003; Leaf et al., 2003, 2005), reduction of
smooth muscle proliferation leading to less chance of atherosclerosis (Horrocks
and Yeo, 1999), and control of platelet aggregation (Horrocks and Yeo, 1999;
Kris-Etherton et al., 2003; Vanschoonbeek et al., 2003).
!-3 Fatty acids are known to be hypotriglyceridemic when consumed at
approximately 4 g EPA and/or DHA per day according to human studies
surveyed by Harris (1997). Studies have shown that consuming high amounts of
EPA and DHA will decrease serum triacylglycerol concentrations by 25 to 30%
(Harris, 1997). The primary mechanism of serum triacylglycerol reduction is
through a decrease in triacylglycerol production within the body (Nestel, 2000).
It has also been shown that while EPA and DHA decrease serum triacylglycerol
levels, they increase low density lipoprotein (LDL) levels in hypotriglyceridemic patients by 5 to 10% (Harris, 1997; Nestel, 2000). The mechanisms for an
increase in LDL are not completely understood. It has been suggested that the
increased intake of !-3 fatty acids results in the production of VLDL that is
susceptible to lipoprotein and/or hepatic lipase type, leading to increases in
conversion of VLDL and LDL (Roche, 2000).
Disorders of the rhythmic beating of the heart are called arrhythmias. If
arrhythmias are not corrected they can lead to heart disease, stroke or sudden
cardiac death. Sudden cardiac death occurs when patients die soon after the
onset of the symptoms of a heart attack. !-3 Fatty acids have anti-arrhythmic
properties, meaning that they stabilize myocardium tissues and help the heart
return to a rhythmic beating pattern. DHA and EPA therefore have been found to
decrease mortality rates in post myocardial infarction patients due to arrhythmic
problems (Kris-Etherton et al., 2003; Leaf et al., 2003). An Italian study with
over 11 000 subjects showed that 1 g !-3 fatty acids from fish oil per day
decreased cardiovascular and sudden cardiac death risk by 30 and 45%,
respectively (Macchia et al., 2005).
7.3.2 Inflammation
Inflammatory disorders are connected with heart disease, rheumatoid arthritis,
bowel diseases and asthma. EPA and DHA have been linked to decreased
inflammatory problems in numerous diseases (Horrocks and Yeo, 1999;
Siddiqui et al., 2004). Anti-inflammatory mechanisms involve the ability of
EPA and DHA to alter the !-6 to !-3 ratio, thereby decreasing the formation of
eicosanoid metabolic products that cause high levels of inflammatory response.
High amounts of AA in cell membranes will result in increased production of
leukotrienes, thrombonane A2 and prostoglandins by lipoxygenase (LOX) and
cyclooxygenase (COX) resulting in an elevated inflammatory response. When
DHA and EPA are consumed, they displace AA in cellular membranes
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(Simopoulos, 1991). Prostoglandins and leukotrienes formed from EPA and
DHA by lipoxygenase and cyclooxygenase are structurally different and less
bioactive therefore leading to less inflammatory response (Simopoulos, 2002;
Ismail, 2005).
7.3.3 Infant health and lactating women
DHA is one of the major fatty acids in nervous tissues and the retina. Rapid
developmental changes in the brain and eyes of infants therefore require large
amounts of DHA. However, as with adults, infants have limited pathways to
convert ALA to DHA. Therefore, it is important for infants to receive DHA from
maternal or supplementary means. Human breast milk contains DHA. Breast-fed
infants tend to have higher cognitive development and visual acuity than infants
fed formula not supplemented with DHA (Fleith and Clandinin, 2005). A study
completed by Francois and coworkers (2003) showed that supplementing
lactating women with high ALA flaxseed oil did not increase DHA concentration in breast milk, presumably due to the low rate of ALA to DHA conversion. In addition, during breastfeeding women undergo a decrease in plasma
DHA levels unless they are consuming dietary DHA (Innis, 2004; Lauritzen et
al., 2005). Therefore, it is important for lactating women to consume adequate
amounts of DHA through food and/or supplemental means to provide optimum
nutrition for the infant.

7.4

Potential for !-3 fatty acids in functional foods

!-3 Fatty acid consumption in an average Western diet is around 0.1 g/day
(Siddiqui et al., 2004). This is a very small amount considering that many
nutritionists are recommending 0.5±1.0 g/day for maximal health benefits
(Djordjevic et al., 2004a,b). The American Heart Association suggests different
!-3 fatty acid intake levels for different populations. The AHA suggests that
normal people without CHD should consume at least two servings of fatty fish a
week (0.3±0.5 g !-3 fatty acid per day). For people with CHD, 1 g per day of
EPA and DHA is recommended, with sources mainly coming from fatty fish.
For people trying to lower serum triglyceride levels, 2±4 g per day of EPA and
DHA is recommended, mainly from supplemental sources.
!-3 Fatty acids are found mainly in nuts, seeds and marine sources. The nut
and seed sources of !-3 fatty acids are exclusively found as ALA. Flaxseeds
contain about 18.1% ALA, whereas flaxseed oil contains around 53% ALA.
Walnuts and canola oils contain around 9% ALA (DeFilippis and Sperling,
2006). EPA and DHA are generally limited to seafood sources. !-3 Fatty acids
are not produced by fish, but originate instead from marine microorganisms that
produce EPA and DHA (Harris, 2004). The !-3 fatty acids from these microorganisms then move through the food chain and accumulate in fish. Total !-3
levels in fish are very dependent on fat content with high fat fish containing
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higher EPA and DHA concentrations compared to fish with low fat contents.
Some examples of fatty fish that typically contain higher amounts of EPA and
DHA are salmon, herring, fresh tuna, swordfish and mackerel.
A problem with consuming large amounts of high fat marine fish is that these
fish are often contaminated with methyl mercury. Methyl mercury is a problem
if consumed in high amounts, especially for pregnant women and children,
because it is neurotoxic. Methyl mercury, originating primarily from pollution,
is initially incorporated into microorganisms. Small marine animals then
consume the microorganisms and the methyl mercury moves up the food chain
and accumulates in large predatory fish. Therefore, fish that contain the higher
amounts of EPA and DHA often also contain high amounts of methyl mercury.
The exception to this is aquaculture fish (e.g. salmon) because their diet does not
contain methyl mercury. Due to high amounts of methyl mercury in fish, consumers are looking for alternative sources of EPA and DHA to obtain the health
benefits without the health risk. EPA and DHA, fish and algae oil supplements
are increasing in popularity. These supplements come from refined oils where
methyl mercury is removed during the processing of the oil. Although supplements in correct dosage can provide a safe way of consuming EPA and DHA,
many consumers would rather consume EPA and DHA directly from food rather
than taking supplements.
Decreasing consumption of !-3 fatty acids and the increasing evidence of the
health benefits suggest that these bioactive lipids are ideal candidates for
functional foods. Functional foods containing EPA and DHA would have many
advantages because oil processes can provide !-3 oils free of methyl mercury,
unpleasant taste and odors. In addition, functional foods containing EPA and
DHA could provide an !-3 fatty acid source for people who dislike seafood or
have difficulty obtaining high quality, low cost fish. Unfortunately, !-3 oils are
oxidatively unstable and their decomposition will lead to the development of
fishy off-flavors that result in consumer rejection of the food product. The
oxidation of !-3 fatty acids is much quicker than that of mono or saturated fatty
acid. For example, DHA (22:6) is about five times more oxidizable than linoleic
acid (18:2) (Frankel, 1998). An additional problem with oxidation of omega-3
fatty acids is that the oxidation products produced can contain multiple double
bonds to produce compounds that interact strongly with olfactory tissues
resulting in very low sensory thresholds. This means that off-aromas and flavors
can be detected very early in the oxidation pathway. Another contributing factor
to rapid oxidation of fish and marine oils is that they are naturally low in
antioxidants such as tocopherols. Because of the high susceptibility to oxidative
deterioration of !-3 fatty acids, not all foods are good candidates for fortification. Parameters for ideal conditions in foods suitable for !-3 fortification
include short shelf life, low storage temperature, limited oxygen and light
exposure, low levels of endogenous prooxidants and high levels of endogenous
antioxidants.
!-3 Oils are commonly provided to food processors as bulk oil. Bulk oils can
be a problem because they can be difficult to incorporate into foods. An
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additional problem is that the antioxidants used to stabilize bulk oils are not
effective when the oils are dispersed into foods (see discussion below on polar
antioxidant paradox). An alternative to the addition of bulk oils to foods is to add
bioactive lipids in the form or an oil-in-water emulsion. An oil-in-water
emulsion contains small spherical oil droplets dispersed into a continuous
aqueous phase. In food emulsion systems, oil droplets typically range from 0.1±
100 m (McClements, 2005). Owing to the large free energy at the droplet
surfaces, oil-in-water emulsions are very thermodynamically unstable, and thus
cannot be produced without emulsifiers or surfactants that lower the interfacial
tension between oil and water. An oil-in-water emulsion consists of three
specific regions within emulsions: the lipid core of the emulsion droplet, the
interfacial material that is the barrier between the aqueous phase and the oil, and
the aqueous phase (McClements, 2005; McClements and Decker, 2000; Friberg
et al., 2004). The interfacial region of emulsion droplet is very important to the
physical and chemical stability of the lipid as outlined below.

7.5

Mechanisms of lipid oxidation

Oxidation of unsaturated lipids occurs through free radical reactions. Lipid
oxidation proceeds through three steps: initiation, propagation and termination.
7.5.1 Initiation
The initiation step of lipid oxidation begins with an abstraction of hydrogen (H+)
from the methylene interrupted carbon of a polyunsaturated fatty acid (LH) (Fig.
7.1). This hydrogen abstraction forms an alkyl free radical (L·) that is stabilized
via dislocation of its energy through double bonds within the fatty acids
resulting in rearrangement of the double bonds to form a conjugation system.
Lipid free radicals are not formed through hydrogen abstraction by oxygen biradicals because it is thermodynamically difficult (Nawar, 1996). Therefore, free
radical formation must occur through presence of an initiator, such as UV light,
irradiation and metal ions.
As the bond dissociation energies of hydrogens adjacent to the double bonds
of unsaturated fatty acids decrease, hydrogen abstraction becomes easier,
resulting in faster initiation. Polyunsaturated fatty acids will oxidize much
quicker than monounsaturated fatty acids. Polyunsaturated fatty acids have a
methylene interrupted carbon that has lower hydrogen±carbon bond dissociation
energy than monounsaturated fatty acids making hydrogen abstraction to form a
free radical much easier. This difference in hydrogen±carbon bond dissociation
energy makes polyunsaturated fatty acids over 10-fold more susceptible to
oxidation than monounsaturated fatty acids. The relative oxidizability of
polyunsaturated fatty acids will also depend upon the number of methylene
interrupted carbons within the fatty acid chain. Oxidation rates will double with
each additional methylene interrupted carbons (Frankel, 1998).
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The initiation step of lipid oxidation.

7.5.2 Propagation
The propagation step of lipid oxidation occurs upon the addition of oxygen (O2)
to an alkyl radical (L·) (Fig. 7.2). Since atmospheric oxygen is a bi-radical, this
is a very rapid radical±radical reaction, which is limited only by diffusion rates.
The result of this reaction is a highly reactive peroxyl radical (LOO·). Peroxyl

Fig. 7.2

The propagation step of lipid oxidation.
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radicals can easily abstract hydrogen from methylene interrupted groups upon
other fatty acid molecules (LH). This reaction results in hydrogen addition to the
peroxyl radical, forming a fatty acid hydroperoxide (LOOH) and new alkyl free
radical (L·). The new alkyl radical can then react with oxygen and continue a
cyclic chain of self-propagating reactions (Nawar, 1996).
7.5.3 Termination
Free radical reactions can be halted through termination reactions (Fig. 7.3).
These reactions occur when two radicals (e.g. LOO·, L·) collide with each other
to form a non-radical product (Erickson, 2002).
Lipid hydroperoxides are one of the most important intermediate products of
the lipid oxidation reaction. Lipid hydroperoxides are formed via the
propagation step described above or via direct addition of oxygen to the fatty
acids by singlet oxygen or lipoxygenases. Hydroperoxides are unstable and can
decompose into free radicals especially in the presence of transition metals that
are found in essentially every food source. Transition metals break down lipid
hydroperoxides into alkoxy radicals through scission reactions at the oxygen±
oxygen bond. Formation of alkoxyl radicals represents the formation of a second
radical species that can attack unsaturated fatty acids (the first being the
peroxyl), formation of the second radical resulting in an exponential increase in
oxidation rates (Nawar, 1996; McClements and Decker, 2000; Reische et al.,
2002; Genot et al., 2003). The alkoxyl radicals can also undergo -scission
reactions that break down the fatty acid chain through a complex set of reactions
that yield volatile aldehydes, ketones, hydrocarbons and alcohols that change the
sensory properties of oil.

Fig. 7.3

The termination step of lipid oxidation.
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Lipid oxidation in emulsions

Lipid hydroperoxides are surface active molecules and thus accumulate at the
interface of an emulsion droplet (McClements and Decker, 2000). Lipid
hydroperoxides at the emulsion droplet surface can interact with iron to produce
free radicals, which in turn can interact with the oil within the droplet core. In
emulsions, the rate of oxidation is therefore dependent upon the surface properties of the emulsion droplet which could alter the ability of iron to decompose
hydroperoxides and the resulting free radicals to reach the lipid core
(McClements and Decker, 2000). Understanding how the properties of the
emulsion droplet surface impacts the interactions between iron and hydroperoxide as well as free radicals and lipids is important for manipulating
emulsion systems to inhibit the oxidative deterioration of the lipids.
The ability of transition metals to break down lipid hydroperoxides is one of
the main pathways promoting lipid oxidation in food emulsions. Iron is found in
food emulsions at concentrations sufficient to promote lipid oxidation (Mancuso
et al., 1999a). Both ferric and ferrous states of iron can accelerate the breakdown
of lipid hydroperoxides, leading to formation of radicals (Dunford, 1987; Mei et
al., 1998b). When transition metals are in close proximity to the unsaturated oil±
water interface of the emulsion droplet, their ability to promote and accelerate
oxidation increases (McClements and Decker, 2000). Therefore, one of the
mechanisms by which chelators inhibit lipid oxidation is through their ability to
physically remove metals from the emulsion droplet surface. In addition,
chelators can bind metals and prevent their redox cycling thus decreasing their
reactivity (Reische et al., 2002). Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) is a
commonly used chelator in the food industry. This chelator will bind metals and
form a thermodynamically stable complex. The addition of EDTA in oil-inwater emulsion systems will provide increased oxidative stability (Mei et al.,
1998b; Mancuso et al., 1999b; Hu et al., 2004a). Citric acid and polyphosphates
also bind metals; however, they are not effective antioxidants in oil-in-water
emulsions (Hu et al., 2004a) most likely owing to their lower binding constants
in comparison to EDTA. Proteins and peptides can also be effective metal
chelators (Diaz et al., 2003; Faraji et al., 2004).
Lipid oxidation can also be inhibited by free radical scavengers (FRS). FRS
inhibits lipid oxidation by having a liable hydrogen that can donate an electron
to a free radical before the free radical can oxidize unsaturated fatty acids.
Effective FRS can then decrease the energy of the radical by resonance
delocalization so that the resulting free radical scavenger radical is unable to
oxidize unsaturated fatty acids. Antioxidant effectiveness is not only dependent
on the chemical properties of the free radical scavenger but also on the physical
nature of the lipid (Porter, 1993; Frankel, 1998). Polar antioxidant paradox is a
term that describes the observation that hydrophilic antioxidants are often less
effective in oil-in-water emulsions than lipophilic antioxidants, whereas lipophilic antioxidants are less effective in bulk oils than hydrophilic antioxidants
(Porter, 1993; Frankel, 1998). Hydrophilic antioxidants are good free radical
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scavengers in bulk oils because they accumulate at the air±oil interface while
lipophilic antioxidants are more effective in emulsions because they are retained
in the oil droplets. The tocopherol homologs are one of the most effective
lipophilic antioxidants in oil-in-water emulsions. Many hydrophilic antioxidants
can increase lipid oxidation rates in oil-in-water emulsions presumably through
their ability to reduce iron to its more prooxidative ferrous state. Proanthocyanidins in grape seed extract are one of the few groups of water-soluble
antioxidants found to be effective in oil-in-water emulsions (Hu et al., 2004b).
This could be because of their ability to both scavenge free radicals and chelate
prooxidant metals.

7.7

Interfacial engineering

As discussed above, lipid oxidation in oil-in-water emulsions is influenced by
properties of the interfacial membrane region of emulsion droplets, since several
important oxidative interactions occur at the surface of the emulsion droplet.
Certain oils, such as fish and marine oils are very difficult to stabilize through
traditional antioxidant technologies. Manipulation of the emulsion droplet
interfacial region could provide an additional technique to increase protection
for these highly sensitive oils. Engineering of the interfacial region upon oil
droplets may not only provide an effective way to protect oils from oxidation but
could also allow for the product of a food ingredient (oil-in-water emulsion) that
could be easily incorporated into foods.
Research has shown that a thick interfacial membrane on emulsion droplets
may act as a physical barrier to decrease the interaction between prooxidative
species (e.g. aqueous phase metals) with lipids in the emulsion droplet core.
Silvestre and coworkers (2000) completed studies on oxidative stability of
salmon oil-in-water emulsions stabilized by polyoxyethylene (10) stearyl ether
(Brij 76) and polyoxyethylene (100) stearyl ether (Brij 700), both non-ionic
surfactants with the same nonpolar tail group. These surfactants were tested
because of the size of their polar head groups, with Brij 700 containing ten times
more polyoxyethylene groups than Brij 76, thus producing large differences in
the size of the hydrophilic head groups at the interfacial membrane. Emulsions
were prepared with similar droplet size distributions to minimize the effect of
surface area on oxidation kinetics. Lipid hydroperoxides decomposed faster and
salmon oil oxidized sooner in oil-in-water emulsions stabilized with Brij 76
compared to the Brij 700 stabilized emulsions. Chaiyasit et al. (2000) found that
increasing the length of the surfactant tail's group from 12 to 16 carbons
decreased lipid oxidation in oil-in-water emulsions slightly. The thickness of the
interfacial membrane may also explain differences in the oxidative stability of
oil-in-water emulsions stabilized by proteins where casein, which forms an
interfacial membrane thickness of approximately 10 nm, decreases lipid
oxidation more effectively than whey protein isolate which produces an
interfacial thickness of 1±2 nm (Mackie et al., 1991; Dalgleish, 1993; Fang and
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Dalgleish, 1993; Hu et al., 2003). This research suggests that the thickness of the
interfacial layer of oil-in-water emulsion droplets could inhibit lipid oxidation
by sterically hindering interactions between the lipids in the emulsion droplet
with prooxidants in the continuous phase.
The electrical charge of emulsion droplets will depend upon the type and
characteristics of the emulsifier or surfactant that is adsorbed to the interface of
the oil droplet and environmental factors such as pH and ionic strength.
Emulsifiers and surfactants that can produce charged emulsion droplets in foods
include proteins, polysaccharides and certain small molecule surfactants such as
lecithin (McClements, 2005). Changing the pH of oil-in-water emulsions
containing proteins adsorbed to the interfacial region of the droplets will change
the overall charge of the emulsion droplets producing a cationic charge at pH
values below the pI and an anionic charge at pH values above the pI of the
protein (Donnelly et al., 1998; Mancuso et al., 1999b).
Physical stability can be dependent on the charge density of an emulsion
droplet since droplets with like charges will repel each other and decrease
collision, which cause flocculation or coalescence (McClements, 2005).
Electrically charged droplet surfaces will also impact the ability of the droplet
to interact with ions in the aqueous phase of the emulsion. Interactions between
emulsion droplets with aqueous phase ions can impact both the physical and
chemical stability of emulsions. Counter ions can decrease physical stability by
shielding the surface charge or by causing bridging flocculation. Electrostatic
interactions between prooxidative ions (iron, copper) and the emulsion droplets
can also impact the chemical stability of an emulsion (McClements and Decker,
2000).
Mei et al. (1998a) found that the oxidative stability of sodium dodecyl sulfate
(SDS, anionic)-, polyoxyethylene(23) lauryl ether (Brij 35, nonionic)- or
dodecyltrimethylammonium bromide (DTAB, cationic)-stabilized corn oil-inwater emulsions in the presence of iron was in the order DTAB > Brij 35 > SDS.
Donnelly et al. (1998) investigated the oxidative stability of menhaden (fish oil)
oil-in-water emulsion stabilized with whey protein isolate as a function of pH in
the presence of added iron. When whey protein isolate (WPI)-stabilized
emulsion droplets were at pH values below the pI of WPI ( 5.1), the emulsion
droplets were cationic compared to pH values above 5.1 where the droplets were
anionic. Under these conditions, the oxidative stability of the cationic droplet
(pH 3 and 4) was much greater than the anionic droplets (pH 6 and 7). These
observations suggest that cationic emulsion droplets are able to electrically repel
iron and decrease lipid±iron interactions thus inhibiting lipid oxidation since
iron is such an important prooxidant in oil-in-water emulsion. The fact that lipid
oxidation can be inhibited by both thick and cationic emulsion droplet interfacial
membranes suggests that engineering the physical properties of emulsion droplet
could be used to inhibit oxidative reactions.
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7.8

Electrostatic layering in oil-in-water emulsions

A novel interfacial engineering technology has been developed recently, which
can be used to improve the stability of food emulsions to environmental stresses,
such as pH extremes, high mineral contents, thermal processing, freeze-thaw
cycling, and drying. The same technology can also be used to encapsulate and
protect various lipophilic substances from chemical degradation. This technology
utilizes food-grade ingredients (e.g., phospholipids, proteins, polysaccharides)
and simple unit operations (e.g., homogenization, stirring) that are commonly
used in the food industry. Consequently, the commercial implementation of this
technology is practical and economically feasible. The underlying principle of
interfacial engineering technology is electrostatic deposition of charged
biopolymers onto oppositely charged emulsion droplets to build up multilayered
interfacial membranes around the droplets (Fig. 7.4). This relatively simple
technology enables one to systematically control interfacial characteristics such
as composition, electrical charge and layer thickness, which in turn allows one to
create emulsions with improved stability or novel properties, e.g., better stability
to environmental stresses or the ability to protect and release functional
components.
The physicochemical principle of the interfacial engineering technology is
illustrated schematically in Fig. 7.4, which shows how oil-in-water emulsions
containing droplets stabilized by interfacial membranes consisting of two layers
(i.e., emulsifier-biopolymer) can be formed using a two-step process. First, a
primary emulsion containing electrically charged droplets surrounded by a layer
of emulsifier is prepared by homogenizing oil, aqueous phase and a charged
emulsifier together. Second, incorporating a biopolymer into the primary emulsion forms a secondary emulsion containing droplets stabilized by emulsifierbiopolymer membranes. The biopolymer should have an opposite electrical

Fig. 7.4

Schematic representation of production of oil-in-water emulsions containing
droplets stabilized by two layers (emulsifier-biopolymer).
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charge to the droplets in the primary emulsion. If necessary mechanical agitation
is applied to the secondary emulsion to disrupt any flocs formed. This procedure
can be continued to add more layers to the interfacial membrane, but from a
practical standpoint it would probably be economically unfeasible to exceed
three layers. The emulsifier used to form the primary emulsion could be any
food-grade surface-active ingredient that produces electrically charged droplets,
e.g., phospholipids, small molecule surfactants, fatty acids, proteins, polysaccharides, and biopolymer complexes. The biopolymer used to form the
secondary emulsion could be any food-grade biopolymer that has an electrical
charge, such as proteins and polysaccharides.
The major advantage of this technology is that it can be used to systematically control the characteristics of the interfacial layers surrounding emulsified materials, e.g., the electrical charge, thickness, permeability, and
responsiveness of the layer to the environment. Consequently, it is possible to
design emulsions that have improved or novel functional characteristics by
carefully manipulating the properties of the interfacial layers. Nevertheless, the
multilayer emulsions are often difficult to form because of the tendency for
bridging and depletion flocculation to occur (McClements, 2005). It is therefore
important to carefully control the preparation conditions, such as composition,
pH, ionic strength, mixing conditions, and order of addition.
In previous studies, we have utilized the interfacial electrostatic deposition
technique to create multilayer emulsions using a variety of different emulsifiers
and biopolymers, i.e. lecithin/chitosan (Ogawa et al., 2003a,b, 2004), SDS/
chitosan (Mun et al., 2005), -Lg/pectin (Moreau et al., 2003), lecithin/chitosan/
pectin (Ogawa et al., 2004), -Lg/carrageenan (Gu et al., 2004a,b), and -Lg/
carrageenan/gelatin (Gu et al., 2005). Under certain conditions, these multilayer
emulsions have been shown to have better stability to environmental stresses
than conventional single-layer emulsions, such as pH extremes, high ionic
strengths, elevated temperatures or freeze-thaw cycling. It has also been
proposed that these multilayer emulsions could be used to create emulsion-based
delivery systems that could encapsulate and release active agents (such as
flavors, antimicrobials, or enzymes) in response to environmental triggers (such
as pH, salt concentration, or temperature).
Emulsions stabilized by multiple layers of emulsifiers have the potential to
increase the oxidative stability of lipids. As mentioned previously, emulsion
droplets with thick interfacial membranes exhibit increased oxidative stability
(Silvestre et al., 2000), as do emulsion droplets with a cationic surface
(Donnelly et al., 1998; McClements and Decker, 2000). Stabilizing emulsion
droplets with multiple layers of emulsifiers has the potential to inhibit lipid
oxidation by forming both thick and cationic emulsion droplet interfacial
membranes by using two or more emulsifier layers to increase thickness and by
using a cationic biopolymer for the outermost layer to produce a positive charge.
In studies on the oxidative stability of tuna oil-in-water emulsions stabilized
by a multilayer system consisting of lecithin and chitosan, it was found that
emulsion droplets coated with only lecithin oxidized quicker than the
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Fig. 7.5 Formation of thiobarbituric acid reactive substance (TBARS) in multilayered
emulsion systems stabilized by sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS; primary emulsion),
SDS-chitosan (secondary emulsion) or SDS-chitosan-pectin (tertiary emulsions).

combination of lecithin-chitosan as determined by measuring both lipid
hydroperoxide and thiobarbituric acid reactive substances (Klinkesorn et al.,
2005a). The improved stability of the lecithin-chitosan emulsion compared with
the lecithin emulsion is possibly due to cationic repulsion of iron and other
prooxidative metals by the positively charged lecithin-chitosan emulsion droplet
interfacial membrane. This trend was also seen in an emulsion stabilized by SDS
and chitosan where the formation of thiobarbituric acid reactive substance
(TBARS) was faster in the anionic SDS-stabilized emulsion compared to a
cationic SDS-chitosan multilayer emulsion. Addition of pectin to create a third
layer on to the emulsion droplets resulted in the formation of an anionic
interfacial membrane. The oxidative stability of this tertiary emulsion was
similar to the secondary SDS-chitosan emulsion (Fig. 7.5). These data suggest
that by increasing the thickness of the interfacial membrane of the emulsion
droplet, it can be possible to overcome the prooxidative effects of an anionic
emulsion droplet interface.

7.9

Microencapsulation of oil-in-water emulsion systems

Microencapsulation is a technique by which solids, liquids, or gases are sealed
within a solid material that can be triggered to release their contents under
specific environmental conditions (Re, 1998; Augustin et al., 2001; Hogan et al.,
2001; Desai and Park, 2005; Kolanowski et al., 2006). Through microencapsulation, sensitive materials known as core materials can be protected
within an encapsulant, known as the wall matrix. The core material is typically a
sensitive material, needing further protection from the surrounding environment.
Typically, low molecular weight carbohydrates, such as maltodextrins and corn
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syrup solids, are used as the wall matrix, and have been shown to be effective for
providing microencapsulation (Klinkesorn et al., 2005b). In order to microencapsulate, water must be removed. Typically within the food industry, spray
and freeze-drying are common means of removing water. When an oil-in-water
emulsion containing maltodextrins or corn syrup solids is dried, the emulsifierstabilized oil droplets are entrapped within a carbohydrate matrix. This technology may make it easier to store sensitive ingredients for long periods of time
and can provide a simple means for the addition of the sensitive material into
food products.
!-3 Fatty acid containing oils are very oxidatively unstable making them
good candidates for microencapsulation. However, when dried microencapsulated oils are added to a liquid-based food, the solid wall material dissolves
with the encapsulated emulsion droplets being dispersed into the aqueous phase.
The loss of wall material means that the emulsion droplets are now exposed to
the environment where they can interact with prooxidant factors such as iron.
Therefore, if the physical characteristics of the emulsion droplet favor iron±lipid
interactions (e.g. the emulsion droplets are anionic), the oxidative stability of the
oil can be very low upon addition of the encapsulated oil into the food product
since the wall material will dissolve and expose the emulsion droplets. In order
to produce microencapsulated !-3 fatty acids with maximal oxidative stability in
the dried form as well as when they are dispersed into a water-based food,
oxidative protection must be provided by both the wall material and the
emulsifiers coating the oil. This could be accomplished by microencapsulation
of emulsions coated with multiple layers of emulsifiers.
Tuna oil-in-water emulsions stabilized with a lecithin and chitosan multilayer
system have good oxidative stability (Klinkesorn et al., 2005b). Addition of corn
syrup solids to these emulsions had no impact on the oxidative stability of the
emulsions during storage. When the lecithin-chitosan-stabilized tuna oil oil-inwater emulsion containing corn syrup solids was then spray dried, the oxidative
stability of the resulting powder was greater than the bulk oil during storage at
37C and 33% R.H. Even when mixed tocopherols were added to the bulk oil, the
powders without mixed tocopherols still had greater oxidative stability
(Klinkesorn et al., 2005c). Upon dispersion of the spray dried emulsion into
water, the droplets retained their positive charge indicating that the chitosan
remained absorbed onto the emulsion droplets. This spray dried lecithinchitosan-stabilized oil-in-water emulsion had greater oxidative stability than a
spray dried lecithin-stabilized oil-in-water emulsion after dispersion of the
powder into an aqueous phase at pH 3.0 (Fig. 7.6).
This research suggests that the oxidative stability of oils containing !-3 fatty
acids can be improved by coating with multiple layers of emulsifiers and then
microencapsulating the emulsion in solid matrix of corn syrup solids by spray
drying. This system would not only protect the !-3 fatty acids oils in the
microencapsulated powder but would also provide protection against oxidation
upon dispersion into a water-based food.
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Fig. 7.6 Formation of lipid hydroperoxides in spray dried emulsions menhaden
oil-in-water emulsion stabilized by lecithin (primary emulsion) or lecithin and chitosan
(secondary emulsion) after dispersion into an aqueous phase at pH 3.0.

7.10

Emulsion droplet engineering to stabilize !-3 fatty acids

When bulk !-3 oils are added to water-based foods, the oil will be dispersed into
small droplets. To stabilize bulk oil during storage, most !-3 oil processors add
polar antioxidants. Unfortunately, these polar antioxidants are not effective
when the oil is dispersed into foods since the polar antioxidants will partition
into the aqueous phase where they are ineffective and can be potentially
prooxidative because of their ability to reduce transition metals into a more
prooxidative state. An oil-in-water emulsion is a potential vehicle for the
delivery of bioactive lipids into water-based food products such as dairy
products, salad dressings and meat products. An advantage of using an oil-inwater emulsion delivery system is that the emulsion droplet interface could be
engineered to inhibit oxidation of the bioactive lipids, which would protect the
lipids both in the delivery systems as well as in the food in which they are
incorporated. In addition, nonpolar antioxidants that are used to stabilize the oil
in the emulsion would also be effective upon addition of the emulsion to the
foods since the antioxidants would be retained in the lipid.
To evaluate the potential of an oil-in-water system to deliver bioactive lipids
into functional foods, !-3 fatty acids from algae oil were emulsified with WPI
at pH 3.0 to produce a cationic emulsion droplet interfacial layer (Djordjevic et
al., 2004a,b). Low viscosity emulsions that are easy to handle (e.g. pumping)
could be prepared at lipid concentrations 35 wt%. The emulsion's mean
particle size, apparent viscosity, and creaming were low and did not change
during storage in the presence of 150 mM NaCl (Djordjevic et al., 2004a).
This emulsion could be thermally processed up to 70 ëC without altering
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Fig. 7.7 Formation of propanal in whey protein isolated stabilized oil-in-water emulsion
containing 25% algal oil at pH 3.0. Treatments include control (no added antioxidants),
tocopherols (500 ppm), ethylenediamine tetraacetic acid (EDTA, 100 M) and
tocopherols + EDTA. Emulsion also contained potassium sorbate (0.2%) and were
pasteurized at 75 ëC for 30 min.

physical stability. The oxidative stability of the emulsion could be increased by
addition of mixed tocopherols to the lipid phase and EDTA to aqueous phase
(Djordjevic et al., 2004b). An !-3 oil-in-water emulsion delivery system for
fortification of !-3 fatty acids into functional foods was prepared with 25%
algal oil stabilized by whey protein isolate at pH 3.0. Mixed tocopherols
(500 ppm), EDTA (50 M) and potassium sorbate (0.2%) were added to
increase oxidative stability and inhibit microbial growth. The final emulsions
were pasteurized at 75 ëC for 30 min (Djordjevic et al., 2004b). Emulsions
containing this combination of ingredients had no detectable oxidation after 11
months of storage (Fig. 7.7).
The algal oil-in-water emulsion delivery system was then added to salad
dressings, meats and dairy products to determine its potential to fortify
functional foods. Strawberry yogurt was produced with 500 mg of !-3 fatty acid
per serving, 180 mg from DHA and 120 mg from EPA (Chee et al., 2005). The
!-3 fatty acids within the yogurt oxidized slowly within the samples as
determined by lipid hydroperoxides, but were not correlated to any off-flavors
when evaluated by a consumer sensory panel with over 230 participants (Chee et
al., 2005). A consumer panel (85 participants) was also not able to distinguish
the difference between control (added corn oil emulsion) or fortified (350 mg !3 fatty acid per serving) ranch or Italian salad dressing (Fig. 7.8). When the
algae oil-in-water emulsion delivery system was added to fresh ground turkey
patties, restructured ham or fresh ground pork sausages at 500 mg of !-3 fatty
acid per serving, additional antioxidants (rosemary extract, sodium citrate and
sodium erythorbate) had to be added to inhibit oxidation since the pH of the
meat products was above the pI of the WPI (5.1) and therefore the emulsion
droplets would be anionic and susceptible to oxidation. Consumer sensory
panels (>90 participants) could not determine a difference between !-3 fatty
acid fortified ground turkey and pork sausage compared to the control. However,
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Fig. 7.8 Consumer sensory evaluation of salad dressings fortified with emulsion
containing either corn oil or algal oil. Salad dressings were fortified at 350 mg !-3 fatty
acid per serving.

the presence of the !-3 fatty acid delivery system could be detected in the
restructured ham (Lee et al., 2006).

7.11

Conclusions

When bulk !-3 oils are added to foods, the oil will no longer be in a bulk form
but will instead exist as an oil-in-water or water-in-oil dispersion. Most omega-3
oil processors add polar antioxidants to protect their bulk oil against oxidation
during storage. However, when the oil is then dispersed into foods, these
antioxidants can partition into the aqueous phase where they are ineffective and
can be potentially prooxidative due to their ability to make transition metals
more prooxidative. Use of oil-in-water emulsions to deliver !-3 fatty acids into
functional foods may provide an alternative to bulk oils. An oil-in-water
emulsion !-3 fatty acid delivery system would have several advantages over
bulk oils because the non-polar antioxidants effective in the emulsion would also
be effective once the emulsion is added to the food, and because the interface of
the emulsion droplet can be engineered to inhibit lipid oxidation by decreasing
interactions between lipids and aqueous phase prooxidants. In addition, these
emulsions can be microencapsulated in solid wall materials to further enhance
their oxidative stability. Use of emulsion in combination with microencapsulation technologies could be extremely effective in the fortification of
functional foods if the emulsion droplet retains its antioxidant properties after
the wall material is lost upon dispersion into foods. Additional research is
needed to understand the physical and chemical properties of emulsion droplets
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upon dispersion into foods in order to maintain an emulsion droplet interface
that inhibits lipid oxidation during processing and storage.
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Lipid self-assembled particles for the
delivery of nutraceuticals
O. Ramon and D. Danino, Technion ± Israel Institute of
Technology, Israel

8.1

Introduction

Supplementing staple foods with physiologically active components such as
vitamins, minerals, phyto-chemicals, probiotics, and unsaturated fatty acids
raises considerable technological challenges concerning the application of the
active molecules to the food formula in uniform distribution, assuring their
stability during product processing, distribution and storage, and, most
importantly, retaining the additive's bioactivity.
Lipid-based structures at the micro- or nano-scale are most promising
systems for encapsulation and delivery of such sensitive nutrients, and as bioreactors for the release of aroma compounds and flavors. Their prominent
advantages are related to their being mostly natural food ingredients, and to their
ability to incorporate and target high loads of guest functional molecules with
different solubility, and to release them at specific sites.1±3 Lipidic carriers can
be targeted to the specific site via active (e.g. antibodies in drug delivery
applications) or passive (particle size) mechanisms.4 Release at a controlled rate
and time considerably increases their effectiveness by providing an optimal
dosage. Lipid vehicles can accommodate several nutrition agents simultaneously, providing a synergistic effect. They protect the sensitive nutrients
from temperature and oxidative stresses, free radicals, pH, and metal ions, as
well as from degradation by enzymes and loss of bioactivity.1,2
In this chapter we review the principles of lipid self-assembling systems, their
integration in the mainframe of the packing concept of Israelachvili and
coworkers,5,6 thermodynamic constraints,7 and physico-chemical properties.
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Common industrial techniques of liposome formation are described as well as
characterization methods of the vehicles' properties and functionality. We then
discuss the effects of introducing guest molecules on the self-assembly behavior
and structure, the release of entrapped molecules from the lipid vehicles, and the
application of liposomes at micro- and nano-scales for the delivery of nutrients,
nutraceuticals, and food additives. The last part of the chapter focuses on nonparallel liquid-crystalline phases, cubic and hexagonal, and their dispersed
nanoparticles. We review basic properties, methods for preparation, and characterization of the bulk phases and particles, and parameters controlling the structure. Prospective future applications in food science and technology are also
delineated. We conclude with a concise exposition of future trends that will
enable larger scale applications of these lipid vehicles in the area of food
nutrition.

8.2

Structure and properties of lipids

Lipids are essential components of biological membranes and living cells. Polar
lipids (synthetic and natural) are amphiphilic molecules composed of both
hydrophilic (water-soluble) and hydrophobic (lipophilic, oil-soluble) moieties,
called `head' and `tail', respectively. The polar head-group can be charged,
zwitterionic, or uncharged. The hydrophobic lipid part consists of one or two
hydrocarbon chains, which can be saturated or unsaturated to different degrees.
Natural phospholipids typically have asymmetric hydrocarbon chains, containing an even number of carbon atoms. The chain length and degree of
saturation are key parameters, determining many physical parameters of lipids
and self-assembled lipid structures, such as their phase behavior, stability,
permeability, and order of the chains.8,9 Sterols (e.g. cholesterol, ergosterol,
sitosterol) constitute another family of lipids.8 Sterols have a rigid, planar
hydrophobic portion which can be linked to other groups. They normally cannot
form bilayers, but they are widely present in biological membranes formed by
other lipids, and affect their properties. Cholesterol, for example, decreases the
mobility of the membrane molecules, increases membrane stability, and reduces
membrane permeability.
The general chemical structure of polar lipids is based on either a glycerol or
a spingosine backbone, most frequently connected to a phospho or glyco polar
group.8 One or two fatty acids may be attached to the backbone, forming
lysolipids and lipids, respectively. Thus, four groups of double-tail polar lipids
are defined. An example is given to clarify the general terminology. In
glycerolipids (i.e. lipids with a glycerol backbone), two of the hydroxyl groups
(normally at the sn1 and sn2 positions) are connected with long chain fatty acids
by an ester link. In glycerophospholipids, also called phospholipids, the
hydroxyl group at the sn3 position (the other end of the glycerol backbone) is
esterified to phosphoric acid. One of the phosphoric acid oxygen groups is
further covalently bound to an organic molecule such as ethanolamine, choline,
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glycerol, serine, or inositol, and other oligosaccharides. The two hydrophobic
chains make up the molecule hydrophobic tail, while the phosphate with the
attached group makes up the phospholipid hydrophilic head-group.8,9
Double-chain lipids normally self-organize into bilayers. The bilayer is
composed of two opposing lipid monolayers arranged so that their hydrophobic
tails face one another to form an oily core, while their charged head-groups face
the aqueous phase on either side of the bilayer.
A key parameter of lipids is the gel to liquid-crystalline transition temperature, Tm , which represents the melting temperature of the hydrophobic chains.
Above this temperature the bilayer loses its solid order packing, and its fluidity
and permeability are highly increased. The gel to liquid-crystalline transition is a
first-order transition, hence it involves a sharp change in membrane properties.1,3 Tm increases with the chain length,1,10,11 branching, degree of chain
saturation, and head-group interactions. In natural phospholipids, however, the
transition normally occurs over a range of temperatures due to chain asymmetry.

8.3

Self-assembly and microstructure of lipid systems

Lipids, like surfactants, display complex phase behavior that is strongly
dependent on composition and temperature. Their dual hydrophilic-hydrophobic
nature drives the spontaneous self-assembly into a variety of micellar structures
and ordered liquid-crystalline (LC) phases when dispersed in a polar solvent.
The driving force for the assembly is the hydrophobic effect,7 which involves
attraction between hydrophobic moieties (hydrophobic interaction) and the
structure of water around nonpolar molecules (hydrophobic hydration). The size
and shape of the spontaneously formed aggregates is determined by a delicate
balance between inter- and intramolecular interactions that include the tendency
to minimize the unfavorable contact of the hydrophobic tails with the polar
solvent, repulsive forces between neighboring head-groups, and steric interactions.7,12 Two types of structures are formed ± normal and inverted. In the
normal assemblies the hydrophobic moieties point inwards and form a
hydrophobic core, while the polar head-groups are in contact with the polar
environment, shielding the tails from the surrounding water. Additionally, one
dimension of the assemblies must be smaller than the tail length. In the inverted
structures the polar heads point inwards towards water tubes, while the tails face
the surrounding nonpolar environment. A general representation of the common
structures and phases that form in aqueous solutions of amphiphiles is presented
in Fig. 8.1.
The size and shape of the assemblies can be predicted using the packing
parameter, a dimensionless criterion developed by Israelachvili.5,6 This concept relates molecular parameters that dictate the geometry of the molecule
(chain length, chain volume, and head-group area) with intensive parameters
(such as temperature and ionic strength) and the equilibrium aggregates
nanostructure.5±7,12±14 The packing parameter is defined by the ratio of the
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Fig. 8.1 Schematic representation of lipid self-assembled structures and mesophases,
and their respective cryo-TEM images. Upper drawings show the normal structures and
the representative geometrical packing of the molecules; the lower drawings correspond
to the inverted structures: (A) spherical micelles, (B) discrete cubic mesophase, (C)
hexagonal mesophase, (D) bicontinuous cubic mesophase and (E) lamellar mesophase. A,
B and D are direct-imaging cryo-TEM images, C and E are freeze-fracture cryo-TEM
images.

hydrophobic amphiphile chain volume (Vt ) to the product of the equilibrium
head-group area of the molecule (ah ) and its effective tail length in solution
(lt ):
Vt
P
8:1
ah  l t
Small, highly-curved assemblies like spherical micelles form when P < 1=3,
typically by single-tailed surfactants; elongated micelles are created when
P  1=2. Double-chain amphiphiles such as lipids are characterized with P close
to or greater than one. These molecules form planar bilayered structures and
various types of lyotropic liquid-crystalline phases (mesophases). When P < 1,
the mean curvature of the aggregate surface is positive and the structures are
curved towards the hydrophobic parts (the normal structures), while P > 1
relates to a negative curvature, in which the molecules create structures curved
towards the hydrophilic parts (the inverted structures).
Similarly, the ratio of the cross-sectional area of the lipophilic moiety (Al ) to
that of the polar part (Ap ) is defined. Highly curved structures form for Ap > Al ,
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and bilayer structures for molecules with comparable hydrophilic and hydrophobic cross-sectional areas (Ap  Ah ). For multicomponent systems, average
values are defined, hAl i and hAp i, which are the linear combination of the
individual Ai multiplied by the mole fraction of each molecule.1 Minute changes
in molecular or environmental properties may affect the morphology and phase
transition temperatures, and induce structural and phase transformations.15,16
The most common liquid-crystalline phases are lamellar, and to a lesser
extent hexagonal and cubic mesophases form, possessing orientation in one,
two, and three dimensions, respectively. These mesophases can be dispersed in
aqueous solutions into colloidal particles that retain the short-range symmetry of
their bulk mesophases.8,17 The dispersed particles are called liposomes,
cubosomes, and hexosomes. These types of assemblies will be discussed
individually in the following sections.
Microemulsions constitute another family of lipid assemblies which are formed
in ternary lipid-water-oil solutions. Chapter 6 in this book is dedicated to microand nanoemulsions; hence, these assemblies will not be discussed further here.

8.4

Liposomes

8.4.1 Liposome formation
Liposomes are lipid vesicles, supramolecular assemblies made of closed bilayers
surrounding an inner volume of solvent (Fig. 8.2). The polar head-groups in the
inner and outer surfaces (leaflets) of the membrane point towards the inner and
outer solvent phase, and the hydrophobic tails point towards the center of the
membrane, forming a hydrophobic core. The solvent in the interior volume is
polar, but may differ from the continuous phase in which the liposomes are
suspended.18
The packing parameter concept predicts that vesicles will form when
Ê 2 for a
1=2  P  1. For common amphiphiles the ratio Vt =lt is a constant, ~21 A
2
12
Ê
single tail and ~42 A for double tails. Thus, the specificity of an amphiphile
and its packing parameter are independent of the tail length and are essentially
determined by the surface area, i.e. the area per molecule in the aggregate an (an
is a thermodynamic quantity obtained by equilibrium considerations of
minimum free energy for the lipid in an aggregated state, not the geometrical
head-group area of the individual molecule). However, Nagarajan showed that
the packing parameter criterion is insufficient and spherical liposomes will not
form unless the inner volume per molecule is larger than the head-group
volume.19,20 This criterion is satisfied only when the hydrophobic tail exceeds a
critical length, defined by linear relations between the aqueous volume per
molecule and the tail length (Vcavity  46:2 lt ).
8.4.2 Liposome classification
Liposomes can be classified according to their preparation method, by their
number of bilayers, or by their size. The most common classification is by
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Fig. 8.2 Direct-imaging cryo-TEM images of liposomes: (A) small unilamellar vesicles,
(B) multilamellar vesicles composed of concentric bilayers, (C, D) multivesicular
vesicles and (E) tubular vesicles. The vesicles shown in (A) form in the MO/ethanol/
water system. All the structures shown in panels B to E form spontaneously in binary
phosphatidylserine/water solutions. Bars equal 100 nm in all panels.

structure (lamellarity) and size, which in turn depend on the preparation
method.21,22 Vesicles can be unilamellar (ULVs) ± consisting of a single bilayer
(Figs 8.2(a) and 8.3(a)), multilamellar (MLVs) ± consisting of concentric
bilayers (Figs 8.2(b) and 8.3(a)), or multivesicular (MVVs) ± composed of many
small non-concentric vesicles encapsulated within a single lipid bilayer (Figs
8.2(c), 8.2(d) and 8.3(b)).11 Vesicles can be further classified by their size, as
small unilamellar vesicles (SUVs) characterized by diameters ranging between
20 and 100 nm and small size distribution (Fig. 8.2(a)), and large unilamellar
vesicles (LUVs) of sizes reaching up to tens of microns (Fig. 8.3(a)). SUVs have
a low aqueous core volume to lipid ratio (0.2±1.5 l/mole lipid); thus they are not
efficient encapsulants of functional foods and nutraceuticals.23 On the other
hand, LUVs have a large aqueous volume to lipid ratio (7 l/mole lipid),24 and
they can carry large loads of encapsulated hydrophilic molecules in their internal
volume. Multilamellar vesicles are large aggregates, with diameters reaching up
to 500 m. They may contain hundreds of concentric bilayers, hence they are
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Fig. 8.3 (A) Light microscopy image at Nomarski optics showing large unilamellar,
multilamellar and tubular liposomes of phosphatidylserine in water. (B) Freeze-fracture
image of the same sample disclosing unilamellar and multivesicular liposomes. Note the
different scales in A and B.

characterized by moderate aqueous volume to lipid ratio (1±4 l/mole lipid), but
high entrapment capacity for lipophilic and/or hydrophobic nutraceuticals and
functional foods.23,24
8.4.3 Methods for liposome preparation
Technological developments during the last ten years make liposome
microencapsulation and nanoencapsulation more routine processes in the food
industry.25 Because liposomes are thermodynamically unstable assemblies,1,8,26
their structure and characteristics, such as size, polydispersity, surface charge,
degree of ionization, thermal phase behavior, permeability, and physical
stability, depend on their preparation methods.27±30 The first step in liposome
preparation involves mixing in an organic solvent, followed by evaporation,
lyophilization or spray drying. MLVs readily form upon resuspension of the dry
bilayer-forming lipid in an aqueous phase during agitation.1,31 Highly charged
lipids, especially with low ionic strength, swell and disperse better.32 However,
MLVs are typically too heterogeneous for industrial applications. In order to
form unilamellar vesicles and reduce their size, methods requiring substantial
energy input such as sonication or extrusion (on a small scale) or homogenization techniques (on a large scale) are used.32,33 The amount of energy required
may vary significantly with the type of liposome produced. Non-mechanical
methods include reverse phase evaporation, removal of detergents from mixed
detergent/lipid micelles, and freeze-drying followed by rehydration and freezethawing. Additional information on these manufacturing techniques can be
found in several reviews.3,25,32
Some methods enable continuous production of liposomes on a large scale
and at acceptable costs, without the use of sonication22,34±37 or organic
solvents.25,38±40 Microfluidization technology, for example, is a continuous,
cost-effective, solvent-free method that can process high lipid concentrations of
uni- or multilamellar vesicles with a good encapsulation efficiency (>20%).39±44
Liposome formulations are generally kept in dilute aqueous suspensions. Under
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these conditions liposomes can undergo fusion, thus stability (physical,
chemical, and biological) and shelf-life become important and must be considered.1 Stabilization with antimicrobials can affect liposome structure, storage,
and delivery and adds extra cost; hence, other techniques such as freeze-drying/
rehydration and freeze-thawing are employed to improve liposome stability.45
Sugars such as trehalose, sucrose, or lactose are added in these methods to
protect the lipid membrane from damage during the freezing processes, and to
increase the retention of the encapsulated compounds.46 Rehydration of the lipid
above the gel to liquid-crystalline phase transition initiates fusion of SUVs to
MLVs, and the formation of large (>1000 nm) liposomes displaying a high
entrapment efficiency (up to 50%).35,45,46
8.4.4 Controlling liposome self-assembly and bilayer properties for
improved entrapping and delivery of functional foods and nutraceuticals
The self-assembly into liposomes and the bilayer properties are dictated by the
chemical nature of the lipid (type, head-group charge, tail length, and asymmetry) and the solution properties (solvent type and quality, ionic strength,
temperature, composition, and presence of additives). The application and
functionality of liposomes as delivery vehicles are in turn dependent on their
characteristics (liposome size, surface properties, lipid layer consistency,
fluidity) and their interaction with other materials.3 Vesicles can be programmed
to respond to specific stimuli that will induce changes in the bilayer properties
and facilitate the release of encapsulated active compounds. The gel-to-liquidcrystalline temperature, Tm , can be tuned by controlling the lipid composition to
facilitate release from the liposomes at a desired temperature.3,47 Changing the
average area of the polar head-group (hAp i) will lead to transitions into other
phases and mesophases, easing release as well.1 Increasing hAp i of the outer
layer due to hydrolysis or protonation of lipids decreases the effective packing
parameter, thus leading to transitions from bilayers into micelles (dissolution of
the membrane) and as a result to leakage of the encapsulated guest molecules.
Decreasing hAp i triggers a lamellar-to-inverted hexagonal phase transition and
liposome fusion, thereby releasing the encapsulated components.1 In pHsensitive liposomes, lipid bilayers with protonable weak groups can induce a
phase transition due to the decrease of hAp i upon lowering of the pH.48
Colloidal instability and aggregation of liposomes can be overcome by
increasing the charge on their surface, or by decreasing the ionic strength of the
medium. Alternative approaches include sterically increasing the repulsion forces
between liposomes (which is salt independent and effective at high liposome concentrations) or coating of the liposomes with inert hydrophilic polymers.1,8,26,49±56
8.4.5 Liposome characterization and evaluation of performance
Adequate quality control of the liposomes during and immediately after their
preparation, and during their storage, requires reproducible, accurate, and fast
characterization methods. The liposome size and size distribution can be
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characterized by numerous techniques. Transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) methods, such as freeze-fracture and cryogenic-TEM are especially
advantageous as investigative tools of liposome morphology and membrane
properties. TEM methods disclose details regarding the size and degree of
lamellarity (see Figs 8.2 and 8.3), as well as the shape (spherical, tubular, or
oblate), fluidity (below Tm , for example, vesicles will appear faceted), coexistence of various types, and transitions to other phases.57 Photon correlation
spectroscopy is an accurate method for measuring the size of the vesicles.24
Stability of liposomes can be determined by dynamic light scattering58±61 and the
amount of sensitive ingredients entrapped in the liposomes can be quantified by
column chromatography.46 The latter technique enables discrimination between
the unencapsulated nutraceuticals (measured after separation from the liposome
fraction) and the amount delivered in the lipid vesicles (determined after
solubilization of the membrane and release of the entrapped molecules).32,33,62
8.4.6 Applications of liposomes in food systems
Implementation of liposomes in medicine (such as in cancer treatments and
therapy) and in many pharmaceutical, drug delivery, and cosmetic applications,
combined with considerable development in formulation technologies at an
industrial scale, enhanced the use of micro- and nanoliposome encapsulation in
the food industry.41,63 The lipophilic/hydrophilic properties, colloidal size,
stability, encapsulation potential at reasonable efficiencies (>20%), and protection of the additive bioactivity make liposomes efficient delivery vehicles of
sensitive nutraceuticals such as proteins, enzymes, probiotics, and vitamins in
various applications of the food industry. One of their main advantages is the
ability to entrap hydrophilic molecules in their interior volume, and hydrophobic
compounds in their lipophilic bilayer core. Liposomes can also be designed to
deliver, uniformly disperse, and release their load in a controlled manner and at
specific areas, whether within a food matrix or in a biological system.2
Additionally, liposomes provide higher protection and stability than other
encapsulation technologies to sensitive water-soluble materials such as ascorbic
acid (vitamin C) at high water-activity conditions.64
Applications in dairy products
Liposomes have been used in dairy processes for many years.65±67 Early studies
involved entrapment of enzymes such as proteases in MLVs and their use in
cheese production to accelerate the ripening process and protect essential substrates in the milk until the cheese is formed.65±69 The entrapment of proteases
also prevents bitterness from developing during the ripening process, increases
cheese firmness, and improves the texture, homogeneity and yield of the end
products, at 100-fold lower enzyme requirement.64,70±72 Kheadr et al. reported
that liposome-encapsulated lipases increased cheddar cheese cohesiveness and
elasticity, but reduced the cheese firmness.73 Appropriate control of the lipase
concentration also enabled the development of a desirable flavor profile.73 For a
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detailed summary of the use of enzyme-loaded liposomes in cheese ripening and
production the readers are referred to the review by Fresta and Puglisi.74
The successful use of liposome-entrapped enzymes in milk and cheese
production is associated with relatively high encapsulation efficiency and
stability of the formulations. In milk, higher encapsulation efficiencies were
found at milk pH conditions with positively charged liposomes encapsulating
negatively charged enzymes. The highest encapsulation efficiency was found by
freeze-thaw preparation of MLVs and LUVs.75 The stability of liposome systems
can be enhanced by incorporation of cholesterol.70 Cholesterol imparts rigidity to
the bilayer membrane by changing interactions between the polar head-groups
and the hydrophobic tail, and decreasing the phase transition temperature, Tm ,
and the transition enthalpy.76 For example, -galactosidase was encapsulated in
soy-PC-cholesterol liposomes for control of lactose digestion.77±80 Liposome
systems were also employed to fortify dairy products with vitamins and thereby
increase their nutritional potential. Vitamin D entrapment in liposomes is a good
example of such an application.81
Liposome-encapsulation of vitamins, minerals, and antioxidants in food
Vitamins are important nutraceuticals with established therapeutic properties.
Many of the vitamins' bioactivity is related to their antioxidative properties, i.e.
their ability to delay or inhibit oxidation of substrates at low concentrations.2
Food antioxidants are divided into two main groups: (1) acids and their salts and
esters (e.g. ascorbic acid (vitamin C), citric acid) and (2) synthetic and natural
phenol compounds (e.g. -tocopherol (Vitamin E)). Both types are nonenzymatic antioxidants. Vitamins are encapsulated in liposomes to enhance their
retention. Liposome-entrapped vitamin systems include vitamins A and E2,82±85
and -carotenes.86 The attractiveness of these systems is related to the protection
provided by the liposome bilayer, which extends the half-life of the entrapped
antioxidants and facilitates their intracellular uptake.87±89 For example, better
bioavailability of the hydrophobic Coenzyme Q10 (CoQ10, ubiquinone) was
found upon encapsulation in a liposomal spray, compared with entrapment in a
gelatin capsule. Entrapment of the enzyme bromelain (used as a meat tenderizer)
in liposomes was also found to significantly increase enzyme stability and
bioavailability.90
Bifunctional liposome carriers can simultaneously incorporate and release
materials of various solubilities.91 Good examples are entrapment of two
antioxidant agents ± -tocopherol, a lipid-soluble molecule, with the watersoluble molecules ascorbic acid or glutathione.64,91,92 In such formulations, a
synergistic increase in the antioxidative effect of vitamin E was reported.
A new type of lipid-based nanoliposome prepared from polar ether lipids and
named archaeosomes was recently introduced by Mozafari.2 Compared with
liposomes (that are prepared from ester phospholipids), archaeosomes display
higher resistance to a low pH environment and bile salts, and better thermostability against chemical and enzymatic oxidation and hydrolysis. These
properties make archaeosomes promising vehicles for antioxidants and
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temperature-sensitive nutraceuticals such as unsaturated long chain PUFA
(polyunsaturated fatty acids) during food processing.2,4,93,94
Liposomes are also used to deliver minerals such as Ca+2, Mg+2, and Fe+3
into foods.1,2,95±97 An interesting application involves the use of liposomeentrapped calcium in soy-milk products to prevent the gelling of soy protein that
occurs when the free mineral (Ca+2) is added and is in direct contact with the soy
milk products.95,96 The key factor for successful use of liposome-based vehicles
is the ability to maintain the bioactivity of entrapped nutraceuticals and
functional foods in the liposomes, by preventing degradation processes, and the
potential of providing superior targeted delivery at a specific site.
Several liposome-based nutritional products are available in the market,
including formulations with vitamins A, B2, B12, and E, Coenzyme Q10,
melatonin, and zinc compounds. A detailed list is provided in the review by
Keller.98

8.5 Cubic and hexagonal mesophases and their dispersed
nanoparticles
8.5.1 Structure and properties of non-parallel (cubic and hexagonal)
mesophases
In addition to lamellar phases, cubic and hexagonal mesophases form in lipid
systems. Cubic phases consist of either discrete micellar aggregates (I phases) or
bicontinuous bilayer elements (V phases), arranged in a three-dimensional longrange order. Normal (Ii and Vi) and inverted (Iii and Vii) cubic mesophases
form, located in the phase diagram at P < 1 and P > 1, respectively (see Fig.
8.1). Bicontinuous cubic mesophases are made of two intercrossing lipid and
solvent networks; bicontinuous means that the hydrophilic and hydrophobic
bilayer domains are extended continuously, and do not intersect throughout the
phase (see Fig. 8.1). The lipid bilayers form surfaces called infinite periodic
minimal surfaces (IPMS), characterized by periodicity in three dimensions, and
zero mean curvature everywhere.99 Three bicontinuous inverted cubic phases
with minimal surfaces were identified in lipid systems ± CG, CD, and CP ±
corresponding to the IPMS gyroid (G surface), diamond (D surface), and
primitive (P surface), and associated with the space groups Ia3d (Q230), Pn3m
(Q224), and Im3m (Q229), respectively,100,101 Micellar cubic mesophases also
form in lipid systems,102 but less frequently. They may exist as simple cubic,
body centered cubic (bcc), or face centered cubic (fcc). The most common form
is the bcc, which consists of close-packed identical quasi-spherical micelles
obeying the Im3m (Q229) symmetry.103 The fcc and simple cubic mesophases
appear to contain two types of micelles, and are typically associated with the
Fd3m (Q227) and Pm3n (Q223) space groups,104±106 though additional
symmetries were proposed by Hyde et al.99
Hexagonal mesophases are made of infinitely long micellar aggregates
packed in a hexagonal array. The normal hexagonal mesophase (Hi) exists
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between the Ii and Qi liquid-crystalline phases and has a positive curvature,
while the inverted hexagonal mesophase (Hii) forms between the Qii and Iii
mesophases, and is made of negatively curved cylinders, in which the
hydrophobic parts point towards the solvent (Fig. 8.1).
Monoglycerides are important food emulsification compounds characterized
by poor water solubility, which drives their self-assembly into various inverted
liquid-crystalline phases in aqueous solutions. The cubic and hexagonal
mesophases of unsaturated monoglycerides are the most studied101,107±119 (and
additional references mentioned later in the text). The binary phase diagram of
glycerol monooleate (GMO) in water shows one lamellar and two inverted
bicontinuous cubic mesophases (diamond Q230 and gyroid Q224) at room
temperature,107 and an inverted hexagonal phase at elevated temperatures. In
recent years, several tertiary mixtures containing GMO, water, and various
polyols and hydrotropes have been studied.119±121 The addition of the third
component was shown to shift the phase boundaries, promote the formation of
additional phases that are not present in the binary lipid-water mixtures, and
affect the phase properties.117,118,122,123 The hydrotropes (cosurfactants) can be
localized both in the continuous phase where they will have no effect, and at the
interface where they will affect the structure and the characteristic d-spacing of
the ordered mesophases. The GMO-water-ethanol phase diagram constructed by
Spicer and colleagues shows the presence of the same liquid-crystalline phases
as those found in the binary system.119 Our recent studies with the GMO-waterethanol system revealed the formation of a new cubic mesophase at room
temperature, in addition to the Pn3m and Ia3d cubic mesophases reported
previously.117,118 The new mesophase, which we termed QL, exists in a small
isotropic island within a two-phase region connecting the cubic, lamellar, and
micellar phases. Like other cubic mesophases, QL displays three-dimensional
long-range order ± it is transparent, non-birefringent, and stable. However, it is
also non-viscous, while other cubic mesophases are highly viscous. Our analysis
showed that QL is made of discrete micellar aggregates arranged in a primitive
lattice. Determination of the space group of this mesophase is not definite; we
suggest it could belong to the Pm3n (Q223), P4332 (Q212), or P4232 (Q208) space
groups.117,118
Formation of lyotrophic phases similar to those created by GMO was
reported for a few other lipid systems. Examples include phytantriol (PtOH or
PHYT), a lipid comprised of a highly branched phytanyl tail with a tri-hydroxy
head-group,124 dioleoyl phosphatidylethanolamine (DOPE) containing small
amounts of pegilated GMO,125 mixtures of anionic and cationic lipids,126 and
unsaturated phosphatidylcholines with cholesterol.127 The phase behavior and
properties of these systems are much less characterized at present.
The cubic and hexagonal mesophases are thermodynamically stable systems
that often exist in equilibrium with excess water.128,129 The great interest in
these phases, especially in the bicontinuous cubic mesophases for encapsulation
and delivery applications, is linked to the extremely high surface area of the
bilayer, and its ability to solubilize guest molecules of hydrophilic, lipophilic,
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and amphiphilic natures. However, except for QL, these phases are characterized
by a gel-like appearance and high viscosity,129 which complicate their use in
commercial applications. To overcome this, cubic and hexagonal mesophases
are dispersed into low-viscosity nanostructured aggregates that remain ordered
and preserve many of the valuable lipid characteristics.
8.5.2 Dispersion of the non-parallel mesophases into cubosomes and
hexosomes
Following the pioneering work of Luzzati on LC phases of amphiphiles,15
cubosomes were first presented in 1989 by Larsson.130 Due to their low
solubility in water, cubosomes retain the high degree of internal order and
structural regularity of the bulk mesophases from which they were formed (Fig.
8.4). Hence, many of the attractive physico-chemical characteristics such as high
surface-area-to-volume ratio and the bilayer ability to solubilize molecules of
various types are preserved. The viscosity of the dispersed phases is considerably lower, making them more usable in technological applications and
attractive vehicles for the transport of bioactive compounds.
The dispersion can be done at high temperatures in an excess of water, or at
low temperatures using high energy devices (mechanical or ultrasonic) or high
pressure homogenizers.111,112,114,131,132 Simple dispersion yields unstable
particles that aggregate over time. To prevent aggregation, the dispersed
particles are stabilized by surfactants, proteins, lipids, or polymers.130,133 It was
found that amphiphilic block copolymers such as the tri-block copolymer
Pluronic F127 can preserve the inner cubic structure and stabilize cubosomes
created from GMO.101,109,110,112,114,115,131,132 F127 adsorbs onto the particle
surface and reduces the interfacial energy. The adsorption provides a coating
that stabilizes the particles and prevents their aggregation. Stabilization with
F127 was found to be concentration dependent: a low quantity of stabilizer may
lead to swelling of inverted cubic mesophases, followed by transitions into other
symmetries101,134 or into hexagonal mesophases. Addition of high F127
concentrations results in the formation of numerous vesicles that coexist with
the cubosomes.112 Small and stable cubosomes coexisting with many vesicles
also formed upon dispersion of the cubic mesophase in the GMO-alcohol-water
system.119 Ethanol was originally added to GMO to allow spontaneous
formation of cubosomes, since hydrotropes are generally considered as compounds that destroy LC phases.119 Though cubosomes did not form spontaneously, the presence of ethanol was found to considerably ease the dispersion
of the cubic phase119 and cubosome formation. The mechanism of the alcohol
intervention is not fully clear,38,119,129 but was explained by the chaotropic
effect of the alcohol, which increases lipid solubility. We recently found that the
inverted micellar QL mesophase can also be easily dispersed into stable,
nanosized cubosomes (unpublished data). A new protocol for producing GMObased and PtOH/vitamin E-based cubosomes and other lipid nanoparticles with
good colloidal stability was developed by the group of Barauskas and

Fig. 8.4 Direct-imaging cryo-TEM pictures revealing the distribution of sizes, shapes and types of nanoparticles that form upon
dispersion of a bicontinuous cubic monoolein/ethanol/water phase. The symmetry of the nanoparticles can be determined by applying
the fast Fourier transformation on the nanoparticles. Bars equal 100 nm.
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coworkers.128 Using high energy microfluidization and heat treatment they were
able to minimize the quantity of residual vesicles and to obtain good control of
the particle size distribution (100±500 nm).
Hexosomes can be created by heating GMO cubosomes135 or by dispersion of
a hexagonal phase. In both routes the hexosomes are stabilized with F127. As for
cubosomes, the competition between the rate of hydration of the lipid headgroups due to the dispersion (which decreases the particle size), and the polymer
adsorption to the surface (surface coating) required the addition of a critical,
relatively high concentration of stabilizer in order to form stable and ordered
nano-sized hexosomes.116 Only large hexosomes, of lower order and lower
stability, were created at low F127 concentrations.
8.5.3 Characterizing the non-parallel bulk phases and their dispersed
nanoparticles
Increasing our understanding of the bulk two-dimensional and three-dimensional
mesophases requires extensive basic research. Insight into these systems can be
achieved using numerous indirect (scattering, spectroscopy) and direct (microscopy) methods that can reveal structural details on the formation, morphology,
shape, size, internal structure, and stability of the bulk mesophases and their
dispersed nanoparticles.
Polarized light microscopy is used to construct the phase diagrams.136 The
cubic phases are isotropic and thus show no birefringence under cross-polarized
light. In contrast, the lamellar and hexagonal LC phases are identified by their
characteristic textures. Normal vs inverted mesophases are identified by their
location in the phase diagram, following the packing parameter concept introduced in equation (8.1), with inverted structures forming at higher lipid content
and higher temperatures. Small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) is essential for
identifying the type, space-group, and dimensions of the bulk liquid crystalline
phases. SAXS analysis is performed by calculating the relative position of the
sharp successive peaks in the scattering diffraction curves.106,118,137 NMR109,138
and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)131,139,140 are good techniques to
follow phase transitions, and are used to determine the phase boundaries.
Discriminating the mesophases, even the bicontinuous cubic phases from each
other, is also possible using rheological measurements.141
Analyzing the structure and internal order of the dispersed particles is more
complex. Because the particles are small they do not show birefringence; thus
polarized light microscopy is not very useful. Scattering from the dispersed
particles is rather weak due to their low concentration, small size, and heterogeneous shape. Moreover, the number of diffraction peaks from the dispersed
nanoparticles is small, and they become wider and not well resolved. These
parameters, combined with coexistence of various types of assemblies that often
occurs following dispersion, make symmetry and space-group determination
from SAXS data complex. Scattering methods, however, remain very useful for
size and particle polydispersity determination. SANS (small-angle neutron
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scattering), which is sensitive to the isotopic composition of the scattering
material, and SAXS can additionally provide information on the localization of
solubilized molecules within the ordered lipid structures.
Transmission electron microscopy techniques (freeze-fracture and directimaging cryo-TEM) play a central role in the study of the bulk mesophases and
predominantly their dispersions. Direct imaging cryo-TEM is especially
advantageous since it provides direct structural details on shape, size, and internal
ordering at a high resolution of ~1±2 nm that is comparable with the assembly's
dimensions (a bilayer thickness is ~4 nm, thus the bilayer leaflets can be readily
resolved). Moreover, the information obtained by cryo-TEM is detailed and
aggregate specific, and is not averaged over the whole volume as with the indirect
methods; thus coexistence of various structures is readily recognized. In addition
to disclosing micro- and nanostructural characteristics such as the shape and size
of the particles, direct-imaging cryo-TEM can probe the order, periodicity, and
symmetry, and it often allows space-group determination by applying the fast
Fourier transform algorithm (FFT) on the ordered regions. This approach has been
demonstrated in numerous studies of cubic and hexagonal mesophases and their
dispersions.109,118,119,128,135,137,142,143 (and additional references mentioned
elsewhere in the text). Direct-imaging cryo-TEM is also very powerful in
revealing new morphologies and short-lived intermediates that form during phase
transitions, and in detecting how incorporation of guest molecules affects the
structure. Digital-imaging using CCD cameras makes direct-imaging cryo-TEM
even more practical, efficient, and reliable for such investigations.144,145
Freeze-fracture cryo-TEM (FF-TEM) has also been frequently applied to
study cubic and hexagonal mesophases of lipids and their dispersed particles.
This technique directly discloses the shape, size, morphology, and heterogeneity
of the particles, their surface topology, and lateral periodicity. Fractures often
form along different crystallographic directions, thereby exposing different
internal planes that allow conclusive determination of the periodicity, symmetry,
and space-group.104,146,147 FF is also very useful in exploring the effect of
additives on the structure (e.g. changes in the lattice parameter, defects in the
structure, and transitions into other symmetries)148,149 as well as in studying
temperature-induced phase transitions and formation of intermediate structures.
Complementary FF and SAXS experiments,104 or FF with modeling and
computational analysis148,149 have been shown to be effective approaches for
quantitative analysis.
8.5.4 Introducing guest molecules in non-parallel mesophases and their
nanoparticles
Cubic and hexagonal phases and their dispersed nanoparticles are attractive
vehicles for controlled release of bioactive molecules because of their small pore
size (<10 nm), their ability to solubilize hydrophobic, hydrophilic, and
amphiphilic molecules, and their easy biodegradability.108 They can potentially
provide extremely large surfaces for encapsulation of active molecules such as
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nutraceuticals. For example, a surface of 400 m2 g±1 of cubic phase was reported
for the inverted bicontinuous gyroid cubic mesophase.150 Additionally, the
dispersed particles offer high bilayer area-to-particle ratio (volume ratios)
compared to liposomes, as well as higher resistance to rupture due to their high
internal viscosity.151
However, introducing guest molecules often modifies the mesophase and
nanoparticle internal order and stability due to changes introduced in the
packing, thickness, curvature, and rigidity of the bilayer interface. The additive
character determines its loading capacity and location in the aggregate and the
resulting changes in the structure. Lipophilic compounds are expected to penetrate to the hydrophobic core of the inverted mesophases, thereby increasing the
volume and promoting transitions towards structures of higher negative
curvature. Indeed, addition of oils,152 diglycerides,108 some sugars,153 and
hydrophobic compounds136 enhanced the formation of Hii at the expense of Qii.
It was also shown that hydrophilic molecules like diglycerol monooleate154 and
sodium oleate,109,138 which likely reside in the polar domains, induced transitions in the other direction, namely, from inverted bicontinuous cubic to lamellar
mesophases. Analogous behavior to that reported for the bulk mesophases was
also found for monoglyceride cubosomes: transitions from inverted bicontinuous
cubic to inverted hexagonal symmetry were initiated upon the addition of
hydrophobic compounds such as triglycerides,112 and further transitions into an
inverted cubic phase of discrete micelles were generated when oleic acid114 or
tetradecane115 were added.
Only a few studies explored the introduction of food additives into nonlamellar mesophases. Despite the enormous surface of cubic structures,
investigations show that the entrapment capacity of nutraceuticals is relatively
low. In recent investigations, Efrat and coworkers solubilized different hydrophobic nutraceuticals in the bulk QL mesophase.155 The solubilization capacities
were found to be highly dependent on the specific nature of the active molecules. For example, relatively high levels of phytosterols could be incorporated,
though the order of the mesophase decreased continuously with the increase in
phytosterol concentration. On the other hand, only traces of the unsaturated
antioxidant lycopene could be incorporated before precipitation occurred. However, the authors reported on synergistic effects when the two active molecules
were solubilized together, reflected in an increase in lycopene-loading as well as
an increase in the order and stability of the nutraceutical-loaded mesophase.
The tortoise-like structure of the cubic phase allows a slow diffusive release
of solubilized nutraceuticals and functional ingredients from the bulk phases.156
The rate of release and delivery of nutraceuticals can potentially be tuned via
appropriate formulation of the lipids, stabilizers, and external parameters
(temperature, pH, lipids modifications, additives) to match specific applications
in food and nutrition. Recently, cubic phases were used to enhance flavor
formation in a model Maillard reaction. High release of aroma from cubic
phases was found, likely due to the large internal interface of the cubic phase
and controlled-release associated with the low diffusivity of the compounds
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inside the cubic phase.157 The production was found to be more effective than in
microemulsions and several-fold higher than in water. However, despite their
large bilayer area, cubosomes display a burst release of both hydrophilic and
hydrophobic compounds,158 which may be associated with their nanometric
size.

8.6

Future trends

While liposomes are employed commercially in many food applications, no
commercial product exists that utilizes cubosomes or hexosomes. Developing
advanced technologies enabling the use of these nanometric lipid carriers to
deliver, target, and release entrapped nutraceuticals in a controlled manner
requires a thorough understanding of the fundamental characteristics of the
mesophases and their dispersions. To gain better insight into these systems,
comprehensive investigation of the complex links between the molecular
characteristics, self-assembly, phase behavior, and the properties of the formed
structures and their interaction with the guest molecules is required. Future
research should continue to focus on producing lipid-based vehicles from nonpurified polar lipid sources to reduce the cost of raw materials.3 Establishment
of new dispersion protocols that avoid the use of non-food-grade solvents and, in
addition, will better preserve the internal order of the assemblies, minimize
formation of residual vesicles, and improve the stability of the lipid supramolecular structures in their dispersed phase are needed. This line of research
should eventually yield reproducible, large-scale preparations at low costs.
Lipid carriers are mainly utilized in drug delivery applications, where small
quantities of a bioactive drug are sufficient to resolve various health-related
problems. Successful application of lipid self-assembled superstructures in food
nutrition on a large scale will often require higher loads and possibly other
delivery approaches. The interactions of the lipid assemblies with the entrapped
guest molecules and with the environment as well as the stability of the loaded
vehicles need to be addressed in more detail. Obtaining controlled release
profiles of encapsulated nutraceuticals at appropriate rates, at specific loci, will
be major issues toward implementation of vehicles such as cubosomes and
hexosomes in food systems.106,151 Pioneer reports on the use of nonlamellar
lipid mesophases to release flavor and aroma compounds in foods in a controlled
manner have shown great potential. More work is required to explore the
capabilities of lipid mesophases and their dispersed phases as reactors in
Maillard reactions.135
Dietary supplements are now considered a primary source for preventing or
reducing the risk factors of several diseases; however, data regarding their
bioactivity and bioavailability are scarce. Proper evaluation of the bioactivity
and bioavailability of sensitive food additives when they are released is required,
as well as investigation of the clinical efficiency and mechanism of action of the
released components.
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New concepts based on nanotechnology are being explored to improve the
functionality and delivery efficiency of the lipid vehicles. One such approach
involves encapsulation of wet or dry forms of lipid complexes inside other
nanoparticles. Such multi-structures can be used to develop high performance
delivery vehicles to target the lipid carriers to specific sites. The challenges of
this form of delivery are to achieve better protection of the sensitive ingredients,
maintain their concentration at desired levels and in a stable form, prevent their
degradation, and increase their bioactivity.159
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biopolymers for delivery of bioactive
ingredients via food
Y. D. Livney, Technion ± Israel Institute of Technology, Israel

9.1

Introduction

Complexes and conjugates of biopolymers, like proteins and polysaccharides,
which are the main structural and functional components of biological systems,
are of great practical and theoretical importance. These hybrid entities, both
natural and nature-inspired man-made, counterparts, synergistically combine
properties and functionalities of the biopolymers comprising them. They often
present new structural and functional capacities not possessed by their parent
macromolecules. In particular, the combination of proteins having hydrophobic
domains, with polysaccharides characterized by large hydrophilic structures,
creates superb macromolecular surfactants, exhibiting excellent stabilization
capability for water insoluble phases dispersed in aqueous media. Moreover,
they often spontaneously self-assemble to form nanoparticles, or nanocoating
layers which are useful for protection, delivery, and programmed or targeted
release of bioactive ingredients.
Associative interactions of biopolymers, like proteins and polysaccharides,
have a plethora of implications and applications in many fields of science and
technology. However, this realization has developed only slowly over many
years. The phenomenon was discovered in 1911 by Tiebackx1 who observed the
appearance of opacity or precipitation upon mixing of gelatin and gum arabic
(GA) in an acetic acid solution, and was first systematically studied 18 years
later on the same biopolymer system by Bungenberg de Jong and Kruit.2
Research interest in these phenomena increased very gradually over the
following decades, and only in the last 10±15 years has the volume of research
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and publications in this field grown dramatically, especially with respect to
biological and related systems. Complex formation occurring mainly, but not
solely, between oppositely charged biopolymers in food is of great importance
to formation and stability of texture, appearance and other sensory properties of
products, as well as to the development of important novel applications related
to special functionalities including delivery, analysis, quality preservation, and
packaging. This field has been reviewed from different viewpoints over the past
few years.3±9 This chapter is intended to review aspects of complexes and
conjugates of biopolymers related to the delivery of functional components via
foods.
The advantages of complexes and conjugates of proteins and polysaccharides
used as building blocks for delivery systems are many. Most of the proteins and
polysaccharides used to form the complexes originate from natural food raw
materials, and are therefore considered GRAS (generally recognized as safe),
natural, and label-friendly. Most food polysaccharides and proteins are widely
available and, excluding a few exceptions, are relatively inexpensive. A great
variety of types of biopolymers of various structures, properties, and functionalities are available, allowing the tailoring of specific combinations for unique
applications. The ability of such biopolymeric carriers to bind or entrap both
hydrophilic and hydrophobic compounds10 offers an important advantage for
delivery of combinations of synergistically active components, like oil and water
soluble antioxidants. Conjugates and complexes of proteins and polysaccharides
can often both adsorb to an oil-water surface to facilitate emulsion formation,
and form a thick macromolecular layer around it, which may greatly facilitate
stability by both steric and electrostatic repulsion mechanisms, and by increasing the viscosity of the continuous phase. If properly designed and prepared,
these synergistically combined mechanisms can provide excellent stability for
long shelf-life liquid systems, offering in some cases, better performance than
low molecular weight surfactants. The design of multi-layer capsules based on
the layer-by-layer deposition approach11 offers controllable formation of
microcapsules with improved stability, and protection of the core material.
Moreover, similar multi-layered vehicles may enable the programmable release
profile and targeting to specific zones in the digestive tract.
Based on knowledge gained over the past few decades, relying on theoretical,
experimental and modeling studies, the most important parameters affecting the
interactions between proteins and polysaccharides are now well documented,5,8,9
facilitating the design, application, and control of new delivery systems based on
complexes and conjugates of these biopolymers.
There are also certain limitations and challenges related to the use of
complexes and conjugates of proteins and polysaccharides for delivery applications. Some natural conjugates of polysaccharides and proteins, such as gum
arabic, are rather expensive,12 which is a driving force for continued research for
proper substitutes, some of which will be discussed herein. Electrostatic
complexes are quite sensitive to pH and ionic strength, as well as to temperature
changes, which may cause their dissociation or aggregation, moreover compared
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to nanocapsules of low molecular weight surfactants, it is much more difficult to
create transparent systems based on biopolymeric nanoparticles, e.g. for delivery
in clear drinks. The reason for this is their large molecular weight, which both
scatters much more light, and limits the curvature of stabilized oil-water surfaces, resulting in larger droplets or particles. Continued research and development efforts are seeking new ways to overcome such limitations, and exploit the
large potential of biopolymeric complexes and conjugates for delivery of
functional components in food.

9.2

Complexes and coacervates

Complex formation occurs between biopolymers exhibiting attractive interactions, including mainly electrostatic attraction between oppositely charged
fixed groups on the polymers. However, other attractive interactions may also
play important roles, e.g. hydrogen bonds, Van der Waals and hydrophobic
interactions.5,6,8,9 Such interactions may lead to formation of soluble complexes
or to associative phase separation and sometimes precipitation, conversely
repulsive interactions may lead to segregative phase separation due to thermodynamic incompatibility, wherein each phase is rich in one of the biopolymers
and poor in the other.13,14 In the case of associative interactions, if not all of the
macro ion charges are neutralized by complexation, complexes may remain
soluble, but near charge neutrality, complexes typically aggregate to form dense
phases.15 The formation of two liquid phases, one concentrated and containing
both oppositely charged macromolecules, and the other dilute in both, is termed
complex coacervation, a term which was coined by Bungenberg de Jong and
Kruyt,2 as opposed to simple coacervation, which occurs when a single polymer
phase-separates because of decreased solvent-quality conditions.8
9.2.1 Theoretical and experimental studies of complex coacervation
mechanisms
Overbeek and Voorn16 have proposed the first theoretical model to describe
electrostatic complex formation, based on the experimental results of
Bungenberg de Jong and Kruit2 on the gelatin-GA system. They explained
that complex coacervation is mainly driven by the decreasing electrostatic free
energy, but is opposed by the loss in configurational and translational entropy of
the poly-ions. The attracted chains `entrap' water within the complex, to
increase entropy. They based their theory on the Flory±Huggins lattice model,
for the entropy calculation, and the electrostatic free energy calculations on the
Debye±Huckel theory, which gives good description of low molecular weight
ions in solution, but does not take into account spatial corrections for closely
interacting macro-ions. Veis and Aranyi,17,18 who studied complex coacervation
of oppositely charged gelatins, found that the Overbeek and Voorn theory was
unable to correctly describe their results. They therefore developed an improved
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model, by taking into account the non-zero heat of mixing, and calculating the
Flory±Huggins interaction parameter, which was found to be a function of both
the temperature and the initial mixing concentrations. They described the
complex coacervation as a two-step process: first, oppositely charged macroions interact electrostatically, resulting in stable nearly neutral (ion-paired)
aggregates of low configurational entropy. Second, these slowly rearrange to
form a coacervates phase, driven by increasing configurational entropy through
random mixing within the coacervates phase and by the dilution of the nonrandom aggregate phase. An equilibrium forms between the dilute solution of
the poly-ion aggregates and the concentrated phase of intertwined, but not
specifically aggregated random coils.
A more recent theory19,20 offers a way to overcome a major approximation in
the Overbeek and Voorn theory, i.e. the poor description of the spatial
correlation between the oppositely charged flexible chains. This kind of weak
spatial correlations has been described using the random phase approximation
(RPA), resulting in an enhanced driving force for coacervation.5,19,20 The RPA
is predicted to be applicable to complex coacervation of weakly charged systems
and high salt concentrations. Biesheuvel and Cohen-Stuart21 recently proposed a
model using a cylindrical diffuse double-layer model for free polymer in
solution and electroneutrality within the complex. A theoretical stability
diagram was constructed relating pH, salt concentration, and mixing ratio, in
qualitative agreement with data in the literature for complex coacervation of
arabic gum and gelatin. The theory further explained the increased tendency
toward phase separation when the polymer becomes more strongly charged and
suggests that complexation of polyacid or polybase with zwitterionic polymer
(e.g. protein) of the same charge sign at the `wrong' side of the isoelectric point
may be due, in part, to an induced charge reversal of the protein. A further model
developed by Biesheuvel and Cohen-Stuart22 uses a novel approach assuming
cylindrical cells around each polyelectrolyte chain in the complex. The
electrostatic free energy is calculated using the Poisson±Boltzmann equation.
They applied this model to describe multilayer film formation by alternately
adding a polycation and a polyanion solution.
A more relevant model for complex formation between a protein and a
polyelectrolyte has been presented recently by Allen and Warren23 describing
complexation and phase behavior of oppositely charged polyelectrolyte/macroions using a Poisson±Boltzmann cell model. The model agreed well with
experiments for most features of associative phase separation of these systems.
Sanchez et al.24,25 studied complex coacervation between beta-lactoglobulin and
GA using small angle static light scattering (SALS). Time evolution of turbidity
during acidification revealed the existence of six pH-induced structural transitions. It was concluded that complex coacervation between beta lactoglobulin
and GA was a nucleation and growth type process, where a diffusion-controlled
growth mechanism is first observed during growth of soluble complexes,
followed by initiation of phase separation of the coacervation process with an
interfacially-controlled growth mechanism.
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Biesheuvel et al.26 studied phase behavior of oppositely charged nanoparticles using mixtures of lysozyme and chemically modified lysozyme whose
charge was close in magnitude but opposite in sign. They observed a reversible
phase separation which depended on protein concentration, ionic strength, but
also on temperature. They introduced a heterogeneous Poisson±Boltzmann cell
model that generally applies to mixtures of oppositely charged nanoparticles,
and in addition to steric and electrostatic interactions they included a temperaturedependent short-ranged interaction between the lysozyme molecules, whose
exact origin was unknown. The strength and temperature dependence of the
short-ranged attraction was similar in magnitude to that between unmodified
lysozyme molecules. That strong short-ranged attraction in their system
precluded the formation of colloidal liquid phases (or complex coacervates).
Da Silva et al.27 studied the peculiar phenomenon of association between
proteins and polyelectrolytes carrying net charge of same sign, previously
interpreted as an ion±dipole interaction overcoming the repulsive ion±ion interaction. Using Monte Carlo simulations and a perturbation theory, they proposed
that the explanation for the association is `charge regulation'. Studying three
different protein-polymer complexes they found that the induced ionization of
amino acid residues due to the polyelectrolyte led to unexpectedly strong
attractive interaction between the two biopolymers. The extra attraction from
this charge induced-charge interaction can reportedly be several kT, and for the
three cases studied, lysozyme, alpha-lactalbumin, and beta-lactoglobulin, was of
the same magnitude or stronger than the ion±dipole interaction.
9.2.2 Factors affecting formation and properties of the complexes
Cooper et al.4 have summarized the main factors affecting adsorption of a
polyelectrolyte to a spherical colloidal particle (1±10 nm) such as a protein or a
micelle: binding of a polyelectrolyte onto an oppositely charged spherical
particle with uniform charge distribution should increase with the colloid
surface charge density, the charge per polymer repeat unit or the linear charge
density, and decrease with increasing ionic strength. Experiment and theory
both show that at any ionic strength and linear charge density, no interactions
occur unless the colloid surface charge density exceeds some critical value.
Furthermore, von Goeler and Muthukumar4,28 described the effects of
polyelectrolyte molecular weight, chain rigidity and the radius of the colloidal
surface, as well as solution conditions like temperature and dielectric constant
of the medium. At constant temperature, dielectric constant, ionic strength and
linear charge density, the adsorption increases with colloid radius and decreases
with chain rigidity.
When dealing with the adsorption of polyelectrolytes on oppositely and
uniformly charged planar surfaces, polymer adsorption initially increases4,29
with addition of salt and then decreases with further increase of the ionic
strength. While the latter effect of a decreasing Debye screening length is
obvious, the possibility of intrapolymer repulsion in the absorbed state has been
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suggested to explain the former effect. Some experimental evidence for this may
exist below 20 mM salt.4
The effect of pH (2.0±7.0), on the formation of electrostatic complexes between
sodium caseinate and GA was studied by Ye et al., using absorbance measurements, and dynamic light scattering (DLS).30 While pure sodium caseinate
solutions showed a typical abrupt turbidity jump and precipitation below pH 5.4,
the addition of GA at increasing concentrations to sodium caseinate solution
shifted the abrupt increase in turbidity (designated pH1 ) to decreasing pH values.
A moderate rise in turbidity (to a level that increased with GA concentration)
remained at pH 5.4 (designated pHc, and denoting the pH at which the absorbance
of the sample increased, but phase separation did not occur). Dynamic light
scattering (DLS) data showed the formation of 100±150 nm nanoparticles between
pHc and pH1 , below pH1 the nanoparticles flocculated and the system phaseseparated as a consequence of charge neutralization, as shown by zeta-potential
measurements. Below about pH 2.5, denoted pHd, the phase-separated system
regained its solubility and transparency.30
Benichou et al. have studied the aqueous phase diagram of xanthan gum and
whey protein.31 At pH 7.0, and low total concentration of biopolymers,
cosolubility was observed, and at high total concentrations, above a binodal line,
incompatibility caused phase separation. However, an interesting zone was
observed below the binodal line where solution was still transparent but evidence was obtained of associative interactions of the two negatively charged
biopolymers. The authors used a spectrophotometric dye-binding method to
study effects of pH and ratio on the electrostatic interactions of the two
biopolymers. A positively charged dye, methylene blue (MB), shows a shift in
absorbance upon binding to xanthan gum. A reversal of the shift, with addition
of whey protein suggested, of MB release due to competition of the protein for
binding to the gum. This was observed already at pH 7.0, and increased with
decreasing pH, as associative interactions between the biopolymers
strengthened.31 Apparently at pH 7, there are still enough local patches of
positive charge on whey proteins allowing these weak associations.
Based on a comprehensive literature review, de Kruif et al.5 have drawn the
following conclusions regarding protein-polysaccharide complexation:
· Phase separation is mainly entropically driven, most probably due to the
delocalization of the counter ions of the protein and the polysaccharide.
· If one of the polyanions is a strong polyelectrolyte, a precipitate is formed
and not a liquid coacervates phase.
· Complexes form in solution much before macroscopic phase separation.
· At a mixing ratio where coacervation is maximal, the complexes formed are
neutral.
· Even at a large excess of one of the polyelectrolytes, the complexes formed
are only moderately charged.
· Salt dissociates all polyelectrolyte complexes (while extremely low ionic
strength also suppresses complexation).
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· Salt concentration in the dilute and concentrated phases is nearly equal.
· In the liquid coacervates phase there is a clear mobility of both polymers.
· Temperature hardly affects phase boundary.
9.2.3 Utilization of biopolymer complexation for encapsulation and
delivery of bioactives in food
The utilization of biopolymer complexation for encapsulation of nutraceuticals
for food enrichment has been growing over the last two decades, thanks to its
many advantages and numerous possible applications. While microencapsulation
was the main theme in the delivery field towards the end of the 1990s, nanoencapsulation and nanocoating are currently at the forefront of research and
development, and are gradually being applied industrially. In the following subsections, several recent examples are highlighted, with a focus on nanoparticles
and nanocoating layers for microcapsules.
Protein-anionic polysaccharide complexes
Liu et al. prepared complex hydrogel beads of about 2.5 mm diameter from
citrus pectin and zein, a protein from corn.32 While pure pectin gel beads
swelled more with increasing pH in the range 3.5±7.4, the pectin/zein complex
hydrogels did not. The complex beads endured protease attack, but were
hydrolyzed by pectinases. The system was designed as a colon-specific delivery
vehicle for bioactive molecules.32,33
Benichou et al. used electrostatic complexes of whey protein and xanthan
gum, instead of low molecular weight nonionic hydrophilic emulsifiers, to
nanocoat and stabilize the outer interface of water-in-oil-in-water (W/O/W)
double emulsions, with polyglycerol polyricinoleate (PGPR) stabilizing the
inner interface. Binary aqueous mixtures of the biopolymers did not coacervate
but formed stable complexes. Below the pI of the protein (pH 4.6), glucose
encapsulation yield in the inner aqueous phase of the double emulsion was close
to 95%. The complexes conferred stability to the droplets by both steric and
electrostatic mechanisms (zeta potential was about +30 mV). When the pH was
around or above the protein pI, the system exhibited reduced emulsification
capabilities with droplets larger than 10 m and encapsulation yield < 10%. This
was apparently because of partial complex dissociation. At pH  2, however, the
polymer adducts efficiently stabilized the double emulsions and formed a thick
barrier slowing the release of vitamin B1 which was entrapped in the innermost
phase of the W/O/W double emulsions. Vitamin release after three weeks of
storage at room temperature was < 18% compared to 100% at neutral pH.34
Recently, an interesting application has been presented for electrostatic complexes in the formation of `colloidosomes' which consist of large oil droplets
with small oil droplets adsorbed to their surfaces. These `colloidosomes' were
formed by mixing two oil-in-water emulsions: one containing relatively large
anionic droplets (d  0:6 m) at pH  4 stabilized by a double layer made of lactoglobulin ( -Lg) as the surfactant coated with pectin, with another oil-in-
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water emulsion containing relatively small cationic droplets (d  0:2 m), coated
at pH 4 with -Lg only). As the concentration of small cationic droplets was
increased, the measured z-potential increased from ÿ30 mV to 25 mV,
indicating that the small positively charged droplets adsorbed to the surface of
the large negatively charged droplets until they eventually saturated the surface
of the large droplets. Instability to droplet aggregation at intermediate small
droplet concentrations was explained by bridging flocculation and at high small
droplet concentrations by a possible depletion flocculation effect. Relatively
stable colloidosomes were made over an intermediate range of small droplet
concentrations, which consisted of large droplets surrounded by small droplets.
Colloidosomes, especially ones made of food grade components only, may have a
number of useful practical applications, in particular in controlled or triggered
release of encapsulated components.35
Protein-cationic polysaccharide complexes
Chen and Subirade prepared core-shell nanoparticles (100±200 nm hydrodynamic diameter) for delivery of nutraceuticals by crosslinking chitosan (CS),
a poly-cation, with sodium tripolyphosphate (TPP), followed by coating the
nano-gel-beads with either native or denatured -lactoglobulin ( -Lg).36 Before
-Lg addition, particles had a zeta potential of 20±60 mV. Coating layer of -Lg
ranged from 1±60% of the nanoparticle weight, increasing with pH, particularly
above the protein pI (~5), and peaking around 6.0, following a sharp decrease as
the chitosan charge decreases. The adsorption was mainly attributed to electrostatic interactions, hydrophobic interactions and hydrogen bonding between Lg and CS.36
Microcapsules made of chitosan and gelatin, were developed for delivery of
bioactive molecules (e.g. riboflavin) by ingestion. Chitosan, gelatin and the
bioactive molecule solutions were mixed at a low pH (using acetic acid) and
37 ëC, and then dropped into cold sesame-seed oil to induce gelation of the
gelatin. Then, ionotropic crosslinking was done at pH 7.0 (a pH which apparently also induced electrostatic complexation of the gelatin and the chitosan) to
improve the mechanical strength of the beads, using either sulfate, citrate or
tripolyphosphate (TPP). TPP, which has the highest charge density, gave the
best mechanical properties. However, the pH-responsive drug release
performance was poor and in 24 h riboflavin release rates in simulated gastric
fluid (SGF) and in simulated intestinal fluid (SIF) were 59% and 49%,
respectively. Citrate and sulfate crosslinked beads, released about 60% and 70%
of the riboflavin in 24 h in SIF, respectively, and completely released it in less
than 5 h in SGF.37 The studies discussed here also exemplify the important role
that multivalent counterions may play in electrostatic interactions between
biopolymers, in particular when encapsulation and controlled release is sought.
Protein-protein and protein-DNA complexes
These types of complexes are less common in delivery of bioactive molecules
via foods, and are much more common in pharmaceutical applications. Gelatin
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can be modified during production from collagen to make it either negatively or
positively charged at physiological pH, by changing its pI. This enables the
versatility and control of electrostatic binding of either positively or negatively
charged bioactive molecules including drugs, proteins and DNA. Various forms
of gelatin carrier matrices were fabricated for this type of controlled-release
applications.38
An innovative food application of DNA in a complex with gelatin and
carrageenan has been presented by Jonganurakkun et al.39 Single-stranded
DNA, extracted from discarded industrial salmon milt, was used to prepare
hydrogels and cocoa-butter emulsion gels, by crosslinking with gelatin and carrageenan, for the protection of functional materials, proteins, microorganisms
or drugs. The hydrogels provided protection in a simulated gastric juice against
release of methyl orange, simulating a functional ingredient, and the emulsion
gels improved survival of probiotic lactic bacteria in the acid conditions.39,40
Anionic polysaccharide-cationic polysaccharide complexes
The polycation chitosan and the polyanion alginate were used to form
polyelectrolyte complexes for encapsulation of proteins, cells, and enzymes.
Simsek-Ege et al. have used FTIR (Fourier transform infrared) spectroscopy to
study the interaction between chitosan and alginate at different pH values. Using
nitrogen analysis of the beads to measure the chitosan coating on the alginate
surface, the authors demonstrated that the yield of the complex formation must
be higher when the complex is prepared at pH 5 than at pH 2 since at the latter
pH there are fewer available ionized carboxylic acid groups on the alginate
surface.41 In another study, sodium alginate was used to coat the surface of TPP/
chitosan beads also containing gelatin, for the improvement of sustained release
performance. The loading efficiency of model encapsulants (brilliant blue and
FITC-dextran) in these beads was higher than 90%.42
An interesting concept in delivery was introduced by Liao et al.43 They
produced drug-loaded fibers, employing interfacial polyelectrolyte complexation, by pulling out complexes forming at the interface between solutions of,
e.g., chitosan and alginate, which contained the encapsulant. Release time of the
encapsulant ranged from hours to weeks depending on its properties, as well as
on the properties of the biopolymers used.43
In another study sequentially coated multilayered beads were prepared by
complex coacervation of alternating calcium alginate and chitosan layers. The
beads containing vitamin B2 were studied for vitamin release at varying pH
levels at 37 ëC. Nearly 54  4% of the vitamin were released in the first 3 h in a
SGF (pH 1.0) while the remaining amount was released in the SIF (pH 7.4)
within 6 h. The effect of composition and crosslinking degree of the outermost
alginate layer on the stability of the beads and the release kinetics were also
studied.44
Double-layered composite particles were made of pectin and chitosan which
gelled in the presence of Ca+2. Chitosan and Ca+2 concentrations significantly
affected particle swelling at pH 1.4 and 7.4 after 4 h, whereas chitosan and pectin
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concentrations significantly influenced the swelling at pH 7.4 after 12 h. The
results suggested that complex formation between chitosan and pectin occurred.
Protein release from the chitosan-pectin particles at pH 1.4 was negligible.
Chitosan-pectin particles could sustain the release of most loaded protein for 24 h
at pH 7.4. Pectinase increased protein release from 39% to 63% within 12 h at pH
7.4. These characteristics of the chitosan-pectin particles were suggested to be
applicable for colon-specific delivery of bioactive macromolecules.45

9.3

Conjugates ± covalently bonded biopolymers

Covalently conjugated biopolymers not only combine the properties of the
biopolymers comprising them, but synergistically exhibit superior properties.
Some of these entities are especially useful for encapsulating and stabilizing
dispersed phases. A conjugate of a protein that has hydrophobic domains and a
polysaccharide is a form of a block copolymer, which can adsorb to an oil±water
interface as a surfactant, and simultaneously form a stabilizing `hairy layer' with
its polysaccharide block. This `hairy layer' stabilizes the colloidal emulsion
system by steric exclusion and sometimes also electrostatic repulsion between
the droplets, as well as by increasing the viscosity of the continuous phase
around the droplet. Compared to non-covalent complexes of polysaccharides
and proteins, covalent conjugates of proteins and polysaccharides are generally
more effective as surfactants and as self-assemblers.
9.3.1 Naturally occurring conjugates of proteins and polysaccharides
Gum arabic
The classical example is gum arabic (gum acacia) which is an excellent emulsifier
and a natural nano-encapsulator. It is extracted from exudates of acacia trees,
mainly Acacia Senegal and also Acacia Seyal. Its structure and properties have
been extensively studied and reviewed (see, e.g., references 46±49). It is a highly
branched and somewhat anionic heteropolymer of a very complex structure.46 GA
contains a small protein fraction, apparently playing a fundamental role in its
adsorption at oil±water interface, an uncharacteristic property for polysaccharides.
The protein fraction is composed predominantly of hydroxyproline and serine and
is covalently bound to the reducing end of the polysaccharide chains.50,51 The
monomeric composition of Acacia Senegal (on a moist base with 12.5±16%
moisture) reportedly comprises the following: 39±42% galactose, 24±27%
arabinose, 12±16% rhamnose and 15±16% glucuronic acid, and the protein
fraction is 1.5±2.6%.48 GA was separated into three fractions using hydrophobic
affinity chromatography.46,49 Most of the gum (88.4%) was referred to as an
arabinogalactan (AG). It had only 0.35% protein, and a molecular mass of 3.8 
105 Da. A second fraction (10.4%) referred to as an `AG±protein complex' (AGP)
had a molecular mass of 1.45  106 Da, and protein content of 11.8%. The
smallest fraction (1.2% of the total gum) referred to as a low molecular weight
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glycoprotein (GP) had a molecular mass of 2.5  105 Da and a protein content of
47.3%. The more commonly accepted model for the structure of AGP is the wattle
blossom model52 describing this high molecular weight fraction of the gum as
consisting of large carbohydrate blocks with a molecular mass of approximately
2.5  105 Da individually attached to a polypeptide chain.
GA has been extensively used as an emulsifier and stabilizer in beverages,
mainly for emulsifying aroma oils in acid drinks.47,53 Not only does it have good
emulsifying and stabilizing capacities,47,54 but it is an excellent natural
encapsulator for water insoluble compounds, such as flavors55 and nutraceuticals
such as lycopene,56 linoleic acid,57 and conjugated linoleic acid.58 Its main
disadvantage is its relatively high price, which is driving research efforts in the
quest for cheaper substitutes with a similar functional quality.53
Soy soluble polysaccharides
One such interesting potential substitute from a natural source is `soybean watersoluble polysaccharide' (SSPS).59±63 SSPS is extracted from a byproduct of
soybean protein isolation and has been shown to be effective in stabilizing
beverage emulsions63 as well as acidic milk beverages.64 SSPS is an acidic
polysaccharide containing galacturonic acid. SSPS is composed of a main
rhamnogalacturonan backbone branched by -1,4-galactan and -1,3- or -1,5arabinan chains.59 SSPS may be used in flavor emulsions because of its high
water solubility, pH stability, low bulk viscosity, emulsifying properties, and
ability to form strong interfacial films.59 SSPS may be separated into a high MW
fraction (HMF; 310 kDa) and a low MW fraction (LMF; 20 kDa) by size
exclusion chromatography. SSPS/HMF consisted of 91.6% carbohydrate and
2.2% protein and showed better emulsifying properties than those of the whole
SSPS, whereas SSPS/LMF seemed to exert a negative effect on the adsorption
behavior of SSPS. The protein fraction of SSPS/HMF had a molecular mass of
50 kDa, as determined by SDS-PAGE, and was predominantly composed of
proline (23.1%) and glutamic acid (15.2%), as well as 8.8% of residual neutral
sugar and 5.3% of uronic acid.59 SSPS and its fractions, HMF and LMF with and
without maltodextrins were used for microencapsulation of linoleic acid by
emulsification and spray drying. Stability to oxidation of the encapsulant
increased as the weight fraction of the LMF increased, which was explained by a
high free radical scavenging effect of this fraction.65
9.3.2 Man-made covalent conjugates useful for encapsulation
The emulsifying properties of egg-protein were shown more than ten years ago to
improve by covalent conjugation with a polysaccharide. Conjugates were formed
in a controlled dry state (60 ëC, 65% R.H.) through the Maillard reaction between
the -amino groups in proteins and the reducing-end carbonyl residues in
polysaccharides. Ovalbumin or lysozyme, and dextran or galactomannan were
employed for protein-polysaccharide conjugation.66 WPI-dextran conjugates
were similarly coupled by dry heat treatment of the protein polysaccharide
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mixtures. The conjugates caused much better stability of the emulsions formed,
compared to WP alone, or to GA. The improvement of WP functionality by the
conjugation was explained by the enhanced steric stabilization provided by the
bulky hydrophilic polysaccharide moiety.67
Sodium caseinate (SC)-dextran (Dex) conjugates were investigated for the
possibility of stabilizing water-in-oil-in-water emulsions (W/O/W) to control the
release of vitamin B12 from the inner water phase (W1) to the outer aqueous
phase (W2). The conjugates were prepared by Maillard reaction of SC with Dex
(250 000 or 500 000 Da) induced by incubating at 60ëC and 79% R.H. for 8 h.
The double emulsions, with encapsulated vitamin B12, were prepared by a twostep emulsification technique using polyglycerin polyricinoleate (PGPR, E476)
as the hydrophobic emulsifier. Compared to the pure protein, SC-Dex conjugate
yielded smaller and more narrowly distributed water-containing oil droplet
emulsions. Under acidic conditions, the conjugate-containing emulsions were
more stable to coalescence than the emulsions with SC, and the vitamin B12
release from the inner W1 phase was significantly decreased.68

9.4 Complexes of a protein with a polysaccharide-protein
conjugate
Electrostatic complexes of GA, the natural polysaccharide-protein conjugate,
and proteins were studied extensively with respect to encapsulation. Complex
coacervation at pH 3.0±4.5 between whey protein and GA (WP/GA) was
successfully used for microencapsulation of sunflower oil, lemon and orange oil
flavor. The formation of a smooth biopolymer shell around the oil droplets was
achieved close to pH 4.0 and the amount of loaded encapsulant was higher than
80%. Large droplets (>200 m) had a typical shell/core structure, but small
droplets (<50 m) were easier to encapsulate within a coacervate matrix. The
stability of the emulsion was strongly pH-dependent. Maximal creaming rate
was observed at pH 4.0, where the zeta potential was close to zero. When
various capsules of lemon oil were introduced into Gouda cheese, after one
month the release of flavor from large capsules was higher than that from small
ones, while the release from covalently crosslinked capsules was lower than that
from uncrosslinked ones, probably because of a dense biopolymer wall which
was difficult to break by chewing.69
Complexes of plant proteins with GA were studied through zeta potential and
turbidity measurements. Two model proteins were observed: a cereal protein
(alpha gliadin) and a leguminous protein (pea globulin). Optimum coacervation
was obtained with GA at pH 2.75 for pea globulins with a proteinpolysaccharide ratio of 30 : 70, and at pH 3 for alpha gliadins with a proteinpolysaccharide ratio of 50 : 50. Both the charge density profile and the steric
conformation of both macromolecules forming the complex determined the
ability of the coacervates to encapsulate oil droplets.70
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9.5

Future trends

The two most important current and future trends driving the encapsulation and
delivery field are health and nanotechnology. There is a strong worldwide drive to
develop methods and technologies which would enable nanometric manipulation
of material properties and functionalities. In food science and technology, one of
the major potential applications of nanotechnology is in the encapsulation,
targeted delivery and controlled release of nutraceuticals. Potential applications of
complexes and conjugates may include multi-nano-layer constructs which may
enable a `programmable' release profile during digestion. Nanoencapsulation
promises new advantages in product enrichment without harming sensory
properties, like transparency (e.g. enrichment of clear drinks with oils, soluble
vitamins, and antioxidants), texture smoothness, flavor and smell (timing profile
and burst effect). Nanoencapsulation also promises superior absorption of certain
micro-nutrients, a trend which would necessitate reevaluation of recommended
daily allowance values, and may lower the actual amounts supplemented. The
related risks would need to be carefully studied and managed. However, the
potential benefits are stimulating extensive investment in research and development. The role of biopolymers, and their complexes and conjugates in these
developments is central, and therefore harnessing of basic physical chemistry,
polymer science, and biological-material science becomes vital for success.

9.6

Sources of further information and advice

Reviews of protein-polysaccharide complexes can be found in references 71±73.
Reviews of nanotechnology in food and delivery of nutraceuticals can be found
in references 74±78.
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Food-protein-derived materials and their
use as carriers and delivery systems for
active food components
M. Subirade and L. Chen, Laval University, Canada

10.1

Introduction

The emergence of dietary compounds with health benefits offers an excellent
opportunity to improve public health. Known as nutraceuticals, this category of
compounds has received much attention in recent years from the scientific community, consumers and food manufacturers. The list of potential nutraceutical
products (vitamins, probiotics, bioactive peptides, antioxidants, etc.) is endless,
and scientific evidence to support the concept of health-promoting food
ingredients is growing steadily. Even though the nature of the involvement of
nutraceutical compounds in physiological functions is not yet fully understood, it
is now well recognized that their addition to foods, as simple and direct means of
decreasing the incidence of illnesses, holds much promise for benefit to society.
The scientific community can therefore contribute to the development of
innovative functional foods that bring physiological benefits or reduce long-term
risks of developing diseases (Elliott and Ong, 2002).
The effectiveness of nutraceutical products in preventing diseases depends on
preserving the bioavailability of the active ingredients. This represents a formidable challenge, given that only a small proportion of these remains bioavailable
following oral administration, because of insufficient gastric residence time, low
permeability and/or low solubility within the gastrointestinal (GI) tract, as well as
instability under conditions encountered during food processing (temperature,
oxygen, light) or in the gut (pH, enzymes, presence of other nutrients), all of
which limit the activity and potential health benefits of nutraceutical molecules
(Bell, 2001). The delivery of these molecules will therefore require food
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formulators and manufacturers to provide protective mechanisms that both
maintain the active molecular form until the time of consumption, and deliver this
form to the physiological target within the organism.
Polymer-based delivery systems that trap molecules of interest within networks have been developed extensively for the biomedical and pharmaceutical
sectors to protect and transport bioactive compounds to target functions (Peppas
et al., 2000; Langer and Peppas, 2003). In spite of the success of carrier systems
such as hydrogels, micro- and nanoparticles designed for enhanced delivery of
medicinal drugs, drug targeting or time-controlled release, most of these
polymer-based systems, cannot be used for food applications that require
compounds generally recognized as safe (GRAS).
Protein is an essential component of the daily diet. Adult humans must eat
dozens of grams of protein every day. It provides energy as well as materials for
the synthesis of all bodily structures and enzymes, including all the hydrolases
that are secreted daily into the GI tract to digest food. Most natural foods contain
at least some protein and certain byproducts of the food-processing industry are
rich in protein (whey from cheese production, press cake from vegetable oil
production). Proteins are also widely used in formulated foods, partly because of
their nutritional value, but especially for their functional properties, which
include gelling, foaming and emulsification and underlie many food sensory
attributes. Among these functional properties, the network forming ability of
protein and the ability to adsorb spontaneously to interfaces to stabilize
polyphasic systems offer the possibility of developing GRAS biocompatible
carriers for oral administration of sensitive nutraceuticals in a wide variety of
foods (Chen et al., 2006). Moreover, research continues to confirm the association between consumption of food proteins and peptides and the health of
populations, making them substrates of choice for nutraceutical and functional
foods (Shahidi and Mine, 2005).
This chapter illustrates the potential of food protein-based matrices to serve
as carriers for the controlled release of functional food components. Since the
diversity of the systems and production processes under investigation is already
vast, this chapter focuses on recent progress in the design, preparation and
evaluation of food-protein-based delivery systems based on hydrogel or microand nanoparticles and their potential for the development of innovative
functional foods.

10.2 Food protein hydrogels and related networks as
nutraceutical carriers
Various strategies have been developed to protect and deliver bioactive
molecules. One that has been the subject of numerous studies (Brannon-Peppas,
1993; Kamath and Park, 1993; Park and Park, 1996; Peppas, 1997) consists of
trapping molecules of interest in hydrogels. A hydrogel is obtained by swelling
an infinite network of hydrophilic polymers with a large amount of water
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without loss of network structure (Qiu and Park, 2001). A three-dimensional
network is formed by crosslinking polymer chains through covalent bonds,
hydrogen bonding, van der Waals interactions, or physical entanglements
(Kamath and Park, 1993). Over the past decade, hydrogels have been studied
extensively in biomedical and pharmaceutical applications, primarily because of
their ability to protect drugs from hostile environments and to deliver them in
response to environmental stimuli such as changes in pH and temperature (Qiu
and Park, 2001; Park and Park 1996; Kashyap et al., 2005). In the food industry,
the development of food-protein-based environment-sensitive hydrogels for
nutraceutical delivery is interesting in terms of both product performance and
marketing. A fundamental advantage of this approach is that nutraceutical
carrier gels are safe and can stabilize food texture, which is a highly desirable
characteristic in the manufacturing of food products.
10.2.1 Environment-sensitive food protein hydrogels
Swelling properties
Food protein hydrogels are examples of polyelectrolyte networks swelling in
water and retaining significant amounts of water within their structure (Peppas
and Khare, 1993). Their ability to absorb water is due to the presence of
ionizable groups such as carboxylic acid, sulfonic acid or amine groups that
render the polymer more hydrophilic. It has been shown recently that lactoglobulin protein gels formed by the gelation/phase separation method may
swell by absorption of water from three to 30 times by weight for hydrated and
dehydrated gels, respectively (Reddy et al., 2006). Among the factors that affect
the swelling/de-swelling behavior of protein hydrogels are the degree of
ionization, the ionization equilibrium and the nature of the counter-ions. As
ionization increases, repulsive forces increase and the network becomes more
hydrophilic. For example, pH variations cause the acidic (carboxylic) and basic
(ammonium) groups in polypeptide chains to accept or release protons and thus
determine swelling behavior, a well-researched mechanism for swellingcontrolled product release systems (Qiu and Park, 2001).
Medium pH has a striking effect on the swelling of whey protein gels and the
difference between the acidic pH in the stomach (1.9) and the neutral pH in the
intestine (7.5) is large enough to allow timed release of molecules from protein
gels given orally (Beaulieu et al., 2002). Swelling is minimal at pH 4.5, near the
isoelectric point or pI of whey protein (5.2) and greater at intestinal pH (7.5) or
gastric pH (1.9). This suggests that swelling is governed mainly by the net
charge of the protein molecules. Near pI, the net charge is zero for many of
them, which minimizes electrostatic repulsions and hence gel swelling. Protein±
protein interactions are favored over protein±solvent interactions. However, at
pH other than pI, many whey protein molecules bear a net charge, increasing
electrostatic repulsive forces and swelling. Whey protein gels are more swollen
at intestinal pH than at gastric pH, since both the carboxyl and amino groups on
all molecules are charged, maximizing electrostatic repulsive forces. At gastric
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pH, only the amine groups are charged. Hydrogel shrinkage due to attractions
between opposite charges appears insignificant, suggesting that the various
protein molecules tend not to bear equal numbers of carboxyl and amino groups.
It can therefore, be concluded that the ionizable and/or ionized groups are the
major factors that govern the pH-sensitive swelling mechanism of the gels. Not
surprisingly, pH-responsive polymeric networks have been extensively studied
and have been one of the most frequently used systems for the development of
controlled release formulations for oral administration.
Biodegradation properties
Among the factors that modulate the release properties of protein hydrogels,
those that promote gel breakdown play a major role. In orally administered
products, the most important degradation mechanism is hydrolytic breakdown
catalyzed by digestive enzymes. Food proteins break down to peptides, some of
which may be bioactive and exert physiological effects in vivo, for example on
the gastrointestinal, cardiovascular, endocrine, immune and nervous systems
(Kilara and Panyam, 2003; Korhonen and Pihlanto, 2003). Since the formation
of enzyme-substrate complexes is highly specific, enzymatic digestion is sensitive to changes that may affect substrate conformation or the active site of
enzymes. For example, Fig. 10.1(a) shows the profile of breakdown by digestive
enzymes (pepsin in the gastric step and pancreatin in the intestinal step) of two
types of whey protein hydrogel that differ in structure (Remondetto et al., 2004).
The first one, called `filamentous gel', is composed of flexible linear strands in a
regular network created by linear aggregation maintained by hydrophobic
interactions. The second one, called `particulate gel', is composed of larger and
almost spherical particles in random aggregation maintained essentially by van
der Waals forces. This figure shows that the profile of breakdown is sensitive to
gel structure, which may reflect the importance of enzyme diffusion into the
network, since it is the surface area available for contact between the enzyme
and the substrate that determines the rate of breakdown. This may be particularly
important for highly crosslinked networks, which hinder enzyme penetration,
thus making the system more resistant to the enzymatic attack. Parameters such
as the crosslinking density of the hydrogel and/or the substrate conformation
could be modified to obtain the system with the desired degradation profile
(Kamath and Park, 1993).
Binding properties
Protein hydrogel is not an inert polymer delivery system since it has the ability
to interact with a wide range of active compounds owing to the affinity of these
compounds for gel-constituting proteins. The excellent review by De Wolf and
Brett (2000) describes the ligand-binding properties of proteins and their potential applications in protein-mediated transport and controlled release of small
molecules. Among these, bovine -lactoglobulin ( -lg), which is the major
whey protein in the milk of ruminants, has a high affinity for a wide range of
compounds including retinol (Futterman and Heller, 1972), fatty acids (Spector
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Fig. 10.1 Impact of simulated GI conditions on (a) soluble nitrogen release and (b) iron
release from filamentous gels (solid line) and particulate gels (dashed line) (reproduced
from Remondetto et al., 2004).

and Fletcher, 1970) and phospholipids (Brown, 1984; LefeÁvre and Subirade,
2001). After binding to -lg, retinol and other hydrophobic molecules are
protected from oxidative degradation (Hattori et al., 1995). Thus, it has been
proposed that -lg be used as a versatile carrier of small hydrophobic molecules
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in controlled delivery applications (Batt et al., 1994). In fact, many food proteins
have high affinities for a wide range of molecules (Arts et al., 2002; JoÈbstl et al.,
2004; Jannin et al., 2004; Rawel et al., 2005; Papadopoulou et al., 2005). These
binding properties are dependant on the molecular structure of protein which
under appropriate conditions (pH, temperature, ionic strength, etc.) can expose
multiple functional groups modulating interactions with active compounds.
Therefore, an active compound, having affinity for gel-constituting protein, is
expected to be preferably loaded on the carrier and to be released slowly, as
compared to inert gel where release rate of compounds typically relies on diffusion of the active through aqueous channels, the diffusion-controlled mechanisms reducing the potential for sustained release of active (Tada et al., 2005).
Protein hydrogels thus have various properties, such as binding, swelling and
breakdown, which can be modulated to control the release of encapsulated
molecules.
10.2.2 Food protein hydrogel formation
The most popular hydrogel obtained from food proteins and used as a delivery
carrier for active compounds is certainly gelatin-based hydrogel (Young et al.,
2005). Gelatin has desirable properties including biodegradability, low immunogenicity and low cytotoxicity. Gelatin alone forms physical hydrogels in
response to temperature change (Einerson et al., 2003). However, these have
poor mechanical and chemical stability, necessitating crosslinking agents or
mixing with other polymers (Yang and Kao, 2006).
Even though gelation of other food proteins, particularly of globular proteins
(e.g. egg white, soybean and whey proteins), has attracted much attention over
the years because of its physicochemical and industrial significance (Clark and
Ross-Murphy, 1987; Ziegler and Foegeding 1990; Bryant and McClement 1998;
Clark et al., 2001), its application to active delivery systems is still limited. This
may be due to the fact that gelation is traditionally achieved through heat
treatment limiting their use as carriers to thermally stable compounds such as
caffeine (Gunasekaran et al., 2006). However, since many nutraceutical molecules would be irreversibly inactivated by exposure to the degree of heating
involved, a method for producing food protein hydrogels under much milder
conditions is required.
Recently, it has been reported that cold-induced gelation of globular whey
proteins (Barbut and Foegeding, 1993) and more recently soybean proteins
(Maltais et al., 2005) can be achieved by adding Ca2+ ions to a predenatured
protein suspension. This method requires a heating step during which proteins
are denatured and polymerized into soluble aggregates, followed by a cooling
step and subsequent salt addition, which results in the formation of a network via
Ca2+-mediated interactions of soluble aggregates. A mechanism of crosslinking
carboxyl groups with Ca2+ has been suggested for the gelation of pre-denatured
whey proteins at ambient temperature (Roff and Foegeding, 1996) with ionic
strength playing a major role (Remondetto and Subirade, 2003). The formation
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of cold-set gels opens interesting opportunities for food proteins as carriers of
sensitive nutraceutical compounds and in the development of innovative
functional food ingredients. One advantage of this approach is exposure of
multiple functional groups within the protein upon denaturing, which could be
exploited to create different interactions between nutraceutical compounds and
polypeptide chains such as (i) hydrogen-bonding, (ii) hydrophobic interactions
and (iii) electrostatic interactions, which may in turn be applied to target
nutraceutical delivery.
Based on the same process, cold-set gels were obtained by adding a ferrous
salt to solutions of denatured -lactoglobulin, addressing a mineral deficiency
that concerns a large number of people all over the world (Remondetto et al.,
2002). Gel mechanical properties and microstructural analyses showed that two
types of gel, `filamentous' and `particulate', could thus be obtained, depending
on the iron/protein ratio. These different microstructural properties are strongly
linked to aggregate molecular structure, as revealed by Fourier transform
infrared spectroscopy and rheological data (Remondetto and Subirade, 2003).
Release data presented in Fig. 10.1(b) suggest that these microstructures would
have a major impact on iron delivery, due to their different sensitivities to
environmental conditions such as pH and digestive enzymes and that filamentous gels show promise as matrices for transporting iron and promoting its
absorption (Remondetto et al., 2004). Modulation of gel microstructure and
functional properties by cold gelation should allow tailoring of water-soluble
delivery devices for nutraceutical and functional food system development.
Moreover, in the past few years, there has been growing interest in the
application of composite systems such as emulsion gels to food formulation
(Dickinson and Chen, 1999). Because of their flexibility and amphiphilic nature,
globular proteins such as whey proteins rapidly adsorb to the emulsion interface,
where they self-aggregate and form continuous and homogeneous membranes
around oil droplets through intermolecular -sheet interactions (LefeÁvre and
Subirade, 2003). By coating oil droplets with charged layers, protein films
provide an electrostatic barrier against flocculation and coalescence (Phillips et
al., 1994). Numerous works have demonstrated the ability of oil-in-water
emulsions stabilized by whey protein isolates (WPI) to form gels by heat
treatment, extending the possibilities for creating foods with new and improved
organoleptic properties (Jost et al., 1986, 1989; McClements et al., 1993;
Dickinson et al., 1996; Chen and Dickinson, 1998). Recently, it has been shown
that -lactoglobulin emulsions can be gelled at room temperature and that gel
microstructure, final physical characteristics and functional properties can be
modulated by varying the oil and calcium concentrations (Leung Sok Line et al.,
2005a). The suitability of such matrices as carriers for heat-sensitive and fatsoluble antioxidants has been demonstrated using -tocopherol, as bioactive
compound model (Leung Sok Line et al., 2005b). It has been shown that cold-set
-lactoglobulin emulsion gels protect -tocopherol under GI conditions and that
-tocopherol release is correlated with matrix degradation. Furthermore,
degradation of these gels during the gastric step was only 20%, indicating that
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the matrices are gastro-resistant. Their gastro-resistance could be related to the
interaction of the dispersed oil droplets with the gel matrix, which strengthens
the three-dimensional network (Leung Sok Line et al., 2005a).
Gelation of globular proteins has been the subject of numerous reviews,
indicating both its scientific and commercial relevance (Totosaus et al., 2002).
The ability of hydrogels made from such proteins to entrap both fat-soluble and
water-soluble food components of high health impact and to maintain the active
forms of these components should contribute to the development of innovative
functional solid foods. Nevertheless, understanding the role of nutraceutical
ingredients in gel formation and studying their interactions within the protein
network remain essential to anticipating their release profiles. Moreover, depending on the production method, variations in the electrochemical and physical
properties of protein-based controlled release systems could be achieved.

10.3

Food protein micro- and nanoparticles

Micro and sub-micro particles are defined generally as particles less than about
1000 m in size and which may be substantially less than 1 m in diameter.
(`Sub-micro' refers to nanoparticles in this chapter.) Advantages of micro and
sub-micro particles are their abilities to control the release rate of the incorporated materials and deliver them to the right place at the right time (SchaÈfer et
al., 1992; Brannon-Peppas, 1995). This can be achieved by careful formulation
of the desired internal composition and surface coating to allow matrix
degradation and consequent contents release to occur at different times, for
example to mimic the administration schedules of different nutraceutical compounds (Pothakamury and Barbosa-Gnovas, 1995), or by precise control of the
particle size (Torrado et al., 1989; Berkland et al., 2002; Amidon et al., 2003;
Hori et al., 2005). Larger particles generally release encapsulated compounds
more slowly and over longer time periods, while particle size reduction introduces several bio-adhesive improvement factors, including increased adhesive
force and prolonged GI transit time, leading to a higher drug bioavailability.
Also, by simply altering the size, it is possible to achieve localization of
microspheres in a particular organ or tissue. For example, Desai et al. (1997)
showed that 100 nm nanoparticles had 2.5-fold greater uptake compared to 1 m
and 6-fold higher uptake compared to 10 m microparticles in Caco-2 cells.
The functional properties of proteins make them very good coating material
for the encapsulation of bioactive compounds (Gennadios, 2002; Radwick and
Burgess, 2002). During the past two decades, interest in developing protein
micro (sub-micro) particles as delivery systems has grown, and various kinds of
animal proteins have been investigated, including gelatin (Franz et al., 1998;
Paynea et al., 2002), collagen (Alex and Bodmeier, 1990; RoÈssler et al., 1995;
Swatschek et al., 2002), casein (Latha et al., 1995; Latha et al., 2000; Sahin et
al., 2002), albumin (Sokoloski and Royer, 1984; Tomlinson and Burger, 1985;
Arnedo et al., 2002; Yeo et al., 2003) and whey protein (Rosenberg and Young,
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Manufacturing techniques used for preparing protein nanoparticles

Technique

Protein

Particle size

Reference

Extrusion

Gelatin

1±2.5 mm

Whey

1±2 mm

Di Silvio et al. (1994)
Franz et al. (1998)
Beaulieu et al. (2002)

BSA
Casein
Collagen
Gelatin

22±30 nm
75±100 m
120±300 nm
6±400 m
20±160 m
1±7 m
1±32 m
100 m
10±70 m
10±50 m
3±10 m

Sahin et al. (2002)
Latha et al. (2000)
Swatschek et al. (2002)
Esposito et al. (1996)
Dinarvand et al. (2004)
Mladenovska et al. (2002)
Torrado et al. (1989)
Lazko et al. (2004)
Bhattacharjee and Das (2001)
Picot and Lacroix (2004)
Chen et al. (2006)

1±5 m
2.5 m
88±110 nm
5 m

Li et al. (2001)
Bruschi et al. (2003)
Gomez et al. (1998)
Hino et al. (2003)

Emulsificationstabilization

Ovalbumin, HSA
Soy glycinin
Whey protein

Spray-drying

Albumin
Gelatin
Insulin
Silk protein

Coacervation

BSA
250 nm
Gliadin
500 nm
HAS, gelatin
200±400 nm
Zein
300±1200
Gelatin/gum arabic, 50±200 m
Xanthan
Albumin/gum arabic
-lactoglobulin/gum
arabic

Arnedo et al. (2002)
Mauguet et al. (2002)
Weber et al. (2000)
Liu et al. (2005)
De Kruif et al. (2004)

1993; Beaulieu et al., 2002; Picot and Lacroix, 2004) in addition to plant
proteins such as soy glycinin (Lazko et al., 2004), zein (Liu et al., 2005) and
wheat gliadin (Ezpeleta et al., 1996). Multiple component matrices such as
protein-polysaccharide (GueÂrin et al., 2003; Chen and Subirade, 2006) and
protein-synthetic polymer (Kasper et al., 2005; ArboÂs et al., 2002) micro (submicro) particles have also been designed.
So far, a great variety of processes have been developed to prepare proteinbased micro (sub-micro) particles, including extrusion, emulsificationstabilization, spray drying and coacervation (Table 10.1). Since particle size
plays a very important role in regulating polymer matrix degradation rate as
well as nutraceutical compound release rate, uptake and distribution in the
body, we will address these techniques in increasing order of final product
particle size.
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10.3.1 Techniques of micro (sub-micro) particle preparation
Extrusion
Extrusion is achieved by forcing protein droplets containing the fixing agent into
a gel-forming solution and solidifying the falling droplets in microbeads or
capsules. The smallest particles so produced are about 1 mm in diameter.
Extrusion is a convenient process for encapsulating bioactive compounds in
food protein matrices and these provide good barrier properties. For example,
gelatin microspheres may be prepared by forcing the heated gelatin solution into
chilled liquid paraffin (Di Silvio et al., 1994; Franz et al., 1998). Cooling of the
dispersion results in the formation of beads of 1.6±2 mm, which are subsequently crosslinked to form microspheres, that are insoluble at 37 ëC. Aldehyde
derivatives such as formaldehyde, glutaraldehyde or other bifunctional reactants
have been used as crosslinking agents. Recently, a protein-based `all aqueous'
encapsulation method has been developed as a two-stage process, which consists
of first forming `liquid core' microspheres with droplets of whey protein
encapsulated in alginate (Al) `skin' by dropping whey protein/alginate mixed
solution into Ca2+ solution and then crosslinking the microsphere matrix either
by heating or chemically by glutaraldehyde (Rosenberg and Lee, 2004). The
formation of stable microspheres is critically dependent on rapid and effective
formation of Ca-Al `skin' around the dispersed whey droplets, which could be
expected to depend on rapid diffusion of Ca2+ ions into the surface of the whey
protein droplets to provide effective crosslinking of the Na-Al. Whey protein
micro-beads (1±2 mm) have also been formed by an extrusion method consisting
of dropping the whey protein/oil emulsion into a calcium chloride (CaCl2)
solution (Beaulieu et al., 2002). The principle of this method is based on a Ca2+induced gelation of pre-denatured whey protein. Preparation conditions
influence micro-bead sphericity and homogeneity, increased CaCl2 favoring a
more regular shape. In fact, high CaCl2 concentration results in accelerated
gelation kinetics, which leads to rapid entrapment and stabilization of emulsion
droplets by the protein network. Properties such as swelling, elasticity, deformability and resistance at fracture depend on pH and preparation conditions. FTIR
spectroscopic analysis shows that bead formation has a pronounced effect on the
secondary structure of whey protein, leading to the formation of intermolecular
hydrogen-bonded -sheet structures. Originally, this process allowed the
formation of beads of about 1 or 2 mm. However, it has been shown recently
that calcium concentration can be judiciously controlled to obtain desired
particle sizes in the m to mm range (Lavoie et al., 2005).
Emulsification/stabilization process
The emulsification-stabilization technique is a two-step process comprising the
emulsification of a protein solution containing the encapsulated substance,
followed by particle hardening by protein precipitation using a crosslinking
agent or by changing the pH and temperature. Protein microsphere diameter can
be set anywhere over a wide range by formulation and controlling the emulsifying conditions. For example, by varying the gelatin concentration from 5% to
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65%, microspheres ranging from 10 m to 1500 m have been produced
(Dinarvand et al., 2004). Higher protein concentrations result in larger droplets
due to the effect of increased viscosity on mixer efficiency. Moreover, both the
stirring rate and the phase volume ratio strongly influence microsphere size
distribution. The degree of crosslinkage does not significantly influence size
distribution, although it can be adjusted to improve microsphere smoothness and
more importantly to control microsphere swelling properties (Dinarvand et al.,
2004). Since crosslinkers are usually toxic or may engage in unwanted reactions
with encapsulated cores, thermal hardening has been applied to stabilize BSA,
gelatin and -lactoglobulin droplets, by maintaining the w/o emulsion above
90 ëC (Bhattacharjee and Das, 2001). Compared to chemical crosslinking
microspheres, spheres formed by heat crosslinking are soft and spongy and have
smoother surfaces with very smaller pores.
Microencapsulation by forming a surface layer of protein-surfactant insoluble
complex on oil droplets has also been developed, using gelatin type A and
sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS), an anionic surfactant (Magdassi and Vinetsky,
1995). Binding isotherms and the specific molar ratios of SDS to gelatin at
which the insoluble complex is formed have been determined. Encapsulability
of oil by using soy glycinin, as wall forming material, was also realized by
changing pH and temperature of the protein solution. Mild acid (pH 2.0) and
heating (55 ëC) the reaction medium during the emulsification step significantly
enhance surface deposition of glycinin. Slow readjustment of the pH limits
aggregation and leads to homogeneous precipitation of proteins. The
homogeneity of microcapsule size could be improved by shortening the time
required for the precipitation step (Lazko et al., 2004).
Recently, alginate-whey protein microspheres (100 m) have been developed
by emulsification/internal cold gelation (Chen and Subirade, 2006) without
organic crosslinking agent or heating. The method is based on the release of
calcium ions from an acid-soluble calcium salt in emulsified pre-denatured
protein solution. This is achieved by acidification with an oil-soluble acid, which
partitions to the dispersed aqueous phase, releasing soluble calcium and initiating
gelation. Microscopy, presented in Fig. 10.2(a), revealed a special matrix/
granular structure for these microspheres with whey protein granules (3±10 m)
homogeneously distributed inside an alginate spherical matrix. By controlling
emulsification conditions, the particle size can be controlled from 30 to 800 m
in diameter (Chen and Subirade, 2007). This method opens interesting
opportunities for the use of food proteins as carriers of sensitive nutraceutical
compounds and in the development of innovative functional food ingredients.
Spray drying
Spray drying is a method of preparing protein microparticles free of organic
solvent residues. Protein solutions are typically pumped into a drying chamber
and pneumatically atomized through a two-fluids external mixing nozzle using
compressed air. The inlet temperature is generally set at about 100 ëC or higher.
The atomized droplets dry rapidly because of their high surface area and
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Fig. 10.2 Micrographs of AL±WPI microspheres: (a) labeled with phen green (b)
loaded with riboflavin (WPI/AL ratio 8:2; particle size 100 m and CAL+WPI 5%).
Insert shows microsphere internal structure with loaded riboflavin inside granules about
3±10 m in diameter (reproduced from Chen and Subirade, 2006).

intimate contact with the drying gas. Spray drying can reduce particle diameter
to less than 5 m. Albumin microparticles of spherical shape and indented
surface have been obtained by spraying through the two-flow pressure nozzle
(Li et al., 2001). Particle diameters in the 1±5 m range depend largely on spray
dryer settings (feed flow per nozzle, compressed gas flow rate and pressure).
Protein microparticle agglomeration can be overcome by addition of mannitol to
the gelatin solution (Bruschi et al., 2003). SEM photomicrographs of spray-dried
gelation microparticles obtained with mannitol show a very smooth and uniform
surface and spherical shape. A low number of coalesced microparticles and less
agglomeration are observed, suggesting that by interacting with gelatin, mannitol probably reduces polymer chain contact. Moreover, mannitol molecules bind
water molecules and could fill the empty space within the microparticles,
preserving hydration, reducing surface depressions and ensuring a more uniform
wall. Spray drying can alter the secondary structure ( -helix, -sheet, and
random coil) of some proteins. For example, it has been shown by powder X-ray
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diffractometry, FTIR and Raman spectroscopy that the conformation of silk
proteins used to prepare spray-dried microspheres (5 m) changed from antiparallel -sheet to amorphous (Hino et al., 2003). These microspheres formed
gels immediately after soaking in purified water and solutions buffered at pH 1.2
and 6.8, followed by slight gel dissolving.
Cone-jet-mode electrosprays offer the appealing feature of droplet monodispersion. In this system, liquid is dispersed primarily by electrical forces,
which uncouples atomization from gas flow. Droplets/particles of a wide range
of sizes can be produced, from molecular dimensions to hundreds of microns,
depending on liquid flow rate, applied voltage and liquid electrical conductivity.
The feasibility of producing relatively monodisperse and biologically active
insulin nanoparticles by electrospray drying has been demonstrated (Gomez et
al., 1998). The process comprised dissolving dry insulin in an acidic ethanol/
water solution, electrospraying the solution and, after solvent evaporation,
collecting dry residues on suitable deposition substrates. Particle diameter
ranged from about 88 to 110 nm and the distributions were quasi-monodisperse
with relative standard deviation estimated at approximately 10%.
Coacervation
Coacervation is suited to the formation of particles of sub-micron size in the
range of 20 nm to 300 m. The process essentially involves changing the
physicochemical environment of a protein in aqueous solution to cause varying
degrees of phase separation of the protein depending on its molecular weight,
isoelectric point and compatibility with solvents. A coacervation process can be
`simple' or `complex'.
`Simple' coacervation can result from the removal of the solvent from a single
colloid dispersed in solution by addition of chemical compounds which have a
greater affinity for solvent than the colloid. This causes the colloid chains to
come closer together and form the coacervate. Gelatin, albumin, gliadin and zein
sub-microparticles (100 nm±1.5 m) have been prepared by coacervation using
water, alcohol, or acetone as the desolving agent (Weber et al., 2000; Arnedo et
al., 2002; Mauguet et al., 2002; Liu et al., 2005). It has been shown that the
nanoparticle size obtained by the HSA desolvation process depended mainly on
the amount of added desolvating agent (Weber et al., 2000). Addition of up to 1.5
volumes of ethanol per volume of initial HSA solution increased particle size
significantly, while over 1.5 volumes of ethanol maintained constant particle size
but increased particle concentration. Nanoparticles prepared with acetone were
generally smaller and had a lower polydispersity compared to those prepared
with ethyl alcohol (Azarmi et al., 2006). Sub-microparticles have also been
prepared by salting-out coacervation by adding a salt solution to protein solutions
(Mauguet et al., 2002). The study of gliadin coacervation has shown that the
richer in protein the continuous phase, the smaller the quantity of salt required.
The main problem of salting-out coacervation is control of particle size and
agglomeration. This can be achieved by adjusting the kinetics of the salt addition.
Aggregation is decreased considerably at very low salt solution addition rates.
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`Complex' coacervation is caused by the interaction of two oppositely
charged colloids. Complexes of food protein (gelatin, albumin, -lactoglobulin,
casein, legumin) with polysaccharide (acacia gum, pectin, gellan gum, xanthan
gum, alginate, carrageenan and carboxymethyl cellulose) have been considered
as prospective sources of material for microcapsule formation (de Kruif et al.,
2004). The gelatin-gum arabic system is the most studied complex coacervation
system. Complex coacervation is possible only at pH values below the isoelectric point of gelatin. It is at these pH values that gelatin becomes positively
charged, while gum arabic remains negatively charged. The phase separation is
mainly entropically driven, and may most probably be attributed to the
delocalization of the counter ions of the protein and gum arabic. If one of the
poly-ions is a strong poly-electrolyte, a precipitate is formed rather than a liquid
coacervate phase. Complex coacervates formed are usually neutral or modestly
charged. Salt has a dissociating effect on all poly-electrolyte complexes and
increasing ionic strength diminishes the protein-polysaccharide interaction.
The techniques presented above have their specific advantages and disadvantages and their use will depend on the intended product use. Extrusion
allows narrower size distributions in the final product and is thought to be less
detrimental to the bioactive compounds encapsulated. However, extrusion of
protein solutions through nozzles to produce either beads or capsules is mainly a
laboratory technique and is difficult to scale up. The main advantages of
emulsification are its feasibility at production scale and its ability to produce
microparticles with a wide range of diameters. However, large amounts of oil
are needed for extraction and for washing. Spray drying produces microparticles
in continuous operation and with a narrow size distribution. Its inconveniences
are related to the fine control of processing variables that is required in order to
avoid difficulties such as low yield, sticking or high moisture content. Although
free of oil residue or organic solvent problems, thermal treatment has limited
applicability to formulations containing heat-sensitive ingredients. Coacervation
methods are simpler to perform and the solvents used are less toxic but the
particles so produced are not very stable and aggregate easily into larger
microspheres. Finally, the choice of cross-linking agents for protein particle
stabilization has a considerable influence on final microsphere characteristics
and should be carefully considered from both a technological and toxicological
perspective. There is thus a continuing need for improved methods of
preparation of protein micro (sub-micro) particles that do not suffer from the
disadvantages summarized above.
10.3.2 Selected examples of food protein micro (sub-micro) particle
controlled release systems
Protein-based micro (sub-micro) particles have found wide and rapidly increasing applications in the food industry because they can be precisely designed for
use in many food formulations and virtually any ingredient can be encapsulated,
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whether hydrophobic, hydrophilic, or even bacterial. The following section
discusses a few typical protein-based microparticles as delivery systems for
functional food ingredients.
Vitamins
Vitamins are naturally occurring compounds present in most foods. They are
essential in small quantities for all body functions including growth, repair of
tissues, and the maintenance of health. However, they are generally sensitive to
light, pH and oxidation.
Figure 10.2 shows whey protein microparticles of diameters ranging from 3
to 10 m homogeneously distributed within an alginate matrix (Chen and
Subirade, 2006). Riboflavin, visible as yellow crystals by light microscopy (Fig.
10.2(b)), was chosen as a typical water-soluble vitamin for incorporation into
these microparticles. High encapsulation efficiency (above 80%) was obtained
with loading efficiency reaching 20±30%. Degradation assays and release
experiments were performed in a simulated GI tract in the presence of digestive
enzymes. In simulated gastric fluid (SGF), the alginate matrix remained in a
shrunken state due to conversion of sodium alginate to insoluble alginic acid,
which acted as a barrier to whey protein microparticle degradation by pepsin,
thereby retarding riboflavin release. When transferred to simulated intestinal
fluid (SIF), the alginate matrix eroded, liberating the whey protein microparticles, which were then digested by pancreatin, followed by complete release
of the riboflavin. Release data were analyzed according to zero- and first-order
kinetics as well as a diffusion-controlled mechanism using linear regression
analysis. The release of riboflavin in SGF and in SIF without pancreatin
followed the Higuchi diffusion model, while release in SIF in the presence of
pancreatin was attributed to complete degradation of the whey protein particles.
For encapsulation of fat-soluble molecules, whey protein (WPI) beads were
successfully produced using a new emulsification/cold gelation process
(Beaulieu et al., 2002). Uniform (homogeneous) oil globules are distributed in
a gel protein network. Retinol, a model fat-soluble vitamin sensitive to environmental conditions, particularly to stomach acid, is dissolved in the oil phase.
Pre-denatured proteins, acting as an emulsifier, rapidly adsorb to the surface of
the oil droplets, which creates a stabilizing layer that protects the fine droplets
against coalescence and provides physical stability to the emulsion. Addition of
Ca2+ causes initial gelation, leading to the rapid entrapment and stabilization of
the droplets by the protein network. Release experiments in the simulated GI
tract demonstrated a matrix biodegradation release mechanism. Little retinol
was released in SGF due to gastric digestion. These beads notably exhibit
resistance to pepsin, since its preferred sites of activity, hydrophobic amino acid
residues, are trapped within the protein network upon addition of Ca2+. These
same protein microparticles were completely degraded by pancreatin, leading to
total release of the bioactive compounds. HPLC shows no sign of oxidation of
the retinol after its release. It can be suggested that bioavailability of retinol can
be improved when the fat globules are stabilized by protein molecular chains.
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This research suggests the use of food protein microparticles as a matrix to
protect gastric-pH-sensitive bioactive molecules for delivery in the small
intestine, where they can be absorbed through the brush border walls.
Microorganisms
The use of probiotic bacterial cultures to maintain healthy gut microflora may
provide protection against gastrointestinal disorders including gastrointestinal
infections, inflammatory bowel disease and even cancers. It has been recommended that foods that are marketed as probiotic should contain at least 106 live
microorganisms per g or mL of product at the time of consumption in order to
produce therapeutic benefits. However, the microorganisms tend to be sensitive
to many environmental conditions including acidic pH.
To overcome this problem, immobilization of bifidobacteria in food-grade
water-insoluble microcapsules has been successfully achieved (Picot and
Lacroix, 2004). Microcapsules of diameters ranging from 3 to 75 m were
prepared using whey protein and spray-dried in a single continuous process.
Even though losses in cell viability occur during spray-drying, it has been shown
that encapsulation of bifidobacteria in these microcapsules can increase their
tolerance to highly acidic environments, making this approach potentially useful
for delivery of probiotic cultures to the gastrointestinal tract of humans.
Protein-polysaccharide gel beads have also been used to increase the survival
of bifidobacteria during transit through the GI tract (GueÂrin et al., 2003). A
transacylation reaction resulting in the formation of amide bonds between
protein and alginate has been used to produce a crosslinked membrane on the
surface of mm-sized alginate beads, which resists gastric pH and pepsin activity
(Levy and Edwards-Levy, 1996). It was shown that bifidobacteria immobilized
in these beads were more resistant to simulated human GI tract conditions. Their
mortality in an acidic solution (pH 2.5) containing pepsin was less than 2.5 log
after two hours of incubation, while free cells did not survive. In treatments with
bile salts, membrane-coated beads performed better than membrane-free beads,
in which cells were less resistant than free cells. In fact, this matrix could protect
bacteria in both the carrier food and in the human stomach. An initial
immobilized cell population of 1010 cell/g could thus reach the intestine at a
viable concentration of 107.5 cell/g, which would be sufficient to produce the
alleged beneficial health effects (Marteau et al., 1997).
Macromolecules
Many proteins and peptides are therapeutic compounds with highly specific and
potent biological functions. Fuelled by recent advances in biotechnology, the
introduction of these compounds is growing rapidly (Shahidi and Mine, 2005).
However, they are easily degradable both chemically and enzymatically and
may also lose their biological activity through conformational changes and
aggregation. In order to maintain their biological activity, they must be
administered with carrier systems.
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Protein-loaded gelatin microspheres were prepared by emulsification of an
aqueous solution of gelatin and BSA in oil and stabilized by crosslinking with
glutaraldehyde (Mladenovska et al., 2002). By varying process conditions,
microspheres were prepared with high loading efficiency (80±95%) and an
optimal size (1±10 m) for uptake into mucosal subepithelia. The BSA model
protein provided understanding of the release kinetics. Degradation data showed
that crosslinking prolongs degradation of these gelatin microspheres by collagenase. BSA in vitro release profiles were biphasic, characterized by an initial
relatively rapid release period influenced by degradation and diffusive
processes, followed by a slower release phase influenced by diffusive processes
only. Strong negative correlations between particle size and degradation rate and
between particle size and BSA release rate were noted. Particles smaller than
4 m demonstrated a higher initial release rate, which is probably a result of
greater water penetration into the spheres, due to faster enzymatic degradation.
Biodistribution studies of the same particles were carried out on BALB/c mice
after oral administration (Mladenovska et al., 2003) and was followed periodically over 15 days as a percentage of total BSA present in stomach, small
intestine with Peyer's patches and mesentery, colon with Peyer's patches,
appendix and mesentery, liver, spleen, blood, kidney, lungs and heart. The
biodistribution data confirmed that uptake in mice into Peyer's patches and
passage to the liver and spleen via the mesentery lymph supply and nodes,
increased with decreasing particle size.
A tetra-peptide, FITC-labelled lysine±arginine±phenylalanine±lysine, was
encapsulated in 50 m alginate microspheres coated with a serum albuminalginate membrane using an impregnation technique comprising dropping the
peptide onto freeze-dried microparticles (Hurteaux et al., 2005). This procedure
avoids peptide exposure to the preparation treatments and losses during the
loading step. Although partial adsorption on the particle surface cannot be
excluded, encapsulation equivalent to 100% of the microsphere capacity was
achieved, based on confocal microscopy images of uniformly fluorescent microcapsules, confirming that the peptide was evenly distributed throughout the entire
microsphere volume. The peptide was released more slowly from microspheres
surrounded by membrane than from pure alginate microspheres. The filtering
effect of the membrane, combined with the binding effect of HSA, potentiated by
the presence of calcium ions, contributed to slowing down peptide release. It
should be emphasized that the coated microspheres resisted stirring at 37 ëC for
over eight days, while uncoated microspheres were more or less degraded at the
end of the 24 h test. This degradation also contributed to faster release from the
control batch, and confirms again the advantage of a membrane at the periphery
of the microspheres.
Unsaturated fatty acids
Unsaturated fatty acids are important nutrients involved in many body functions,
including neuro-protective, antioxidant, anti-inflammatory effects and cardio-
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vascular health. However, their development as nutritional supplements is
limited by their high susceptibility to oxidative rancidity, which leads to the
formation of off-flavors and potentially toxic compounds. Food proteins are very
effective at stabilizing oil-in-water emulsions by adsorbing to the oil droplet
surface, lowering interfacial tension, forming protective membranes around the
lipid and imparting an electrical charge to the droplet surface when the pH is not
near the pI of the interfacial protein. Unsaturated fatty acid encapsulated in
protein microparticles can be converted to a stable powder form that is more
resistant to oxidation.
Omega-3 fatty acids have recently been encapsulated in an emulsified predenatured whey protein matrix using an extrusion method comprising dropping
the emulsion into calcium chloride solution (Lavoie et al., 2005). Calcium
concentration was found to be very important for regulating particle size and
particles ranging from m to mm sizes could be obtained by varying the calcium
concentration from 0.01 M to 5 M. This process of extrusion and aggregation of a
pre-formed emulsion is very efficient and allowed high encapsulation efficiency
at all calcium concentrations used. Omega-3 fatty acid was encapsulated at 77%
with 0.1 M calcium and at 98% with 3 M calcium, which can be explained by
differences in resulting matrix structure. At low calcium concentration, whey
proteins were solidified on the oil droplet surface, while at high calcium
concentration, protein forms a three-dimensional network that entraps additional
oil droplets. The oxidative stability of omega-3 fatty acid encapsulated in 1 mm
beads was investigated during storage at 60 ëC. Linolenic acid (C18:3n-3) content
in free unsaturated fatty acid remained constant for the first six days, followed by
a rapid decrease to 4% of its initial level. Unsaturated fatty acid encapsulated in
whey protein beads lost some C18:3n-3 during the early stage because of some
oxidation during the particle formation process. However, C18:3n-3 content
decreased slowly during storage, by only 15% after 15 days. This study
demonstrated the ability of whey protein matrix to prevent linseed oil oxidation.
Transition metals are found in all foods, since they are common constituents
of raw food materials, water, ingredients and packaging materials. The formation of free radicals by interactions between lipid hydroperoxides and transition
metals is important in the promotion of lipid oxidation in both model system
studies and foods. The impact of chelators like ethylenediamine tetraacetic acid
(EDTA), citrate and polyphosphates on the physical and oxidative stability of
omega-3 fatty acid oil-in-water emulsions, stabilized by whey protein isolate,
has been investigated (Hu et al., 2004). EDTA improved the oxidative stability
of emulsions stabilized by whey protein isolate, at both pH 3.0 and 7.0, at
concentrations  1 M without any impact on the physical stability of the
emulsions. These results indicate that the oxidative stability of whey-proteinisolate-stabilized oil-in-water emulsions can be increased by EDTA.
As can be inferred from the above examples, microparticles based on food
proteins allow effective protection of bioactive compounds until the time of
consumption and controlled, sustainable release of the compound to the
physiological target within the organism.
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Nanoparticles
Although the applications of nano-scale particles in therapeutic systems have
been well documented (Langer and Peppas, 2003), their use in the food
industry is still limited, even though nanoparticles offer promising means of
improving the bioavailability of nutraceutical compounds, especially poorly
soluble substances such as functional lipids (e.g. carotenoids, phytosterols, !-3
fatty acids), natural antioxidants and numerous other compounds that are
widely used as active ingredients in various food products. Among the various
polymer-based nanoparticulate delivery systems potentially available to the
food industry, those based on proteins have gained the most interest. The
proteins investigated include gelatin (Balthasar et al., 2005; Dinauer et al.,
2005; Leo et al., 1997) gliadin (Duclairoir et al., 1999, 2003; Ezpeleta et al.,
1996), sericin (Cho et al., 2003), serum albumin (Weber et al., 2000; Lin et al.,
1997, 2001; Merodio et al., 2001) or vicilin (Ezpeleta et al., 1996). Protein
nanoparticles are particularly interesting because they can incorporate a wide
variety of nutrients in a relatively non-specific fashion or conjugate nutrients
via either primary amino groups or sulfhydryl groups (Weyermann et al.,
2005). Furthermore, proteins offer functional surface coatings for polymer
nanoparticles, since they can complex with polysaccharides, lipids or other
polymers to increase particle circulation time in the GI tract or enhance their
ability to penetrate the mucosa.
Recently, it has been shown that -lactoglobulin-coated chitosan nanoparticles (around 100 nm), obtained by cold ionic gelation of chitosan and lactoglobulin mixtures with sodium tripolyphosphate, provide protection of
sensitive nutraceutical compounds in the GI tract (Chen and Subirade, 2005).
Release profiles for these nanoparticles were investigated in a simulated GI
tract, using brilliant blue as the model molecule. Native -lactoglobulin-coated
nanoparticles exhibited the desirable property of retarding molecule release into
the gastric environment. A pepsin degradation assay revealed that the coating
resists acid and pepsin, which may be attributed to the hydrophobic amino acids
of native -lactoglobulin being hidden inside its calyx-like globular structure,
given that pepsin preferentially attacks peptide bonds involving hydrophobic
aromatic amino acids. Under simulated intestinal conditions, the coatings were
degraded by pancreatin. Due to its muco-adhesive nature, the chitosan core
should then adhere to the intestinal wall to facilitate the absorption of the
nutraceutical compound. This study suggests that -lactoglobulin, especially in
its native configuration, is an interesting candidate for coating nanoparticles in
order to protect carried nutrients from exposure to gastric fluids.
Research has revealed that covalent binding of tomato lectin (TL), a bioadhesive glycoprotein, to the surface of nanoparticles increases carrier residence
time in the gut, due mainly to a significant decrease in the terminal elimination
rate of the fraction adhering to the gastrointestinal mucosa (ArboÂs et al., 2002).
When bound to 500 nm nanoparticles, intestinal uptake occurs not only through
the gut associated lymphoid tissue but also through normal enterocytes. It has been
shown that the uptake rate of TL coupled to nanoparticles was 41.5 ng/mg hÿ1,
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Fig. 10.3 Images of Caco-2 cells after incubation alone (top) or in the presence of
FITC-labeled nanospheres (bottom). Picture on the right shows transmission electron
micrographs of nanoparticles.

which was 4-fold higher than BSA coupled to nanoparticles (11.8 ng/mg hÿ1) and
11-fold higher than free TL (3.9 ng/mg hÿ1) (Carreno-GoÂmez et al., 1999).
Recently, whey protein nanoparticles (40 nm), prepared by coacervation with
calcium, have shown potential as carriers for orally administered nutraceutical
agents (Leclerc et al., 2005). This was evaluated in vitro by monitoring the
interaction between fluorochrome-labeled nanospheres and cells of intestinal
origin (Caco-2 cells). Figure 10.3 shows Caco-2 cells incubated without (top) and
with (bottom) FITC-labeled nanospheres. FITC-labeled nanospheres are clearly
seen on the top half of the cells (i.e. the exposed surface area) and are absent from
the bottom half (i.e. the surface area against the flask). Interestingly, these
nanospheres are not only able to adhere to the cell surface but are also visible
within the cells. These experiments suggest that whey protein nanoparticles could
be internalized by cells and degraded therein to release the nutraceutical
compounds, significantly improving nutraceutical compound bioavailability.

10.4

Future trends

Food proteins show great promise for developing and engineering a range of new
GRAS matrices with the potential to incorporate nutraceutical compounds and
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provide controlled release via the oral route. Clear advantages of food protein
matrices include their high nutritional value, the abundance and wide variety of
their sources and their acceptability as naturally occurring food components
degradable by digestive enzymes. As discussed in this chapter, food proteins can
be used to prepare a wide range of matrices and multi-component matrices in the
form of hydrogel, micro- or nanoparticles, all of which can be tailored for specific
applications in the development of innovative functional food products. The
ability to control the particle size of proteinaceous materials is of primary
importance, not only for food product properties such as taste, aroma, texture and
appearance, but also for determining the release rates of the carried bioactive
compounds and ultimately how much is absorbed into the body and hence overall
compound efficacy. Although protein hydrogels, and to a lesser extent protein
microparticles, have been the subject of intensive research over the years,
nanoparticles are relatively new in the food industry and poorly documented in
spite of their potential to improve the bioavailability of nutraceutical compounds,
especially of poorly soluble substances. However, the past decade has seen great
advances in understanding of protein structure and function and it can now be
envisaged that knowledge of protein self-assembly into nanostructures with
controlled properties and high surface area will rapidly improve.

10.5

Sources of further information and advice

There are a number of excellent books that the reader may consult for further
information on controlled release of active components in general and in the
specific context of biopolymer delivery systems. The interested reader is advised
to proceed to the original papers and references cited therein for more detailed
information.
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Starch as an encapsulation material to
control digestion rate in the delivery of
active food components
E. Shimoni, Technion ± Israel Institute of Technology, Israel

11.1

Introduction

Starch and its derivatives are widely used in the encapsulation of various food
components. Indeed the use of starch in many encapsulation processes has
provided solutions to problems such as thermal stabilization, process induced
controlled release, and extended shelf-life of sensitive compounds. While in
most cases this encapsulation is aimed at protecting the ingredient from such
stressors, consideration such as the loci and mode of release are often not the
main aim of these encapsulation systems. The aim of this chapter is to look at
the benefits of starch encapsulation to control digestion rate, in particular, the
use of starch as a controlled delivery system for functional food ingredients. It
will review the principles that may serve for encapsulation technologies used to
control the digestion rate of starch. Existing technologies as well as those under
development will be reviewed with emphasis on the relation of molecular
architecture and the coating properties. The use of starch for nano-scale encapsulation of bioactive nutraceuticals will also be discussed. Where applicable, the
effect of the specific techniques on food quality will be reviewed as well as the
commercial potential.
Starch is one of the most abundant carbohydrates in plants. Starch in plants is
packaged in granules, and can be fractionated into two glucose homo-polysaccharide macromolecules: amylose and amylopectin. Amylose is essentially a
linear molecule in which 500±600 D-glucose units are linked by -(1-4)
glycoside links. Amylopectin contains both -(1-4) and a number of -(1-6)
linkages. The amylopectin branched molecule consists of short -(1-4)-D-glucan
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chains linked by occasional -(1-6) bonds. Starch composition varies from
almost pure amylopectin in waxy barleys and rice, to high levels of amylose in
amylomaize.
The crystallinity of native starch changes from 15 to 45% (Zobel, 1988). For
most native starches, X-ray diffraction (XRD) yields two types of spectral
patterns, A type and B type. Cereal starches yield A-type pattern, while tuber
starches and amylase-rich starches yield the B-type pattern. An intermediate
pattern (C-type) found in legumes appears to be a mixture of A and B types
rather than a distinct structure (Gernat et al., 1990). The A and B patterns are a
result of the -glucan chains forming left-handed, parallel-stranded double
helices (Imberty and Perez, 1988; Imberty et al., 1988). In native starch, these
crystalline forms are mostly amylopectin (Zobel, 1992). When heated in the
presence or absence (annealing) of water, the A and B diffraction patterns are
lost, and a new V-type pattern may develop as a result of the formation of
amylose-lipid complexes.
Generally, heat treatment processing of starch increases the resistant starch
(RS) content in foods, as was found in grain products (Kishida et al., 2001;
Marlett and Longacre, 1996; Parchure and Kulkarni, 1997; Tovar and Melito,
1996). Upon heating, the crystalline structures within the starch granule lose
order. This disordering, referred to as melting, occurs at temperatures that vary
with moisture content, and with the origin of the starch. Melting temperature
varies from 60 to 70 ëC in an excess of water to over 150 ëC in the absence of
water. In most cases, when moisture is present and gelatinization of starch has
occurred, the amylose and amylopectin molecules form a gel (Miles et al.,
1985). This gel network is formed as the glucans re-adopt the helical structure,
and form a B-type pattern (Colonna et al., 1992). The increase in B-crystallinity,
referred to as retrogradation, takes several hours (in high amylose starch) to
several days (in high amylopectin starches) (Eerlingen et al., 1994). It was
shown that decrease in branching (Zhang and Jackson, 1992) and repeated
heating and cooling cycles (Sievert et al., 1991) increase the retrogradation. RS
type III is the fraction of the retrograded starch that resists -amylase digestion.
Thus, this property of the starch can be used to control its digestion rate, and
thus the release of the encapsulated material.
Starch has been used in a variety of encapsulation processes, which have been
reviewed in detail elsewhere (Forssell, 2004). As noted before, the use of starch in
these encapsulation processes has provided solutions to problems such as thermal
stabilization, process induced controlled release, and extended shelf-life of
sensitive compounds. However, the scope of this chapter is the use of starch to
improve the delivery and controlled release properties of the encapsulation system.

11.2

Uses of starch to control delivery in microencapsulation

Delivery of active sensitive ingredients to specific sites of the gastrointestinal
(GI) tract is important in drug therapies for colonic diseases, as well as for oral
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administration of bioactive proteins, and delivery of vitamins and sensitive food
ingredients. This approach is attractive for the food industry, when trying to
protect sensitive functional compounds, and deliver them safely to the intestine
and colon. However, one should keep in mind that in the pharma and cosmetics
industries, the design of such systems could rely on materials that were tailored,
for example, for specific dissolution properties, and are allowed for use in that
specific system, however, are not food grade. This is often a limitation in the
design of delivery systems for food, thus making their design a challenging task,
which relies on a limited arsenal of building blocks (e.g. only these approved for
use in food).
Starch and its derivatives are used in a wide variety of encapsulation
procedures for the purpose of protection and controlled release of nutrients and
bioactive chemicals. Some examples are the use of modified starches in
suspension to form microspheres with fish oil (Tan et al., 2005). Others showed
the potency of starch and its combination with cyclodextrin as encapsulation
matrix for ascorbic acid (Trindade and Grosso, 2000; Uddin et al., 2001). The
interesting concept of encapsulating lipids into starch granules by their shortterm swelling using microwave heating was demonstrated by KapusÏniak and
Tomasik (2006). As noted before, a variety of applications of starch in encapsulation are reviewed elsewhere (Forssell, 2004). The key point is that most of
these studies were not aimed at, nor revealed the mode of, release of the core
material. In addition, many do not question the stability of the nutrient during
storage and processing.
Microencapsulation is often the method of choice when the need arises to
apply and protect a bioactive substance in a food product or formulation. To
control the release of the bioactive in these microparticles, capsules can be
coated with one or several layers to obtain several degrees of protection, for
example, against oxidation, thermal stress, or dissolution. An efficient way to
control the release of an active compound into the GI tract is the use of enteric
coating materials. In the pharmaceuticals industry, the most widely used enteric
coating materials are synthetic polymers, such as polymetacrylates, that are
practically insoluble in acid (as in the stomach) and readily dissolve in mild acid
to neutral solutions (as in the small intestine). These polymers are not approved
for use in foods, and thus pose a challenge for the food encapsulation
developers.
A number of solutions have been suggested to provide a similar solution
based on food grade materials. These include the development of various enteric
coatings to protect sensitive compounds from dissolution and decomposition in
the GI tract. Common enteric coating materials are natural, semi synthetic and
synthetic polymers, such as zein and shellac (Mueller and Yunis-Specht, 1994);
amylose acetate phthalate and cellulose derivatives (CAP, HPMCP) (Schmidt
and Niemann, 1992; Bechard et al., 1995; Williams and Liu, 2000); and various
ethylacrylate and methylmethacrylate polymers (Plaizier-Vercammen and Van
Molle, 1991; Felton et al., 1995; Semde et al., 2000). The common mechanism
of function of these materials is their reaction to pH changes. Thus, the release
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of the active core is determined by the local pH in the intestine (Dew et al.,
1982; Schroeder et al., 1987; Ashford et al., 1993; Gazzaniga et al., 1994, 1995;
Makino, 1994; Wilding et al., 1994; Ishibashi et al., 1998; Marvola et al., 1999;
Pillay and Fassihi, 1999; Krogars et al., 2000). Therefore, these materials protect
the functional materials from the acidic environment of the stomach, but do not
protect the active ingredients from dissolution and enzymatic digestion in the
small intestine. In order to reach the colon, the materials that are insoluble in
both acidic and neutral environments and not digestible by pancreatic enzymes
should be used for enteric coating.
One attractive alternative to the commonly used coatings is ingested starch
that escapes digestion in the small intestine and reaches the large intestine.
Starch is an excellent candidate for this purpose; if one can control its digestion
rate by pancreatic amylases, the release of the microcapsule core can be tuned to
specific regions in the GI. Russel (1983) showed that the biodegradation of
starch microspheres is highly dependent on their size, but can also be controlled
by the degree of starch crosslinking. These microspheres were degraded with
half-life time of over an hour. This time should be long enough to impose release
in the lower part of the small intestine. Cummings et al. (1996) used amylose
and ethyl-cellulose films as coating for a colon-targeted system. The release of
the active core materials was delayed at pH of 1±9 at 37 ëC. In these systems,
enzymatic digestion was the trigger for the release. One should keep in mind,
however, the high cost of pure amylose when considering it for food use. An
interesting proof of the efficacy of starch as a delivery vehicle comes from the
work of Heritage et al. (1996), showing that starch microspheres loaded with an
antigen induced an immune response in mice after oral administration.
Another approach in the use of starch as an encapsulation material is the use
of retrograded indigestible starch, named resistant starch (RS) (Englyst et al.,
1983). While not digested in the small intestine, it is fermented and disintegrated
by the microflora in the large intestine (Ring et al., 1988; Englyst et al., 1992;
Kritchevsky, 1995; Muir et al., 1995; Phillips et al., 1995; Silvester et al., 1995).
RS type III that is formed by a hydrothermal treatment followed by
retrogradation is of particular interest as a potential coating material, due to
its poor solubility, resistance to enzymatic digestion in the small intestine, and
its decomposition by the colon microflora. Some success in applying starch as a
coating in the pharmaceuticals industry suggests that the combination of some
biopolymers with starch is a potential formula for enteric coating. However,
being a critical factor in their functionality, the homogeneity of films made of
polymer mixtures should be closely monitored. One of the ways this can be done
is by imaging coating surfaces using atomic force microscopy (AFM).
The above-mentioned approach was used in our laboratory in the development of coatings based on RS enriched HACS and pectin, designed to protect
active core materials from dissolution and destruction in both the stomach and
small intestine (Dimantov et al., 2004). The first step towards the development
of such coatings was to coat glass slabs with mixtures of treated HACS and
pectin, and their surface was characterized by AFM. The surface of selected
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coatings based on mixtures of HACS and HM pectin was characterized by AFM
using the tapping mode. These mixtures were chosen for their higher stability in
preliminary dissolution tests as compared to HACS±LM pectin mixtures.
Scanning of coated slabs was performed in a liquid cell using n-butanol to
prevent water interference. The topographic images in 2- and 3-D of surfaces of
different coatings at 5 mm  5 mm scan are shown in Fig. 11.1. The surface of
100% HM pectin coating (Fig. 11.1(a)) revealed homogeneous topography with
a z-range of 111.3 nm. The z-range of coatings containing 10%, 50%, and 75%
HACS was 80.25, 192.6, and 360.7, respectively (Fig. 11.1(b)±(d)). Beyond the
increasing z-range, an elevated heterogeneity in the topography of coating
surfaces is evident, as the HACS content increases.
The stability of the coatings for dissolution in the stomach and intestine was
tested in model buffers and enzyme solutions. Dissolution of coatings decreased
with the increase in HACS in both stomach and intestine pH conditions. HACS
coatings also showed higher resistance to pancreatic amylolysis. The potential of
these coatings for targeted release in the colon was therefore demonstrated.
In the second phase of this study, we tested the use of HACS coatings on
glass beads as a model for encapsulated core. These coatings were applied using
the fluidized bed coating technique. Coated beads were characterized by SEM,
dissolution and enzymatic digestion tests (Dimantov et al., 2004). The first
coatings produced by this method were stable in dissolution tests, simulating
stomach and small intestine pHs, but completely digested in enzymatic digestion
tests. However, by increasing the thickness of the coating improvements of the
coating stability to digestion by pancreatic amylases was accomplished. The
addition of resistant starch (RS) resulted in considerable improvement of the
coating stability to enzymatic digestion, but also in the appearance of cracks on
the coating's surface. A closer look at the kinetics of the degradation of the
coatings revealed that cracking occurs during the first 3 h of digestion by
amylases. Interestingly, the critical cracking and `peeling' of the coatings occurs
after about 2 h. This time is about the residence time of the `head of the meal' in
the stomach and intestine before it reaches the colon. Apparently, by optimization of their processing and application, these coatings may prove useful for
delivery of functional ingredients to the colon.
Some of the more interesting uses of starch in microencapsulation processes
are in the encapsulation of probiotic bacteria. High amylose starch was used in
its granular form to protect bifidobacterium adhered to the granule (Wang et al.,
1999). This adhesion was shown to improve the survival of the bacteria six-fold.
Other extensive work performed by Crittenden et al. (2001) showed that this
adhesion is common to many, but not all, bifidobacteria. Regardless, for adhering species, this phenomenon can be used as the first step in their encapsulation.
The group of Mattila-Sandholm of VTT (Mattila-Sandholm et al. 2002;
Myllarinen et al. 1999) used this phenomenon to produce a starch-based
microcapsule for the protection and delivery of probiotic bifidobacteria to the
colon. Using amylases, growing the bacteria in the presence of granules, they
obtained a freeze-dried powder that was then coated with high amylose starch.

Fig. 11.1 Two- and three-dimensional imaging of coating surfaces composed of different starch±pectin mixtures: (A) 100% pectin,
(B) 90% pectin/10% HACS, (C) 50% pectin/50% HACS, (D) 25% pectin/75% HACS. AFM scanning was performed under butanol at
taping mode.
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This system was shown to stabilize the bacteria at ambient temperatures, during
their passage through stimulated upper GI conditions, and to release the bacteria
in simulated colon fermentation system. As the main encapsulation material in
microspheres produced by spray drying, starch was also used as a pre-biotic
companion to probiotics, used mostly to increase their viability. Sultana et al.
(2000) showed that the addition of cornstarch to alginate-based microcapsules
improved the survival of the encapsulated culture. In a recent study by
Crittenden et al. (2006), high amylose cornstarch was used as part of a
formulation based on emulsion encapsulation and other polysaccharides. While
over 95% of the bacteria were lost during the first few weeks of storage, the
formulation seems to stabilize the remaining bacteria in simulated GI conditions.
While the various systems provide solutions to different performance parameters
required from an efficient probiotic food-grade delivery system, a system that
can provide high survival rate during microcapsule formation, storage, thermal
treatment, and the GI has not yet been developed.

11.3

Starch as nanoencapsulation material

For many technological challenges, microencapsulation provides adequate
solutions. However, microcapsules are usually dry products, or beads, that are
suitable for cloudy and dry applications. Regardless of their nature, dry or
hydrated, microcapsules are also in many cases large enough to affect the
textural perception of the product. In nano-encapsulation, products can be
reduced to a size of tens of nanometers, and thus one can avoid such visual and
textural effects. Unlike in microencapsulation, where a core is being protected
by a coating or a matrix formed by a technological procedure (e.g. fluidized bed
technique), in nano-encapsulation the process is based on self-assembly
phenomenon, controlled at the molecular level. Nano-size encapsulation systems
may therefore provide improved activity level and solubilized ingredients for
clear beverages that previously could not be used. It may further enhance the
stability of the products; generally to a pH of 2, allow pasteurization (thereby
achieving thermodynamic stability), and provide better control of reaction rate.
The majority of the previously described encapsulation concepts use a
general concept of a bioactive core, coated with a protective layer. This is also
the case for some starch based nano-sized encapsulation systems such as vitamin
E nanoparticles (Chen and Wagner, 2004). While these methods provide
adequate solutions for the delivery of bioactive substances in foods, the thermal
stability of these compositions may be limited due to the liquid or non-glassy
state of the encapsulated core. Tackling this problem, we suggested using a
different approach, based on molecular inclusion complexes that encapsulate the
active ingredient on a molecular basis. Furthermore, the release of the active
compound in this case is based on the loci, in which the encapsulating molecule
is degraded in the digestive tract. Our model for this concept was amylose as the
encapsulating material.
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The use of amylose as encapsulating material for molecular entrapment is
based on the interaction between amylose and lipids, which is characterized by
amylose chains forming semi crystalline V forms. The V form is an amylose
chain that forms a helix with a large cavity in which low molecular weight
chemicals can be situated. The size of the ligand determines the number of
glucosyl residues per turn (6, 7, or 8) (Snape et al., 1998). It was suggested that
the crystalline state of amylose±fatty acid complex involves the V-amylose sixfold single chain left-handed helix, well known among starch polymorphs
(Buleon et al., 1998). The common perception is that the fatty acid is a `stem'
(planar zigzag) inside the helix, whose inner surface is hydrophobic because of
the carbon±hydrogen of the six-fold helix (Godet, 1993). The V-helical complex
segments are interrupted by short sections of uncomplexed amylose that permit
random orientation of the helical segments in the type I complexes, and folding
into parallel and anti-parallel arrays in the crystalline type II complexes
(Biliaderis and Galloway, 1989; Karkalas and Raphaelides, 1986; Karkalas et
al., 1995).
Amylose-lipid complexes are of interest mostly because of their technological importance in starchy food systems, since they modify the texture and
structural stability of starch-based products (e.g. reduction in stickiness,
improved freeze-thaw stability and retardation of retrogradation) (Tufvesson
et al., 2003; Eliasson and Krog, 1985; Godet et al., 1996). The complexes were
also studied in view of their contribution to the bioavailability of starch, in terms
of its enzymatic digestion (Holm et al., 1984; Crowe et al., 2000). The various
studies on complexes produced from mono- and diglycerides (Eliasson and
Krog, 1985; Biliaderis and Galloway, 1989; Seneviratne and Biliaderis, 1991;
Tufvesson and Eliasson, 2000; Tufvesson et al., 2001), saturated fatty acids
(Karkalas et al., 1995; Tufvesson et al., 2003; Lebail et al., 2000; Godet et al.,
1993, 1995), as well as unsaturated fatty acids (Snape et al., 1998; Karkalas et
al., 1995; Tufvesson et al., 2003; Eliasson and Krog, 1985; Szejtli and BankyElod, 1975), have shown that they have high melting temperatures; that the
complexed fatty acid is efficiently protected from oxidation; and that the
digestibility of starch is influenced by complex formation, which decreases the
digestibility of starch.
In light of these studies, we suggested that amylose-lipid complexes could be
used as a delivery system for polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFA). Our concept
was to use these complexes to provide protection during processing and storage,
and release the PUFA in the intestine following enzymatic hydrolysis of the
amylose. The feasibility of this concept was examined using conjugated linoleic
acid (CLA) as a model. Numerous physiological properties have been attributed
to CLA including action as an antiadipogenic, antidiabetogenic, anticarcinogenic, and antiatherosclerotic agent. In addition, CLA has effects on bone
formation and the immune system as well as fatty acid and lipid metabolism and
gene expression in numerous tissues. For these reasons CLA was chosen as the
ligand in the development of amylose complexes. Amylose-CLA complexes
were produced with the intention to provide optimal stability to oxidation and
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thermal treatments, to dissolution in the stomach, and efficient release by
mammalian amylases.
Amylose-CLA complexes were produced using the method of Eliasson and
Krog (1985) in a water/DMSO mixture. Amylose-CLA complexes were also
produced by the method of Karkalas et al. (1995). Amylose and CLA were
dissolved in an alkaline solution at 90 ëC and then mixed; acidification of the
mixture caused the formation of the complexes. The formation of a V type
complex was verified by X-ray diffraction (XRD). The X-ray diffraction
diagram of the complexes obtained was typical of the V form of amylose with
the three main reflections corresponding to the Bragg angles 2  7:73ë,
2  12:87ë, 2  20ë. To test the thermal stability of the complexes they were
also analyzed by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). DSC analysis was
performed by a Perkin Elmer DSC-7 system. To a complex sample of 10 mg, 80
mg of water was added and the reference sample was 50 mg of water. Sample
and reference were placed in high-pressure DSC pans. Temperature scans
ranged from 20 to 200 ëC with a 3 ëC/min ramping. The DSC analysis of the
amylose-CLA complex created by KOH/HCl precipitation showed a transition
temperature of the complex ranging from 88 to 95 ëC, suggesting stability of the
complexes during food processing.
To correlate their structure with their physical properties, the complexes were
scanned by AFM. The complexes created in water/DMSO and KOH/HCl
solutions at different crystallization temperatures were characterized by AFM
using the tapping mode, and the images of complexes created at 90 ëC, at 5 m
 5 m scan, revealed globular structures of heterogeneous nature with an
average z-range (n  15) of 71.6 nm  59 nm, and diameter of 152 nm  39 nm.
Larger structures are seen, but closer inspection indicates that these are clusters
of the previously described spheres. Complexes created by KOH/HCl solution at
90 ëC exhibited mainly rod-like structures of heterogeneous nature with an
average z-range (n  15) of 37.8 nm  18 nm, width of 43±160 nm, and length,
which ranged from 0.35 m to 3.2 m. Globular structures with average
diameter of 60 nm  8 nm were also present. As previously described, the
amylose-CLA complexes produced by the water/DMSO complexation system
yield nanoparticulated molecular capsules.
It is our hypothesis that CLA complexation with amylose protects it from
oxidation. To test this hypothesis amylose-CLA complexes were placed in
airtight serum bottles (2 ml) under atmospheric oxygen pressure, and incubated
for 70 h at 37 ëC. The headspace oxygen content was determined by GC. In all
tested samples, CLA oxidation was lower in complex with amylose. An example
is given in Fig. 11.2, describing the results for complexes produced by the water/
DMSO method. The protective effect of the complexes against CLA oxidation
was higher for complexes created in water/DMSO solution than that of
complexes created by KOH/HCl solution. This difference was more pronounced
for complexes created at 90 ëC and 30 ëC. For complexes made by water/DMSO
solution, 60 ëC was the temperature that supplied the lower protection amongst
complexes made by this method. Regardless of the complexation method and
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Fig. 11.2 Oxidative stability of encapsulated CLA.

temperature, it is evident that the complexes protect and inhibit the oxidation of
the ligand.
Enzymatic digestion of amylose-FA complexes was carried out to examine
our hypothesis that the CLA, molecularly encapsulated in helical amylose
cavity, can be released by enzymatic activity in the intestine. Mammalian
pancreatic amylases, and various microbial enzymes were used to measure the
susceptibility of the complexes to enzymatic degradation. The degradation of the
complexes was measured at 24 h by measuring the reducing sugar content in the
solution (calibrated for maltose or glucose). Our results showed that amylolytic
enzymes can digest the complex, and the susceptibility to amylolytic hydrolysis
was much higher for the mammalian pancreatin. Interestingly, extremely low
digestion was observed for -amylase and amyloglucosidase, two exo-amylases,
possibly due to steric interference of the fatty acid, which is partly located
outside the helix. Following the digestion experiments, the amount of CLA
released to the medium was measured. CLA was extracted from the reaction
media (including the undigested complex residue) by hexane, and their concentration was determined by GC. The results show that indeed CLA was released
only when complexes were digested by amylases (Fig. 11.3). These results
demonstrate the potential of the proposed system for molecular encapsulation of
hydrophobic functional materials.

11.4

Conclusion

As noted before, we have recently demonstrated the potential of amylose-lipid
complexes to become a molecular encapsulation system, providing thermal and
oxidative stability, and serving as a controlled release system, activated by
pancreatic amylases. Recently, a number of studies suggesting additional uses of
these complexes have been published. These focused mostly on encapsulation of
flavor and aroma compounds (Wulff et al., 2005; Jouquand et al., 2006). Other
studies have demonstrated synthetic pathways for the formation of such
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Fig. 11.3 Release of CLA under conditions simulating the stomach (pH  1.5),
amylase-free intestine (pH  7), and the small intestine enzymatic attack
(pH  7 + pancreatin).

complexes by enzymatic polymerization (Gelders et al., 2005). All these
developments suggest that the full potential of this system is yet to be revealed.
One can therefore envision the potential of these systems for the oral delivery of
functional ingredients. The precise mode in which these low molecular weight
substances are entrapped in the helical amylose it not fully elucidated yet, nor its
relation to the thermal stability of the complexes and the rate at which they are
released by enzymatic digestion. These issues are critical for the intelligent
design of tailored delivery systems based on these particles. This task will also
require the development of methodologies for pilot and commercial scale
production of such molecular inclusion bodies.
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12.1

Introduction

Antioxidants and vitamins are fundamental for human health. Natural antioxidants such as vitamin E ( -tocopherol), vitamin C and flavonoids (e.g.
quercitin, catequin, among others), are compounds which have the potential to
modulate oxidative stress. Many of the principal diseases affecting human health
are related with the oxidative process, among which cardiovascular diseases,
atherosclerosis, and cancer are the most prevalent. Antioxidants can prevent
these diseases by reducing the reactive oxygen species (ROS) and thus limiting
cell damage by ROS.
Natural antioxidants are prone to degradation and their bioavailability is
limited by low absorption and degradation during delivery. Encapsulation of
antioxidants and vitamins in polymeric nanoparticles is a promising way of
improving the bioavailability of these components. Nanoparticles can be designed
to deliver the antioxidant/vitamin to the specific site of action with minimal
degradation of the bioactive component during delivery. The antioxidant/vitamin
is then potentially released in a controlled manner by controlling the degradation
profile of the polymer, or by using `smart' polymers which interact with the cell
environment (e.g. temperature, pH, enzymes, ionic strength) in a predictable way.
In this chapter, the importance of antioxidants to human health will be
addressed, advantages of nanoencapsulation of these components over
traditional delivery methods will be discussed, top-down techniques available
to entrap antioxidants and vitamins in biodegradable and biocompatible
polymeric nanoparticles will be discussed, methods available for polymeric
nanoparticle characterization will be briefly mentioned, and some insights on the
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release profile of antioxidants and vitamins from polymeric nanoparticles will be
presented. The chapter will close with conclusions and future research
directions.

12.2 Antioxidants and vitamins in protecting human health
12.2.1 Reactive oxygen species and oxidation process
Halliwell and Gutteridge1 defined antioxidants as `any substance that, when
present in low concentrations compared to that of an oxidisable substrate,
significantly delays or inhibits the oxidation of that substrate'. Enzymatic and
nonenzymatic antioxidants prevent cellular damage surged from chemical
reactions that involve reactive oxygen species (ROS).2±4 The reactive oxygen
species play beneficial roles in the cell metabolism influencing cell growth,
energy production, and intracellular signaling, but ROS can be damaging to
different tissues due to their involvement in lipid peroxidation, DNA modification, carbohydrates oxidation, and/or protein alteration. Damage caused by ROS
has been related to cancer, diabetes, cardiovascular disease, inflammatory
responses, degenerative diseases, aging, liver injury, cataract, and others.5±25
Intracellular ROS are mainly generated by autooxidation of small molecules
and from the activity of certain enzymes like oxidases, peroxidases, lipoxygenases, dehydrogenases, and cyclooxygenases; they can also be generated by
exogenous sources (i.e. pollutants, cigarettes). The cellular sites of reactive
oxygen species generation are mitochondria, peroxisomes, lysosomes, endoplasmic reticular membrane, nuclear membrane, and plasma membrane.26±29
The state of a biological system exposed to excessive formation of ROS and
limited antioxidant defense is defined as oxidative stress.30±32 The human body
has developed an internal defense against oxidative stress (Fig. 12.1). Metal
binding proteins control the concentration of free metal ions and reduce the
potential risk of antioxidant molecules to act as pro-oxidants, whereas enzymatic
and natural antioxidants act mainly as suppressors of radicals, protecting the
cellular environment from oxidative damage by ROS which could otherwise
result in oxidative stress-related diseases. Enzymatic antioxidants and proteins
are mainly hydrophilic and therefore act in a hydrophilic environment. Natural
antioxidants acquired from food act in a hydrophilic or hydrophobic environment, based on their chemical make-up, and complement the enzymatic defensive system, enhancing the protection of intracellular hydrophobic molecules. If
oxidative stress occurs, the repair system, consisting of different enzymes (i.e.
lipases, DNA repair enzymes, proteases, and others) can repair the damage
originated from the oxidation process.27
A balanced food intake which includes vegetables, legumes, fruits and nuts
has been suggested to ensure optimal tissue levels of antioxidants33 necessary to
maintain a balance between ROS formation and antioxidant defense. The
distribution of natural antioxidant molecules in the cell is depicted in Fig. 12.2.
The different sites of action of natural antioxidants suggest that it is important to
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Fig. 12.1 Schematic representation of oxidative damage and defense systems. The
oval shapes represent the defense system against reactive oxygen species. Adapted from
Ref. 3.

maintain adequate concentrations of both hydrophobic and hydrophilic antioxidant molecules to reduce the risk of oxidative stress in all cell compartments.
The understanding of the antioxidant characteristics is crucial for designing
an adequate delivery and targeting system for the specific antioxidants of
interest. In the next section, several chemical components of demonstrated

Fig. 12.2 Localization of different antioxidant molecules in the cell. The distribution of
natural antioxidants in the cell components is dictated by their solubility in a hydrophilic
(water) or a hydrophobic medium. Adapted from Ref. 26.
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antioxidant activity are described with emphasis on how nanoencapsulation can
improve their delivery and function.
12.2.2 Natural antioxidants in biological systems: characteristics and
human health implications
Natural antioxidants and vitamins can be classified based on their solubility in
two classes, hydrophobic (water insoluble) and hydrophilic (water soluble).
Examples of hydrophilic antioxidants are vitamin C and carnosine, whereas
vitamin E, Coenzyme Q10, and carotenoids are examples of hydrophobic
antioxidants.
Vitamin E
Vitamin E is a hydrophobic vitamin which has been intensively studied due to
its antioxidant properties and non-antioxidant actions.34±38 The vitamin E family
is composed of four tocopherols ( , , , ) and four tocotrienols ( , , , )
(Fig. 12.3). Sources of vitamin E are wheat-germ oil, sunflower seed, almond,
cereals, and others. The daily recommended intake of -tocopherol is 22.7 mg
for adults and 18.7 mg for lactating women.39
Vitamin E is absorbed in the intestine40 to form chylomicron particles.
Circulation of chylomicron particles (a structure formed with fatty acids,
phospholipids, cholesterol, vitamin E and other hydrophobic molecules) in
plasma is one mechanism for vitamin E transfer to muscles, adipose tissue and
brain. Once delivered to the tissue, tocopherols are localized in the cellular
membranes with the chromanol nucleus located in the phospholipid bilayer.41
The role of vitamin E supplementation in prevention of several diseases such as
cardiovascular diseases, atherosclerosis, cancer, arthritis, Alzheimer's, and
Parkinson's, among others has been documented and linked to its ability to trap
peroxyl radicals and to break the chain reaction of lipid peroxidation.34,42±49
Targeted delivery of vitamin E to the cytoplasmatic compartments achieved with
polymeric nanoparticles may increase its efficiency as an antioxidant and may
aid in prevention and treatment of oxidative stress-related diseases.
Coenzyme Q10
Coenzyme Q10 is a hydrophobic molecule which is synthesized by humans (Fig.
12.3). It can act as an electron carrier and proton translocator. Coenzyme Q is
also found in plants, animals, and in most microorganisms. The amount of
Coenzyme Q10 that can be provided by the diet is variable; for examples the
Coenzyme Q10 content of pork heart is 203 g/g, 41 g/g is found in beef heart,
17 g/g in chicken leg, 27 g/g in herring fish, 2.2 g/g in spinach, and 2.2 g/g
in oranges.50
Coenzyme Q plays fundamental roles in energy conversion, regeneration of
other antioxidant molecules, and cell death inhibition and cell growth regulation.50±53 The intestinal absorption of Coenzyme Q10 seems to be similar to the
vitamin E absorption mainly due to its lipophilic characteristics.54 The intestinal
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absorption is enhanced in the presence of lipids. In the small intestine, Coenzyme
Q10 is assimilated into chylomicrons to reach the plasma via the lymphatic
system. The plasma concentration of Coenzyme Q10 in healthy people can range
from 0.4±0.6 mol/l and can be improved with supplementation.54±56 The

Fig. 12.3

Chemical structure of selected natural antioxidants and vitamins.
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toxicity of Coenzyme Q10 is extremely low. Supplementation of Coenzyme Q10
up to 1200 mg/day has been used in trials without any noted adverse effects.54
The plasma level of Coenzyme Q10 decreases with aging57 and supplementation or stimulation of Q10 biosynthesis are needed to increase the cellular levels
of Coenzyme Q10. Supplements of Q10 have been used for their potential
benefits against cardiovascular and neurodegenerative diseases, cancer, aging,
migraine, and others.58±67 However, supplements of Coenzyme Q10 administered orally have been shown to have a low absorption efficiency (around 3±
5%), mainly due to the hydrophobic characteristics of the bioactive component.
Oil, emulsion, and powder formulations have been used in an attempt to increase
the Coenzyme Q10 absorption, with the solubilized forms being most
effective.54,68,69 Tikhaze et al.70 found that the solubilized form of ubiquinone
form of emulsion increased the antioxidant activity of this component by more
than 36 times as opposed to its insoluble form. Nanoparticle formulation of
Coenzyme Q10 may yet show improved bioavailability characteristics as
compared to the emulsion formulations.
Carotenoids
Carotenoids are a class of antioxidants composed of more than 500 identified
components (Fig. 12.3). Carotenoids are abundant in vegetable pigments and are
found mainly in carrots, broccoli, spinach, apricots, tomatoes, peas, and orange
peppers among others.71 The carotenoids level in the US population ranges
between 0.05 and 0.5 g/ml.72 The characteristic of carotenoids is the unsaturated
40 carbons skeleton which confers the hydrophobicity specific to this compound. The most abundant carotenoids found in humans are - and -carotene,
lycopene, zeaxanthin, cryptoxanthin and lutein.73 Absorption of carotenoids is
passive by intestinal absorption and it is similar to the absorption of tocopherol
and Coenzyme Q10. The carotenoids plasma concentration should be around
0.4±0.5 M for good health, as suggested by Albertini et al.24
The lipophilicity and structure of carotenoids affect their distribution in the
cellular systems in vivo. These components are poor water soluble and are
usually associated with other components for improved absorption (i.e.
lipoproteins). The lipophilic cell components are the main locations where
carotenoids are found (i.e. plasma membranes, mitochondria membranes, Golgi
membranes). Improved distribution of carotenoids in the cytoplasm or other
cellular hydrophilic compartments can be achieved by nanoencapsulation and
delivery with polymeric nanoparticles dispersable in aqueous mediums.
Polyphenols
Polyphenols (i.e. flavonoids) are natural compounds found in many vegetables,
fruits, nuts, cereals, and herbs.74±76 Polyphenols is a family composed of more
than 4000 identified molecules with the general structure depicted in Fig. 12.3.
The daily intake of polyphenols can reach 800 mg/day,77 with a mean intake of
23 mg/day in Western countries.78 In a normal diet, the plasma concentration of
flavonoids is less than 1 M.79 The importance of flavonoids is represented by
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three characteristics: inhibitions of certain enzymes, potent antioxidant
properties, and iron chelator ability.78,80±83
The potential health benefits of flavonoids are related to anti-inflammatory,
anti-hepatotoxic, antiviral, antimicrobial, anti-allergic and anti-tumor activities,
and to vascular protection, regulation and control of diabetic cataracts, among
others.75,84±88 For those individuals less inclined to consume fruits and
vegetables, sources of polyphenols, supplementation of the diet with nanoencapsulated flavonoids may be the path to a healthier life.
Ascorbic acid
Ascorbic acid is a water soluble vitamin fundamental in metabolic reactions, and
as a cofactor of various enzymes involved in the hydroxylation process; it cannot
be synthesized by humans (Fig. 12.3). Different natural sources provide the
necessary amounts of ascorbic acid, such as fruits (e.g. orange, papaya, strawberries) and vegetables (e.g. broccoli, red or green pepper, brussel
sprouts).32,89,90 Albertini et al.24 suggested that the optimal concentration of
plasma vitamin C should be at least 40±50 M for antioxidant purposes.
Vitamin C has been widely reported as a potent co-antioxidant with vitamin
E, due to the synergism between the two antioxidants.91 The process involves tocopherol regeneration from -tocopheryl radicals in lipoproteins and
membranes in the presence of vitamin C. A synergetic action has also been
suggested between vitamin C, vitamin E, and -carotene against the oxidative
damage generated by peroxynitrite anion and nitrogen dioxide.92 Efficient codelivery of synergistic antioxidants and vitamins can be achieved by entrapping
and delivering these components in a controlled manner with polymeric
nanoparticles.
Carnosine
Carnosine is a hydrophilic dipeptide ( -alanyl-L-histidine) which is found exclusively in animal tissue and in the brain (Fig. 12.3). This histidine containing
dipeptide is part of the !-aminoacylamino acids family. Other compounds are
anserine, homocarnosine, and homoanserine.93 It has been shown by different
studies that carnosine acts as an antioxidant, carbonyl scavenger (anti-glycating
agent), and metal ion chelator.94±97 Due to its hydrophilic nature, carnosine
protects proteins from oxidation.96,98±102 It has also been pointed out that
carnosine could be beneficial for people with diabetes, especially to control the
secondary effects of this disease.101,103 Hipkiss104 found that carnosine has a
potential therapeutic effect on neurodegenerative diseases related with high
levels of zinc such as Alzheimer's disease. Protection of carnosine against
degradation during delivery to the site of action by entrapment in a polymeric
matrix is a viable method to increase its bioavailability and efficiency in vivo.
To conclude this section, there is a wide variety of natural antioxidants and
vitamins which have been shown to possess beneficial properties and could
potentially improve human health. The antioxidant efficiency of these
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components in vivo is related not only to their chemical reactivity, but also to
their localization and mobility. Bioavailability, synergetic inhibition of the
oxidation process, and pro-oxidant effects of natural antioxidants are other
important factors to consider in the evaluation of potential antioxidant activity of
different compounds in vivo.105 Scientific proof of the advantages offered by
encapsulation and delivery of antioxidants/vitamins with polymeric
nanoparticles are presented below.

12.3 Advantages of encapsulation over traditional delivery
methods
Nanoparticles can offer several advantages over traditional delivery methods for
antioxidants and vitamins, which include protection of the bioactive component,
an increase in its bioavailability, delivery of the component to the site of action
in a controlled manner, as well as the possibility to integrate the bioactive
component in various foods for enhanced food quality (Fig. 12.4).
12.3.1 Protection and bioavailability
Bioavailability of antioxidants and vitamins can be enhancecd by delivering the
bioactive components via polymeric nanoparticles for several reasons:
· the antioxidant is protected against harsh conditions (i.e. low stomach pH,
enzymatic and microflora intestinal degradation),
· the extracellular interaction between the components of interest and other
molecules is minimized,
· low absorption of some antioxidants and vitamins (mainly hydrophobic) is
improved.
Several studies available in the literature are focused on protection of the
bioactive component against natural degradation by nanoencapsulation. For
example, the stability against UV and thermal degradation of nanoencapsulated
Q10 was studied by Kwon et al.106 The polymer used to entrap Q10 was
poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), and the nanoparticles were prepared with
different surfactants (i.e. poly(vinyl alcohol), sodium dodecyl sulfate). The
entrapped Coenzyme Q10 proved to be structurally more stable against UV and
high temperature-induced inactivation as compared with an oil-based Q10
formulation.
Chen and Subirade107 tested biodegradable nanoparticles made from chitosan
and -lactoglobulin designed for oral delivery of nutraceuticals. The protein, lactoglobulin protected the active component against pepsin and acid degradation in the gastric environment. The study suggested that these nanoparticles
could protect the nutraceuticals entrapped against degradation by adverse
conditions during food processing, or in the gastrointestinal tract, and the
absorption of these components could therefore be improved.

Fig. 12.4 Description of the nanoparticle antioxidant system with emphasis on the advantages offered by nanoparticle
delivery systems.
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An improvement in the intestinal absorption of antioxidants is a means to
improve their bioavailability. The attachment of ligands like lectins, invasins,
folic acid, vitamin B12, biotin, glycoproteins (i.e. transferrin), membrane transduction sequences108 was shown to improve intestinal uptake of nanoparticles
with entrapped poor absorbable antioxidant molecules.
12.3.2 Targeting and cellular uptake
Polymeric nanoparticles can be surface functionalized to improve half life
circulation and to minimize opsonins recognition of the nanoparticles (i.e. by
addition of PEG), to improve the intestinal absorption (i.e. by use of a cationic
polymer such as chitosan), to improve cellular uptake (i.e. by addition of a
membrane disruption agent or agents which promote endosomal release), or to
ensure that the antioxidant/vitamin reaches intracellular targets such as
mitochondria (i.e. by attachment of lipophilic triphenylphosphonium).
Nanoparticle functionalization with vitamins is an interesting means to
improve the cellular uptake of the nanoparticles. Vitamin H (biotin) was
covalently attached to pullulan acetate, a hydrophobized polysaccharide by Na
et al.109 to form nanoparticles with a mean size of 99  52 nm (20 vitamin H
groups per 100 anhydroglucose units of pullulan acetate), with entrapped
adriamycin as a drug model. The release profile of adriamycin loaded nanoparticle was controlled by vitamin H content attached to pullulan; a specific
interaction of the functionalized particle with hepatoma cell line (HepG2) by
ligand-receptor interaction was proven and shown to be responsible for
increased nanoparticle uptake.
The antioxidant action can be enhanced by targeting, when the antioxidant
molecule is addressed to the specific site into the cell, such as mitochondria,
nucleus, or endoplasmic reticulum, where oxidative stress occurs and causes
damage. A significant decrease in heart dysfunction, cell death, and
mitochondrial damage was shown after ischemia reperfusion with oral
administration of a target functionalized system (ubiquinol plus lipophilic
triphenylphosphonium) in rats. In comparison, ubiquinol delivered without
targeted functionalization was ineffective for cardiac ischemia-reperfusion
injury.13
Muro et al.110 entrapped an antioxidant molecule (catalase) in a functionalized nanoparticle, called anti-ICAM1. This system targeted endothelial
cells and entered the cell via an amiloride-sensitive endocytic pathway. The antiICAM nanoparticle system was effective in offering protection to endothelial
cells against oxidation for over 2 h after cellular uptake. It was suggested that
due to the targeting ability of the nanoparticulate system, the oxidants were
intercepted near their sites of generation or at sites where sensitive damage
occurred and therefore a better protection against oxidative damage was
possible.
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12.3.3 Controlled release
Degradation of the polymeric matrix as a result of interaction with different
environmental parameters (temperature, enzymes, pH, ionic strength, and other)
allows control of the amount of antioxidant released over time. Several studies
published in the literature focus on the release of vitamin E, a model component
for hydrophobic vitamins and antioxidants.
Shea et al.111 entrapped vitamin E into a PEG-decanyl polymeric nanoparticle. The antioxidant property of the released -tocopherol was tested in
human neuroblastoma cells (SH-SY-5Y). The vitamin E added in the preparation was 20 mg, equivalent to 20% w/w (there is no information about the
entrapment efficiency and size of the nanoparticle synthesized). The results
showed that encapsulated vitamin E was more effective against ROS as compared to free vitamin E. The free vitamin E was effective only if administered
before or during treatment with amyloid- (a neurotoxic peptide which
accumulates in Alzheimer's disease), but was not effective in protection against
oxidation if administered 1 h after the addition of amyloid- to the cell culture.
The encapsulated form of vitamin E was effective even when administered 1 h
after the amyloid- treatment against ROS.
Duclairoir et al.112 used wheat gliadin nanoparticles for vitamin E
encapsulation by nanoprecipitation method. The mean size of the nanoparticle
obtained was 900 nm. The entrapment efficiency ranged from 77% to 95%. The
entrapment efficiency of vitamin E decreased as more vitamin E was added
relative to the gliadin protein weight. The release profile showed an initial fast
release (burst effect) and a further slower release.
Zigoneanu et al.113 entrapped vitamin E in PLGA nanoparticles at two initial
loadings of 8% and 16%. The nanoparticles synthesized by emulsion evaporation method measured 100 nm for nanoparticles prepared with SDS as a
surfactant, and about 200 nm for nanoparticles prepared with PVA. The entrapment efficiency of -tocopherol in the polymeric matrix was approximately
89% and 95% for nanoparticles with 8% and 16% -tocopherol theoretical
loading, respectively. The release profile showed an initial burst followed by a
slower release of the -tocopherol entrapped inside the PLGA matrix, similar to
the findings of Shea et al.111 and Duclairoir et al.112
12.3.4 Integration and safety
The nanoencapsulated antioxidants and vitamins can be integrated into foods
and beverages to enhance the quality (sensorial, chemical, and microbiological
properties) of the food. Chen and Wagner114 entrapped vitamin E in starch
sodium octenyl succinate nanoparticles designed for beverage applications. The
mean size of the nanoparticles was 112 nm; the size varied as a function of the
number of homogenization cycles used in the preparation. The vitamin E
nanoparticles were more stable in terms of turbidity and aggregation over time
as compared to the non-nanoparticle systems. The suspension with nanoparticles
did not change in turbidity over 6 months and no perceptible creaming and/or
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ringing were observed over the same period of time. The stability of the
nanoparticle suspension in apple juice also presented low turbidity without
change over time (6 months). The vitamin E used was vitamin E acetate, and the
stability studies were performed after pasteurization at 75 ëC for 10 min. There
was no information provided about the entrapment efficiency and release
profiles of the vitamin.
It should be noted that prior to integration of nanoparticles in food systems, it
is necessary to develop a thorough understanding of the nanoparticle physicochemical characteristics, and very importantly of their safety for human
consumption. The safety of the nanoparticles is dictated by their components
(polymer, surfactant, antioxidant, additives), by the properties of the nanoparticle (size, size distribution, surface characteristics), and by the nanoparticle
bio-interaction (bioavailability, cellular uptake, targeting). Limited information
is available in the literature regarding the safety of nanoparticles for human
health, whether used in pharmaceutical or food applications.
Several steps can be taken to insure nanoparticle safety for human consumption. Biocompatible, biodegradable components should be selected for
nanoparticle synthesis. Synthetic polymers and natural macromolecules (e.g.
albumin, chitosan) have been extensively researched as materials for nanoparticle production designed for drug delivery. Synthetic polymers have the
advantage of high purity and reproducibility over natural polymers. Among the
synthetic polymers, the polyesters family (i.e. poly(lactic acid) (PLA), poly(caprolactone) (PCL), poly(glycolic acid) (PGA)) are of interest in the
biomedical area because of their biocompatibility and biodegradability properties. In particular, poly(lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA) has been approved by the
US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for human therapy.115 Food
biopolymers (i.e. albumen, chitosan, dextran, alginate, etc.), on the other hand,
are the alternative option when considering the safety of the nanoparticles for
human food consumption.
The size and size distribution of the polymeric nanospheres used for delivery of
antioxidants and vitamins, among other physical characteristics, are affected by
the technique used for the nanoparticle production and the pertinent synthesis
parameters, i.e. polymer used, polymer molecular weight and concentration, the
addition of active components, surfactants, solvents, and other additives, shear
stress, evaporation rate, and other physical parameters.115±123 These characteristics, such as size, size distribution and surface characteristics, affect the
behavior of the nanoparticles and their interaction with a biological system and
ultimately their safety. It is important to understand how the physical
characteristics relate to the efficiency of the active component delivery at the
site of action. Entrapment and delivery of antioxidants via polymeric nanoparticles may be very efficient as compared to the delivery of the free component
(i.e. non-nanoencapsulated), in which case the safety of the antioxidant delivered
in high amounts becomes an issue which must be addressed.
Synthesis of polymeric nanoparticles and the parameters that affect the
nanoparticle physical characteristics have been intensively investigated during
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Fig. 12.5 Polymeric nanoparticle synthesis techniques for encapsulation of
antioxidants: (a) bottom-up techniques, (b) top-down techniques.

the last decade.121,124±131 Methods available for nanoparticle synthesis can be
divided into two classes: bottom-up and top-down techniques. The bottom-up
techniques, such as emulsion or microemulsion polymerization, interfacial
polymerization, and precipitation polymerization, employ a monomer as a
starting point (Fig. 12.5). Polymerization methods require the addition of the
antioxidant during polymerization, and crosslinking of the antioxidant with the
polymer synthesized during the nanoparticle formation is possible. The crosslink
modifies the antioxidant molecules with further loss of its antioxidant activity.
The top-down techniques minimize the damage to the active components
entrapped (vitamin E, flavonoids, carotenoids, etc.) as compared to the
polymerization methods. Some details on the top-down techniques are presented
in the next section.

12.4 Top-down techniques used for encapsulation of
antioxidants and vitamins in polymeric nanoparticles
Emulsion evaporation, emulsion diffusion, nanoprecipitation (or solvent displacement), and salting out are top-down techniques in which the nanoparticles
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Table 12.1 Characteristics of top-down techniques used for antioxidant entrapment in
polymeric nanoparticles
Characteristics

Methods
Emulsion
diffusion

Salting out

Nanoprecipitation

Emulsion
evaporation

Low toxicity
(benzyl alcohol)

Low toxicity

Low toxicity
(acetone)

Low toxicity
(ethyl acetate)

Energy
consumption

Low

Low

Low

Medium

Water
requirements

High

Medium

High

Low

Polymer
concentration

Linear relation
with Np size

Medium±
high

Low to no
effect on
Np size

Medium±high
without increase
Np size

Hydrophobic
antioxidants

High
entrapment

High
entrapment

High
entrapment

High
entrapment

Hydrophilic
antioxidants

Low
entrapment

Low
entrapment

Medium
entrapment

Medium
entrapment
(by double
emulsion)

Additives for
size control

Recommended

Recommended

Recommended

Recommended

Process time

Medium±high

Medium

High

Reduced

Purification

Medium

High

Medium

Medium

Observations

Solvent
limitation

Presence
of salts

Polar solvents

Single emulsion
or double
emulsion

Solvent
availability

are synthesized from pre-formed polymers. The characteristics of these methods
are presented in Table 12.1.
12.4.1 Emulsion diffusion method
In this synthetic scheme, the polymer is dissolved in a suitable organic phase
(e.g. benzyl alcohol, propylene carbonate, ethyl acetate), which must be partially
miscible in water. The organic phase is then emulsified with an aqueous solution
of a suitable surfactant (i.e. anionic sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), non-ionic
polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), or cationic didodecyl dimethyl ammonium bromide
(DMAB)), under stirring. The diffusion of the organic solvent and the counter
diffusion of water into the emulsion droplets induce polymer nanoparticle
formation.132 Important parameters that affect the nanoparticle size synthesized
by emulsion evaporation are: copolymer ratio, polymer concentration, solvent
nature, surfactant polymer molecular weight, viscosity, phase ratios, stirring
rate, solvent nature, temperature and flow of water added.133±138
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12.4.2 Salting out method
In this method, the polymer is dissolved in the organic phase, which should be
water-miscible, such as acetone or tetrahydrofuran ethanol. The organic phase is
emulsified in an aqueous phase under strong mechanical shear stress. The
aqueous phase contains the emulsifier and a high concentration of salts which
are not soluble in the organic phase. Contrary to the emulsion diffusion method,
there is no diffusion of the solvent due to the presence of salts. The fast addition
of pure water to the o/w emulsion, under mild stirring, reduces the ionic strength
and leads to the migration of the water-soluble organic solvent to the aqueous
phase inducing nanosphere formation.120 The final step is purification by cross
flow filtration or centrifugation required to remove the salting out agent. Common salting out agents are electrolytes (sodium chloride, magnesium acetate, or
magnesium chloride) or non-electrolytes, such as sucrose.129,139±141 Important
parameters to be considered to control the physical characteristics of the
synthesized nanoparticles by this method are: polymer concentration and
molecular weight, stirring rate and time, nature and concentration of surfactant
and solvent, and cryoprotectans.
12.4.3 Nanoprecipitation (solvent diffusion, or solvent displacement)
method
Polymer and drug are dissolved in a polar, water-miscible solvent such as
acetone, acetonitrile, ethanol, or methanol. The solution is then poured in a
controlled manner (i.e. drop-wise addition) into an aqueous solution with
surfactant. Nanoparticles are formed instantaneously by rapid solvent diffusion.
Finally, the solvent is removed under reduced pressure by evaporation. Important parameters to be considered in controlling the nanoparticle size, among
other physical characteristics, are: polymer/surfactant ratio, polymer concentration, surfactant nature and concentration, solvent nature, viscosity, additives,
active component, and phase injection rate.142±151
12.4.4 Emulsion evaporation method
Emulsion evaporation is the oldest method used to form polymeric nanoparticles
from preformed polymers. The method is based on the emulsification of an
organic solution of the polymer in an aqueous phase followed by the evaporation
of the organic solvent. Normal emulsions of oil-in-water (o/w) or water-in-oil
(w/o) and double emulsions (w/o/w) can be used to accommodate the
entrapment of active components with different properties. The o/w emulsion
can be used for entrapment of hydrophobic compounds, whereas w/o/w double
emulsion is used for the entrapment of hydrophilic compounds. The method is
widely used for microencapsulation because it is easy to scale up, it does not
require high shear stress, and it can be adjusted (by use of the double emulsion
method) to encapsulate water soluble drugs.152±160 More details of single and
double emulsion evaporation methods are presented below.
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Single emulsion method (o/w)
This method is based on the emulsification of an organic solution which contains
the polymer and the active component in an aqueous phase, followed by the
evaporation of the organic solvent. Different surfactants such as poly(vinyl
alcohol), sodium dodecyl sulfate, pluronic F68 can be dissolved in the aqueous
phase. The size reduction of the emulsion droplet is accomplished by sonication
or microfluidization for mini-emulsion formation. The evaporation step is
required to eliminate the organic solvent present in the organic phase. This leads
to the precipitation of the polymer as nanoparticles with a diameter in the
nanometers range. Important parameters which affect the nanoparticle size are:
polymer molecular weight and concentration, copolymer ratio and end groups,
surfactant nature, phase ratio, solvent nature, evaporation rate, drug entrapment,
additives, shear stress, and sterilization.160±165
Double emulsion method (w/o/w)
The first step of the double emulsion method is the formation of a water-in-oil
(w/o) emulsion where the aqueous solution contains the hydrophilic active
component and the organic phase contains the polymer and a suitable surfactant
(Span 80, pluronic F68, and others) of a low HLB. The mini-emulsion is
formed under strong shear stress (i.e. sonication, microfluidization, high speed
homogenization). Next, the (water-in-oil) in water (w/o/w) emulsion is formed
and sonicated or homogenized for droplet size reduction. This second size
reduction should be controlled to minimize the hydrophilic active component
diffusion to the external aqueous phase. Evaporation, the final step, is used to
remove the organic solvent. Evaporation is done under vacuum to avoid
polymer and active component damage, and to promote final nanoparticle size
reduction.
The main drawback of the double emulsion method is the large size of the
nanoparticles formed and the leakage of the hydrophilic active component,
responsible for low entrapment efficiencies. The coalescence and Ostwald
ripening166±168 are the two important mechanisms that destabilize the double
emulsion droplets, and the diffusion through the organic phase of the hydrophilic
active component is the main mechanism responsible for low levels of entrapped
active component by this method.168 The leakage effect can be reduced by using
a high polymer concentration and a high polymer molecular weight,
accompanied by an increase in the viscosity of the inner water phase, and an
increase in the surfactant molecular weight.169 Important parameters which
affect nanoparticle size are: polymer/surfactants ratio, polymer concentration,
surfactant nature, viscosity, solvent nature, shear stress, evaporation, additives,
and first/second phase ratios.161,162,165,170±178
Following the synthesis, the polymeric nanoparticles specifically designed
for antioxidant and vitamin delivery are characterized in terms of morphology,
size, size distribution, surface charge, and surface characteristics amongst
others.
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Characterization methods

The methods most broadly used to characterize nanoparticle morphology are
transmission electron microscopy (TEM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM),
cryogenic transmission electro microscopy (cryo-TEM) and atomic force
microscopy (AFM). Dynamic light scattering (DLS) is the most widely used
technique to determine size and size distribution of the polymeric nanoparticles.
Laser doppler anemometry is used to measure zeta potential, an important
parameter when considering the stability of the nanoparticles in vitro. For
chemical characterization, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) is
used to analyze surface modification of the nanoparticles by the attachment of
specific components. The quantitative determination of the active component
entrapped in the nanoparticles is done by extraction of the drug and measurement of the drug concentration by spectroscopy at defined wavelengths (related
to the active component) or by high pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC).

12.6

Controlled release of antioxidants and vitamins

The release of the active components from the nanoparticles is critical in
understanding the effects of the active components at the site of action. The
release profiles of the antioxidant/vitamin will impact the availability, interactions, pharmacokinetics, and the formation of metabolites at the site of action.
Different parameters affect the release profile of the antioxidant, which include
the chemical structure of the active component, amount of drug entrapped,
polymer hydrophobic/hydrophilic behavior, temperature, pH, presence of
enzymes, sterilization, polymer structure (i.e. copolymer ratio, crystallinity),
polymer molecular weight, and nanoparticle size.
The common mechanisms which explain the drug release from polymeric
nanoparticles are the natural degradation of the polymeric matrix (passive
release), and diffusion of the drug through the matrix (active release). The
diffusion process is dominant at the beginning of the active component release
when minimum degradation of the particle is observed. During this process, the
active component diffuses from the polymeric matrix to the hydrophilic external
environment and water molecules diffuse into the nanoparticle polymeric matrix.
The diffusion rate is controlled by the hydrophilicity of the polymeric matrix and
that of the active component. Diffusion is followed by a constant release of the
drug over time which is controlled by the erosion process of the polymer
(degradation of the whole matrix with final mass loss). These mechanisms result
in a typical release profile for active components entrapped in polymeric
nanoparticles consisting of an initial fast release (burst effect), followed by a
more constant release over time (Fig. 12.6). The burst effect can be beneficial
when an initial high release improves the action of the active component or
detrimental when a constant release of the antioxidant over time is required.
The release studies are usually performed in vitro with buffer solutions
incubated at 37 ëC. The main methods used to quantify the release are depicted
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Fig. 12.6 Typical release profile. In general, hydrophilic drugs release faster as
compared to hydrophobic drugs. Diffusion forces are predominant initially, after which
the degradation process is more predominant as the time elapses. The nanoparticle
degradation can occur by bulk erosion (a), or surface erosion (b).

in Fig. 12.7. The main parameters that affect the release profile are summarized
below.
12.6.1 Active component (type and amount)
The entrapped active component interacts with the polymer matrix by
hydrophobic±hydrophilic interaction, ionic interactions, van der Waals forces,
and steric effect, amongst others. Chemical and physical interactions between
the active component and polymeric matrix affects the diffusion of the
entrapped antioxidant.143,172
The amount of entrapped active component (i.e. antioxidant or vitamin)
affects the release, in that the higher the initial amount of active component, the
faster the release is. The amount of entrapped active component is expressed by
two parameters, entrapment efficiency and drug content. Drug content is defined
as mass of drug in the nanoparticles divided by mass of nanoparticles, usually
expressed in % w/w. A normal value for the drug content ranges from 0.5 to 4%
w/w for hydrophilic drugs, and 10 to 15% w/w for hydrophobic drugs. Entrapment efficiency is calculated by dividing the amount of drug entrapped by the
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Fig. 12.7 Summary of the common procedures used to quantify in vitro drug release
profiles. The first method (a) uses centrifugation to separate the drug released from the
nanoparticle suspension, the second method (b) uses dialysis or filtration for separation.
The suspension medium is usually PBS (phosphate bovine serum). The temperature is
maintained at 37 ëC with gentle agitation. The volume is maintained constant, in the first
method, by addition of PBS in the same amount as that extracted for analysis. The other
approach is to divide the sample in as many sub-samples as needed to study the release
profile for the desired period of time. The second approach needs to maintain the
concentration gradient necessary for the diffusion process to occur.

theoretical amount of drug (the initial amount used in the nanoparticle
formation). Entrapment efficiency for hydrophobic drugs varies from 80% to
95%, and for hydrophilic drugs it varies from 30% to 70%.
12.6.2 Polymer (type, copolymer ratio, MW)
Different polymers have been used for nanoparticle synthesis. Chitosan, dextran,
albumin, pullulan, poly(lactic acid) (PLA), poly(lactide-co-glycolide acid),
poly(ethyle oxide) (PEO), poly(caprolactone), poly(3-hydroxybutyrate) and
others are natural and synthetic polymers used for nanoparticle synthesis. The
degradation profiles of these components affect the drug release profile. For
example, poly(lactic acid), poly(lactide-co-glycolide acid) (PLGA) and PEOPLGA nanoparticles appear to degrade homogeneously in time without
autocatalysis.140,179,180 The degradation rate of PEO-PLGA nanoparticles is
slightly higher than that of PLGA particles.
The hydrophilicity (hydrophilic±hydrophobic ratio) of the polymer impacts
the release profile of the active component entrapped. An example is PLGA, a
hydrophobic copolymer formed with lactide and glycolide monomers. Changing
the copolymer ratio, the PLGA copolymer can be more or less hydrophilic
(50:50, 75:25, and 85:15 PLGA molar ratios are the most common copolymer
ratios available commercially) which affects the polymer degradation profile.
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PLGA copolymers formed from D,L-PLA and PGA are amorphous in nature
while L-PLA and PGA are crystalline.130,181 The copolymer 75/25 showed faster
drug release as compared with 85/15.178 Nanoparticles with a higher amount of
lactide monomers showed a slower release rate. The more hydrophobic the
polymer, the more intense the hydrophobic interaction between polymer and
drug entrapped is, and thus a slower release profile is observed.148,182±187
The molecular weight of the polymer impacts the degradation process which
in turn affects the release profile, mainly during the degradation step. Polymer
molecular weight ranges from a few thousands Da to over 100 000 Da. Polymers
with higher molecular weight present a slower degradation associated with a
prolonged constant drug release over time. Diffusion processes are affected by
the polymer molecular weight if the drug is mainly entrapped in the nanoparticle
core.115,183,184,188
12.6.3 Nanoparticle size
Particle size is dictated by the polymer used, the method used, the drug
entrapped, and the physical and chemical interactions between the drug and the
polymer. The nanoparticle size, in turn can affect the release profile. Bigger
nanoparticles degrade more slowly, and present slower active component
diffusion through the polymeric matrix which affects the release profiles. The
initial burst effect is reduced with a further prolonged slow release due to slow
nanoparticle degradation.189,190 The drug released from microparticles is
relatively slower than release from nanoparticles because of the higher surface
area and smaller size of nanoparticles.130,178,191
12.6.4 Environmental conditions (pH, temperature, release medium)
Temperature, pH, ionic strength, among other environmental conditions affect
the bioactive component release profile due to an increase or decrease in
polymeric degradation rates and changes in the diffusion process. The polymer
behavior changes as a function of pH, temperature or other parameters. For
example, poly(ortho esters) are stable at alkaline pH with increased degradation
at acidic pH.192 It would be ideal to use the internal cellular characteristics to
release the drug in a controlled time-dependent manner. Pullulan, hystidine base
peptides, amine base polymers, poly(vinylpyrrolidone-co-dimethylmaleic
anhydride) and others are examples of pH sensitive polymers that release the
drug entrapped differently at different pHs. It is important to note that
physiological pH is around 7, but organelles have a different pH, endosomes are
more acidic, and lysosomes have a pH as low as 5. At this pH, nanoparticles
suffer chemical alterations that activate degradation mechanisms or polymer
reconfiguration which affect the release of the drug entrapped. Temperature can
affect the stability of the nanoparticles, which in turn affects the release of the
active component. The polymers poly(butyl methacrylate) and poly(Nisopropylacrylamide) are examples of temperature dependent drug release
polymers.193±198
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The affinity between the bioactive component and the release medium affects
the release. Redhead et al.199 worked with release of a hydrophilic component in
different mediums. The release profiles performed in PBS showed an initial fast
release, between 40% and 60% of the hydrophilic active component was
released in 24 h. When serum was used, the release rates were faster with almost
50% of drug released in 1 h. At 24 h, almost 100% was released. This difference
was attributed to the presence of serum proteins and the affinity between the
proteins and the drug.199 The configuration that polymers acquire (i.e. random
coil, oval, rod, and other) in presence of good, ideal, or bad solvents could also
affect the drug release profile which adds more complexity to the solvent
election as the organic phase in the synthesis process.
12.6.5 Complexation
Conjugation of the polymer with the active component causes a decrease in the
diffusion process of the drug, and the degradation process becomes the dominant
mechanism for the release of the active component. Yoo et al.200 studied the
anti-tumor activity of entrapped doxorubicin into nanoparticles. The nonconjugated drug entrapped in the matrix showed a fast release with almost 80%
in the first day, and 100% of release after 5 days. The sample with drug
conjugated to PLGA (PLGA MW of 5 kDa) showed slower release with 40%
after one day which continued up to 24 days, when 100% of the drug was
released.

12.7

Conclusions

Natural antioxidants and vitamins have been shown to possess beneficial
properties that could potentially improve human health. Targeted delivery of
vitamins and antioxidants via polymeric nanoparticles can offer several
advantages over traditional delivery methods, which include protection of the
bioactive component from degradation, an increase in the bioavailability of the
vitamin, delivery of the component to the site of action in a controlled manner,
as well as the possibility to integrate the bioactive component in various foods
for enhanced food quality. Safety of the polymeric nanoparticles for antioxidant
and vitamin delivery is a very important factor which must be considered in
designing and building polymeric nanoparticles for targeted controlled delivery
of antioxidants and vitamins.
Several methods are available to synthesize polymeric nanoparticles with
entrapped antioxidants/vitamins, by starting with a preformed polymer. Each
method has its advantages and disadvantages; the selection of the most suitable
method should be based on the chemical characteristics of the active component
and that of the polymer, as well as on the final use of the nanoparticles. Methods
which are based on the diffusion of the organic solvent to form nanoparticles are
limited to low polymer concentration for nanoparticle mean sizes of less than
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200 nm. Methods that involve solvent evaporation are more time consuming and
more expensive, but are less sensitive to changes in the polymer concentration.
Emulsion evaporation, in particular, can be used to entrap hydrophilic (w/o/w
emulsion) or hydrophobic (w/o emulsion) antioxidants, which is an advantage.
The salting out method is suitable for formation of nanoparticles at higher
polymer concentrations, but the involved purification process is a limitation of
this synthesis method. Surfactant concentration, polymer concentration, polymer
molecular weight, solvents, surfactant concentrations, and phase ratios play an
important role in controlling the size of the nanoparticles in all methods
available for nanoparticle formation.
The methods most broadly used to characterize nanoparticles in terms of
morphology, size and size distribution, surface chatacteristics, entrapment
efficiency, and release of the entrapped component, are the following: transmission electron microscopy (TEM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM),
cryogenic transmission electro microscopy (cryo-TEM), atomic force microscopy (AFM), dynamic light scattering (DLS), laser doppler anemometry,
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), spectroscopy, and high pressure
liquid chromatography (HPLC).
The release of the active component consists of two steps, diffusion and
polymer degradation. The diffusion process is predominant at the initial states of
the release, followed by the release of the active component due to the polymer
degradation. Different parameters affect the release profile, which include
chemical structure of the active component, amount of drug entrapped, polymer
hydrophobic±hydrophilic behavior, temperature, pH, presence of enzymes,
method of sterilization, polymer structure (i.e. copolymer ratio, crystallinity),
polymer molecular weight, and nanoparticle size, among others.

12.8

Future trends

Entrapment and delivery of antioxidants and vitamins with polymeric nanoparticles is anticipated to become a significant research field in the near future,
due to the extensive benefits that nanoencapsulation can offer. Single
antioxidant entrapment approach will be enhanced by including multiple action
antioxidants with potential synergistic effects in a single nanoparticle delivery
system.
Nanoparticle size, among other physical characteristics, affects the release
profiles of the bioactive component, and many researchers are continually
attempting to decrease the average nanoparticle size with better control. There
are important advances in the literature on understanding the mechanisms
involved in manipulation and control of the nanoparticle characteristics and the
improvement in the drug entrapment efficiency by carefully controlling these
parameters.
Antioxidants entrapped into polymeric nanoparticles will present release
profiles strictly modulated by carefully designing the particle to interact with the
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environment (i.e. pH, temperature) in a predictable way. Formation of nanoparticles that can interact with the human body and can modify their responses
based on changes in the environment is an important research area in the field.
Several questions will be addressed to reach this goal, such as tailoring synthesis
of new polymers for modulated responses and a better performance.
Very importantly, understanding of the safety of the nanoparticle delivery
system is critical for the final use of the system designed in food. It involves
analysis of the complex interactions between the nanoparticles and the cellular
environment, and the mechanism involved in the delivery of the antioxidant/
vitamin at the site of action.
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Encapsulation and controlled release of
folic acid
K. Kailasapathy, University of Western Sydney, Australia

13.1

Introduction

Microencapsulation (ME) is an inclusion technique for confining a bioactive
substance into a polymeric matrix coated by one or more semi-permeable
polymers, by virtue of which the encapsulated compound becomes more stable
and protected than its isolated or free form. Encapsulation of food bioactives can
provide the final product with better technological and nutritional properties
and, in addition, give controlled release of encapsulated microcomponents under
specific conditions.
Encapsulation technology in food processing includes coating of minute
particles or ingredients (e.g. flavours, colours, fats, acidulants) and other
nutrients (vitamins, minerals and antioxidants) which may be accomplished by
microencapsulation and macrocoating techniques (Kirby, 1991; Schrooyen et
al., 2001).
Folic acid is a member of the vitamin family and essential for the healthy
functioning of a variety of physiological processes in humans. Chemically, the
folates are a group of heterocyclic compounds and have a common basic
structure, N-4[{2-amino-1, 4-dihydro 4-oxo-6 pteridinyl}-methyl}amino]
benzoyl] glutamic acid, with or without additional L-glutamic acid residues
conjugated via peptide linkages (Hawkes and Villota, 1989) (Fig. 13.1). There are
many chemical derivatives of folic acid that exhibit a common vitamin activity as
folates, and these have been well described (Scott, 1989; Wagner, 1985).
Interest in the health benefits of folic acid has increased considerably over the
last 15 years. It has been known for some time that optimising blood folate
levels around the time of conception and in the early weeks of pregnancy can
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Fig. 13.1

Chemical structure of folic acid (Hawkes and Villota, 1989).

significantly reduce the chance of neural tube defects (NTD) during pregnancy
(MRC Vitamin Study Group, 1991). Folates provide protection against coronary
heart disease (Brouwer et al., 1999), cognitive functions (Seshadri et al., 2002)
and prevention of certain forms of cancer (Giovannucci et al., 1995). Elevated
plasma homocysteine, a consequence of marginal folate deficiency, is emerging
as an independent risk factor for several types of vascular stroke (Quere et al.,
2002; Vollset et al., 2001) and neuro-psychiatric disturbances, including depression and dementia (Bottiglieri, 1996). A number of countries have set up nutritional intervention programmes aimed at increasing the folate status of women.
Some have recommended folic acid supplementation (typically 400 g/day) for
all women of child bearing age. In some countries, there is a mandatory folic
acid food fortification programme focusing on flour and many have stressed the
importance of folate-rich foods (green vegetables, liver, oranges, and whole
grain foods).
Most naturally occurring folate derivatives in foods are highly sensitive to
oxygen, temperature, pH and light, and thus their stability is affected during
harvest, processing or storage of food sources of this vitamin (Hawkes and
Villota, 1989). With an increasing proportion of the world food supply being
subjected to some sort of processing and storage, most studies demonstrate
negative effects on folate stability from both industrial processing and household
preparation causing increased losses with increasing severity of heating,
temperature and time (Vahteristo et al., 1998; Wigertz et al., 1997; Williams
et al., 1995) (Table 13.1). Compared to natural folates, synthetic forms of folic
acid are stable (Blakely, 1969) and more bioavailable (Gregory, 1997; Cuskelly
et al., 2001) as the bioavailability of natural folates is affected by incomplete
conjugation on the brush border of the mucosal cells (Gregory, 1997). The low
bioavailability and, more importantly, the poor chemical stability of the natural

Table 13.1 Effect of thermal processing on the loss of folates in foods
Processing
techniques

Time exposed

Food sample

Folate
losses
(%)

Cause of loss

Reference

Water blanching,
steam blanching
Steaming (pressure)
Sous-vide processing
in vacuum bags
Tinning
Tinning
Boiling or
pressure cooking
Infrared or
convection heating
Warm holding
Autoclaving

3±6 min

42±83
70±91
24±41
11

Leakage, oxidation

DeSouza and Eitenmiller (1990)

20±40 min
40 min

Spinach
Broccoli
Broccoli
Broccoli

Leakage, oxidation
Oxidation

Petersen (1993)
Petersen (1993)

10±30/5 min

Spinach, Broccoli,
Brussel sprouts
Brussel sprouts

50
30
0

Leakage, oxidation
Leakage, oxidation
Leakage, oxidation

DeSouza and Eitenmiller (1990)
Malin (1977)
Malin (1977)

Cooked vegetables

4±24

Oxidation

Williams et al. (1995)

Oxidation
Oxidation

Williams et al. (1995)
Ristow et al. (1982)

Oven baking

25±35 min
(200 ëC)

Oxidation

Vahteristo et al. (1998)

Pasteurisation
UHT

15 sec (74 ëC)
5 sec (140 ëC)

14
0a
75b
30b
46b
34b
8b
19b

Oxidation

Wigertz et al. (1997)

a

1 h (72 ëC)
20 min

Cooked vegetables
Folate standards in
food model
Rainbow trout
Pollack
Chicken breast fillet
Milk
Milk

losses of folic acid; b losses of 5-methyltetrahydrofolate
Adapted from Madziva (2006)
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folates have a profound influence on the development of folate-based food
nutraceuticals. Microencapsulation could provide the necessary protection
needed for the folates. Microencapsulation technology could be used to
encapsulate synthetic forms of folates, incorporate them into a food vehicle and
deliver them to consumers in greater stable concentrations. The selection of
appropriate food vehicle for enrichment is an important consideration. A number
of organisations (Codex Alimentarius Commission, 1991; Darnton-Hill, 1998)
have published criteria for selecting an appropriate food vehicle including the
need for the selected vehicle to be regularly consumed by the population at risk
in stable, predictable amounts. The consumption of cheese in the world has
grown by 15% since 1997 with the forecast set to increase further during the
coming decades (US FDA, 1998). The nutritional importance and the popularity
of cheese in providing the required bioavailable calcium in preventing
osteoporosis make it an ideal vehicle to enrich with folates.
The focus of this chapter will be to deliver microencapsulated folates through
food such as cheese and its controlled release.

13.2

Encapsulation technologies for folates

A number of microencapsulation techniques have been reported for food and
nutraceuticals. Readers are referred to other chapters in this book. Technologies
applied to folates are not widely reported and utilise gel particles by extrusion
and emulsions. The focus of microencapsulation of folates, therefore, will cover
techniques using extrusion and hydrogelling.
13.2.1 Microentrapment in hydrogel beads
Microentrapment in hydrogel capsules is probably the only reported ME
technology for folic acid. The technology involves creating solid hydrogel beads
which contain the folic acid in its matrix. During the formation of folate
hydrogels, folates are immobilised and the gel particle size ranges from 450 to
1000 m in diameter depending on the type of ME equipment used. It could be
said that this process may not be true ME as it does not produce a capsule with a
membrane coating. The terms immobilisation and encapsulation are used
interchangeably in most of the reported literature. While encapsulation is the
process of forming a continuous coating around an inner matrix that is wholly
contained within the capsule wall as a core of encapsulated material, immobilisation refers to the trapping of the material within or throughout the matrix. Thus
bioencapsulation (when referring to folic acid), matrix encapsulation or microentrapment could also be used to describe this process. The hydrogel beads
containing folic acid can be coated further with polymers and they can be used
to delay the release of folic acid and provide protection and enhance the stability
of folic acid.
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13.2.2 Extrusion method for folic acid encapsulation
Alginate beads have been used in microencapsulation of folates because they are
easy to prepare on a laboratory scale, it is a mild hydrogelling process and
comparatively cheap and safe for use in incorporation into food formulations.
The major drawbacks of alginate microcapsules are, however, scaling up
difficulties and the porous nature of microcapsules that will leak folic acid,
hence, resulting in low encapsulation efficiency. This section will, however,
focus on the development of a pilot scale prototype for scaling up of hydrogelling encapsulation of folic acid (Nguyen et al., 2005) and use of mixed
polymers to prevent leakage of folic acid from the hydrogel beads into the
environment (Madziva et al., 2005).
Sodium alginate (viscosity 2%, (w/v) solution at 25 ëC, 250 cps), potassium
salt of pectin (28% degree of esterification, low methoxy and 20% amidated)
were used as hydrogelling polymers to microencapsulate folic acid. A bench-top
encapsulator fitted with a 300 m nozzle was used to prepare folic acid
microcapsules in small quantities. Aqueous polymer solutions were first prepared (alginate, alginate and pectin in various combinations) and the solutions
were left overnight to fully hydrate at room temperature. The folic acid was
dispersed in the polymer solutions, the mixture was pumped through the
encapsulation nozzle with a continuous flow of nitrogen into a gently agitated
aqueous solution of 0.1 M calcium chloride solution at room temperature when
discrete hydrogel beads entrapping folic acid was formed upon contact with the
polymerising calcium chloride solution. The polymerising vessel with calcium
chloride as the polymerising solution was constantly stirred to keep the polymer
from clumping (Fig. 13.2). A dropping height of about 10 cm between the nozzle
and the reaction vessel was maintained to ensure that spherical droplets were
formed. The crosslinking process between alginate±pectin and calcium ions
began almost instantaneously; however, the formed capsules were kept in the
polymerising solution to harden and form a capsular wall at the surface of the
beads. Blending of alginates and pectin polymers and microencapsulating folic
acid produced the highest encapsulation efficiency (EE) compared to a number
of single and mixed polymers including carrageenan, gelatin and xanthan gum
(Madziva et al., 2005).
A University of Western Sydney prototype (Fig. 13.3) was developed to scale
up the hydrogel capsule formation. This prototype was based on a falling film
polymerisation technique. The prototype consists of a tank (alginate tank) where
the polymer solution is mixed with folic acid and made into a suspension. This
suspension is allowed to hydrate and then pumped through a feed tube onto the
central area of a rotating disk which spreads it outwards by centrifugal force.
The disk is rotated by a variable speed drive. The disk is specially designed so
that the alginate suspension is thrown away as microdroplets. These microdroplets strike against a falling film of the polymerising solution (calcium
chloride) and instantly form micro hydrogel particles entrapping folic acid.
These beads then fall on to the polymerising solution (calcium chloride) at the
bottom of the encapsulation tank. The polymerising solution (calcium chloride)
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Fig. 13.2 A simplified schematic illustration of microencapsulation of folates.

Fig. 13.3 The UWS Prototype Encapsulator. P1 ± feed tank pressure;
P2 ± encapsulation tank pressure; Drive ± spinning disk motor
(adapted from Nguyen et al., 2005).
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is circulated through a specially designed pumping system to recirculate calcium
chloride solution. The formed and hardened hydrogel beads are then harvested
using cloth filters 1 and 2. These filters of 400 m (Filter 1) and 55 m (Filter 2)
capture the gelled beads and the calcium chloride solution is recirculated by a
pump. The polymerising solution then enters the encapsulation vessel and falls
along the walls as a falling film. A nitrogen gas cylinder produces a pressure
difference between the alginate feed tank and the encapsulation tank (P1 
driving pressure for alginate suspension; P2  pressure inside encapsulation
tank) and aid in the flow of alginate suspension with folic acid on to the rotating
disk and also to maintain a nitrogen blanket above the solutions during the
operation, which helps to prevent any oxidation of the folic acid.

13.3

Controlled release of folate in the gastrointestinal system

It is beneficial for the encapsulated folic acid to be released in the small intestine
where most of the absorption of vitamins takes place. Therefore the polymers
used for microencapsulation should be able to protect the folate in the acidic
stomach conditions and release the folate in the alkaline conditions in the small
intestine.
Many studies show that ME in alginate or pectin-based beads can be used for
controlled release of bioactive products. The alginate±pectin hydrogels showed
remarkable stability in acidic conditions, while they completely released folic
acid in alkaline conditions (Madziva et al., 2005). This in vitro release step was
designed to stimulate gastric and intestinal conditions in the human gut. Pectin
gels are stronger and more stable than alginate gels in acidic and in alkaline
conditions. It was observed that folic acid loss was greater in alginate gel than in
alginate±pectin gel at pH 1.2 (Madziva et al., 2005). Data from ex vivo conditions in porcine GI contents using alginate-pectin beads are in agreement with
these findings. Thus ex vivo porcine studies showed an important phenomenon
in targeted delivery. The alginate±pectin hydrogels containing folate remained
largely intact in gastric contents but released folic acid in both small intestine
and colon. The folic acid release in the small intestinal contents as well as that of
the colonic contents follows a very similar pattern except the former is greater
(Fig. 13.4). These two very different environments showed different effects on
the release of capsules. The presence of bacterial enzymes localised in the
colonic region may well have contributed to the disintegration of the gel
capsules leading to the release of folic acid. The least amount of folic acid
released was in the stomach contents (Fig. 13.4). Thus it could be said that
encapsulated folic acid was protected from the deteriorative gastric conditions
(Madziva, 2006).
The jejunum is the site of maximum absorption of free folates, where
absorption occurs by a pH dependent, carrier-mediated system (Mason, 1990;
Strum, 1981). It is demonstrable from the in vitro and ex vivo porcine intestinal
content studies that the alginate±pectin hydrogels released folic acid in alkaline
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Fig. 13.4 Release of encapsulated folic acid in ex vivo porcine gastrointestinal contents.
The error bars represent  s.d (n  3). Symbols: n small intestine, s colon, u stomach
(Madziva, 2006).

conditions (Figs 13.4 and 13.5). This suggests that the hydrogels have the
capability to protect folic acid during their transit through the upper gastrointestinal tract and release them in the alkaline conditions of the small intestine,
where the folic acid is absorbed.

13.4

Applications in functional foods

Fortification with folic acid in one or more of the commonly consumed dietary
items is now regarded as the best nutritional intervention method to ensure
increased folate intake and the reduction of the risks associated with folate
deficiency.
Although increasing folate levels in fermented dairy products through
`natural' synthesis using bacterial cultures has been reported (Hoppner and
Lampi, 1990), Crittenden et al. (2002) reported only a sixfold increase in folate
(72 mg per g) with careful selection of microorganisms. This means that daily
consumption of 100 g of such a dairy product would contribute approximately
15% of the minimum required folate intake, but only 2% of recommended consumption for women of child bearing age. Thus it is clear that biofermentation
using cultures may not be able to produce sufficient quantities of folates in
recommended doses for consumption, hence the need for fortification.
Preliminary studies for the suitability of folic acid fortification in cheddar
cheese showed satisfactory results (Madziva et al., 2006). Folic acid microencapsulated with combined alginate±pectin polymers showed the highest
encapsulation efficiency and increased stability and retention when tested in a
milk system where pH was adjusted from 6.7 to 4.5 over a 4 h period. The
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Fig. 13.5 Effect of pectin ratio on the release of alg±pect hydrogels in 0.1 M phosphate
buffer pH 8.2 alginate: pectin: n A100:P0; u A70:P30. Values are mean  s.d. (n  9)
(Madziva, 2006).

retention of folic acid under the test conditions was 360 g/100 g within the
alginate±pectin capsules indicating their ability to remain intact in the acidified
milk system. Stress tolerance of the folic acid capsules tested under simulated
cheese press pressures for 4 h showed folic acid retention of up to 288 g/100 g.
Three stages in Cheddar cheese manufacturing, namely, addition of folate
capsules in the milk, incorporation of capsules after milling the curd and injection into the pressed block of raw cheese when studied, showed that addition of
capsules in the milk showed the most even distribution of capsules while the
latter showed poor and irregular distribution. Encapsulated folic acid produced
greater stability in Cheddar cheese over a three-month ripening period compared
to free folic acid. Thus this study showed that folic acid could be successfully
microencapsulated in alginate±pectin polymers and incorporated into milk to
make Cheddar cheese with little loss of folates in whey and excellent stability
during cheese ripening compared to free folates. These results showed clearly
that Cheddar cheese would be an effective food vehicle for folic acid delivery.
13.4.1 Controlled delivery and bioactivity of encapsulated folic acid in
Cheddar cheese in reducing hyperhomocysteinemia
The efficiency of the microencapsulated folic acid in Cheddar cheese was
studied using a methionine-induced hyperhomocysteinemia mice model
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(Madziva et al., 2006). Reported studies based on sound epidemiological
evidence have shown a strong association of elevated homocysteine with
incidence of vascular disease (Bautista et al., 2002; Homocysteine Studies
Collaboration, 2002; Wald et al., 2002). Elevation of plasma total homocysteine
may occur due to genetic defects and/or an inadequate status of folate and cofactors. Hyperhomocysteinaemia is regarded as an independent risk factor for
cardiovascular diseases.
To study the maintenance of bioactivity of encapsulated folic acid, the
microencapsulated capsules were incorporated into a diet with excess dietary
methionine using Cheddar cheese as the food carrier and fed to mice. It was
found that hyperhomocysteinemia caused by the dietary addition of 10 g/kg
methionine was completely counteracted by the encapsulated folic acid compared to free folic acid. Encapsulated folic acid caused substantial reduction in
plasma homocysteine and arterial lesions in mice fed the diet supplemented with
20 g/kg methionine compared with free folic acid. This study showed that folic
acid in its encapsulated form in Cheddar cheese was released in the intestine of
mice and reduced homocysteine levels and aortic pathological events to a
greater degree than free folic acid. Alginate±pectin capsules enhanced folic acid
stability and bioactivity in sufficient quantities to normalise plasma total
homocysteine levels when Cheddar cheese was used as the food carrier.
This study therefore confirmed the preventative therapeutic effect of folic
acid more so in its encapsulated form than its free form as seen by a reduction in
homocysteine levels and aortic pathological events. Alginate±pectin encapsulation of folic acid enhanced its stability and was bioavailable in sufficient
quantities to normalise plasma homocysteine levels when Cheddar cheese was
used as the food carrier. This makes a strong case for possible application of this
technique in food systems for folic acid delivery.

13.5

Future trends

The work on folic acid encapsulation reported by Madziva et al. (2005, 2006)
has demonstrated that ME using food grade polymers confers stability to
otherwise unstable folic acid. With increasing reports that this vitamin is
essential for cell replication and has an important role in the prevention of neural
tube defects (Botto et al., 1999; Cragan et al., 1995), possibly coronary heart
disease (Brouwer et al., 1999) and indications for positive effects on good folate
status for cognitive functions (Seshadri et al., 2002) and on prevention of certain
forms of cancer (Giovannucci et al., 1995), fortification with folic acid is the
best nutritional intervention method to ensure increased folate intake and reduce
risk associated with folate deficiency. The United States Food and Drug
Administration (US FDA) made the fortification of grain products with folic
acid mandatory from 1 January 1998. Most industrialised countries practise
voluntary fortification with folic acid. Folic acid fortification of other food
products such as juices and flours are being carried out elsewhere. However, the
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stability of free folic acid during processing and storage and the efficiency of its
bioactivity may be questionable, hence, microencapsulation techniques with
tailor-made polymers will need to be developed to suit different processing
conditions, storage conditions and release conditions.
Research on food grade polymers that provide higher encapsulation efficiency and greater stability need to be done in order to increase the application
base and variety of food delivery vehicles. Coating of gel capsules with polymers such as poly-L-lysine or chitosan during crosslinking should be
investigated.
Other ME techniques such as spray drying, spray chilling, spray coating or a
combination of these techniques should be developed for better product integrity
and folate stability and preserving their therapeutic bioactivity during processing
and storage in different food products.
There is good indication that the gel capsules can be further modified to
achieve targeted release not just along the whole length of the small intestine,
but, specifically the jejunum of the small intestine where folic acid absorption is
maximal. This can be studied by monitoring transient time of the capsules in the
upper gastrointestinal tract until such time when folic acid release starts. Such a
study could be carried out using synthetic folic acid and suitable dye binding
techniques.
Sensory aspects of foods are critical in acceptance of new food products. The
new food product development with microencapsulated folates will need to be
evaluated for any impact on subtle changes in texture or flavour. As the benefit
of folate becomes increasingly known, it is to be expected that the product be
labelled with a specific health claim. It can be expected that in future
microencapsulation will not only be used for the controlled delivery of folates in
food nutraceuticals but also to differentiate folate enriched foods from others on
the supermarket shelf. Thus, ME could be a future marketing tool for the
functional foods and nutraceuticals industry.

13.6
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Encapsulation of probiotics
C. P. Champagne, Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, Canada and
K. Kailasapathy, University of Western Sydney, Australia

14.1

Introduction

Microencapsulation (ME) is a technology used to `package' various materials,
principally solids or liquids, in miniature capsules which release their contents at
controlled rates. There are many instances where it is useful to encapsulate
ingredients for functional foods or nutraceuticals (FFN). Controlled release of
compounds is a critical benefit of ME. However, there are many other advantages of ME for bioactive ingredients in the food matrices: taste or colour
masking, increased stability of the bioactive ingredient during processing and
storage, and reduced interactions between the ingredient and the environment.
For these reasons, numerous vitamins, minerals or antioxidants destined for the
FFN markets are encapsulated (Schrooyen et al., 2001), but this chapter will
focus on probiotics.
Probiotics are considered as being `Defined, live microorganisms which,
administered in adequate amounts, confer a beneficial physiological effect on
the host' (Araya et al., 2002). The potential health benefits of probiotic bacteria
(Lactobacillus acidophilus and bifidobacteria) are presented in Table 14.1.
Increasing the intestinal population in these beneficial bacteria can be accomplished in two ways: directly consuming probiotic bacteria or consuming products
that will selectively improve their growth in the gastrointestinal (GI) system.
Such products, which are called prebiotics, are not digested by humans and are
typically composed of oligosaccharides (inulin, fructooligosaccharides,
lactulose, galactooligosaccharides).
Although there are instances where non-viable probiotics can still exert their
biological effects (Ouwehand and Salminen, 1998; Tabrizi et al., 2004; Stanton
et al., 2005) it is widely considered that products which contain viable probiotics
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Table 14.1 Potential health benefits of probiotic bacteria (from Ouwehand et al., 2003
and Kailasapathy and Chin, 2000)
Prevention/reduction of symptoms of:

Improvement of:

· hypercholesterolaemia
· diarrhoea
· inflammatory bowel disease
(ulcerative colitis ± Crohn)
· necrotising enterocolitis
· irritable bowel syndrome
· constipation
· Helicobacter pylori infection (ulcers)
· small bowel bacterial overgrowth
· colorectal cancer
· superficial bladder cancer
· cervical cancer
· breast cancer
· allergy
· coronary heart disease
· urinary tract infection
· upper respiratory tract infections

·
·
·
·
·

lactose assimilation
food digestibility
immune response
blood pressure
oral health

are the most desirable. Viability of probiotic cultures in FFN is therefore a
critical issue of their functionality. Viability and activity of the probiotic
bacteria are important considerations, because the bacteria must survive in the
food or nutraceutical during shelf-life and during transit through the acidic
conditions of the stomach, and resist any degradation by hydrolytic enzymes and
bile salts in the small intestine. It is essential that products sold with any health
claims meet the population levels stated on the label, presumably those found
effective in clinical trials, and the minimum therapeutic dose per day is often
found to be 108±109 cells (Kurmann and Rasic, 1991; Kailasapathy and Rybka,
1997; Lourens-Hattingh and Viljoen, 2001; Shah, 2000).
Various studies have shown that probiotic organisms survive poorly in foods
like yoghurt and fermented milks with cell numbers being much lower than the
recommended levels at the expiry date (Iwana et al., 1993; Klaver et al., 1993;
Hughes and Hoover, 1995; Dave and Shah, 1997; Kailasapathy and Rybka, 1997;
Rybka and Fleet, 1997). Therefore there is a need to protect the probiotic bacteria
against adverse processing and storage conditions as well as during transit in the
GI tract. Microencapsulation has recently gained considerable attention as the
likely means to provide the required protection to probiotic bacteria.
When considering controlled delivery of bioactive compounds to humans,
one usually thinks of caplets and controlled delivery in the GI system. With
respect to probiotic-containing caplets (nutraceuticals), encapsulation has some
definite advantages in controlling the release in the GI system, and some data
will be presented in this respect. However, it must be stressed that ME is as
extensively used for the delivery of probiotics into foods. This aspect will thus
be extensively covered.
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Encapsulation technologies for probiotics

There are numerous microencapsulation techniques. However, technologies
applied to probiotics are generally limited to gel particles, spray-coating, spraydrying, extrusion and emulsions. Therefore, the focus will be on these
approaches. Other valuable techniques for ME such as liposomes, coacervation,
co-crystallisation or molecular inclusion (cyclodextrins) do not yet appear to
have extensive use in the preparation of probiotics for FFN either because of
cost, of the large size of bacteria or of the requirement of food-grade compounds
in the process.
14.2.1 Microentrapment in gel particles
Microentrapment in gel beads is probably the most widely studied ME
technology for probiotics. It basically consists in the production of solid
matrices which contain the cells. It could be argued that this process is not true
microencapsulation because some particle sizes can reach 2 mm in diameter, and
because we do not obtain a capsule with a membrane coating. Thus, bioencapsulation (when applied to probiotics), matrix encapsulation or microentrapment could also be used to describe this process. Nevertheless, the
particles obtained can often achieve the delayed release and protection
properties required. Probiotic bacteria (1±3 m in size) are well retained in
the alginate hydrogel matrix which is estimated to have a pore size of less than
17 nm (Klein et al., 1983).
Extrusion and emulsion methods for probiotics
Various polymers can be used to prepare ionic gel particles (Doleyres and
Lacroix, 2005), but alginate, carrageenan, gellan and pectin are the most
frequently used. The technique relies on the ability of these polymers to form
gels in the presence of minerals, principally calcium and potassium.
Three methods of producing alginate beads which carry probiotics are most
commonly used (Fig. 14.1). The most popular is the alginate extrusion process in
a calcium chloride solution. In some cases, starch (Sultana et al., 2000;
Dembczynski and Jankowski, 2002; Muthukumarasamy et al., 2006), pectin and
whey proteins (GueÂrin et al., 2003) have been blended with alginate in order to
improve the matrix for subsequent applications. There seems to be little effect of
CaCl2 on cell viability during microentrapment, but high alginate content, high
cell loading and large particles appear to be preferable when the products are
subsequently challenged in simulated gastric environments (Chandramouli et
al., 2004). There are various scale-up methods as well as industrial suppliers of
extrusion bead-forming equipment (Heinzen, 2002; Champagne, 2006), and the
production can be contracted out.
The oil emulsion processes (Fig. 14.1) are less simple but easier to scale up
(Krasaekoopt et al., 2003). They have the advantage of enabling the production
of smaller beads (Gouin, 2004), which can be critical in preventing sensory
changes in the functional foods enriched with the probiotic-containing beads.
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Fig. 14.1 Several techniques used to microentrap probiotic bacteria in alginate gel
beads.

Coating of the alginate beads can also be carried out to improve their
protective properties. The beads are simply dipped in a solution containing a
cationic polymer, such as chitosan (Fig. 14.1), gelatin or poly-L-lysine
(Groboillot et al., 1993; Krasaekoopt et al., 2004). Other coating or bead
modification methods for alginate have been attempted (Krasaekoopt et al.,
2003; Le-Tien et al., 2004), but important losses in viability have resulted in
some instances (Larish et al., 1994).
Some protein-based ME techniques are also carried out by ionic gelification.
Limited data suggest that alginate gels offer better protection to probiotics than
other carbohydrate-based or protein-based gels (Kailasapathy and Sureeta, 2004;
Muthukumarasamy et al., 2006) but more data are needed on the effect of the
gelling matrix. The reader is directed to Chapter 10 for more details on the use
of protein matrices for ME technologies.
Spray-chilling technology
The production of gel beads can also be achieved by spray-chilling, which is
considered the least expensive encapsulation technology (Gouin, 2004). In
spray-chilling, a molten matrix of hydrogenated or fractionated vegetable oils
with low melting point (32 to 42 ëC) containing the bioactive compound is
atomized through a nozzle into a vessel. This process is similar to spray-drying
with respect to the production of fine droplets. However, it is based on the
injection of cold air in the vessel to enable solidification of the gel particle,
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rather that hot air which dries the droplet into a fine powder particle. The liquid
droplet, which is rather small, thus solidifies and entraps the bioactive product.
The matrix is consequently a thermogelling compound.
Starch granules
It has long been recognized that bacteria adhere to starch particles (Anderson
and Salyers, 1989), and this property has been specifically used for ME of
probiotics in native maize (corn) potato, oat or barley (Myllarinen et al., 2000;
Crittenden et al., 2001; Myllarinen 2002). The cells can adhere to the granules or
grow inside the matrix. Thus, probiotic-containing starch granules could
constitute carriers for probiotics in the development of functional foods (Fig.
14.2). Resistant starch can be used to ensure the viability of probiotic organisms
in food and in the gastrointestinal tract. Resistant starch is also a suitable surface
for adherence of probiotics to starch granule during processing, storage and
transit through the upper gastrointestinal tract, providing protection against
environmental stresses. However, as for other ME techniques based on particles,
a disadvantage is the potential effect of texture (Table 14.2). Bacterial populations in the particles are lower that the other gel particle systems; this system
might need higher addition levels in foods to provide the required number of
probiotic cells.
Nevertheless, the system could potentially be used for controlled release of
the probiotics in the GI system. In an in vitro model that simulated the upper
gastrointestinal tract, adhesion was inhibited both by the action of proteinase, by
pH values less than 3 and by exposure to pancreatin (Crittenden et al., 2001).
Thus, it could be expected that some cells would be released under these conditions. Although the properties of the starch-adhering cells were not compared

Fig. 14.2 VTT process for ME in starch granules (Myllarinen et al., 2000; Myllarinen,
2002).

Table 14.2 Some properties of microencapsulation (ME) techniques for probiotics
ME technique

Characteristics

Benefits

Problems

Gel particles

· Cells entrapped in a gel matrix:
polymer-based system
· Gel particle coatings can be applied
(chitosan)
· High cell load (> 1011 cfu/g) in pectin
or alginate beads, but lower for starch
granules

·
·
·
·

Can be used to produce biomass itself
Particles can be air-dried
Many techniques can be used
Spray-chilling is the lowest-costing
ME technology
· Demonstrated protection against
freezing, oxygen and GIa environment
· Cell release in intestines
· Carrier can have bioactive properties

· Lower yields in biomass production
· Particles can affect food texture
· Particles may dissolve in
environments having chelating
compounds (phosphates, citrates)

Spray-coating

·
·
·
·

· High protection to short exposure
periods (a few days) to acids,
humidity and oxygen
· Multiple layers can be added for
controlled release or density
adjustments

· Phase separation in beverages if
coating is lipid-based
· Slow cell release at low temperatures
· Particles can affect food texture

Spray-drying

· Cells `coated' individually with the
ingredients in the drying medium
· Medium cell load (1010±1011 cfu/g)

· Many possibilities for coating
materials
· Rapid cell release if ingredients
dissolve rapidly
· Less effects on food/beverage texture
if they dissolve

· High temperatures in the process kill
many strains; may require pre-heating
adaptation step
· Short-term protection (a few hours)
linked to particle dissolution

True coating; cells in core powder
Coat generally lipid-based
High cell load (> 1011 cfu/g).
Most widely used commercially

Table 14.2 Continued
ME technique

Characteristics

Benefits

Problems

Extrusion

· Cells blended with various powders
and then extruded
· Low cell load (109±1010 cfu/g)

· Many possibilities for coating
materials
· Particles can be air-dried
· Particles can dissolve, as a function of
carrier
· Carrier can be prebiotic

· Low populations require large
inoculation rates

Emulsion

· Homogenization of aqueous and lipid
phases

· Can be combined with spray-drying
· Little data on applications; lipidbased systems theoretically good for
protection against acids and oxygen

· Difficult to apply to probiotics
· Emulsifiers can be detrimental to
viability
· High losses in liquid phase
· Little data on stability during storage;
liquid core may be unfavourable to
long-term stability

a

GI = in-vitro gastrointestinal conditions.
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to those of free cells, some data suggest that cultures which grow in biofilms
could be physiologically different than free cells (Doleyres and Lacroix, 2005),
and have improved abilities to survive stressful conditions of the GI system.
14.2.2 Encapsulation by spray-coating
Although there is much less scientific data on the effect of spray-coating for
probiotics than with microentrapment in gels, this technology has been the most
extensively applied commercially. Many of the process details are proprietary, but
the extensive industrial interest in this technology is reflected by the patent activity
in the field (Durand and Panes, 2001; Shin et al., 2002; Ubbink et al., 2003).
In spray-coating, the core material needs to be in a solid form, although not
necessarily completely dried. The core material is kept in motion in a specially
designed vessel, either by injection of air at the bottom or by a rotary action of
some sort (vessel or pale) (Fig. 14.3). A liquid coating material is sprayed over
the core material and solidifies to form a layer at the surface. The coating
material can be injected from many angles (Fig. 14.3), and this influences the
properties of the coating. In food applications the coating is mostly lipid-based,
but a wide variety of compounds can be used (Ubbink et al., 2003):
· Lipids:
± waxes (paraffin, beeswax, carnauba, candellila, shellac)
± fatty acids (oleic, stearic, palmitic) and their salts

Fig. 14.3 Various designs of spray-coating processes.
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± hydrogenated or hardened oils
± mono- or diglycerides, and their derivatives
± fats of animal origin (milkfat)
± phospholipids
· Proteins: gluten, casein
· Carbohydrates: cellulose and its derivatives, carrageenan, alginate.
The temperature of this coating material is typically kept between 60 and
120 ëC during spraying while the temperature of the fluidizing air can vary
between 10 and 50 ëC (Durand and Panes, 2001). The process conditions must be
adjusted to prevent a strong increase in the temperature of the core material.
Initial particle size ranges between 100 and 1000 m in diameter, and the
coating will ultimately represent between 30% and 80% of the weight of the
product.
Depending on the particle size to be coated, various pieces of equipment are
preferred. For instance the pellet-coating process (Ubbink et al., 2003) is
recommended for particles having a volume of at least 0.02 cm3.
Spray-coating is particularly well suited for coats having multiple layers. For
example, a first layer of lipids can be applied in order to confer a protective
property for the probiotic bacteria in the core, while a second layer, protein or
other, can be used in order to adjust the specific gravity or stabilizers for the coated
probiotics to remain in suspension in beverages (Shin et al., 2002). There are also
other potential advantages of spray-coating and a few are listed in Table 14.2.
14.2.3 Spray-drying
Spray-drying is extensively used in the production of microencapsulated
ingredients. A liquid suspension of the bioactive product is sprayed at the top of
a large vessel, creating a mist of fine droplets, in conjunction with hot air. The
droplets dry into solid particles. Spray-drying has traditionally had limited
industrial use for probiotics because of the high temperatures used during the
process which would generate high viability losses. Indeed, the inlet air can
typically be at 120±160 ëC, and is still at 50±80 ëC at the outlet. The use of
protective compounds and adapting cells (Desmond et al., 2002) are critical in
preventing viability losses. It is considered that when cells and protective
compounds are emulsified with oils prior to spray-drying (Ross et al., 2005;
Crittenden et al., 2006), or that when probiotics are emulsified in an oil phase (see
Section 14.2.5), they are encapsulated. No data are available on cell release of these
systems. However, it can be expected that the benefits/problems of the spray-dried
ME products will be linked to their dissolution properties (Table 14.2).
14.2.4 Extrusion
Extrusion was proposed almost 20 years ago as a method of stabilizing lactic
cultures (Kim et al., 1988). In this process, dried cultures are mixed with bulking
agents (cellulose, glycerol) and small amounts of water to form wet granule.
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This mixture is processed in an extruder with screens having pores about 1 mm
in diameter. The wet particles can subsequently be air-dried or spray-coated.
Refinements of this method have appeared where ingredients designed for
enteric protection have been added in the bulking agents blends (Simmons et al.,
2004). The disadvantage of this method is the low ratio of probiotic bacteria to
protective compounds. In extrusion, the initial probiotic culture represents less
than 10% of the final product, while in spray-coating, for example, it can
represent 50±80% of the mass. Thus, products obtained from extrusion have
rather low populations, typically in the 109±1010 cfu/g range. This is acceptable
for the nutraceutical market, but might be a bit low as a supplement to foods.
Indeed, many uncoated freeze-dried probiotics are marketed with 1011 cfu/g
populations.
A variation of extrusion technology was developed by Chan and Zhang
(2002) with a direct compression approach. In this technique, a probioticcontaining powder is placed between two layers of a powder which will act as a
protective coating. The blend is compressed in a dye to obtain a tablet. The
powder containing the probiotics is located in the centre of the tablet. This
enables the production of chewable tablets, particularly enjoyed by children.
14.2.5 Emulsions
Oil-in-water and water-in-oil emulsions are prepared by homogenizing an oil
phase and an aqueous phase together in the presence of an emulsifier. The type
and concentrations of the various ingredients used to formulate these emulsions,
the homogenization and other processing conditions employed determine their
physicochemical properties and stability (McClements, 2005). However,
stabilization for food systems remains an issue due to the droplets coalescence
or due to the diffusion of the water molecules from the internal aqueous phase to
the bulk aqueous phase (Garti and Benichou, 2004).
Emulsions are mostly applied to chemical bioactives, but a few processes
have involved probiotics. One method involves mixing a probiotic cell
suspension with a mixture of sesame oil bodies in sesame oil (Hou et al., 2003).
Combining some processes can generate interesting approaches. Picot and
Lacroix (2003a,b) have combined emulsification and spray-drying to develop a
low-cost ME method adaptable to large-scale production. In this method, a
micronized powder, containing the probiotic bacteria, is added to a hydrophobic
phase, which can be anhydrous milk fat. The hydrophobic phase containing the
dry material to be encapsulated is added to a hydrophilic phase, in this case a
10% whey protein isolate solution. An oil-in-water emulsion is prepared using a
dynamic loop mixer, and the emulsion is then spray-dried. The product contains
a core of probiotic powder having a first coating layer of milk fat and a second
coating layer of whey proteins, generated during spray-drying. A similar
approach has been proposed by Crittenden et al. (2005) using different
homogenization systems and different emulsifiers.
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Applications in nutraceuticals

A nutraceutical can be defined as a product isolated or purified from foods that
is generally sold in medicinal forms not usually associated with food. Probioticcontaining nutraceuticals are produced by specialized manufacturers who
typically carry out the biomass production step under pH control in vats of 2000
to 10 000 L, recover and concentrate the cells be centrifugation or filtration, dry
the concentrate and market it in the form of a powder, caplets or chewable
tablets. An increasing number of products are encapsulated. In current commercial practices, the encapsulation process is carried out by spray-coating
(Section 14.2.2), either on the small dried particles of probiotics (prior to
insertion in a caplet) or on the larger caplet itself. Examples include the STAR
and Probiocap technologies (Goulet and Wozniak, 2002). However, some strains
cannot survive this traditional process and it will be examined how ME
technologies can offer novel production strategies for the manufacturers of
nutraceuticals.
14.3.1 Encapsulation of powders or caplets
Early on, it was shown that coating of dried probiotic cultures (Rao et al., 1989)
would increase survival of the cells in a simulated gastric fluid (SGF). When a
cellulose acetate phthalate cover was applied, complete survival of the culture
was noted following exposure to pH 1.33 SGF (Rao et al., 1989). However, such
phthalate polymers may not be of food grade, and manufacturers have shifted to
fat-based compounds, at least with respect to spray-coating of fine particles of
probiotic cultures (Fig. 14.3). Fat coating of small particles generates extremely
good survival rates to short exposures to SGF environments (Goulet and
Wozniak, 2002).
A coating which is not fat based has also been developed for large caplets
(Goulet and Wozniak, 2002). In this instance, the coating prevents the disintegration of the caplet in the stomach thus preventing the loss of viability due
to exposure to the SGF.
In addition to highly improved survival to acid environments, small lipidcoated particles have shown a fourfold increase in stability during a 4-month
storage period at 30 ëC (Siuta-Cruce and Goulet, 2001). Therefore, spray-coating
encapsulation acts in at least two ways to improve viability of probiotics
delivered as nutraceuticals: increased viability during storage and enhanced
survival to SGF. Although no comparative study has been carried out, data from
the literature suggest that the lipid-based spray-coating method generates better
protection against SGF that does ME in alginate gels, and appears to be the most
recommended ME technology for nutraceuticals products (and possibly
functional foods as well).
Although data are available on the survival of probiotics in lipid-coated
particles to gastric environments, little is known about the effect of the nature of
the lipid envelope on release of the probiotics in the intestine or the colon. Fats
used in the coating process typically have melting points above 40 ëC and should
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not melt in the GI system. Therefore, it is assumed that the action of bile salts
and pancreatic lipases would serve to remove the lipid coating and gradually
allow release of the cells.
14.3.2 Advantages of encapsulation in tablet manufacture
Compression of powders into tablets induces some mortality. When spraycoated particles were exposed to the process, the survival rate was two times
higher than with uncoated particles (Goulet and Wozniak, 2002). Furthermore,
when free-cell and compression-generated tablets (Section 14.2.4) were exposed
to the SGF, much higher survival was recorded with the cells in the tablet, but
only in very acidic environments (between pH 1.2 and 2.0) (Chan and Zhang,
2005). In the compression-ME system, the formation of a hydrogel around the
cell was thought to be the basis for cell protection (Chan and Zhang, 2005), but
the fact that only 50% of the tablet was hydrated after 120 min of exposure to the
SGF suggests that mass transfer limitation of the acidic solution inside the tablet
could also be involved. These data are useful to ascertain the value of
encapsulation when the tablet is taken whole. However, further studies are
needed to examine the value of the technique when the tablet is chewed and
broken down to small particles. It can be expected that the `limitation of mass
transfer of SGF' type of protection offered by encapsulation would be lower in
that instance. This would suggest that when spray-coated particles are
compressed into tablets, such products would have two methods of protection
against exposure to the SGF. The first is the lipid coating of each small particle.
The second would be through the tablet itself, which limits mass transfer of the
SGF.
The encapsulated powders with enteric coating may protect the probiotic
bacteria from gastric acidity and deliver large numbers of bacteria to the small
intestine.
14.3.3 Production of ME cultures in gel beads
The industrial process used to manufacture a probiotic nutraceutical (or any
powder or frozen concentrate for direct inoculation of foods as well) generates a
certain number of stresses to the cells which produce sub-lethal or lethal cell
damage (Goulet and Wozniak, 2002). Examples of stressful conditions include:
·
·
·
·

oxygen stress due to agitation during pH control fermentations
oxygen and pressure stresses during centrifugation or filtration
membrane damage during freezing and/or drying
pressure and heat stresses during the production of the tablets.

Producing concentrated cultures in alginate or carrageenan gel beads is an
alternative to the traditional process, if viability drops are unacceptably high
during processing (Champagne, 2006). In this technology, bacteria are
microentrapped in gel particles of 1±2 mm which are then added to the growth
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Fig. 14.4 Production of concentrated probiotics in gel particles.

medium (Fig. 14.4). Bacterial growth occurs in the gel beads and the population
can reach levels well above 1010 cfu/g of gel. In the central portion of the bead,
the dissolved oxygen level is lower than that in the liquid medium, which is
critical to oxygen-sensitive cultures. The concentrated cultures are then recovered without requiring centrifugation or filtration, which solves the problem of
strains which are sensitive to these processing stresses. The approach also
enables an alternate method of drying, since lower-costing air-drying (fluidized
bed or other) can be used instead of freeze-drying. The alginate beads can also
be stored in low water activity solutions and sold fresh (Champagne et al.,
1994). However, this immobilized cell technology (ICT) suffers from a number
of drawbacks:
· the need for a bead production step in the process
· lower overall biomass yields for most cultures
· solid state of the culture which can affect texture in foods and beverages.
In the past, cultures which did not survive well the technological stresses of the
traditional process were simply discarded from the product line. However, in the
future, culture producers will have to examine alternatives such as ICT, if they
must market a very sensitive strain having valuable and demonstrable health
effects.
Survival in the gastrointestinal system
In addition to solving technological problems in the production of probiotics,
many studies have shown that cultures which are microencapsulated in alginate
beads show improved survival to acid in the gastric environment or to bile
solutions (Fig. 14.5). It is important to mention that even though there are
numerous examples where ME in alginate is beneficial (Chandramouli et al.,
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Fig. 14.5 Effect of different coating materials on survival of Lactobacillus acidophilus
CSCC 2400 under in vitro acidic conditions. The error bars represent mean  SD of three
replicates for all treatments. a = free cells; b = cells alginate-encapsulated; c = cells coencapsulated in alginate and starch; d = cells co-encapsulated in alginate and starch and
further coated with alginate; e = cells co-encapsulated in alginate and starch and further
coated with poly-L-lysine; f = cells co-encapsulated in alginate and starch and further
coated with chitosan; g = free cells pH 6.5 (control). (From Iyer and Kailasapathy, 2005.)

2003, 2004; GueÂrin et al., 2003; Le Tien et al., 2004; Iyer and Kailasapathy,
2005; Mandal et al., 2006) there are also reports with negative data (Sultana et
al., 2000; Truelstrup-Hansen et al., 2002). Possible reasons for these
discrepancies could be:
· method of bead production or coating method (Lee at al., 2004; Krasaekoopt
et al., 2004; Mandal et al., 2006) (Fig. 14.5)
· size of the bead particle (Lee and Heo, 2000; Chandramouli et al., 2003)
· cell load (Chandramouli et al., 2004).
Controlled release of the probiotics in the GI system
It is beneficial for the encapsulated probiotic bacteria to be released in the small
intestine where the Peyers patches exist to activate the immune system.
Therefore the polymers used for microencapsulation should be able to protect
the bacteria in acidic stomach conditions and release the bacteria in the alkaline
conditions in the small intestine.
Many data show that ME in alginate or pectin-based beads can be used for
controlled release of bioactive products. In vitro studies on calcium alginate or
pectinate beads showed that they maintain their integrity in the simulated upper
gastrointestinal tract, but subsequently release the agents (Sriamornsak, 1999,
Mandal et al., 2006). Data from ex vivo conditions in porcine GI contents using
alginate beads are in agreement with these findings. Thus, Iyer et al. (2004)
showed that little bacterial release occurred in the gastric environment, but that
bacteria are subsequently released in the intestinal environment. Furthermore,
Iyer et al. (2005) reported that Lactobacillus casei strain Shirota micro-
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Fig. 14.6 Release of encapsulated bacteria in porcine intestinal contents. The error bars
represent mean  SD (n  3). Symbols:
gastric, ú duodenum, l small intestine
(anterior), s small intestine (posterior), n colon (Iyer et al., 2004).

encapsulated with chitosan-coated alginate-starch was released in ex vivo
porcine gastrointestinal contents. They showed that there was almost complete
release of the bacteria from capsules within 8 h of incubation in small intestinal
contents (Fig. 14.6). With alginate, cell release is basically the result of dissolution of the gel particle due to calcium binding by phosphates or other anions
in the medium.

14.4

Applications in functional foods

During processing and storage of foods, many situations can be detrimental to
the viability of probiotics:
·
·
·
·

inhibitory compounds produced by starter cultures (fermented milks)
heating ± pasteurization (most products)
freezing (ice cream, frozen products)
oxygen (during blending in processing or during storage in many packaged
products)
· ingredients (salt, spices, flavours)
· drying (powders).
In the past, companies which added a probiotic culture to a food product
basically selected the strain as a function of its ability to survive during processing and storage. As scientific evidence of the health effects of probiotics
accumulates, it appears that the strain itself may be a critical component of the
functionality of the product. Therefore, strains are now selected not so much on
their technological properties but rather on their ability to confer a health effect,
and companies are now faced with the challenge of finding ways to ensure
viability. Encapsulation offers the opportunity to enhance the survival of
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probiotics in some situations and this section will examine these conditions.
Thus, with respect to functional foods, ME is used not so much for controlled
release into foods but for incorporation and protection of viable cells into the
products.
14.4.1 Dairy products
Yoghurt
Although there are discrepancies, most teams report increased viability of probiotics during storage of yoghurt when microentrapped in alginate, carrageenan
or gellan/xanthan gel beads (Adhikari et al., 2000, 2003; Anjani et al., 2004).
Talwalkar and Kailasapathy (2003) observed that the benefits of microentrapment occurred when there is oxygen in the medium. Microentrapment
thus appears to provide a microenvironment having reduced oxygen levels,
which prevent viability losses to oxygen-sensitive strains (Talwalkar and
Kailasapathy, 2004) rather than protect the cells against the detrimental effect of
the acid environment in yoghurt. Data from McMaster et al. (2005) also show an
enhanced degree of oxygen tolerance by bifidobacteria in gel beads. Thus, it can
be hypothesized that the discrepancies in the literature could be due to various
oxygen sensitivities between the strains (microentrapment being ineffective
when the strains are not sensitive to oxygen) or to variable dissolved oxygen
levels in the products due to differences in experimental procedures.
A second reason for the discrepancies might be improvements in the alginate
matrix. Thus, addition of starch in the alginate core or coating the bead with
chitosan (Figs 14.1 and 14.6) appear to more systematically improve the
viability of the cultures (Sultana et al., 2000; Krasaekoopt et al., 2006).
Cheese
In cheesemaking, a fraction of the bacterial cells are lost in the whey. There
appears to be a higher retention of the microencapsulated probiotics in the
cheese matrix, as evidenced by higher counts of microentrapped cells in the first
weeks following production. Thus, ME in gel particles could be considered for
controlled release of the probiotic in the cheese matrix. However, contrary to
yoghurt, ME of probiotics in alginate beads does not seem to improve their
stability during storage or ripening (Gobbetti et al., 1998), and may even be
detrimental (Godward and Kailasapathy, 2003a; Kailasapathy and Masondole
2005). The same lack of beneficial effect of ME on viability during storage was
noted in cream cheese and processed cheese, but with spray-coated cultures
(Belvis et al., 2006).
The ME benefits noted in yoghurt thus do not seem to extend to cheese. It
may be hypothesized that cheese products could have lower free oxygen levels,
and that this would not enable the expression of the ME benefit of lower redox
level in the bead particle. Whatever the reasons for the discrepancies between
data from cheese and yoghurt, these results show that the food matrix influences
viability benefits of ME.
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Ice cream and frozen desserts
Numerous studies show that probiotics entrapped in alginate or carrageenan beads
have greater viability following freezing in various dairy desserts (Sheu and
Marshall, 1993; Sheu et al., 1993; Kebary et al., 1998; Shah and Ravula, 2000;
Godward and Kailasapathy, 2003b). This is particularly evident when cryoprotectants, such as glycerol, are added in the gel particles (Sheu et al., 1993;
Sultana et al., 2000). ME enables the use of such protective compounds in the
beads, without having to add them to the ice milk mix, where they would affect
sensory properties. Therefore, the microenvironment which is provided by beads
seems to be a critical aspect of the success of the application. This is in line with the
data for yoghurt where, for that particular application, the oxygen microenvironment is involved. The milk fat in ice cream formulations may also act as
encapsulating material for probiotic bacteria during the homogenization of the ice
cream mix. The high total solids level in ice cream mix including the fat (emulsion)
may provide protection for the bacteria (Kailasapathy and Sultana, 2003).
Unfermented milks
Losses in viability of probiotic bacteria during storage are much lower in
unfermented milk than in yoghurt because of the higher pH. Nevertheless, for
some strains sensitive to oxygen, significant drops in viability occur (Bolduc et
al., 2006). It has been shown that lower oxygen levels are encountered inside gel
particles (Talwalkar and Kailasapathy, 2004), and this could potentially explain
why bifidobacteria ME in alginate gels have proven to be more stable than free
cells during incubation at 4 ëC in 2% fat milk (Truelstrup-Hansen et al., 2002).
A number of commercial unfermented milk products contain probiotics, and
to our knowledge the cultures are added after pasteurization. It is always a
concern to add ingredients after the heat treatment because of the potential
contamination with pathogens. It was therefore examined whether microencapsulation in gel beads would enhance the survival of the cultures to heating.
Although some protection was conferred by microentrapment when the cultures
were pasteurized at 63 ëC for 30 min, viability losses were high at 70 ëC for
1 min (Kushal et al., 2005). At this point, even if milk provides some protection
to the cells during heating, it appears that the protection by ME in alginate beads
is insufficient to enable a pre-pasteurization inoculation.
Powders
Adding probiotics to milk-based powders destined to be heated, such as for
sauces, is arguably useless because of the viability losses encountered. However,
a certain number of powdered dairy blends are consumed directly (ProbioStickTM) or freshly after rehydration (instant skim milk, infant formulas and
instant pudding blends). Therefore, some studies have examined the stability of
encapsulated probiotics in dried milk.
Dried cultures microentrapped in gel particles seem more stable during
incubation at room temperature (Kailasapathy and Sureeta, 2004; Lee et al.,
2004; Capela et al., 2006). However, spray-coating a freeze-dried culture is also
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effective in this instance (Siuta-Cruce and Goulet, 2001). With respect to the
spray-coated cultures, it can be hypothesized that the lipid coating could
constitute a barrier to water and oxygen entrance in the particle. Although ME
significantly improved stability of bifidobacteria in powders during storage, the
type of packaging as well as the addition of deoxidants and desiccants had still
greater effects (Hsiao et al., 2004).
In one study, the ME with starch was carried out using spray-drying
technology (O'Riordan et al., 2001), but was detrimental to the stability of
bifidobacteria during storage at 19±24 ëC. Therefore, not all ME technologies
are successful in enhancing viability of cells during storage of dried products.
14.4.2 Meats
Contrary to the dairy sector, there is little research on encapsulation of probiotics
in meat fermentation (Saucier and Champagne, 2005). A few studies conducted
with starter and protective cultures are nevertheless useful in providing insight
into the benefits of encapsulation in this environment.
Kearney et al. (1990) compared the fermentation of meat with free and
immobilized cultures of Lactobacillus plantarum or Pediococcus pentosaceus.
The fermentation rate was much faster with the encapsulated cells. The authors
suggest that the greater fermentation performance of the immobilized cells was
caused by the available nutrients (i.e. skim milk) and more protective
rehydration conditions within the beads, although cell counts were equivalent
in both groups. It could be argued that this could occur for probiotics as well.
Mandal et al. (2006) showed that Lactobacillus casei cells microencapsulated
in alginate particles were more resistant to heat processing at 55±65 ëC. It was
also found that cultures microencapsulated in alginate beads were more resistant
to a heat treatment of 55 ëC for 15 min than were free cells, in a MRS broth
acidified to pH 5.0 (Lemay et al., 2002). These data suggested that cells microencapsulated in alginate gel particles could be used in meat processing which
had moderate heat treatments. Unexpectedly, when microentrapped Lactobacillus casei were added in an acidified chicken meat model, the improved
resistance conferred by ME in the MRS broth was not observed. These data
demonstrate the potential of ME in gel particles for enhanced survival of lactic
culture to a thermal processing step, but that the food matrix itself can affect the
results.
Limited data suggest that ME in spray-coated particles could be even better
than alginate beads. Goulet and Wozniak (2002) report enhanced survival of
spray-coated lactobacilli to heating at 50 ëC for up to 7 h in a simulated food
process. However, as the data on Lb. sakei showed, the effect of matrix can be
substantial, and assay in meats remain to be carried out.
14.4.3 Plant-based products
As with the dairy sector, most plant-based products which contain probiotics
are the result of fermentation, and no ME is required to introduce the cultures
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into the food. The most frequent fermentations with probiotics are of soy products (Wang et al., 2002), but the fermentation of cereals (Charalampopoulos et
al., 2003; Laine et al., 2003) and vegetables is gaining interest (Savard et al.,
2003).
In a traditional African fermented maize product, ME in gellan/xanthan beads
improved the stability of bifidobacteria during storage (McMaster et al., 2005).
This is in agreement with data on fermented milks.
Probiotics microencapsulated in whey particles were added to a pasteurized
vegetable juice cocktail and the viability of the probiotic cultures was
examined during storage. The microencapsulated Lactobacillus rhamnosus
cultures were more stable during storage than free cells in the same wheybased medium. In the same study, it was found that ME improved the survival
to freezing Lb. rhamnosus to freezing in a cranberry juice concentrate, as well
as during storage of the frozen product (Reid et al., 2007). In both the
vegetable cocktail and frozen cranberry juice assays, data were in accordance
with those of the dairy products. However, one important observation was also
noted in these assays. Although the cells microencapsulated in a whey protein
matrix were more stable than free cells in the comparable whey protein matrix,
free cells which were freeze-dried in a milk-based medium showed the highest
viability in both the vegetable cocktail and frozen cranberry juice
environments, outperforming the whey-ME product. This shows that although
ME can be of benefit to the stability of probiotics cultures, the way the
bacteria are grown and dried for subsequent industrial use can have as much
importance in promoting the viability of the cultures in food systems as ME
itself can.
Probiotic lactobacilli show relatively good stability during storage of food
products which have low water activity, such as peanut butter (Aw  0:24).
Although it was hoped that ME of Lb. rhamnosus by spray-coating would
further enhance its viability during storage (in peanut butter incubated at 21 ëC)
this did not occur (Belvis et al., 2006). Theoretically, fats should constitute a
barrier to moisture and acid, but the protection is unfortunately only transient
(Ubbink and Kruger, 2006).
The heat treatment applied during biscuit or bread-making is very detrimental
to viability of probiotics. ME by spray-coating did not improve the survival and
stability of lactobacilli during the bread-making process (Belvis et al., 2006).
The use of a sporulated culture, for example Bacillus subtilis R0179, seems to be
a more effective strategy than ME in enabling the delivery of probiotics in bread.
However, ME in a whey-based protein particle was effective in enhancing the
survival of probiotic lactobacilli to the heat treatment applied during biscuit
manufacture (Reid et al., 2007). Although ME cells had significantly higher
viabilities in the biscuits than did free cells, viability losses were still too great to
enable commercial application. Further improvements in ME, or by other
means, are therefore needed for probiotic-containing biscuits or breads to be
successfully marketed.
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14.4.4 Other products
A few assays have been carried out for the delivery of probiotics into
mayonnaise or cookie fillings. When bifidobacteria were microentrapped into
alginate beads and added to mayonnaise, the stability of the cells during storage
was greater than with free cells (Khalil and Mansour, 1998). However, when
lactobacilli were encapsulated by spray-coating and added to cookie fillings, the
cells did not show greater viability during storage. Rather, in the latter product, it
was found that the Aw parameter had a greater effect on viability levels (Belvis
et al., 2006) than did coating.

14.5

Future trends

Prebiotics are increasingly mixed with probiotics in foods in order to enhance
the functionality of the probiotic culture present. It can be expected that
prebiotics could also be used as encapsulation materials. Adding fructooligosaccharides or isomaltooligosaccharides into alginate beads has helped improve
the stability of bifidobacteria during storage in unfermented milk as well as in
simulated gastric solutions (Chen et al., 2005). It can be expected that prebiotics
which enable the formation of glassy structures would be particularly useful
because of their potential to stabilize biological structures through hydrogen
bonding (Ubbink and Kruger, 2006). Prebiotics could also be used to
microencapsulate probiotics in spray-drying processes (Ross et al., 2005;
Crittenden et al., 2006). Using fats for both their coating and prebiotic properties
has also been proposed (Naidu and Baksh, 2004).
The biological activity of probiotic bacteria is due in part to their ability to
attach to enterocytes and prevent binding of pathogens by a process of
competitive exclusion. Attachment of probiotic bacteria to receptors on the cell
surface of intestinal epithelial cells can activate signalling processes leading to
synthesis of cytokines that can activate the immune system (Kailasapathy and
Chin, 2000). More research is needed to study the adhesion properties of the
probiotic bacteria and screening of polymers that can trigger adhesion to
targeted intestinal cells and utilize the polymers as capsular wall materials. This
could achieve targeted delivery of probiotic bacteria within the gastrointestinal
system.
Sensory aspects of foods are critical in acceptance of new products. Food
scientists have generally tried to prevent sensory changes related to the addition
of probiotics (Champagne et al., 2005), but in many instances there are subtle
modifications in texture or flavour (Kailasapathy, 2006). As the benefits of
probiotics become increasingly known, it is to be expected that their presence in
the product be better identified. There is already one commercial yoghurt
product in Mexico which advertises the presence of capsules containing
bifidobacteria, the presence of which can easily be recognized by mouthfeel. It
can he expected that, in the future, encapsulation will not only be used for the
controlled delivery of probiotics in FFN but also to differentiate the functional
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food from others on the shelves. Thus, ME could actually become a marketing
tool for the FFN industry.

14.6

Sources of further information and advice

(2002) `Microencapsulation of probiotic bacteria: technology and
potential applications' Curr Issues Intest Microbiol, 3, 39±48.
SAARELA M (ed.) (2006) Functional Dairy Products, Vol. 2. Cambridge: Woodhead
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STRAND BL, MORCH YA AND SKJAK-BRAEK G (2000) `Alginate as an immobilization matrix
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TALWALKAR A and KAILASAPATHY K (2004) `A review of oxygen toxicity in probiotic
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Encapsulation of fish oils
S.-J. Lee, Massey University, New Zealand and D. Y. Ying,
HortResearch, New Zealand

15.1

Introduction

Fish oil is the richest source of omega-3 long chain (LC) polyunsaturated fatty
acids (PUFA), such as eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA, C20:5 n-3) and docosahexaenoic acid (DHA, C22:6 n-3). These two fatty acids have been extensively researched and are now well known for their beneficial roles for health
promotion and disease prevention. Inadequate intake of omega-3 LC PUFA
could possibly have been contributing to some health problems. As a consequence, an adequate consumption of fish oils or fresh fish has been
emphasized to be essential for normal healthy life. However, there is a growing
concern that current diets are deficient in omega-3 LC PUFA and intakes of fish
or fish oil are very low in some populations. This could be partly due to culture,
eating habits, unavailability of fresh fish, and unpleasant fishy smell and taste.
Incorporation of fish oils into commonly consumed foods has been considered as a potential strategy to increase intake of omega-3 LC PUFA.
However, a high susceptibility of fish oil to oxidative deterioration can cause
off-flavour development and shelf-stability reduction. Also, fish oil has
objectionable fishy odour and taste, thereby altering sensory properties of
foods. These problems have been a major hurdle for a wide use of fish oils in the
food industry. Microencapsulation technology has been approached as a solution
by protecting fish oil from oxidation and masking fishy flavour and taste, thus
enabling it to be delivered to food products without affecting sensory properties.
In this chapter, the range of microencapsulation technologies and encapsulant
materials used to deliver fish oils and the application of encapsulated fish oils in
food products are described. The benefits of fish oil and challenges of adding
fish oils to foods are also discussed.
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15.1.1 Benefits of fish oil and recommended levels of intake
Omega-3 LC PUFA, such as EPA and DHA, primarily found in marine fish oils,
have been known to offer numerous health benefits relating to coronary heart
disease, brain and eye function in infants, joint health, psychological mood,
mental behaviour, cancer, diabetes, skin disorders, pregnancy, and lactation.1±9
In particular, DHA is ascribed to be the essential nutrient for normal brain growth
and development7,10 and visual development in foetus, new born and infants.7
Most of these health benefits are associated with omega-3 LC PUFA themselves,
serving as important structural components of phospholipids in cell membranes,
thus influencing membrane fluidity and function, and modulating the optimal
synthesis of potent cellular mediators, eicosanoids (prostaglandins and
leukotrienes),4,6±8,11,12 which mediate a wide range of physiological functions
such as blood pressure control, muscle contraction, and inflammation mediation.9
In contrast to increasing evidence of the health benefits of fish oil containing
omega-3 LC PUFA, intake of omega-3 LC PUFA has been recognized to be
very low in some populations and countries, being far below the optimal level
required for health benefits. This has led scientific, nutritional and health
organizations to advocate the increased consumption of omega-3 LC PUFA and
to make a range of nutritional recommendations for optimal daily intake levels
of omega-3 LC PUFA. The Scientific Committee for Food of the European
Union recommends an intake of 1000 mg of omega-3 LC PUFA daily,
representing about 0.5% of the total energy consumption.13 A workshop on the
`Essentiality of and Recommended Dietary Intake for Omega-6 and Omega-3
Fatty Acids' held in 1999 at the National Institute of Heath (NIH), Maryland,
USA, recommended the intake levels of EPA and DHA as at least 220 mg per
day each, corresponding to 0.1% of total diet energy each.14
In 2002, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved a health
claim for omega-3 fatty acids but limited its use only to dietary fish oil
supplements.15 The health claim states `consumption of omega-3 fatty acids may
reduce the risk of coronary heart disease'. To make this claim, a product must
contain at least 600 mg but not more than 2 g per day of DHA plus EPA. The
maximum allowed upper level limit is to prevent unnecessary over-consumption
of omega-3 fatty acids which might have adverse effects on glycemic control,
increased bleeding times and elevated low density lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol
level.6,16 Fish oil dietary supplements in the form of soft gelatine capsules are
currently sold widely in food and health stores and pharmacies all over the
world. Based on the recommendations from different agencies and organizations, the optimum daily intake of omega-3 LC PUFA can be estimated between
600 mg and 1 g. It is not easy for consumers to actually know how much omega3 LC PUFA they intake via consumption of fish meals. At least two or three fish
meals per week (200±300 g fish per week) are generally recommended, which is
estimated to be approximately equivalent to a minimum of 200±400 mg of EPA
and DHA per day.4
In 2004, the FDA also announced that conventional foods containing EPA
and DHA omega-3 fatty acids may also make a qualified health claim for
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reduced risk of coronary heart disease (CHD) on their label. The qualified claim
for labelling should read: `Supportive but not conclusive research shows that
consumption of EPA and DHA omega-3 fatty acids may reduce the risk of
coronary heart disease. One serving of [name of food] provides [x] grams of
EPA and DHA omega-3 fatty acids. [See nutrition information for total fat,
saturated fat and cholesterol content.]'.17 This health claim allows health conscious consumers to be able to identify and differentiate foods containing these
important nutrients.17 Although official recommended dietary allowances
(RDA) have not been set for omega-3 LC PUFA (EPA and DHA), it could be
possible to establish them in the next 10 years because of increasingly strong
evidence of health benefits of EPA and DHA from clinical, nutritional, medical
and physiological studies.
As a result of increased consumer awareness of health promoting functions of
omega-3 fatty acids, EPA and DHA, and therefore an increased demand for
intakes of these nutrients, large gelatine-based soft gels (capsules) containing
highly concentrated omega-3 LC PUFA from fish oil have been manufactured
and sold as dietary supplements in health shops. The dietary supplements are
recommended to be taken 1±3 capsules daily with a meal, depending on content
of EPA and DHA. The fish oil supplements may be the best option to ensure an
intake of the recommended daily dose of omega-3 PUFA. However, a frequent,
regular administration of dietary supplements in the form of large capsules every
day is not very appealing and can be inconvenient and troublesome to many
people, especially children and adolescents.
In recent years, the food industry has also been attempting to incorporate fish
oils into their food products to meet consumer demand for healthy foods,
develop novel functional foods, and facilitate the general public's intake of
omega-3 LC PUFA. This approach could potentially offer significant health
benefits to more people. However, rapid oxidative deterioration and fishy
flavours and odours have been a major technological hurdle in developing fish
oil-enriched processed foods.4,18 The incorporation of fish oils in foods requires
special food formulations and delivery systems to overcome these issues.
Microencapsulation technology has been explored as a vehicle for delivering
fish oil into foods, thus protecting the oil from oxidation during food processing
and storage and masking fishy taste and smell in food products. Some foods
(bread, margarine, yoghurt, infant formula) fortified with fish oils have been
introduced and are currently available in the market in some countries. More
varieties of fish oil-enriched functional products are expected to be introduced
with the development of more advanced encapsulation technology and more
suitable and cost effective microencapsulating materials.
15.1.2 Sources of omega-3 LC PUFA
As described above, marine fish oils are the only major dietary source of omega3 LC PUFA. Fish oils available on the current market are the oils extracted from
anchovy, capelin, cod and cod liver, herring, mackerel, menhaden, salmon,
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sardine, tuna, and rainbow trout.12 The fatty acid composition of fish oils varies
considerably among species of fish. Table 15.1 shows the fatty acid composition
of selected fish oils. The relative amount of EPA and DHA ranges within 2±28%
and 4±33%, respectively.19
In recent years, concerns have been raised about consuming fish or their oils
that are rich in mercury or might be contaminated with heavy metals, toxins or
environmental pollutants. In March 2004, the FDA and the Environmental
Protection Agency jointly announced a consumer advisory on fish intake.20
Pregnant women, nursing mothers, and young children are recommended to
avoid fish high in mercury including shark, swordfish, king mackerel or tilefish.
The importance of fish consumption was also emphasized on the consumer
advisory which recommends eating two fish meals (up to 12 oz (340 g) of a
variety of fish and shellfish with a low level in mercury) weekly. This is in line
with the daily minimum intake of omega-3 LC PUFA.7 When producing dietary
supplements or fortifying foods with fish oils, food grade fish oils extracted and
refined from crude fish oils recognized as safe should be used to eliminate any
risk of mercury, pollutant or toxin contamination.
Another known possible source of omega-3 LC PUFA is from alpha-linolenic
acid (ALA, C18:3 n-3). ALA is also an essential omega-3 fatty acid, which
cannot be synthesized in the human body. The plant seeds and oils of canola,
flaxseed, perilla, walnut, soybean, and rapeseed are primary sources of ALA.12
As a precursor of EPA and DHA, ALA can be converted to both EPA and DHA
in the human body through elongation and desaturation of ALA.12,16,21,22
However, the extent of its conversion is not clearly known16 and remains
controversial.23 Diets rich in ALA are not a reliable means of obtaining high
levels of EPA and DHA.
A more promising alternative source is from microbial oil which is derived
from microalgae grown in controlled culture systems. Microbial oil is an
emerging source of omega-3 LC PUFA, especially DHA. Recently, Martek
Biosciences (Columbia, MD) have produced omega-3 oils rich in DHA (40%)
from microalgae that have been granted GRAS (generally recognized as safe)
status by the US government. Production and applications of algal oils rich in
DHA are expected to grow markedly for both nutritional supplements and
fortified foods as a vegetarian source of omega-3 LC PUFA. The possibility of
production of omega-3 LC PUFA in transgenic plants using genetic engineering
has been also explored as a sustainable and clean alternative to fish oil.24
Fish oils have been added into animal feeds to produce animal products
(meats, eggs and milk) naturally containing a high amount of omega-3 LC PUFA
by enriching their tissues with omega-3 LC PUFA.7,25±36 This is another potential
way of increasing natural sources of food materials rich in omega-3 LC PUFA.
15.1.3 Challenges in fish oil formulation
Fish oil is highly susceptible to oxidation because of the high degree of
unsaturation of omega-3 LC PUFA that contains five or six double bonds.

Table 15.1 Typical composition of fatty acids of lipids from selected fish
Fatty acid

C14:0
C16:0
C16:1 n-7
C18:0
C18:1a
C18:2 n-6
C18:3 n-3 (ALA)
C18:4 n-3
C20:1b
C20:5 n-3 (EPA)
C22:1c
C22:6 n-3 (DHA)
Other fatty acids
Total omega-3
LC PUFAd
a

Capelin

Cod
liver
[134]

Herring

[134]

Cod
flesh
[134]

[134]

[134]

5.9
8.7
10.3
0.6
6.0
0.5
0.2
1.2
17.6
9.3
27.8
4.1
7.8
14.8

1.4
18.0
3.3
3.4
10.7
1.0
0.1
0.2
2.6
19.1
0.7
32.6
6.9
52.0

3.6
11.0
11.7
0.3
22.0
1.5
0.1
1.0
9.1
12.2
3.2
12.7
11.6
26.0

6.1
10.7
7.3
3.4
10.3
1.0
2.0
3.2
13.4
7.5
21.3
6.8
7.3
19.4

7.3
19.5
9.1
4.5
10.4
1.3
0.7
2.7
1.5
18.3
1.6
9.6
13.9
31.2

C18:1 n-5, n-7 & n-9
C20:1 n-9 & n-7
c
C22:1 n-9 & n-11
a,b,c
Monoenes with varying mixtures of n-5, n-9 and n-11 isomers.
d
EPA and DHA
References in square brackets
b

Menhaden Mackerel

Salmon

Tuna

Anchovy

Sardine

[135]

Rainbow
trout
[135]

[12]

[12]

[12]

8.0
14.0
5.0
2.0
12.0
2.0
2.0
7.0
12.0
10.0
1.0
14.0
11.0
33.0

6.0
15.0
7.0
3.0
16.0
3.0
1.0
2.0
15.0
8.0
2.0
10.0
12.0
21.0

3.0
20.0
4.0
5.0
16.0
2.0
1.0
1.0
2.0
7.0
±
26.0
13.0
35.0

7.4
17.8
9.0
4.7
11.6
1.2
0.7
3.1
1.5
17.0
1.1
8.7
16.2
29.5

2.0
17.8
6.1
4.8
32.5
14.3
0.3
0.4
2.6
2.0
1.3
10.3
5.6
13.0

6.7
18.3
6.0
4.2
13.0
1.2
1.0
3.1
4.3
11.0
3.8
13.0
14.4
28.1

[135]
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Hence, oxidation can occur very readily at any stage if precautions are not taken
during fish oil manufacture, storage and transport and also during food
processing and storage when fish oil is fortified into foods. Exposure to certain
conditions (oxygen, light, heat, pH, moisture, metal ions and reactive compounds) that promote an initiation of oxidation cannot be avoided completely.
Oxidation causes the development of rancid off-flavour and degradation of
essential nutrients, thus affecting sensory and nutritional qualities and shelfstability of fish oil-enriched foods. Also, oxidation induces the formation of
potent toxic compounds and makes oils detrimental to human health.37±39
Although hydrogenation can be employed in manufacturing fish oils to increase
their oxidative stability by decreasing the degree of unsaturation, it is not desired
because of the formation of nutritionally unfavourable trans isomers40 and a loss
of beneficial effects of omega-3 LC PUFA.8,41
Another issue associated with fish oils is their objectionable fishy aroma and
taste. Simply adding fish oil to food products can produce unacceptable sensory
profiles, even if the added fish oil has not been oxidized. The oxidative products
derived from omega-3 fatty acids have been positively identified with fishy and
metallic flavours. A report on milk and mayonnaise fortified with fish oil
identified more than 60 different volatiles with a strong fishy odour, including
alkenals, alkadienals, alkatrienals and vinyl ketones.42 The specific compound
identified as fishy off-flavour after oxidation of fish oils are two isomers, (trans,
cis, cis) and (trans, trans, cis) of 2,4,7-decatrienal.42,43 The most potent odours
were identified as 1-penten-3-one (pungent, green odour), 4 (cis)-heptenal (fishy
odour), 1-octen-3-one, 1,5-octadien-3-one, 2,4 (trans, trans)-heptadienal and 2,6
(trans, cis)-nonadienal (cucumber odour), with 1-penten-3-one (plastic, leather
odour) reported as the major contributor to the unpleasant sharp-fishy offflavour in fish oil.42,44±46 These off-flavours, generally identified as fishy,
metallic and rancid, are considered one of the major deterrents for the increased
consumption of fish and fish oils.
The biggest challenge to the food formulators and manufacturers in
developing food products fortified with fish oils is therefore to overcome rapid
oxidative deterioration of fish oil and to mask fishy odour and taste in the final
products. To remove the fishy flavour, a proprietary process called `molecular
distillation' has been developed. Addition of some flavours such as orange, mint,
apple or lemon to fish oils can make fish oil taste more appetizing.47 An
enzymatic process for deodorization of fishy odour and taste in the production of
fish oils has been developed by Pronova Biocare (Lysaker, Norway).48
One important consideration to minimize oxidation is to use food grade fish
oils of the highest quality. Fish oils must be extracted from raw materials of
good quality and manufactured under controlled conditions (i.e. high vacuum
and flushing with nitrogen) of refining, deodorization, packaging and storage. If
any of processing steps is not done carefully, the oils deteriorate faster than
expected and still retain strong fishy odour and taste. Another possible factor to
consider in incorporating fish oil in foods is to choose foods that would be stored
at a cold storage temperature and consumed soon after the time of food
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manufacture.8 Ideal types of foods for enrichment with fish oils are those
consumed frequently, thus increasing the constant daily intake of EPA and
DHA.14 The level of fish oils to be added is another factor. It should not be too
excessive or small. For foods that already contain a large amount of plant or
vegetable oil or milk fat, some portions of fat can be replaced by fish oil without
influencing the fat content of foods. Non-excessive fishy flavour in foods can be
masked with other intense odour and taste (sweet).4
The absorption and efficacy of omega-3 LC PUFA from foods fortified with
microencapsulated fish oil have been questioned. Studies on bioavailability have
been conducted by measuring the composition of fatty acids, including omega-3
LC PUFA, in blood plasma after administration of microencapsulated fish oil
enriched foods and fish oil dietary supplements to human subjects.49±52 No
significant differences in bioavailability of EPA and DHA have been shown
between the two different delivery forms. Microencapsulated fish oil added to
foods is thus as effective as fish oil delivered in a dietary supplement form.
15.1.4 Stabilization of fish oils with antioxidants
To stabilize fish oils against oxidative deterioration, synthetic or natural
antioxidants have been added to fish oils during the oil manufacturing process.
Synthetic antioxidants include butylated hydroxylanisole (BHA), butylated
hydroxytoluene (BHT), and tertiary butylhydroquinone (TBHQ) used either
alone or in combination. Natural antioxidants, such as tocopherols, ascorbyl
palmitate, lecithin, carotenoids and rosemary extracts, have become preferred
because they are naturally occurring and have fewer restrictions in food
standards and regulations. Caffeic acid known as a natural phenol has also been
demonstrated for its effectiveness as an antioxidant for cod liver oil.53
Effectiveness of an antioxidant can differ with the source of the fish oils,54,55
being affected by chemical composition and natural antioxidants already present
in fish oils.7 Alpha-tocopherol is the major naturally-occurring antioxidant found
in fish oils, but the content becomes very low during oil processing (refining,
bleaching and deodorization) since these processing conditions remove nontriacylglycerol components from fish oils and cause a vaporization of heat labile
tocopherol.8 This implies that the addition of antioxidants should be made at the
last stage of the oil manufacturing process prior to packaging which might not
involve high temperatures. Several studies have shown that, depending on the
levels of added alpha-tocopherol, it can behave as an antioxidant or a
prooxidant.39,56±58 This is believed to be partly affected by the amount of
naturally occurring alpha-tocopherol that was already present in fish oils.
A mixture of ascorbyl palmitate, lecithin and tocopherol has been found to be
most effective in protecting fish oil against oxidation because of synergistic
effects.1,7,59 This antioxidant system was patented by LoÈliger and Saucy60 and is
often referred to as ALT. The ALT antioxidant system was, however, shown to
be more effective in oils that exist in an emulsion state than in a dried form
because of the greater partitioning and orientation of the added antioxidants
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between water and oil phases of the emulsion.61 Antioxidant effect for microencapsulated fish oil powder was shown to be greater with alpha-tocopherol,
which is a lipophilic antioxidant, than with an amphiphilic antioxidant of
ascorbyl palmitate, suggesting the result of partitioning.62 It should be
mentioned, however, that ascorbic acid can also act as a prooxidant in a food
system where both oils/fats and iron are present by reducing Fe3+ (ferric iron) to
Fe2+ (ferrous iron). Ferrous iron catalyzes the breakdown of lipid hydroperoxides at a much faster rate than ferric iron, thus accelerating lipid
oxidation.63,64
It appears that antioxidants must be selected carefully according to chemical
composition of fish oils and physical forms of oils (free oil, emulsion and
microencapsulated oil). It should also be noted that even with antioxidants, oils
might still be oxidized and deteriorated if they are exposed to air, light or heat
for a certain period of time and if antioxidants are consumed for antioxidant
activity, thus becoming no longer available for activity. Therefore, it is essential
to eliminate oxygen, light and heat by storing fish oils under dark and cold
conditions and in an oxygen-free nitrogen atmosphere.8 Vacuum packaging and
packaging material impermeable to oxygen need also to be considered in order
to prolong the shelf-life of encapsulated fish oil during storage.39 Nevertheless,
the most important factor in the production of a high quality fish oil is the
condition of the raw fish material at the beginning of processing. It should not
have been contaminated or damaged and should have been held under chilled
conditions so as to minimize the possible microbial, enzymatic and oxidative
degradation of fish fatty tissue.

15.2

Encapsulation technologies used to deliver fish oils

Microencapsulation is often described as a process of packaging or coating of
small droplets of liquid or solid particles (referred to as core, active or filler)
with a protective shell (referred to as wall, coating, carrier or encapsulant) into
small capsules,65 which range in size from 1 to 1000 m diameter. Over the past
three decades, a variety of food ingredients including essential oils, fats,
pigments, vitamins, minerals, enzymes, antioxidants, sweeteners, flavours,
volatiles and probiotics have been encapsulated as core materials by using
different encapsulating wall materials and encapsulation methods for various
purposes: protection from deterioration, preservation of functional characteristics, extended shelf storage stability, controlled release, targeted delivery,
and alleviation of formulation and processing problems. Despite such efforts, the
successful utilization and practical implementation of encapsulation technology
in the food industry has been relatively limited with the use of the technique of
spray-drying as a main encapsulation method. This is because of production
cost, economic infeasibility, scale-up difficulty, limited availability of suitable
natural coating materials, and incompatibility with final products. Nevertheless,
encapsulation technology still has significant potential as a novel solution to the
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problems associated with formulations, fortification, stabilization and delivery
of labile food ingredients to foods which cannot be achieved simply by other
methods.
The materials and methods that have been used for microencapsulation of
fish oils are listed in Table 15.2. It is not possible to compare the results of
oxidative stabilities of microencapsulated fish oils that have been reported by
different research groups because of differences in materials and methods used,
for example, types and composition of wall materials, sources of fish oils,
homogenization and encapsulation conditions, sample storage environments,
addition and types of antioxidants used, and different methods for measuring
oxidation parameters.
A number of review articles on encapsulation relating to food ingredients and
applications and methods have been published.66±78 This chapter covers mainly
techniques and materials that have been used for encapsulation of fish oils.
15.2.1 Emulsion preparation prior to microencapsulation of fish oils
Irrespective of encapsulation methods, the initial step in the process of fish oil
encapsulation is to prepare an emulsion. Briefly, oil is emulsified as submicronsized particles in an aqueous solution containing dissolved encapsulating wall
material by a homogenizer or microfluidizer ranging in pressure from 2500 to
20 000 psi and with single or multiple passes. The matrix-forming wall material
can be either a single component or a combination of several different polymers.
If a wall material does not have a surface active property, an emulsifier must be
added to a wall solution prior to homogenization. The prepared emulsion is then
processed for its conversion into powder, particles, beads or pellets, depending
on a subsequent encapsulation process used. For example, emulsion is dried into
a powder form by spray drying or into pellets by freeze drying followed by
grinding to convert it to granules (particles) or extruded into another aqueous or
lipid phase for formation of beads followed by crosslinking wall matrix of the
beads. The choice of an encapsulation method depends on types and properties
of microcapsules to be achieved and their final targeted food applications.
Formation, structure and properties of microcapsules containing oils and
oxidative stability of encapsulated oils are significantly influenced by physicochemical properties of emulsions prior to their use for microencapsulation.
Factors affecting emulsion properties include particle size and distribution of
emulsified oil droplets, viscosity and total solid content of emulsion, type and
concentration of carrier, ratio of core to carrier, type of emulsifier, and
homogenization temperature and pressures. In other words, emulsion stability is
one of the critical factors and a prerequisite for preparation and stability of
microcapsules with desired properties and performance, especially for oxidative
stability of encapsulated oil.
Generally, a fine stable emulsion ideal for oil encapsulation should have the
following properties: small size and narrow distribution of oil droplets stable to
agglomeration and coalescence, a high solid content for enabling them to form a
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Table 15.2

Materials and methods used to microencapsulate fish oil

Method

Wall material

Oil

Sources

Spray drying

n-octenylsuccinate-derivatised (n-OSA)
starch, glucose syrup, trehalose

Unknown

85, 104

Sodium caseinate, maltodextrin

Menhaden or
herring oil

39

Sodium or calcium caseinate, skim milk
powder, lactose

Sand eel oil

79, 81

Sodium caseinate, whey protein isolate
(WPI), maltodextrin, branched cyclic
dextrin

Unknown

89

Modified cellulose

110

Methylocellulose (MC), hydroxypropyl
methylocellulose (HPMC), maltodextrin

Unknown

Cyclodextrin, corn syrup solid or
maltodextrin

Seal blubber oil 40

Gum arabic, maltodextrin, gelatine

Shark liver oil

103

Chitosan, lecithin, corn syrup solid

Tuna oil

108

Whey protein isolate or soy protein
isolate, glucose syrup

Tuna oil

105

Modified starch (Capsul from National
Starch and Chemical company)

ROPUFA (fish
oil unknown)

136

Spray drying,
freeze drying

Egg white protein

Sardine oil

130

Spray drying
(electrostatic
layer-by-layer
deposition
process)

Corn syrup solids, chitosan, lecithin

Tuna oil

82

Freeze drying
(transglutaminase
crosslinking)

Soluble wheat protein, whey protein
isolate, sodium caseinate, isolated soy
protein

Marinol D-40
(fish oil
unknown)

121

Sodium caseinate, lactose, maltodextrin

Sand eel oil

87, 118

Freeze drying

Sodium caseinate, lactose

109

61, 137

Coacervation
and spray
drying

Hydroxyproply methylcellulose
(HPMC), maltodextrin

Unknown

Coacervation

Gelatine, acacia

EPA ethyl ester 115

Coacervation

Pectin, chitosan

Shark liver oil

117

Ionotropic
gelation

Chitosan

Krill oil

126

116
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continuous matrix as a protective barrier where oil droplets are uniformly
distributed and embedded or entrapped, and a low viscosity for easy flow, pump
and spray. The higher the homogenization pressure, the finer the oil droplet size.
Multiple passes also allow the oil droplet and particle size distribution to be
small and in a narrow range. Homogenization should also be carried out at low
temperatures below 10 ëC to minimize any possible thermal damage to fish oil
during emulsification. Prepared emulsion should also be maintained under low
temperatures until it is processed for microencapsulation.
The large size and broad distribution of emulsion droplets are adversely
related to the high content of surface oil (free oil) in spray-dried powders. As a
result, encapsulation efficiency and physical properties (flowability, bulk
density, dispersibility) of spray-dried powder are adversely influenced. The
presence of surface fat is correlated with the rate of lipid oxidation.79,80 The size
and size distribution of emulsion droplets are therefore important factors
determining the properties and stability of spray-dried oil powder.
Also, free fat content is related to vacuole volume which is a common feature
typically observed from spray-dried powder where air can be occluded, thus
increasing the rate of lipid oxidation. Keogh et al.79 and Kelly and Keogh81
showed that vacuole volume could be positively related to oxidation of the
spray-dried fish oil powders made from sodium caseinate and lactose or skim
milk powder. They found that emulsions prepared using skim milk powder gave
rise to powders with lower levels of vacuole volume compared to those in
sodium caseinate/lactose-based fish oil powder. The result was described to be
attributable to the low tendency of skim milk protein to foam during emulsification compared with sodium caseinate. This was in turn related to a higher
degree of aggregation of micellar casein present in skim milk powder compared
with sodium caseinate. This indicates that foaming commonly created during
emulsification of oils can have a great effect on vacuole volume of spray-dried
powder, thus affecting shelf-life of microencapsulated fish oil during storage.
In recent years, oxidative stability of emulsions could be improved by
tailoring the interfacial membrane properties of emulsion droplets through
formation of a multilayered interfacial membrane using an electrostatic deposition method (for example, binding of chitosan with lecithin emulsified oil
droplets).82±84 Use of this type of emulsion system for preparing microcapsules
can be expected to enhance oxidative stability of the resulting encapsulated oil.
15.2.2 Criteria required for microencapsulating wall materials
A variety of natural polymers have been used as coating or encapsulating wall
materials for encapsulation of oils or fats. These include proteins (gelatine, whey
proteins, sodium caseinate, and soy proteins), carbohydrates (emulsifying
starches and modified starches), gums (gum arabic), and small molecules of
carbohydrates (sucrose, glucose, lactose, maltodextrin).39,85±87
The selection of a suitable wall material is critical for successful microencapsulation. In general, wall materials to be used for microencapsulation of
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oils must have emulsifying properties, high water solubility, low viscosity even
at highly concentrated solution, and film forming and drying properties.66,88±90
Moreover, wall materials should not react with core materials to be encapsulated
and must be safe for use in foods, natural polymers being preferred in this
aspect, and compatible with formulations in the final food product applications.
Wall materials especially suitable for oil encapsulation must possess the ability
to form and stabilize emulsions by providing a stable, thick, dense layer (film)
around the surface of emulsion oil droplets during homogenization, and to form
a continuous compact wall matrix acting as an oxygen barrier between oil
droplets in microcapsules when the emulsion is subsequently processed for
drying or solidification. In this aspect, whey proteins have been reported to be an
excellent encapsulating agent for volatiles and oils/fats.65,88±92 Sodium caseinate
has also been demonstrated to serve as effective wall materials for encapsulation
of orange peel oil.92 Whey proteins are also known to have significant
antioxidant properties and provide oxidative stability to oil emulsion stabilized
by whey proteins.93±95
Gum arabic has been also used extensively as an encapsulating wall material
for oils or volatiles by spray drying since this hydrocolloid exhibits good
emulsifying, film forming and dehydration properties, high solubility and low
solution viscosity.96 Its expensive price is a main disadvantage, limiting its
wider use in wall materials in the food industry. Starches have virtually no
emulsification properties and have high viscosity. A chemical modification
involving the addition of lipophilic groups (octenyl succinate) into their
molecules, which has been approved by the FDA, renders modified starches
exhibiting totally different characteristics (high solubility, low viscosity and
good emulsifying properties) that are suitable for microencapsulation.97 These
emulsifying starches have some drawbacks with regard to cost, poor protection
against oxidation and synthetic non-natural label.98
Unlike proteins and some carbohydrates (gum arabic and modified
emulsifying starches) that have excellent emulsifying properties and provide
relatively greater oxidative stability, most carbohydrates and hydrocolloids are
unsuitable for use alone as a primary encapsulating wall material as they do not
have emulsifying properties and, except for small molecules of monosaccharides
and oligosaccharides, most carbohydrates and hydrocolloids are also highly
viscous even at very low solid concentrations. Therefore they should be used in
conjunction with proteins or emulsifying agents in order to encapsulate oil
materials. Additionally, they have poor film-forming abilities around the droplets
of oils.74 Small molecules of carbohydrates, such as maltodextrins, corn syrup
solids, glucose, and lactose, which are often referred to as secondary carriers
(fillers), have been used to improve oxygen barrier properties of the wall matrix,
to enhance drying property of the wall matrix,90 and to improve physical
properties of spray-dried oil powders. The main property of these components as
an excellent oxygen barrier is related to their formation of amorphous state rather
than crystalline state in the dried wall matrix of microcapsules during drying
procedures such as spray drying.97 Maltodextrins and corn syrup solids have been
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shown to exhibit a varying degree of protection of encapsulated ingredients from
oxidation. A higher dextrose equivalent (DE) value of maltodextrins has a
tendency to offer better protection to oxidation sensitive oils since the wall
systems with the higher DE are less permeable to oxygen.74 A greater number of
reducing groups present in maltodextrins with a higher DE value has been also
proposed to play a role in stabilizing oxidative sensitive oils by exerting an
antioxidant environment in encapsulating the wall matrix system.98
Various studies have shown that a wall system consisting of protein in
conjunction with carbohydrates is more effective in stabilizing encapsulated oil
during long-term storage of spray-dried powder. The ratio of protein and
carbohydrate and types (molecular weight, conformational structure and reducing
groups) of carbohydrates have been shown to influence the physical properties and
oxidative stability of encapsulated fish oil powders.85 Carbohydrates in the state of
amorphous structures in the wall matrix rather than as crystalline structures are
more effective for oxidative stability of encapsulated fish oil.85 Drusch et al.
indicated that low molecular weight carbohydrates added in spray-dried
microcapsules could cause caking and disrupt the structural integrity of spraydried powders by crystallization of carbohydrates during storage. This can result
in the release of some encapsulated oil from the powder matrix and induction of
lipid oxidation.85 Occurrence of carbohydrate crystallization is dependent on
molecular weight and conformational structure of carbohydrates, their glass
transition temperatures, and relative humidity. Crystallization of carbohydrates
takes places readily at higher relative humidity, therefore, when carbohydrates are
to be included in the wall matrix system containing oxidation sensitive substances,
carbohydrates must be prevented from development of crystalline form and
storage conditions must be chosen carefully. Prevention of crystallization can be
achieved by use and addition of substances such as plasticizers into wall systems.
These include sorbitol, glycerol, mannitol, propylene glycol, polyethylene glycol,
sucrose, sucrose fatty acid esters, and lactones.99
Aside from those chemical properties required, other factors to consider in
selecting wall materials are their compatibility with final food applications and
their nutritional value and sensory properties.59 It is desirable if wall materials
that are already available in the final foods can be used so that food formulation
and labelling constraints resulting from the addition of foreign substance can be
minimized or avoided.7 Cost is another factor59 and wall materials should be
readily available and cheap. Proteins are generally considered relatively expensive compared with carbohydrates. Any single wall material meeting all the
requirements described is rarely available. To achieve desired properties and
performance of microcapsules, more complicated and sophisticated combinations of multiple materials are needed.
15.2.3 Spray drying
Spray drying was originally developed as a dehydration process to remove water
and make the aqueous products into a dry powder form.100 Spray drying is a
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process involving an extremely rapid spontaneous evaporation of water from a
mist of fine particles produced by atomizing a liquid feed (e.g. emulsions) into a
spray dryer through a nozzle or rotary spinning wheel at very high pressure. Hot
air flows either in a co-current or counter-current direction inside the spray dryer
and contacts the atomized particles, evaporating the water and forming dried
particles. The dried particles falling to the bottom of the dryer are collected.
Temperatures used for spray drying are generally in a range of 180±220 ëC and
60±80 ëC for inlet and outlet air temperatures, respectively. When using spray
drying for microencapsulation, core materials dissolved or suspended in a liquid
feed become embedded or enclosed uniformly in the entire matrices of dried
coating materials of particles. Although the high temperatures are used in the
process, water evaporates rapidly from the coating material during its solidification, thus keeping the core materials temperature below 100 ëC.73 Residence
time of dried powder in the drying chamber is very short, thus heat damage to
spray-dried encapsulated core material is much lower than generally considered.
In the past several decades, spray drying has been also used as an
encapsulation technique to microencapsulate a wide range of food ingredients
such as flavours, vitamins, minerals, colours, fats and oils in order to protect
them from their surrounding environment (heat, moisture, air) and extend shelf
stability during storage. It is currently the most commonly used encapsulation
method in the food industry. More than 90% of microencapsulated omega-3 oils
are produced by spray drying.101 The advantages over other encapsulation
methods for use in the food industry are: easy availability of equipment, large
scale production, simple continuous processing operation, low processing cost,
easy manipulation of processing conditions, and good stability of finished dried
product. In addition, the conversion of a liquid material into a dry powder form
presents several other advantages to food manufacturers and formulators,
including easy handling and storage of sensitive liquids, better uniform dry
blending with other food ingredients in products (for examples, dry milk powder
and infant formula), and protection from undesirable interaction with other
incompatible components and from nutritional loss during storage. A few
disadvantages are that it uses heat for evaporation of water, which it is not ideal
for heat-sensitive materials. Depending on requirements, a very fine powder
produced by spray drying needs further processing such as agglomeration or
coating via fluidized bed coating to modify its physical properties, such as bulk
density, flowability, wettability and dispersibility in water or lipid phase, and
also to make encapsulated core material more stable.
Various wall materials have been tested using the spray-drying technique for
their efficiency and suitability as protective wall materials for encapsulation of
fish oil. Stability of encapsulated fish oil against oxidation has been shown to be
determined by oxygen permeability of encapsulation wall system.99 A mixture
of sodium caseinate and maltodextrin were used as a wall matrix of spray-dried
encapsulated fish oil powder.39,89 The oil±wall ratio, protein±carbohydrate ratio
and the dextrose equivalence (DE) value of maltodextrins both influence the
oxidative stability of encapsulated fish oil and morphological structures of
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spray-dried powders. Differences in drying rate rising from different types and
amounts of carbohydrates added and levels of oil loaded contribute noticeable
structural differences between powders. Kagami et al. showed that addition of
maltodextrin with DE 18 or highly branched cyclic dextrin (HBCD) to a wall
matrix of sodium caseinate improved the oxidative stability of encapsulated fish
oil powders.89 The Maillard browning reaction and agglomeration of spray-dried
powder made from a mixture of maltodextrin DE 18 and sodium caseinate were
the only drawbacks.89 Jonsdottir et al. also reported the oxidative stability of
spray-dried fish oil could be achieved using different combinations of wall
materials (gelatine or caseinate with sucrose, lactose or maltodextrin).102 Hogan
et al., however, reported that oxidation had already occurred significantly during
both emulsion preparation of fish oil and subsequent spray drying of the
prepared emulsion containing fish oil.39 In contrast, a combination of gum
arabic, maltodextrin and gelatine as encapsulating agents were shown to
significantly improve oxidative stability of spray-dried shark liver oil powder
during storage compared with the corresponding unprotected crude oil.103
Recent studies have demonstrated the possibility of using modified starch,
such as n-octenylsuccinate-derivatized (n-OSA) starch, as an encapsulating wall
material in combination with glucose syrup or trehalose as filler agent for
oxidative stability of spray-dried fish oil powder.85,104 n-OSA starch has been
approved for its use in foods by the FDA and permitted as an additive for infant
formula and weaning foods in the EU. Drusch et al. reported that spray drying
temperature and content of unencapsulated free oil (surface oil) of spray-dried
powders were the main causes of lipid oxidation of spray-dried oil powders.104
This implies that oxidative deterioration of spray-dried fish oil powders can be
reduced to a certain degree by minimizing the formation of surface oils and
maintaining a drying temperature as low as possible.
Shahidi and Wanasundara have shown the ability of three different
encapsulating wall materials of beta-cyclodextrin, corn syrup solids and maltodextrin for encapsulation of seal blubber oil by spray drying using Tween-80 as
emulsifier.40 Beta-cyclodextrin and corn syrup solids were found to be suitable
encapsulating materials while maltodextrin was not effective, suggesting that the
latter alone is not recommended for use in protecting oils against oxidation.
Several studies have proposed the potential for improved oxidative stability
of spray-dried encapsulated fish oil by means of the Maillard reaction products
formed during heating a mixture of protein and carbohydrates prior to emulsion
preparation.105,106 The Maillard reaction products are known to exhibit good
emulsifying and antioxidant properties and form a stable and robust shell around
the oil droplets, thus making them suitable as encapsulating materials for
stabilization of oil.105,107 Augustin et al. reported the increased oxidative
protection of spray-dried fish oil encapsulated into a wall matrix consisting of
protein (sodium caseinate, whey protein isolate, soy protein isolate, or skim milk
powder) and carbohydrate (glucose, dried glucose syrup, oligosaccharide) by the
use of Maillard reaction products formed via heating (60±100 ëC for 30±90 min)
of aqueous wall solid mixtures of protein and carbohydrate prior to
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emulsification.106 It was reported that there was no heat-induced adverse
influence on encapsulation efficiency (in all cases more than 98% oil retention)
while protection of microencapsulated fish oil from oxidation was improved. On
the other hand, Rusli et al. showed the increased viscosity of emulsions and
coalescence of emulsion oil droplets resulting from pre-heated protein and
carbohydrate mixtures, which can be problems as this can reduce emulsion
stability, thereby contributing to a decreased microencapsulation efficiency of
spray-dried oil powders.105
Klinkesorn et al. showed that spray-dried carbohydrate-based powders
embedding tuna oil droplets could be prepared from emulsions in which oil
droplets were surrounded and stabilized by a multilayer of lecithin±chitosan
membranes formed via an electrostatic layer-by-layer deposition process (i.e.
through interaction between oppositely charged polymers).82,108 The oil
powders produced in this way were reported to have good physicochemical
properties and dispersibility82 and be more stable to oxidation than bulk oils,108
suggesting the potential of using this technique for improved oxidative stability.
Kolanowski et al. evaluated the adaptability of modified starches, such as
methylcellulose (MC) and hydroxypropyl methylcellulose (HPMC), to be used
for microencapsulation and stabilization of fish oil by spray drying. Both
materials have good emulsifying properties to form a stable emulsion.109 This
study showed significant improvement of oxidative stability of fish oil by
microencapsulation with modified starches when compared with the bulk oil.
However, MC was shown to be a better coating material than HPMC due to less
air entrapped resulting from less tendency of foaming during emulsification.
Recent studies reported by Kolanowski et al. indicated that the oxidation of
spray-dried microencapsulated fish oil powder prepared from fish oil emulsions
using modified cellulose, skim milk powder or a mixture of gelatine and
cornstarch occurred much faster compared with that of bulk fish oil, suggesting
that a decrease of oxidative stability of fish oil powders was probably related to
an increase in the surface area of powders in comparison to bulk fish oil.110,111
This result was in contrast to many of those results that have been reported by
others. It seems this was partly because of wall materials which were not able to
form a continuous wall matrix to act as an oxygen permeable barrier. Although
gelatine can be used to encapsulate oils as it has emulsifying and stabilizing
properties, gelatine is not considered to be used for microencapsulation of oils
by spray drying.99 This is because gelatine is highly viscous even at low
concentrations compared with other proteins, such as whey proteins and caseins,
and forms gelation at low temperatures, thus requiring to be used at low
concentration and maintained at an elevated temperature during and after
emulsion preparation prior to spray drying. Partially hydrolyzed gelatine,
however, does not exhibit those problems, thus making them suitable for spraydried microcapsules.99
In addition to the importance of microencapsulating wall systems as barriers
for oxygen, moisture, heat and shear for oxidative stability of fish oil, physical
properties of spray-dried powders are also becoming more important attributes
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for food applications. Important physicochemical properties are particle size,
flowability, dispersibility, bulk density and water activity. It is important to
match the physical properties of spray dried powder to that of the powder with
which it is to be dry blended in order to minimize or avoid physical separation or
segregation of the ingredients during formulation, transport and storage. For
liquid food applications, a liquid form (e.g. emulsion) is sometimes preferred,
but a powder form that can be rehydrated and dispersed into a stable emulsion is
also suitable.59
Spray drying for protection of fish oils against oxidation and for delivery of
fish oils into food product is anticipated to be utilized continuously as a main
encapsulation method according to anticipated introduction and development of
new wall materials from plant, animal, marine, and microbial sources and also
generation of enhanced wall materials from existing proteins or carbohydrates
through chemical or enzymatic modification.
15.2.4 Coacervation
Generally, coacervation has been used for encapsulation of drugs in the area of
pharmaceutical sciences. Coacervation is often considered to be the original and
true method of microencapsulation in which a core material is completely
entrapped or enclosed by a continuous coating of wall material.112 Coacervation
is divided into two methods, simple and complex, depending on the number of
biopolymers used (e.g. one or more).113 The process involves the separation of
an aqueous phase of coating material from a polymeric solution by the addition
of another chemical or oppositely charge colloid. This competes for solubility
with or associates with coating material, forming or precipitating one liquid
phase rich in coating material that surrounds the suspended core material. This is
then solidified by using heat, crosslinking or solvents. This method is rather
expensive. Its practical use in food applications is very limited because of a
scarcity of food grade hardening agents.114
Lamprecht et al. have shown the preparation of microparticles containing
eicosapentaenoic acid ethyl ester (EPA-EE) using gelatine and gum acacia by
complex coaceravtion.115 Briefly, EPA-EE was emulsified into a gelatine
solution and coacervated by pouring it into an acacia aqueous solution followed
by adjusting pH and temperature. Then, the coacervates were hardened using
different processes, such as ethanol extraction, crosslinking with dehydroascorbic acid or glutaraldehyde and spray drying. They reported that hardening
of the coacervates with ethanol resulted in the microparticles most protective
against oxidation while microparticles crosslinked by dehydroascobic acid or
produced by spray drying were less protective.
Wu et al. studied microencapsulation of fish oil by simple coacervation using
HPMC followed by spray drying of the coacervate suspension in which fish oil
was emulsified into a HPMC solution and then mixed with maltodextrin for
coacervation. HPMC is a polysaccharide derived from cellulose and has good
water solubility and emulsification and filming properties,116 hence it can be
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used as a microencapsulating agent. Its solubility decreases when a more water
soluble polymer is added, thereby allowing its use in microencapsulation via the
coacervation process.116 Fish oil was emulsified into a HPMC solution and then
mixed with malt dextrin for coacervation. The coacervated suspension was then
spray dried. Wu et al. reported that formation, retention efficiency and characteristics of coacervate were affected by various factors, such as concentration,
proportion, molecular size and relative water solubility of colloids and polymers
dissolved in aqueous solution and also the amount of oils to be encapsulated, so
that all these parameters need to be optimized when microcapsules are prepared
by coacervation.116 They also reported that the microencapsulation efficiency
and oxidation stability of encapsulated fish oil were improved significantly
when replacing part of maltodextrin by gum arabic (acacia). This was due to its
excellent emulsifying and film-forming abilities and very low viscosity at high
concentration, thus facilitating the hardening and drying process.
Diaz-Rojas et al. demonstrated the encapsulation of shark liver oil by
coacervation using various ratios of pectin and sodium alginate polymers as wall
materials. Shark liver oil emulsions were dropwise added into a stirred calcium
chloride solution to form gel beads. The beads were transferred to a solution of
chitosan to form a membrane layer and submerged into a calcium chloride bath.
The beads were then washed with ethanol and dried at room temperature.117
Oxidative stability of encapsulated shark liver oil was not reported in this study.
15.2.5 Freeze drying
Freeze drying uses very low temperature and pressure conditions unlike spray
drying that involves high temperatures. Thus, freeze drying is regarded as an
ideal process for dehydration of heat sensitive materials. It is simple to use and a
mild process suitable for encapsulation of water-soluble essences and natural
aromatic compounds.74 The main disadvantage is long dehydration time which
often takes longer than 20 h.
A few studies have been conducted to apply a freeze-drying technique to
microencapsulate fish oil for improved oxidative stability.87,118 For the
production of freeze dried microencapsulated fish oil, fish oil was emulsified
in a solution of sodium caseinate with lactose or maltodextrin. The prepared
emulsions were frozen at various rates using different freezing techniques and the
frozen emulsion was then freeze dried under high pressure. After freeze drying,
the freeze-dried emulsion pellet was ground in a grinding machine to form a free
flowing powder for its better application in enrichment of foods.118 Heinzelmann
et al. reported that freeze-dried fish oil encapsulated particles made from sodium
caseinate with lactose or maltodextrin had very porous internal and external
structures with irregular pore sizes.118 The presence of irregular shapes and sizes
of pores can be problematic because the empty pores can be filled with oxygen,
thus facilitating oxidation deterioration of the encapsulated fish oils. Another
problem associated with the presence of pores is the creation of irregular shapes
and sizes of freeze-dried powders when grinding the freeze-dried pallets. This
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will make it difficult to obtain uniform surface areas of particles for controlled
dry blending with other ingredients during formulations. Interestingly, the ground
powders were reported to show a better oxidation stability compared with the
pellets despite the fact that the powders had undergone an additional exposure to
air and mechanical stress.87 The oil stability of freeze-dried fish oil against
oxidation was affected by the mechanism of the freezing technique (e.g. freezing
rate) prior to drying of the frozen emulsion.87,118
Although the use of an optimized freeze-drying process and the addition of
antioxidants can improve oxidation stability, some technical issues relating to
the effects of temperature and rate of freezing of emulsion need to be further
investigated.118
15.2.6 Other techniques
Spray-dried powder or particles can be further treated for coating and/or
agglomeration by a fluidized bed coating to improve oxidative stability of
encapsulated oil and tailor physical properties of powders such as instantization,
bulk density, flowability, wettability and dispersibility.119 Coating materials used
for fluidized coating can be either the same as or different from those used in the
production of spray-dried powder, depending on desired types and characteristics
of the resulting coated or agglomerated powders. To avoid possible oxidation of
oils, nitrogen gas can be purged during the fluidized bed process. Also, a modified
spray-drying process, which is a combination of spray drying and fluidized bed
coating and often cited as spray congealing, is used for microencapsulation of
oxidation sensitive and unpleasant tasting ingredients such as fat-soluble vitamins,
carotenoids and fish oils.120 In modified spray drying and congealing, an emulsion
is sprayed into a spray-drying chamber followed by feeding dried products into
anther chamber containing coating materials or an emulsion is sprayed directly
into a fluidized layer loaded with a drying or coating medium, such as
hydrophobic starch, dehydrating liquid and oil.
Microencapsulation of fish oil in protein wall matrices by techniques
consisting of double emulsification (o/w/o) and subsequent crosslinking of
proteins with several different methods (heat gelation, enzyme-induced
crosslinking or a combination of both) has been demonstrated by Cho et al.121
The encapsulated fish oil was shown to be significantly more stable against
oxidation compared with the corresponding unencapsulated fish oil during
storage. The size of microcapsules produced by this method is relatively small,
ranging from 10 to 100 m and is similar to the typical size of spray-dried
powder. This type of microcapsule also has a very limited water solubility
because of crosslinking of wall matrices, thus also enabling used for controlled
release and targeted delivery applications.121±123 One disadvantage of this
encapsulation technique is that microcapsules formed must be washed with
organic solvent such as ethanol after gelation in order to remove the oil used to
form a double emulsification, resulting in a loss of some encapsulated oil and
causing the formation of surface pores.122,124
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A method described in the patent application by Kantor et al. showed the
successful development of fish oil microcapsules with no fishy taste and odour
by encapsulating fish oil within an enteric coating such as ethyl cellulose.125 In
this method, fish oil is emulsified into a basic solution of ethyl cellulose
suspended in ammonium hydroxide and then the emulsion is atomized using a
nitrogen stream into a stirred acidic solution. The resulting microcapsules range
in size from 0.1 to 500 m, are stable at room temperature and at 4 ëC in the
presence of light, and thus can be incorporated into a variety of aqueous, oilbased or solid dry food products such as gelatine, orange juice and yoghurt that
have a pH of less than 7. The enteric coating only disintegrates under neutral and
basic conditions and this enables encapsulated fish oil to bypass the stomach, to
be delivered and released in the small intestines where omega-3 LC PUFA are
absorbed.125
Bustos et al. has demonstrated the feasibility of using an emulsion phase
separation technique involving an ionotropic gelation method to be used to
prepare chitosan microcapsules stabilizing fish oil such as krill oil rich in both
EPA and DHA. Emulsions were prepared from a mixture of chitosan, Tween 20
as an emulsifier and krill oil and then slowly added into a stirred solution of
sodium hydroxide in ethanol for hardening of the wall matrix of dispersed
emulsion particles.126 Chitosan microcapsules prepared were reported to be not
significantly effective in stabilizing the encapsulated krill oil against oxidation
compared to the corresponding emulsion form, suggesting some modifications
of the properties of wall materials to improve oxidative stability.

15.3

Using encapsulated fish oils in food products

Functional foods are defined as any foods that are fortified with an ingredient
which has already been demonstrated through clinical studies to play significant
health promoting functions in one or more target organs of the human body in
addition to its nutritional value.127 The functional ingredients include antioxidants, vitamins, minerals, fibre, omega-3 fatty acids and probiotics.5 For the
past decade, as a result of the growing awareness of dietary importance for
healthy life and demand for more nutritious healthy foods by consumers,
functional foods have been one of the hottest food categories on the food market
and a rapidly expanding area of the food industry.
Omega-3 enriched foods have been introduced in the market in some
countries. However, it should be realized that some of the products labelled as
omega-3 enriched products are made by adding flaxseed oil or ground flaxseed
rich in ALA rather than by adding fish oil. With fewer double bonds in ALA
compared with EPA and DHA, the products are less sensitive to oxidative
degradation. Although ALA has its own health benefits including reduced risk of
cardiovascular disease,128 its conversion to EPA and DHA in the human body is
very limited, and so the same degree of health effects that could be obtained
from EPA and DHA cannot be expected through intake of diets fortified with
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ALA-rich sources. Also, it should be mentioned that some products have been
incorporated with hydrogenated fish oils so as to be less challenged by oxidative
stability issues during storage. Some omega-3 products are also derived from
eggs of hens or milk from cows fed an animal feed supplemented with fish oil to
increase the omega-3 PUFA content.
Foods fortified with microencapsulated fish oil have been attempted in recent
years. A range of foods are reported to be able to be formulated with microencapsulated fish oils, including beverages (nutritional, dairy, smoothies, high
viscosity juices), dressings and sauces (spreads, margarine, salad dressing,
mayonnaise), baked goods (bread, muffins, cake, nutritional and sports bars,
cereals), dairy products (flavoured milk, yoghurt, cheese, ice cream), and
powdered products (soup powder, instant dry mix, dairy powders, infant
formula). Some of these fish oil enriched products such as orange juice, milk
drink, breads and margarines that are currently sold on the market are also
manufactured via incorporation of fish oil in the form of emulsions by using
special emulsification methods and technologies for production and stabilization
of fish oil emulsions.
Although microencapsulated fish oils in the form of powders or particles can
exist stably without oxidation, their stability can be lost dramatically when they
are added to foods because of phase transition and exposure to harsh food
processing conditions (heat, pressure, and shear) which can disrupt the physical
integrity of microcapsules. A good encapsulation system therefore requires
strong mechanical and physical strength that can withstand harsh food
processing conditions and stresses. Mechanical strength of microcapsules can
be affected by wall composition and thickness and microcapsule structure (e.g.
elasticity and flexibility).99 It is thus important to produce fish oil encapsulated
powders or particles which can remain intact and/or insoluble during complex
food processing and subsequent storage conditions. The special processing
techniques used to add encapsulated fish oil need to be considered carefully to
minimize and avoid any possible physical and chemical damage to the
microcapsules.
There is scant literature available regarding foods enriched with microencapsulated fish oil except for reports from research laboratories of fish oil
suppliers and manufacturers. Kolanowski et al. have studied the impact of the
addition of fish oil (fish oil liquid or powder-microencapsulated form) on
sensory properties and palatability of a variety of food products.4 They reported
that particular groups of food products, such as salad oil, fat spreads, flavoured
yoghurt and instant powder-milk-based formula which contain high fat and low
water, were useful for enrichment with fish oil as high flavour and sweetness
intensity can mask the unpleasant fishy taste. However, orange juices and fruit
beverages which are water-based liquid products at low pH were reported as
unsuitable foods for enrichment with fish oil due to accelerated hydrolysis and
oxidation of added fish oil unless additional technological treatment is used to
decrease oxidation by removal of oxygen from the packaging and addition of
appropriate levels of antioxidants. Even though microencapsulated fish oil can
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exhibit oxidative stability, it is recommended to store fish oil-enriched foods
under vacuum at lower temperatures. By controlling storage conditions, a longer
shelf-life can be expected. Kelly and Keogh have demonstrated the sensory
quality of a number of foods fortified with microencapsulated fish oil powder
and have identified several consumer food products, such as bread, biscuits and
soup powder, as the most suitable delivery foods for the incorporation of
microencapsulated fish oil powder.81 Bread was ascribed to be suitable because
of the presence of a carbon dioxide atmosphere. Soup powder was easy to dry
blend with microencapsulated fish oil powder and does not require heating until
just before consumption.
Some of the world leading manufacturers and suppliers of fish oils have
introduced a range of premium products, such as concentrated omega-3 fish oil
and microencapsulated omega-3 fish oil powder, by using proprietary special
microencapsulation processes that can be used as ingredients to produce dietary
supplements and functional foods. Dry powder containing highly concentrated
microencapsulated fish oil offers the advantage of allowing food manufacturers
to create functional foods with greater omega-3 levels per serving using less
omega-3 fish oil powder.
15.3.1 Infant formula
In 2002, the FDA approved supplementation of both omega-3 and omega-6
fatty acids in infant formula since both fatty acids are potentially important in
foetal and infant neural development. Therefore, there is a strong demand and
trend for adding DHA and ARA to infant formula. One of the difficulties with
infant formula applications is a limited selection of available encapsulating wall
materials as any materials added must comply with infant formula standards
and regulations. Ingredients already present and allowed for use in infant
formula manufacture are considered to be the best option to use as encapsulating materials, avoiding conflicts with requirements of food standards and
laws set for infant formula. Also, the powder containing encapsulated fish oil
must be shelf stable for a long period of storage time (generally 3 years from
manufacture), must not react with other ingredients, and be readily dispersible
and soluble in aqueous medium upon its reconstitution without affecting
flavour.
A number of infant formula products enriched with microencapsulated fish
oil are now available in the commercial market of some countries. Infant
formula containing microencapsulated tuna oil is manufactured by Heinz Farley
Infant Formula, UK.129 Powdered infant formula milk (Karicare) fortified with
microencapsulated tuna oil powder has been developed by Food Science
Australia for Clover Corporation Ltd. The product is currently available on the
market in Australia and New Zealand. According to the company,
microencapsulated tuna oil powder is stable to oxidation and has a watersoluble free flowing property without fishy smell.78
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15.3.2 Bakery and cereal products
Baked products (e.g. bread) are one of the products most widely applying
microencapsulated fish oil. The relatively short shelf-life (less than one week)
requirement of bread makes the fortification of fish oil less challenging in terms
of oxidative deterioration, but it requires encapsulated fish oil to be sustainable
to mixing, heating and baking without being released from the microcapsules
during the breadmaking process.59
Sliced bread enriched with microencapsulated tuna oil powder from NuMega was released on the Australian market in 2002.129 The encapsulated tuna
oil powder with 25% oil load is described as stable under baking, toasting and
freezing conditions and the smell and flavour of tuna oil is masked.129 The bread
is currently on the market in Australia and New Zealand. In 2003, bread
enriched with microencapsulated tuna oil powder without affecting the bread
taste was introduced by Clover Corporation Ltd and George Weston Foods in
Australia. This bread contains 10 mg of omega-3 long chain PUFA per slice.49
In 2005, breads enriched with fish oils containing 40±45 mg of DHA and
EPA per slice were launched by US supermarket chain Wegmans using MEG-3
encapsulated fish oils manufactured by Ocean Nutrition Canada.
Taguchi et al. reported that microencapsulated sardine oil in egg white
protein by spray drying was stable against oxidation during prolonged storage,
and cookies fortified with this powder had the same sensory quality as plain
cookies with no added fish oil. This also implies no effect of baking on stability
of spray-dried powders encapsulating fish oil.130
15.3.3 Dairy products
Yoghurt is considered as a suitable product for incorporation of microencapsulated fish oil because of its requirements for cold storage temperatures,
relatively short shelf storage life and also its strong acidic and sour flavour that
can help mask the fishy odours and taste. Drinking yoghurt enriched with fish oil
powder (50% oil powder) was launched in Saudi Arabia under the Live Well
brand.129
15.3.4 Margarine and spreads
Two different types of spreadable fats (soft margarine and mix of butter and
vegetable oil) have demonstrated for their oxidative stability and sensory
acceptability during storage after enriching them with varying amounts of two
different types of microencapsulated fish oils (ROPUFA 30 and MARITEX 4302).14 A mix of butter and vegetable oil and margarine were reported to be stable
during storage for up to 3 and 6 weeks, respectively, without significant
oxidative deterioration. The level of enrichment possible without affecting
sensory acceptability was reported up to 1% EPA and DHA. This means it
would be possible to intake about 0.2±0.3 g EPA and DHA if 25±30 g of fish oil
enriched spreadable fat is consumed daily.
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15.4

Suppliers of microencapsulated fish oil powder

Ocean Nutrition Canada Ltd (Dartmouth, NS, Canada) produces a free-flowing
omega-3 fish oil powder under the MEG-3 brand that is shelf-stable for 12
months.48 This powder has been described as a tiny gelatine sack where
hundreds of other smaller sacks containing fish oils are packed, thus masking the
taste of fish oil and protecting the oil from oxidation.131 A number of food
manufacturers have been using MEG-3 as ingredients for creating functional
products containing omega-3 fish oil, including tortillas by Cali-Wraps (St.
Marys, ON, Canada), OMU milk by Trappist Dairy (Hong Kong), Tropicana
orange juice product in the US and Canada by Pepsi Co Inc., Cardivia yoghurt in
Canada by Danone, and omega-3-enriched breads by US supermarket chain
Wegmans. Ocean Nutrition Canada also introduced a new version of its MEG-3
ingredients with a DHA:EPA ratio of 5:1 which simulates human breast milk
containing a DHA to EPA ratio of 4:1.
Martek Biosciences (Columbia, MD) and Nutrinova (Frankfurt, Germany)
produce DHA extracted from microalgae grown under controlled fermentation
conditions. Although this is a rather expensive source of omega-3 LC PUFA,
any risk of contamination resulting from oceanic pollutants that might be present
in DHA derived from fish or fish oils is removed from this vegetarian source of
DHA omega-3.
Roche (Basel, Switzerland) produces a range of omega-3 fatty acid products
in refined fish oil, emulsion and powder formats. Its omega-3 product under the
name of ROPUFA 75 contains high amounts of EPA and DHA and has gained
GRAS status in the US.132 According to the manufacturer, ROPUFA 75 can be
used to fortify a variety of food products such as soups, spreads, sauces, frozen
prepared meals, pasta, milk, drinks, yoghurts and nutrition bars without affecting
the taste.
Nu-Mega Ingredients Pty Ltd manufactures omega-3 DHA as food ingredients, including refined tuna oil under the HiDHAÕ brand and microencapsulated dry powder of tuna oil under the DriphormÕ brand. According to
the producer, these functional ingredients can be dry blended with other dry
ingredients, reconstituted as a stable emulsion in aqueous solution or added
directly to wet food products. Some products fortified with Driphorm
encapsulated tuna oil powder have been launched, including breads and orange
juice in Europe, fruit-flavoured cereal bars (under the IQ3 Brainstorm brand)
containing 150 mg of total DHA and EPA in UK by Biomedical Laboratories
and pizza in the US by Nardone Bros Baking (Wilkes-Barre, PA).131
Lipid Nutrition (Channahon, IL, USA), a division of Loders Croklaan, has
introduced two products containing fish oil omega-3 fatty acids in the US market
under the brand names, Marino Omega-3 HS (High Stability) Powder and
Marino DHA HS Powder. These powders contain a minimum of 24% omega-3
fatty acids with 10% EPA and 7% DHA. The DHA HS Powder offers a
minimum of 17% DHA and a low concentration of EPA. Both products also
contain a sugar alcohol mannitol which is used to improve the sensory
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characteristics and prevent the smell of fish oil, thus enabling them to be
incorporated into food products without compromising taste and stability.
According to the company, the powders can also be dry blended with other
ingredients, making it possible to create baked goods enriched with omega-3
fatty acids as well as beverages.

15.5

Future trends

As a result of increasing consumer health consciousness and increasing evidence
of the health benefits of omega-3 LC PUFA, the demand for healthy food
products enriched with fish oil rich in omega-3 LC PUFA is expected to grow
continuously. More varieties of novel products need to be developed to satisfy
the growing marketplace of health conscious consumers. Microencapsulation
has been proved to hold great promise for the incorporation of fish oils into
foods and the stabilization of fish oil enriched foods. It is becoming more
feasible for food manufacturers to incorporate fish oil into their products with
advancement of processing technologies and formulation techniques and
development of microencapsulation technologies that improve the palatability
and stability of fish oils.
As knowledge in encapsulating materials and technological advances expand
and new natural wall materials with improved functionality are found and
developed, microencapsulated fish oil powders with enhanced stability to heat
and abrasion are expected to be developed. This will certainly expand the scope
of a range of liquid or solid foods that can be incorporated with fish oil rich in
omega-3 LC PUFA. Foods designed for different age groups (infants, babies, the
youth and elderly) are attracting more attention, so more foods targeted at
specific age groups with specific health conditions and requirements are
anticipated to be developed by incorporating fish oils with ideal ratios of EPA
and DHA. More food products incorporated with DHA are expected to be
developed for infants and growing children.
Achieving a meaningful dose of omega-3 LC PUFA per serving via consumption of fish oil-enriched foods without affecting original food formulations
is becoming an important issue. Incorporation of a large amount of encapsulated
fish oil can change sensory properties as well. It has been shown that the level of
fish oil added has a significant effect on changes in sensory properties of
enriched foods.4,18,133 This means it is necessary to develop powders containing
a high amount of fish oil (e.g. more than 60% oil on dry basis) with highly
concentrated omega-3 LC PUFA without affecting oxidative stability. This will
enable food manufacturers to add less of the microencapsulated fish oil
ingredient into food products while achieving greater levels of omega-3 LC
PUFA per severing, thus minimizing impact on production cost per serving
without a significant alteration in its food formulations. Also, there is a growing
trend to avoid or reduce the use of food additives including natural antioxidants
in the food industry. It will be necessary to develop encapsulation techniques
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that can provide oxidative stability of encapsulated fish oil without using
antioxidants and that is stable for a longer period of storage (longer than 12
months).

15.6

Sources of further information and advice

The quality of fish oil should be characterized and tested before its use in food
applications. Although official standards and limits specific for fish oils have not
been established, quality guidelines designed for edible plant-derived oils can be
used as rough guidelines for a measure of quality parameters of fish oils to be
used for food applications. Michelsen et al. summarized quality guidelines for
characteristics of oils and powders containing omega-3 LC PUFA used for food
enrichment, recommended the delivery format of fish oils (e.g. oily form or
powder form) to be used in different types of food and drink and intake levels of
different types of omega-3 and 6 PUFA recommended by various organizations.7 For details of this information, see the relevant chapter in the book Guide
to Functional Food Ingredients contributed by Michelsen et al. (2001).7
Since the FDA announcement of qualified health claims for omega-3 LC
PUFA, more varieties of novel food products enriched with omega-3 fatty acids
are becoming available on the market worldwide, particularly in Europe,
Australia, Canada and South America. The US is one of the countries becoming
more interested in introducing foods fortified with omega-3 LC PUFA. A
comprehensive review of commercial products currently available and their
omega-3 PUFA content can be found in a review article by Whelan and Rust.16
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Encapsulation approaches for proteins
A. Millqvist-Fureby, YKI Institute for Surface Chemistry, Sweden

16.1

Introduction

Proteins are abundant in nature, and each protein generally has a given purpose
such as catalytic action (enzymes), interactions (e.g. receptors), antibodies,
structure or nutrition. Owing to the different characteristics of proteins, they
have found widespread use in a variety of applications including foods,
biosensors, pharmaceuticals and nutrition. In foods, the main functions of
proteins are nutritional, action as emulsifiers and to provide structure and body
to a food. Antibodies and antibody fragments are finding increasing applications
in therapy and bioanalysis (`lab-on-a-chip'). In the pharmaceutical industry,
therapeutic proteins are becoming more common, among the best known we
find insulin and human growth hormone. Particular difficulties encountered in
protein therapy are the metabolism of proteins in the body and the efficiency of
the uptake. The oral route is the preferred route of administration from a patient
perspective, but this is essentially precluded due to the efficient degradation of
proteins in the gastrointestinal (GI) tract and the poor uptake of proteins into the
blood stream. Hence, the most suitable route of administration of protein drugs
is injections, but alternatives such as inhalation and skin therapy are actively
sought. Moreover, the formulation of the bioactive proteins is essential, e.g.
liquid or solid formulation, both for storage stability and delivery of the product.
Encapsulation of proteins can aid in targeting in the body, enable different
delivery routes, and improve storage stability.
The development of modern biotechnology, which allows genetic engineering and efficient fermentation processes, has opened up wide fields of largescale use of proteins, including in food processing, organic synthesis, detergents,
treatments of paper pulp, etc. These proteins are often engineered to increase the
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stability (e.g. thermal or pH), change the activity profile and substrate
specificity, and the enzymes are expressed in a microorganism that is well
adapted for cultivation on a large scale. In some processes, these industrial
enzymes are used as catalysts, and reuse of the enzymes is of interest. This can
be accomplished by, for example, immobilization or encapsulation in `microreactors'. A controlled release of the active proteins can also be desired, e.g. in
food products or in cleaning applications, and there is potential to accomplish
this through application of encapsulation technologies.
Encapsulation of bioactive proteins can expand their fields of applicability,
through, for example, improved stability, sustained or triggered release, targeting and immobilization. Several different approaches to achieve the desired
properties of the encapsulated protein have been developed based on, for
example, coating or formation of microcapsules. This chapter will discuss solid
formulations for proteins, and in particular how spray drying can be used to
encapsulate bioactive materials in solid formulations, and the application of
polyelectrolyte multilayer microcapsules to protein encapsulation in liquid
formulations.

16.2

Solid formulations for proteins

Through the advent of genetic engineering and the prospects of using proteins as
pharmaceuticals, the interest in dry formulation of proteins has increased. Dry
formulations are often preferred for proteins since denaturing reactions are
slower (aggregation, deamidation, oxidation, etc.) and thus the stability is
improved (Wang, 2000). In addition, the requirements for storage conditions can
often be relaxed, since dry formulations often can be stored and shipped at room
temperature, in contrast to the need for frozen or chilled conditions for liquid
formulations. Genetically engineered human insulin is generally marketed in
liquid formulations, but the insulin is typically present as crystals in suspension,
which improves the stability. However, a dry protein formulation has to be
carefully optimized to provide high retention of activity and sufficient shelf-life.
To ensure preservation of the protein structure, an amorphous or at least partially
amorphous formulation is desired (Chang et al., 2005), which implicates the
storage stability since amorphous materials are inherently unstable. Also for
food applications, dry proteins are of interest (e.g. milk proteins, whey proteins
and egg white proteins), and in all these instances, it is essential that the
functionality of the protein is maintained, and generally a performance close to
that of the fresh product is desired.
There are several drying techniques available for proteins, and we will here
consider those that do not involve crystallization of the protein as an integral
part. The most common techniques are spray drying (particularly in the food
industry) and freeze drying (particularly in the pharmaceutical industry). An
additional technique is vacuum drying, possibly following protein precipitation
by ethanol or acetone, for example. Some more experimental techniques include
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supercritical fluid technologies such as SEDS (solution enhanced dispersion by
supercritical fluid) and spray freeze drying. Each method has its advantages and
disadvantages, and is appropriate for different applications. The production
method extensively influences the physical powder properties, such as
flowability, hygroscopicity and dissolution behaviour, due to variation of the
physical state (amorphous vs crystalline) and composition at the particle surface.
In addition, the biological activity of proteins included in the particles is
influenced by the drying process. In the following sections, the more common
drying techniques of spray drying and freeze drying are presented, together with
a combination of the two, i.e. spray freeze drying.
16.2.1 Commonly used drying techniques
Spray drying
In the spray-drying process, small droplets are created by the nozzle, which can
be of different types, suited for different feed and particle characteristics. These
droplets are contacted with warm air, and water starts to evaporate from the
droplet surface. The dryer may operate co-currently or counter-currently, and the
former is more common for heat sensitive products, since the thermal load on the
drying particles is less. During drying, the droplets are maintained at the wet bulb
temperature as long as water evaporates freely from the drops (see Fig. 16.1
which illustrates the droplet/particle temperature and diameter during drying). As
soon as a surface layer with restricted water transport is created, the evaporation

Fig. 16.1 Diagram showing the change in droplet size and droplet temperature during
spray drying.
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rate is reduced and the drop/particle temperature may start to increase. However,
the particle temperature will not rise above the outlet temperature of the dryer.
These events explain why spray drying is suited to thermosensitive materials,
such as proteins and whole cells. The solids in the system are not heated as high
as might be expected from the (typically) high inlet temperature for the air. In
addition, the stability of proteins is generally improved by a reduced water
content (or rather water activity), and hence the drying material becomes more
heat stable as the drying process proceeds and the particle temperature increases.
Spray-drying of bioactive protein has been studied by many authors (e.g.
Broadhead et al., 1994; Maa et al., 1998; Maury et al., 2005, Adler et al., 2000;
Millqvist-Fureby et al., 1999b), and the consensus is that bioactivity can be well
preserved in formulations with suitable excipients that prevent degradation
processes. A detailed description of the spray-drying process and its applications
can be found in Masters (1991). The most detrimental effects on proteins in spray
drying include denaturation due to interactions with the gas/liquid interface in the
spray, heating, shearing and dehydration.
Freeze drying
In the freeze-drying process, several steps occur: first the solution or suspension
to be freeze dried is frozen, the temperature during the freezing process may be
controlled to achieve so-called annealing, and finally the frozen water is
sublimated under vacuum. The freezing process in itself is an important part of
the process, since it influences the structure of the final product. During
freezing, water freezes as pure ice and the remaining constituents are concentrated to a point where no further freezing of ice occurs, i.e. a maximally freeze
concentrated material is obtained. For process control purposes it is important to
know the glass transition temperature (Tg0 ) of this material. It is essential that the
temperature of the solid is kept below this temperature during the freeze-drying
process in order to prevent collapse when the drying material cannot support its
own weight. The glass transition temperature (Tg0 ) is usually determined by
differential scanning calorimetry. An alternative method for obtaining this
critical temperature is to observe the collapse temperature by freeze-drying
microscopy. Generally, the collapse temperature is a few degrees centigrade
above Tg0 , thus imposing less strict process control. If the frozen material is
maintained at a temperature above Tg0 but below the melting point, growth of the
ice crystals occurs, and the molecules in the freeze-concentrated material can
more easily diffuse. This treatment, so-called annealing, changes the structure of
the material, and the final freeze-dried product will contain larger pores and
have smaller specific surface area (Sarciaux et al., 1999). The effects of freezing
and drying can impair the protein stability through cold denaturation, surface
interactions, and dehydration.
Spray freeze drying
Spray freeze drying is a fairly new technique that can be used to create highly
porous particles without involving milling or any other particle size reduction
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Fig. 16.2

Spray-freeze-dried particles composed of trehalose (95% w/w) and
lysozyme (5% w/w).

techniques. The process has been used to create porous particles containing
proteins for different therapy purposes (e.g. Webb et al., 2003; Costantino et al.,
2000, 2002, Liao et al., 2004, Maa and Costantino, 2004). These particles can be
further processed by encapsulation in e.g. PLGA (e.g. Carrasquillo et al., 2001;
Lam et al., 2001). In this process a liquid feed is sprayed into a cold medium,
typically liquid nitrogen, and the droplets are instantly frozen to form beads. These
beads are separated from the liquid nitrogen and freeze dried by the conventional
procedure described in Section 16.2.1. Care must be taken when transferring
particles from the freezing medium to the freeze-dryer so that the beads are not
melted and agglomerates created. As in spray drying, the bead size depends on the
settings of the atomizer and the feed composition. The droplets can be created
above the surface of the freezing medium or with the spray orifice below the
surface of the freezing medium (spray freezing into liquid). This may in the case
of proteins have some influence on the protein stability (Yu et al., 2006). Although
the process appears complicated, it is possible to operate spray freeze drying on an
industrial scale. Figure 16.2 shows a typical spray-freeze-dried particle. The
effects of this drying method on the protein stability include cold denaturation,
surface induced denaturation, shear induced denaturation and dehydration.

16.3

Surface formation in drying

The surface layer of a powder determines many of its functional properties such
as flowability and dissolution rate, and in microencapsulation this surface is of
great interest to control and design to achieve the desired powder properties.
This requires that the process of forming the surface layer in relation to
formulation and processing is well understood, and a natural step is then to
analyse the surface composition. In order to analyse the surface composition of a
powder only few techniques are available that provide quantitative analysis of a
thin surface layer. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and time-of-flight
secondary ion mass spectrometry (ToF-SIMS) are two methods available, with
different surface sensitivity (5±10 nm and 1±2 nm, respectively). The principle
of XPS is that the sample, placed under high vacuum, is irradiated by mono-
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chromatic X-rays, which excite electrons in the different orbitals, and these emit
photoelectrons with different kinetic energy. Photoelectrons will be emitted
from the entire sample, but due to energy dissipation during the passage through
the solid material, only the photoelectrons originating from the surface layer can
escape and be detected, hence the surface sensitivity of the technique. The
kinetic energy of the photoelectrons is analysed, and by knowing the energy of
the X-ray radiation, the binding energy of the emitted electrons can be calculated, thus providing the atomic surface composition. When this is measured
for samples and the pure molecular components in the sample, the surface
composition of the sample can be estimated in terms of molecular components,
rather than atomic surface composition, by use of different calculation methods
(FaÈldt et al., 1993; Ernstsson et al., 1999; Millqvist-Fureby and Smith, 2007).
ToF-SIMS is also a technique that operates under high vacuum, and the
analytical principle is based on the use of a pulsed proton beam to desorb and
ionize species form the sample surface. Only the outermost (1±2 layers of
molecules) are analyzed. The resulting secondary ions are accelerated into a
mass spectrometer, where the mass is analysed by time-of-flight from the
sample surface to the detector. The secondary ions are then identified as
different molecular species.
16.3.1 Surface formation in spray drying
As described in Section 16.2.1, the time from droplet formation in spray drying
until water evaporation is limited due to a crust or film forming at the surface
and is very short ± typically 5±20 ms, depending on droplet size. Thus it could be
imagined that the components with low solubility will precipitate first and
dominate the particle surface. However, there are other processes occurring in
the droplet during this first period: any surface active components will adsorb to
the air±liquid interface, and the extent of this can be anticipated to be related to
the transport rate and the adsorption kinetics. There is an intricate interplay
between drying rates, adsorption rates, degree of supersaturation and
precipitation rates, which together determine the particle structure and
properties. Thorough understanding of these processes enables the preparation
of spray-dried particles with controlled surfaces.
The application of XPS for surface composition analysis, on spray-dried
powders of different composition has shown that the surface is dominated by the
surface active species in the feed (e.g. FaÈldt and BergenstaÊhl, 1994, Adler et al.,
2000; Millqvist-Fureby et al., 1999b; Elversson and Millqvist-Fureby, 2006) for
different powders (emulsions, protein solutions). This is illustrated in Fig. 16.3,
where the enrichment of protein (casein micelles) at the powder surface, in
particular at low protein content, is evident. When several surface active species
are present, a competitive situation arises (LandstroÈm et al., 2000; Elversson and
Millqvist-Fureby, 2006), and the outcome of the competition for the surface is
determined rather by the adsorption kinetics, than by the ability of the different
species to reduce the surface tension under equilibrium conditions (Elversson
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Fig. 16.3 Surface composition estimated by XPS analysis of spray-dried powders
composed of casein micelles and lactose, and surface tension of the corresponding
solutions.

and Millqvist-Fureby, 2006). Considering the droplet life-time and the diffusion
process for a typical protein (D  6  10ÿ11 m2/s), it is unlikely that diffusion is
the only transport mechanism at play, since the diffusion time for a protein
molecule from the centre of a 10 m droplet to the surface is 20 ms, while the
estimated drying time is about 4.5 ms.
16.3.2 Surface formation in freeze drying and spray freeze drying
The same mechanisms are involved with freeze drying as in spray drying (i.e.
adsorption of surface active species to interfaces), although the effect is usually
much less pronounced due to the slow transport rates in the freeze-concentrated
material. Different investigations have shown that protein and surfactants indeed
are enriched at the powder surface (Millqvist-Fureby et al., 1999a; Webb et al.,
2002, 2003). Further, it is known that annealing during freezing of samples
reduces the specific surface area and reduces the degree of aggregation of bovine
IgG (Sarciaux et al., 1999). It has also been shown that annealing increases the
surface coverage of protein on freeze-dried powders (Millqvist-Fureby et al.,
1999a).
Spray freeze drying presents a mixture of the events occurring during spray
drying (i.e. adsorption of surface active species to the droplet interface), and
freeze drying (i.e. slow transport in the frozen material). It has been shown that
surface active materials indeed accumulate at particle surface during spray
freeze drying, albeit not to the same extent as in spray drying (Webb et al.,
2002), but to a higher extent than observed for freeze-dried powders (Millqvist-
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Fureby et al., 1999a). The surface adsorption of protein is also affected by
annealing prior to freeze drying. However, it remains unresolved whether the
surface accumulation at the internal surface (ice±water interface) is the same as
at the outer surfaces (water±air interface, being replaced by water±liquid
nitrogen interface).

16.4

Coating in spray drying

Coatings are applied to powders for a variety of reasons, such as encapsulation
of ingredients, controlled release functionality, taste masking, prevention of
oxidation, powder handling properties, etc. The most common way to do this is
by spray-coating in a fluidized bed system (Jono et al., 2000).The coating
becomes relatively thick, may not coat completely, and agglomeration may
occur simultaneously. A new approach to this problem can be developed from
the behaviour of surface-active materials in spray drying, and considering the
non-equilibrium state in the spray droplets, as described in the previous section.
16.4.1 In-situ coating of spray-dried powders
Surface-active materials in the liquid will adsorb to the air±liquid interface, and
in a competitive situation the component that adsorbs fastest and most
efficiently will tend to dominate the surface. This approach has been studied
for spray drying of proteins in carbohydrate matrices using low molecular
weight surfactants (e.g., Millqvist-Fureby et al., 1999b; Millqvist-Fureby and
Smith, 2007; Adler et al., 2000) and surface-active polymers (Elversson and
Millqvist-Fureby, 2006). The addition of polysorbate to trypsin co-dried with
lactose improved the retained activity and decreased the surface coverage of
protein, which can be explained by the large difference in diffusion coefficient
between polysorbate and trypsin (Millqvist-Fureby et al., 1999b). Other
investigations have shown that addition of polysorbate 20 or 80 to recombinant
human growth hormone decreased the formation of aggregates (Maa et al.,
1998; Mumenthaler et al., 1994), which was attributed to less interaction of
protein molecules with the air±liquid interface. The addition of the surfactant
also influenced the particle structure but not the particle size (Millqvist-Fureby
et al., 1999a).
When polymers (of similar size as proteins) are used as coating substances,
the transport of the coating polymer and a protein to the interface can be
expected to occur at similar rates. The outcome of this competition for the
interface will be determined mainly by the relative adsorption rates for these
polymers, since an equilibrium situation cannot be expected due to the short lifetime of the spray droplets. This can be studied by dynamic surface tension
analysis, see Fig. 16.4(a), where poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) and insulin are used
as an example. Although the protein may give a lower equilibrium surface
tension (comparing insulin and PVA, for example), the polymer reduces the
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Fig. 16.4 (a) Dynamic surface tension analyses, using the pendant drop method, of
PVA, insulin and mixed PVA and insulin. (b) The surface composition of spray-dried
powders composed of PVA/insulin/trehalose (open, dashed line), and poloxamer/insulin/
trehalose (filled, solid line). The insulin content was 4% w/w in the solids. (c)
Comparison of coating efficiency for different surface active additives to protein/
trehalose formulations, (}) Polysorbate 80/insulin, (ú) Poloxamer 188/insulin, (n)
Poloxamer 188/BSA, () PVA/insulin, (l) HPMC/BSA. The insulin content was 4% w/
w and the BSA content was 5% w/w of the total solids.
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Fig. 16.4 Continued

surface tension more rapidly, and in a mixture of protein and polymer, the final
surface tension is determined by the polymer rather than the protein, observed as
identical curves for the surface tension of PVA and PVA/insulin solutions. This
indicates that the replacement of an adsorbed polymer by the more surface
active protein is a very slow process. The behaviour during dynamic surface
tension measurements can be correlated with the surface composition of corresponding spray-dried samples (see Fig. 16.4(b)), although the time scale in spray
drying is much shorter than in the surface tension measurements when using the
pendant drop method. A comparison of PVA and Poloxamer (triblock copolymer poly(propylene glycol)-poly(ethylene glycol)-poly(propylene glycol)),
showed that Poloxamer was much more efficient in coating the powders than
was PVA, which correlates with the considerably higher surface activity of
Poloxamer compared to PVA. In a different study, two surface-active polymers
(Poloxamer 188 and hydroxypropyl methyl cellulose, HPMC) were used to coat
particles containing BSA and trehalose (Elversson and Millqvist-Fureby, 2006),
and the coating efficiency of these polymers is compared to that of PVA and
Polysorbate 80 in Fig. 16.4(c), where it can be noted that the polymer with the
highest surface activity (i.e. Poloxamer 188) is most efficient in coating the
particles. The relatively small effect of Polysorbate 80 is in part related to the
smaller size of this molecule and that it adsorbs as a monolayer with an
approximate thickness of 2.5 nm, which is less than the depth of analysis in XPS,
and thus the surface composition signal is a combination of the (presumed)
monolayer at the surface and underlying material.
It was found that the coating did not influence the protein structure in the case
of HPMC and Poloxamer 188 (Elversson and Millqvist-Fureby, 2006), while
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BSA was negatively affected when dried with PVA. However, the powder
properties were affected: the dissolution rate was decreased by the polymer
coating, and flow properties of coated powders were also affected.
It can be anticipated that this technique can be applied for several coating
purposes, when a thin coating is required, e.g. altering particle±particle interactions, dissolution properties, and preventing protein adsorption to the particle
surface. The efficiency of this coating technology in preventing oxygen
penetration remains to be studied.
16.4.2 Encapsulation in aqueous two-phase systems
The coating achieved by in-situ coating is very thin, most likely only a few nm
thick. A thicker coating may be desired and this can also be accomplished in
spray drying by using a different formulation approach. It is well known that
when two neutral polymers are mixed in a common solvent, phase separation
will occur spontaneously due to the unfavourable entropy of mixing for large
molecules combined with an enthalpic contribution that favours phase separation (Flory, 1953). Such systems, called aqueous two-phase systems (ATPS),
can also be formed by, for example, PEG/phosphate (Albertsson, 1986) or
protein/polysaccharide under appropriate conditions (Grinberg and Tolstoguzov,
1997). The interfacial tension in ATPS is very low, and thus sensitive biological
structures are not generally negatively influenced by the interface. The most
described uses of ATPS include separation systems for biological entities (whole
cells, organelles, proteins), mainly using PEG/dextran, and as extractive systems
for synthesis or fermentation, where products are removed from one phase into
the other. Here we describe the use of ATPS as an encapsulation system for
biologically active materials, such as proteins and probiotic bacteria. This is
schematically illustrated for a spray-dried system in Fig. 16.5. The ATPS
behaves as a water-in-water emulsion, where one of the phases is dispersed in
the other. The phase separation persists after drying, and thus results in double
encapsulation of the materials that partition to the dispersed phase. Since the
interfacial tension is very low, only a small input of energy is required to obtain
a fine dispersion. For an optimal ATPS for encapsulation several requirements
need to be fulfilled:
· The selected polymers form a two-phase system.
· The bioactive material partitions strongly to one of the phases.
· The viscosity of the ATPS must be suitable for spray drying, i.e. not too high
and no substantial extensional viscosity.
· The polymers must not interact negatively with the bioactive material.
A number of different ATPS have been used for encapsulation of proteins.
The system PVA/dextran has been studied in some detail by Elversson and
Millqvist-Fureby (2005) for encapsulation of BSA. BSA partitions strongly
enough to the dextran-rich phase to be a useful model protein. It was found that
the two-phase system persists in the dried state, manifested as two separate glass
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Fig. 16.5

Schematic description of ATPS in spray drying.

transitions observed by differential scanning calorimetry, corresponding to PVA
and dextran, respectively. It might be expected that the surface composition of
the powder would be related to the structure of the two-phase system, with a low
surface coverage of PVA in the dextran-continuous region. However, it turns out
that, as in the case of in-situ coating, PVA dominates the surface already for a
dextran continuous system (Fig. 16.6). This is due to the surface activity of
PVA, and the polymer's ability to compete favourably with BSA for the air±
liquid interface. The dextran-rich phase contains sufficient PVA to coat the
powder surface. This is also manifested in the dissolution properties, the
dissolution time ranges from 10 min for dextran as the sole polymer to 60
minutes for PVA as the only polymer. In this particular case, the structure of
BSA was disturbed after drying, which was attributed to specific interaction of
BSA and PVA. However, the concept as such is regarded as useful for
encapsulation and preservation of biological structures, as shown for live
probiotic bacteria (Millqvist-Fureby et al., 2000; Elofsson and Millqvist-Fureby,
2001).
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Fig. 16.6 The surface composition as estimated from XPS data for spray-dried PVA/
dextran with encapsulated BSA, and schematic illustrations of the internal particle
structure.

16.5

Polyelectrolyte microcapsules for protein encapsulation

The idea to use polyelectrolytes to create surface coating was first advanced by
Iler (1966), and was further developed by Decher et al. during the 1990s (1991,
1992). The creation of the coatings relies on overcompensation of charges when
a polyelectrolyte is adsorbed to a surface of opposite charge. Thus a new surface,
with charge reversal, is formed and forms the template for the adsorption of a
polyelectrolyte of the same charge as the original surface. On a small scale and
for macroscopic surfaces, the technique is simple to carry out by dipping the
substrate surface in alternating baths containing the coating polymers. It has
been established that multilayers can be built with over 1000 polyelectrolyte
layers. So far, no restrictions have been found regarding the choice of polyelectrolyte, as long as a pair of opposite charge is chosen, and these will adsorb
to a substrate with charged surface. Also particles, cells, lipids, biomolecules,
and virus can be used in the layers, and hence complex structures can be built.
The thickness of the layers can be finely tuned by adjusting pH, ionic strength,
temperature and rinsing conditions, and the thickness of a typical polyelectrolyte
layer is in the order of 2 nm.
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The multilayer of the microcapsules can be made porous or permeable to
macromolecules without destroying the multilayer structure by adjusting the
solution conditions. In order to render the multilayer permeable, the pH can be
adjusted to decrease the charge of one of the polyelectrolytes, thus influencing
the inter-polyelectrolyte interactions (Kabanov et al., 1984; Philipp et al., 1989).
In this way, the multilayer can be reversibly opened up to allow passage of
macromolecules over the membrane. The multilayer structure is also influenced
by the ionic strength, since this influences the strength of the interactions
between adjacent layers. Increasing the ion strength implies more shielding of
the charges on the polyelectrolytes, thus weakening the interactions between
polyelectrolyte layers. The temperature also has an effect on the multilayer
stability.
16.5.1 Building multilayer microcapsules
The technique of coating surfaces with polyelectrolytes has been extended to
coating solid microparticles (e.g. Caruso et al., 1998) as well as liquid droplets
(e.g. Gu et al., 2005), and the principle is shown in Fig. 16.7. The solid colloidal
core can be dissolved and thus empty capsules can be formed, which allow the
study of polyelectrolyte multilayers at the liquid±liquid interface, but also
provide a loadable vehicle for various substances (e.g., dyes, proteins, or drug
substances). The dipping technique used for macroscopic surface has to be
abandoned when working with microparticles. Instead, the particles must be
separated from the polymer solution after each adsorption and washing step, by

Fig. 16.7 Schematic description of sequential adsorption of polyelectrolytes with
alternating charges. Between each adsorption step excess polyelectrolyte is removed by
washing. After completion of the multilayer the core is removed by changing the solvent
conditions. Finally, the remains of the core material is removed by washing, and empty
microcapsules are obtained, ready for loading.
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centrifugation or membrane filtration. Alternatively, the amount of polyelectrolyte to cover the particle surface can be calculated, and only a sufficient
amount is added. These techniques have all been used for the preparation of
microparticles on laboratory scale, and have different advantages. They were
compared in a paper by Voigt et al. (1999), who found that they all share the
problem of creating aggregates during the adsorption process. In the case of the
centrifugation method, the particles must be completely resuspended after each
centrifugation step, and the efficiency of this is determined by the aggregation
strength of the particles. Since aggregates are formed, material is lost and, as an
example, 80% of the material was lost on the process of preparing 20-layer
microcapsules (Voigt et al., 1999). Both the sequential adsorption with calculated
amounts of polymer and the membrane filtration method resulted in higher yields
of microcapsules: 50% and >97%, respectively. The main difficulty in the
membrane filtration method is the accumulation of microparticles and polymer
on the membrane itself, and it is required that the particles are maintained in
suspension at all times. The process is also improved by using a minimal pressure
for the filtration step ± free membrane filtration is preferred, however, not always
practical. This method has the obvious benefit of being possible to operate
continuously and appears to be most suitable for scaling up.
16.5.2 Protein encapsulation by loading into empty microcapsules
Polyelectrolyte microcapsules have been built with a variety of core particles,
including melamine formaldehyde (MF) particles (e.g. Radtchenko et al., 2000),
inorganic and organic crystals (Dai et al., 2001), protein aggregates (Balabushevitch et al., 2001, Trau and Renneberg, 2003) and protein crystals (Caruso et al.,
2000). The fabrication of multilayer particles on MF template particles has been
studied extensively and the structure of both particles with core particles as well
as the microcapsules after the core particles have been removed has been
investigated by several techniques. It has been clearly shown by zeta potential
measurements that the surface charge of the particles changes in accordance
with the adsorption of the polyelectrolytes. Fluorescent labelling of the polymers
has been used to illustrate the location of the polyelectrolytes by means of
confocal scanning laser microscopy (CSLM). The inert core particles can be
dissolved by adjusting the solvent conditions. In the case of MF particles,
0.1 M HCl is used to hydrolyse the core particles, and thus empty shells are
obtained. However, fragments of the MF polymers are retained in the core due to
insufficient hydrolysis, and this influences the loading properties and the
environment for molecules transferred into the core. It has been shown that these
`empty' capsules frequently are spherical capsules when filled with liquid, and
that they are impenetrable to macromolecules, unless the solution conditions are
such that the membrane structure is opened up.
The multilayer capsules have been investigated as `containers' for macromolecules such as proteins and enzyme, either as drug delivery vehicles, as
microreactors, or as components in biosensors. The benefit of the microcapsules
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is that the enzyme is immobilized in an aqueous solution where it can display its
activity. When the microcapsules are intended as drug delivery vehicles, the
functionality relies on the controlled release properties of the microcapsules, the
encapsulation efficiency, and the possibilities of targeting.
One of the most extensively studied systems for multilayer capsules is that
composed of poly(styrene sulfonate) (PSS)/poly(allylamine hydrochloride)
(PAH). These polymers are adsorbed in a sequential manner on core particles,
the core is dissolved and removed by diffusion. The microcapsules obtained can
then be prepared for loading with enzyme by e.g. mixing with 2 parts 96%
ethanol and 1 part enzyme solution (Lvov et al., 2001) and incubating for 10
minutes, or by adjusting the pH. It has been shown that the membrane composed
of PSS/PAH is `open' at pH < 6 and `closed' at pH > 8 with respect to
macromolecules such as dextran (MW 75 000) and BSA (open/closed transition
at pH 5±7) (Antipov et al., 2002). However, it has been reported (DaÈhne and
Peyratout, 2004) that it has not been possible to repeat the successful loading of
MF templated PAH/PSS microcapsules with protein as described by Antipov et
al. (2002). The encapsulation efficiency in a system such as PSS/PAH microcapsules is often rather low, values of 7% have been reported for small
molecules that easily diffuse through the `opened' membrane, although this can
be improved by adding sequesterants in the templates that remain in the interior
of the capsule (Khopade and Caruso, 2002; DaÈhne et al., 2001). Hence, the
loading procedure is a limiting step for the application of multilayer
microcapsules. The loading possibilities also depend on the quality of the MF
template particles, their age and the dissolution conditions, since some polymer
fragments will remain in the microcapsule after dissolution of the template
particles, as these are too large to escape from the microcapsule. Further, loading
of empty microcapsules with protein often results in adsorption or capture of the
protein in the walls of the microcapsules, rather than in the core volume. It has
been shown that as much as 90% of the captured protein resides in the capsule
walls (Tiourina et al., 2001).
16.5.3 Protein core particles for multilayer microparticles
When protein crystals (Caruso et al., 2000) or aggregates/microparticles (Trau
and Renneberg, 2003; Balabushevitch et al., 2001) are used as templates, the
difficulties of the often adverse loading conditions can be circumvented. The
drawback of this approach is that the protein must be precipitated or crystallized,
which is not suitable for all proteins. Further, the protein concentration in the
final microcapsules cannot be controlled. Typically, the recovery of the
bioactivity is less than 85% (DaÈhne and Peyratout, 2004). To reduce the dissolution of the protein during the coating procedure high salt concentrations can
be applied (Balabushevitch et al., 2001). When using crystals, the solution
conditions are limited to a generally narrow range of pH where the crystals are
stable, and this must be compatible with the pH conditions for formation of
multilayers for the polyelectrolyte pairs chosen for encapsulation. The use of
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aggregates or protein microparticles obtained by lyophilization, precipitation
and grinding allows a broader range of solution conditions for the assembly
procedure, and thus the polyelectrolyte selection is broader.
16.5.4 Pre-loaded core particles for multilayer microparticles
An advancement of the protein microparticle approach to creating core particles
containing a bioactive protein was developed by Sukhorukov et al. (2004), who
used compound template particles composed of CaCO3 and protein. These
particles are subjected to multilayer coating by PAH/PSS, and finally the CaCO3
is removed by addition of EDTA. These conditions are mild compared to the pH
or solvent variations used to load empty microcapsules with proteins. These core
particles are porous, and it is possible that the first polymer layers will extend
into the interior of the particles, and create more complex microcapsule
structures after dissolution of the core particles (Volodkin et al., 2004).
A further opportunity is to use mesoporous silica particles loaded with protein
(Wang and Caruso, 2005; Yu et al., 2005), in which case the protein loading of
the template particles needs to be carried out in an efficient way. This requires
that the mesopores are large enough to allow efficient transport of protein into
the particles, and furthermore that the protein is not denatured by the adsorption
to the silica surface. In this paper the mesopores in the range 10±40 nm were
used for catalase adsorption. The pre-loaded microparticles were coated with a
number of polyelectrolyte layers, whereafter the silica core was dissolved by
exposure to hydrofluoric acid/ammonium fluoride buffer at pH 5. The final
activity of catalase in the microparticles was 66% of that in solution, and the
protein loss was very small during the multilayer assembly and core dissolution
steps. This appears to be an efficient method for encapsulation of proteins, in
particular large proteins such as catalase, that do not easily diffuse through
multilayers even when these are made permeable to macromolecules.
A different approach to pre-loaded core particles was used by Bergholtz
(2004) and in this case, the bioactive materials are spray dried with other
materials to create core particles with a charged external surface. This opens the
opportunities for combining enzymes as required for different applications as
well as in desired concentrations. In order to preserve the bioactivity of the
macromolecules during drying, excipients are added, e.g. trehalose or mannitol.
These materials are water soluble, which makes it difficult to retain the particles
when the first layers at deposited on the core particles. The solubility issue can
to some extent be controlled by adding a charged polymer to the spray dryer
feed. In accordance with Section 16.3.1, this will lead to surface coating of the
particles by this polymer. This polymer may be a polymer with weak charge or a
protein. Further, the solutions used for dissolving the polyelectrolytes also contain dissolved carbohydrates to reduce the rate of dissolution of the amorphous
core particles. PSS/PAH layers were built on core particles composed of lactose,
FITC-dextran and PVA, using the membrane filtration method and short
adsorption cycles (2 min) followed by short rinsing cycles (2 min). The short
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Fig. 16.8 Zeta potential during adsorption of PSS and PAH on spray-dried core particles
composed of trehalose and PVA. The polymers were adsorbed from a solution containing
20% lactose, 10% glucose, and 0.2% polymer in a membrane reactor. After adsorption for
5 minutes, rinsing was carried out twice for 5 min using a solution composed of 20%
lactose, 10% glucose.

adsorption time is sufficient to complete the adsorption process (Halthur and
Elofsson, 2004). Even with all these precautions, the yield was very low. However, the concept was proven by the change in zeta-potential during the coating
process (see Fig. 16.8), and the coated particles could be found by microscopy.
This approach to loading macromolecules into microcapsules provides a means
to finely tune the composition and protein concentration in the microcapsule
core, and the saccharides used as carriers in the drying process are easily
removed from the core by diffusion, which can be expected to occur
quantitatively.

16.6

Summary and future trends

In this chapter a number of approaches to encapsulation of proteins in particles
and microcapsules have been described. As a background, different drying
technologies are presented, together with the mechanisms behind the surface
formation. Through an understanding of the physical process occurring in the
drying material, ways of coating proteins and microorganisms through spray
drying have been developed. Both in-situ coating and ATPS are still investigated
for their effects in encapsulation of proteins and probiotics, and the resulting
powder properties. Microcapsules prepared by layer-by-layer coating of
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polyelectrolytes are discussed as carriers for proteins. The major difficulties here
lie in the loading of empty microcapsules by adjusting the solution conditions,
which often contradicts the protein's requirements for preserved structure and
activity. Furthermore, the loading efficiency is rather poor in many studies.
Attractive alternatives are provided by different ways of creating pre-loaded
core particles, where the carrier materials can be removed, once the polyelectrolyte multilayers have been created. These systems also allow the use of
combinations of proteins and control of the protein concentration.
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Part IV
Regulatory issues and future trends

17
Regulatory aspects of nutrient delivery
systems
E. Acosta, University of Toronto, Canada

17.1

Introduction

The laws and regulations pertaining to food product and nutraceutical supplements are, in principle, specific to each country, and it is difficult to make
generalizations on the details of such regulations. However, in this chapter, the
recommendations of international organizations such as the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) of the United Nations, the World Health Organization (WHO), and the International Conference on Harmonization (ICH) will be
briefly reviewed and discussed. Additionally, some of the pertinent regulations
established by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) of the United States,
and the recommendations of the United States Pharmacopoeia (USP) will also
be discussed. The reader should bear in mind that the purpose of this chapter is
to give an introduction to these regulatory issues and provide the appropriate
references for additional details.
This chapter is divided into three main parts. Section 17.2 discusses the
selection of food grade ingredients and their acceptable daily intake (ADI).
Additionally, the procedures and documentation necessary to register new food
additives are introduced in view of the issue that additives typically used in
controlled released applications are not approved for food products, and therefore need to undergo this registration process. Section 17.3 addresses the
regulatory issues regarding the stability of the product, especially in terms of
biological, chemical and physical stability. Section 17.4 discusses the regulatory
aspects concerning the effectiveness (release and absorption) of the formulation.
It should be noted (and is later discussed in more detail) that at this moment the
regulations described in Section 17.4 do not apply to food products or even
nutraceutical supplements; however, there is growing pressure by consumer
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groups and regulatory agencies to adapt these regulations to nutraceutical
supplements.

17.2

Selection of ingredients

One of the challenges of formulating controlled release technologies for food
applications is the relatively small pool of ingredients (when compared to
pharmaceutical applications) that are acceptable in food products. Additionally,
even if a particular ingredient has food additive status, the concentration of this
ingredient in the food product (or the acceptable daily intake) might also be
regulated. In this section, these two aspects will be discussed in light of the
regulations established by the Codex Alimentarius (a join FAO and WHO
organization). In addition, the FDA definitions of GRAS (generally recognized
as safe) and food additive status will be introduced.
17.2.1 Codex Alimentarius (FAO/WHO)
The Codex Alimentarius Commission was inaugurated in 1963 with the mandate
of establishing and maintaining international standards on food safety (mainly
concerned with chemical and microbiological aspects). Even before the
establishment of the Codex Alimentarius, there was a Joint (FAO/WHO)
Expert Commission on Food Additives (JECFA) that assessed the safety of food
additives and their ADI. JECFA was initially established in 1955 and continues
to meet on a regular basis. Although JECFA is a separate entity from the Codex
Alimentarius Commission, it provides expert scientific advice to Codex that
ultimately establishes the regulation through the General Standard for Food
Additives (GSFA). To date, JECFA has evaluated more than 1500 food
additives; however, only 273 food additives and 24 food additive groups have
been approved and listed in GSFA.1
Approved ingredients and average daily intake (ADI)
The updated GSFA list of approved ingredients can be found online on the
Codex Alimentarius website. It is beyond the scope of this chapter to present this
complete list, but it is appropriate to summarize the regulatory status of common
food additives that are used or could potentially be used in controlled release
formulations. Tables 17.1±17.4 present the name, description and uses, and the
ADI values for lipid-based emulsifiers, polymers and solvents, carbohydrates
and gums, and for electrolytes and polyelectrolytes, respectively.
The ADI qualifications of `not limited' or `not specified' in Tables 17.1±17.4
mean that the additive can be used in foods in general with no limitation, except
that the use of this additive should follow the Good Manufacturing Practices
(GMP) guidelines. The `not limited' or `not specified' qualifications mean that
`on the basis of the available data (chemical, biochemical, toxicological, and
other) the total daily intake of the substance arising from its use at the levels
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Table 17.1

GSFA-listed lipid-based emulsifiers

Additives

Description/usesa

ADIa,b
(mg/kg b.w.)

Beeswax, white and yellow,
Candelilla wax

Mixture of esters of fatty
acids and fatty alcohols ±
glazing agent; release agent;
stabilizer; texturizer,
clouding agent
Emulsifier, stabilizer
Glazing agent, carrier
Emulsifier

No
toxicological
concernc

Calcium, sodium stearoyl lactylate
Carnauba wax
Diacetyltartaric and fatty acid
esters of glycerol
Dioctyl sodium sulfosuccinate
Glycerol ester of wood rosin
Lactic, acetic, citric and fatty
acid esters of glycerol
Lecithins
Mono- and diglycerides, e.g.
glyceryl monostearate, glyceryl
monooleate, etc.
Phosphatidic acid, ammonium salt
Polyglycerol esters of fatty acids
Polyglycerol esters of interesterified
ricinoleic acid
Polyoxyethylene sorbitan esters of
fatty acids, e.g. Polyoxyethylene20
sorbitan monooleate, etc.
Propylene glycol esters of fatty acids
Salts of myristic, palmitic, stearic,
and oleic acids (NH4, Ca, K, Na)
Sorbitan monolaurate, monooleate,
monopalmitate, monostearate,
tristearate
Stearyl citrate
Stearyl tartrate
Sucroglycerides, sucrose esters of
fatty acids
Thermally oxidized soya bean oil
with mono- and diglycerides of
fatty acids (TOSOM)

0±20
0±7
0±50

Emulsifying, wetting agent
Di- and triglycerols of abietic
acids and other fatty acids ±
oil-soluble emulsifier, stabilizer
Oil-soluble emulsifier

0±0.1
0±25

Phospholipids, emulsifier
Emulsifier

Not limited
Not limited

Emulsifier
Emulsifiers
Emulsifiers

0±30
0±25
0±7.5

Emulsifiers, dispersing agents

0±25

Emulsifier
Emulsifier

0±25
Not specifiedd

Emulsifier, stabilizer

0±25

Emulsifier, sequestrant
Flour treatment agent
Mono and di-esters of sucrose
and fatty acids ± emulsifier
Emulsifier, antispattering agent

0±50
0±500
0±30

Not limitedd

0±30

Notes
a
Description, uses and ADI obtained from JECFA monographs online.1
b
ADI expressed in mg of the additive per kilogram of body weight.
c
JECFA has not found evidence of toxicological effect for the uses described.
d
`Not limited' is an outdated term that is still valid in the standard but that has been substituted in
newer standards by `Not specified'. These terms are equivalent. In both cases, the formulator needs
to use the additive according to GMP principles for food additives described later in this section.
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Table 17.2 GSFA-listed polymers and solvents
Additive

Description/uses

ADI
(mg/kg b.w.)

Edible gelatin

Partially hydrolyzed collagen ±
stabilizer, gelling agent,
emulsifying agent,
crystallization inhibitor
Humectant, solvent, bodying agent,
plasticizer
Colour stabilizer, colloidal
stabilizer, clarifying agent
Carrier solvent, excipients
Solvent, glazing agent, humectant
Coating, binder, sealing agent and
surface-finishing agent.
Clarifying agent, stabilizer, tableting
adjunct, dispersing agent

Not limited

Glycerol
Insoluble polyvinylpyrrolidone
Polyethylene glycol
Propylene glycol
Polyvinyl alcohol
Polyvinylpyrrolidone

Not specified
Not specified
0±10
0±25
0±50
0±50

Note: See Table 17.1

Table 17.3 GSFA-listed polysaccharides, gums and other carbohydrates
Additive

Description/uses

ADI
(mg/kg b.w.)

Agar

Polysaccharide ± emulsifier,
thickener, stabilizer
Acidic/anionic polysaccharide ±
emulsifier, thickener, stabilizer,
gelling agent
Polysaccharide ± thickener,
stabilizer, emulsifier
Polysaccharide/polyelectrolyte ±
thickener, gelling agent, stabilizer
Tabletting agent

Not limited

Alginic acid
Carob (locust) bean gum,
guar gum
Carrageenan
Cross-linked carboxymethyl
cellulose
Curdlan
Cyclodextrin, betaEthyl hydroxyethyl cellulose
Gellan gum
Gum arabic

Polysaccharide, firming agent,
gelling agent, stabilizer, thickener
Encapsulation agent for food
additives, flavouring and vitamins
Emulsifier, stabilizer, thickener
Polysaccharide ± polyelectrolyte,
thickener, gelling agent, stabilizer
Polysaccharide/polyelectrolyte ±
thickener, gelling agent, stabilizer

Not specified
Not specified
Not specified
Not specified
Not specified
0±5
Not specified
Not specified
Not specified
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Table 17.3

Continued

Additive

Description/uses

ADI
(mg/kg b.w.)

Isomalt

Mixture of mono- and disaccharides,
sweetener, bulking agent, anticaking
agent
Acetylated polysaccharides,
emulsifier, stabilizer, thickener
Sweetener, humectant, stabilizer
Sweetener, humectant, stabilizer
Coating agent, binder
Modified starch ± thickener,
stabilizer, binder, emulsifier

Not specified

Karaya gum
Maltitol and maltitol syrup
Mannitol
Microcrystalline cellulose
Modified starches: Dextrin
roasted-, acid treated-, alkaline
treated-, bleached-, oxidized-,
enzyme-treated-, monostarch
phosphate, distarch phosphate,
phosphated distarch phosphate,
acetylated distarch phosphate,
starch acetate, acetylated
distarch adipate, hydroxypropyl-,
hydroxypropyl distarch
phosphate, starch sodium
octenylsuccinate, acetylated
oxidized starch, dextrins
Modified celluloses:
hydroxypropyl cellulose,
hydroxypropyl methyl cellulose,
methyl cellulose, methyl ethyl
cellulose
Pectins

Emulsifier, thickener, stabilizer,
binder, suspension agent, film
coating

Methyl esters of polygalacturonic
acid and its salt ± gelling agent,
thickener, stabilizer, emulsifier
Powdered cellulose
Anticaking agent, dispersing agent,
texturizing agent
Polydextroses A and N
Bulking agent, humectant, stabilizer,
thickener
Processed eucheuma seaweed
Semi-refined carrageenan
Propylene glycol alginate
Stabilizer, thickener, emulsifier
Sodium carboxymethyl cellulose Thickening agent, stabilizer,
suspending agent
Sucrose acetate isobutyrate
Density adjusting, cloud-producing
agent in non-alcoholic beverages
Tara gum
Thickening agent, stabilizer
Tragacanth gum
Emulsifier, stabilizer, thickener
Xantham gum
Thickener, stabilizer, emulsifier,
foaming agent
Xylitol
Sweetener, humectant
Notes: See Table 17.1

Not specified
Not
Not
Not
Not

specified
specified
limited
specified

Not specified

Not specified
Not specified
Not specified
Not specified
0±70
Not specified
0±20
Not specified
Not specified
Not specified
Not specified
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Table 17.4 GSFA-listed electrolytes and polyelectrolytes
Additive
Adipic acid
Ammonium, potassium, sodium
and calcium alginate
Ammonium, sodium, potassium,
and calcium polyphosphates
Bone phosphate

Description/uses

Acidity regulator
Ammonium and calcium salts of
alginic acid with same uses
Polyelectrolyte, sequestrant,
moisture retainer
Mixture of calcium phosphates ±
sequestrant, moisture retainer
Calcium carbonate
Anticaking agent
Calcium citrates
Sequestrant, buffer, firming agent
Calcium dihydrogen diphosphate, Stabilizer, leavening agent,
dicalcium, disodium diphosphate neutralizing agent
Calcium lactate
Buffer, yeast food
Calcium gluconate
Acidity regulator, firming agent,
sequestrant, nutrient supplement
Calcium hydroxide
Neutralizing agent, buffer,
firming agent
Calcium sulphate
Yeast food, dough conditioner,
firming agent, sequestrant
Dipotassium, disodium
Stabilizer, leavening agent,
orthophosphate
neutralizing agent
Disodium EDTA
Sequestrant, antioxidant synergist,
preservative
Monopotassium, monosodium
Buffer, neutralizing agent,
orthophosphate
sequestrant, yeast food
Potassium, sodium dihydrogen
Buffering agent, sequestrant
citrate
Sodium lactate
Antioxidant synergist, humectant
Tetrapotassium, tetrasodium
Buffering agent, sequestrant
diphosphate
Tripotassium, trisodium citrate
Sequestrant, stabilizer, buffer
Tripotassium, trisodium
Buffer, emulsion stabilizer,
orthophosphate
sequestrant

ADI
(mg/kg b.w.)
0±5
Not specified
70 as P ±
phosphorousa
70 as P
Not limited
Not limited
70 as P
Not limited
Not specified
Not limited
Not limited
70 as P
0±2.5
70 as P
Not limited
Not limited
70 as P
Not limited
70 as P

Notes: See Table 17.1
a
Expressed as mg of elemental phosphorous in the additive per kilogram of body weight.

necessary to achieve the desired effect and from its acceptable background in
food does not, in the opinion of the Committee, represent a hazard to health'.2 If
a particular additive is meant to be used for a purpose other than that specified in
the JECFA monograph, it may be necessary to consult JECFA to verify whether
the new application is covered within the scope of the approved monograph.
The Good Manufacturing Practices (GMP) for food additives are described in
Section 3.3 of the Preamble of the Codex General Standard for Food Additives.3
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According to this regulation all food additives listed in the GSFA list shall be
used under conditions of good manufacturing practice (unless otherwise specified), which include: (a) the quantity of the additive added to food shall be
limited to the lowest possible level necessary to accomplish its desired effect;
(b) the quantity of the additive that becomes a component of food as a result of
its use in the manufacturing, processing or packaging of a food and which is not
intended to accomplish any physical, or other technical effect in the food itself,
is reduced to the extent reasonably possible; and (c) the additive is prepared and
handled in the same way as a food ingredient.
The reader should be aware that the ADI values in Tables 17.1±17.4 should be
used as a guideline to estimate the maximum concentration of the ingredient in
the product. Consider, for example, the case of -cyclodextrin. According to
Table 17.3, the maximum daily intake of this ingredient is 5 mg/kg b.w. In order
to determine how this ADI value translates into maximum -cyclodextrin content
in the product, it is necessary to consider the average weight of the consumer, the
number of servings per day, and the presence of other sources of -cyclodextrin
in the average diet. After considering all these factors, the maximum content of
the additive in the product can be calculated. Table 1 of the Codex General
Standard for Food Additives (Additives Permitted for Use Under Specified
Conditions in Certain Food Categories or Individual Food Items)3 establishes this
maximum value for some of the GSFA-listed additives in specific products. In the
case of -cyclodextrin, these maximum contents are given in Table 17.5.
As expected, the maximum content of -cyclodextrin in a product with a
small serving size, such as chewing gum is larger than the maximum content in a
product with larger serving size. To illustrate the calculations behind these
maximum additive contents, consider the following scenario. The ADI of cyclodextrin is 5 mg/kg, assuming that a 70 kg (body weight, BW = 70 kg)
person consumes a 200 ml serving a day of a water-based flavoured drink (daily
serving DS = 0.2 kg), and that there are no other sources of -cyclodextrin in the
average intake (AI = 0 mg/kg). In this case:
Estimated maximum content  ADI ÿ AI  BM/DS
Table 17.5

Maximum -cyclodextrin content permitted as binder and stabilizer

Food
Cat. No

Food category

05.3
14.1.4

Chewing gum
20 000 mg/kg
Water-based flavored drinks,
500 mg/kg
including `sport', `energy', or
`electrolyte' drinks and
particulate drinks
Snacks ± potato, cereal, flour or
500 mg/kg
starch based (from roots and tubers,
pulses and legumes)

15.1

17:1

Max level

Comments

Year
adopted
2001
2001

2004
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According to equation (17.1), the estimated maximum -cyclodextrin content in
flavoured drinks would be 1750 mg/kg. Certainly, the assumptions regarding
BW and AI are questionable. If one consider a young child with BW  20 kg,
then the maximum content matches the value in Table 17.5.
After reviewing Tables 17.1±17.4 and the restriction on additive content in
foods (exemplified in Table 17.5), it becomes obvious that the formulator has to
be creative in order to guarantee that the controlled release formulation uses
only GSFA-listed ingredients. However, if there are sufficient reasons to support
the introduction of a specific food additive, it is possible to submit to the
consideration of JECFA new food additives. The process of submitting a
monograph is certainly onerous, and there is no guarantee of success (a 1/6
chance according to the statistics of submitted vs approved monographs). The
next section introduces the basic aspects of the process of preparing the
monographs for toxicology studies and intake studies for new ingredients.
Toxicology and intake studies for new additives
In order to seek a food additive status from Codex, it is necessary to prepare two
monographs: one that provides data on toxicological studies (also called
toxicological working papers) and a second one that provides data on intake of
the additive. An example of the table of contents of a toxicological working
paper is presented in Table 17.6.4 According to Table 17.6, there are three main
areas covered in toxicological working papers: biochemical aspects,
toxicological studies, and observation in humans.
The information compiled in the section on biochemical aspects is used by
the expert committee to understand the fate of the additive and its byproducts in
the body. Based on these assessments, the expert committee forms an opinion
about the potential mechanism of toxicity (if any). This information also serves
as a background to interpret the toxicological data.
The section of toxicological studies represents the core of the working paper.
There are five types of mandatory studies (items 2.2.1±2.2.5 in Table 17.6):
acute toxicity, short-term toxicity, long-term toxicity/carcinogenicity,
genotoxicity, and reproductive toxicity. Typically, if there are any toxicity
issues, these studies tend to indicate target organs that are then considered in
special studies. The information collected for each of the five routine studies is
reported using toxicological summaries. Such summaries contain the following
information:
· purpose or objective of the experiment
· identification and purity of the additive
· animal species and strain employed in the study (typically these studies
include a larger number of small rodents ± studied first ± and decreasing
numbers of mammals)
· number of animals in test and control groups
· sex
· dose levels (in mg/kg b.w. per day)
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Table 17.6 Example table of contents for toxicological working papers. Adapted from
Ref. 4
1. Explanation
2. Biological data
2.1 Biochemical aspects
2.1.1 Absorption, distribution, and excretion
2.1.2 Biotransformation
2.1.3 Effects on enzymes and other biochemical parameters
2.2 Toxicological studies
2.2.1 Acute toxicity
2.2.2 Short-term toxicity
Mice, Rats, Hamsters, Rabbits, Dogs, Pigs, Monkeys
2.2.3 Long-term toxicity/carcinogenicity
2.2.4 Genotoxicity [in tabular form; see Appendix D]
2.2.5 Reproductive toxicity
2.2.5.1 Multigeneration reproductive toxicity
2.2.5.2 Developmental toxicity
2.2.6 Special studies on cardiovascular effects
2.2.7 Special studies on immune responses
2.2.8 Special studies on macromolecular binding
2.2.9 Special studies on metabolites
2.2.10 Special studies on no-hormonal effect levels
2.2.11 Special studies on ocular toxicity
2.2.12 Special studies on photoisomerization products
2.2.13 Special studies on thyroid function
2.3 Observations in humans
3. Comments
4. Evaluation
5. References

·
·
·
·

route(s) of administration
duration of the experiment
biological parameters examined
effects observed (percentage survival should be included in long-term
toxicity/carcinogenicity studies if affected by treatment)
· author's conclusions
· reference(s).

The main conclusion from these studies is a proposed dose (intake) where a noobserved-effect-level (NOEL) is obtained. In other words, this is the dose where
no significant difference in biological response is obtained between the test
group and the control group. Such conclusions from the authors may be rebutted
or modified by a temporary advisor appointed by JECFA. Furthermore, the
credibility of the laboratory conducting the study is paramount. It is best to
contract these services to a laboratory that has Good Laboratory Practice (GLP)
certification, or alternative, the laboratory could be subject to a quality assurance
audit by JECFA representatives.
Initially, JECFA used the toxicological monographs to determine the ADI
(typically the NOEL divided by a safety factor). However, the problem in doing
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so is that the maximum content of the additive could be calculated using an
equation similar to equation (17.1), using the assumption that the background or
average intake (AI) is zero. If the same assumption is made for other products, it
is then possible that the average consumer who uses these products may intake
more than what is regulated according to the ADI established in the GSFA
listing. The purpose of the intake monograph is to produce an estimation of this
background intake and propose a correction factor to the ADI obtained from the
toxicological working paper (this does not apply to substances with `not
specified' or `not limited' status).
The challenge of producing these monographs is that it is necessary to
establish some average intake for an average diet. As expected, this is a value
that varies from country to country because it depends on the socioeconomic and
cultural characteristics of each country. One method to `screen' the potential
effect of background intake is to estimate the consumption of the additive based
on average intake of calories ± this is called the budget method.5,6 If the
maximum additive content in solid and liquid foodstuff calculated by the budget
method is lower than that calculated according to the proposed ADI values, then
there is no reason for concern about the effect of background intake, otherwise
other intake estimations need to be carried out. Various methods for additive
intake can be undertaken, including total mass balance of the additive {(annual
production + import ± export ± non-food uses)/(total population  365)} also
known as `poundage' evaluation; assessments based on data from household
economic surveys and sales data; assessments based on model diets; and
assessments based on individual dietary records. The conclusion of this report
should indicate whether the ADI established based on the toxicity evaluation
(NOEL) stands or if this value should be further reduced accordingly.
In addition to the safety of chemical additives discussed above, the evaluation
of the safety and effectiveness of new biological agents such as probiotic
cultures (discussed in other chapters in this book) is being considered for
forthcoming regulations.7
17.2.2 Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
The Codex Alimentarius is used to regulate international trade of food products,
but it does not have purview on individual countries. In that case, the laws/
regulations of the country apply. In the United States, the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) is in charge of setting the standards for food additives.
The principles and spirit of the FDA regulations are the same as those of Codex
and JECFA; however, the terminology and procedures are different. The FDA
regulation has two different categories for food additives, one is direct food
additives generally recognized as safe (GRAS) and the second category is for
food additives permitted for direct addition to food.
The intake of GRAS additives or their maximum content in food products is
not specified (similar meaning to ADI `not specified' for GSFA-listed
additives). However, their use in food products should follow GMP guidelines.
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The current list of GRAS additives is published annually in the Code of Federal
Regulations of the United States under title 21, part 184 (21 CFR 184 ± see ref.
8). Currently, the list contains 214 compounds and it is similar to the list of
GSFA compounds with `not limited' or `not specified' ADI.
The second category of food additives corresponds to food additives whose
use in certain food products is allowed, but they are regulated to a certain
maximum content in such products. These food additives permitted for direct
addition to food are listed (including details of maximum content in foods) under
the regulation 21 CFR 172.9 This list contains 147 compounds or family of
compounds.
Traditionally, the FDA conducted their own evaluations for specific additives, following a priority list of food additives. However, in 1997 the FDA
introduced the possibility of accepting GRAS notices from interested parties.
Such notices have to be accompanied by supporting information (similar to the
working papers described for JECFA) to substantiate the GRAS claim. The FDA
then reviews the supporting information and produces an answer which typically
falls into one of three categories:
1. the FDA has no questions
2. notice does not provide a basis for a GRAS determination
3. the FDA has no questions, but includes additional correspondence (specific
modifications to the original submission).
To date, there have been 219 notifications, and most of them have been approved.10
In general, the regulations established in the Codex Alimentarius regarding
ADI are more restrictive than the regulations of individual countries. However,
translating ADI values into maximum additive content in food products varies
from country to country. In addition to these international regulations, there are
additional considerations regarding the source of the additive if a food product is
to be used in special diets such as kosher, halal or vegetarian diets.

17.3

Stability of the product

17.3.1 The International Conference on Harmonization (ICH)
The current international standards on stability testing are set by the
International Conference on Harmonization (ICH). These guidelines have been
adopted by numerous countries as the basis to produce regulations for good
manufacturing practices (GMPs). Section `Q1' of these guidelines pertains to
stability testing of active ingredients. Although the guidelines are, in principle,
designed for pharmaceutical products, countries such as Canada use the same
guidelines for active ingredients formulated into food products.
Section Q1 of the ICH guidelines has five parts (ICH Q1A±ICH Q1E).11 The
first part, now in its second revision ± ICH Q1A(R2), also referred to as the
parent guideline ± establishes the protocol for simulated storage conditions and
frequency of testing for new drugs and drug products. The second part, ICH
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Q1B, describes the exposure protocol and available light sources to conduct
photostability testing of new drugs or drug products. The third part, ICH Q1C,
establishes a simplified stability protocol for new dosage (including controlled
release) for existing and approved products. Part ICH Q1D provides guidelines
for bracketing and matrixing design for stability tests. Part ICH Q1E provides
guidelines for the interpretation of the stability tests in terms of shelf-life and
labeling (shelf-life under specific storage conditions). In addition to these
guidelines, there are guidelines pertinent to the stability of biotechnological
products (such as proteins) which are summarized in ICH Q5C.
The simulated storage conditions prescribed by ICH Q1A(R2) for drug
products (which include controlled release formulas) are summarized in Table
17.7. The spirit of the guideline is to provide a standard protocol that applies to
Type I and II climate zones (the climatic zones of the United States, the
European Union and Japan ± the three founding members of the ICH). One note
of caution about Table 17.7 is that there are intermediate stability tests (typically
of 6 months duration) that can be used in certain cases.11
Long-term tests are meant for products with a shelf-life of more than one
year, and the conditions are meant to simulate storage in the plant, and the point
of distribution. Accelerated tests are meant to evaluate extreme conditions which
may arise during shipping and handling of the product. The guideline also
suggests that open container storage tests should be performed to simulate the
storage of the product at the point of use (after being opened) and that the
manufacturer should use that information to warn the customer against
mishandling of the product.
The case of the semi-permeable packing (Table 17.7) applies to liquid
products (mostly aqueous suspensions) to evaluate the possibility of water
Table 17.7 Testing protocol for product stability evaluation according to ICH Q1A(R2)
Case

Study

Powders, general case

Long term

Storage condition

Frequency, months

30  2 ëC , 65  5% RH 0, 3, 6, 9, 12, 18,
24, annually
Accelerated 40  2 ëC , 75  5% RH 0, 3, 6

Liquids, semi-permeable Long term 30  2 ëC , 35  5% RH 0, 3, 6, 9, 12, 18,
packing
24, annually
Accelerated 40  2 ëC , 25  5%RH 0, 3, 6
Impermeable packing

Long term

30  2 ëC

Accelerated 40  2 ëC
Refrigerated products

Long term

5  3 ëC

Accelerated 25  2 ëC , 60  5%RH
Frozen products

Long term

ÿ20  5 ëC

0, 3, 6, 9, 12, 18,
24, annually
0, 3, 6
0, 3, 6, 9, 12, 18,
24, annually
0, 3, 6
0, 3, 6, 9, 12, 18,
24, annually
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evaporation when stored in low humidity conditions. Moisture is not considered
as a variable in the case of impermeable packing because there is negligible
solvent evaporation or moisture absorption.
The ICH Q1A(R2) guideline also considers that other stability protocols may
be applied if there is enough scientific support, and appropriate label information to justify the protocol. In general, the guideline defines as a `significant
change' in the drug product quality (during the course of the stability test) as:
· a change of 5% in the initial active ingredient concentration, or failure to
meet the acceptance criteria for potency when using biological tests (except
dissolution tests or bioavailability tests ± discussed in the next section).
Guideline ICH Q6A summarizes the test procedure and acceptance criteria
for drug products
· the presence of degradation products above their acceptable level (procedure
described in the guideline ICH Q3B)
· failure to meet the acceptance criteria for appearance, physical attributes, and
functionality test (such as color, phase separation, wettability, etc.). The
guideline considers that reversible changes due to accelerated test conditions
are still acceptable
· failure to meet the acceptance criteria for pH stability
· failure to meet the dissolution criteria.
Guideline ICH Q1E provides a detailed account of the statistical methods
employed to determine the shelf-life of the product. The spirit of the ICH Q6A
guideline is to prompt the manufacturer to produce a document proposing a set of
specifications for the product and the adequate test protocols to determine
whether the product adheres to these specifications. The document should contain a section where the manufacturer justifies the suitability of the proposed test
protocols. In addition to the tests proposed by the manufacturer, the guideline has
a set of tests of its own. These tests are separated into universal and specific tests.
Universal tests
· Description: it entails a description of the dosage form such as color, form
(powder, liquid, etc.), texture, odor or taste and other pertinent information
that could be perceived without specialized equipment. If some of these
characteristics, in particular color (typically linked to oxidation of active
ingredient or carrier), change during the course of the stability test, then a
quantitative procedure to track this change should be adopted.
· Identification: the guideline requires that the manufacturer should identify a
method to determine the presence of the active ingredient in the formula,
such as infrared or near infrared spectroscopy. The guideline discourages the
use of retention time for a single HPLC separation as a method of
identification, unless more than one chromatography technique is used to
confirm the presence of the active ingredient.
· Assay: this item refers to the quantification of the active ingredient. Liquid
chromatography methods (e.g. HPLC) can be used as quantification methods
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as long as they have been properly validated (guideline ICH Q2R1). Titration
methods are discouraged unless they are combined with other test methods
that could verify the absence of potential interfering species in the sample.
· Impurities: detection and quantification of degradation products and
impurities following the ICH Q3B and ICH Q3C guidelines.
Specific tests
· Dissolution: for fast release formulas (formulas where more than 80% of the
active ingredient dissolves in 15 minutes at pH 1.2, 4.0 and 6.8), the concentration of the active ingredient in the dissolution media can be determined at a
predetermined time (single point measurement). However, for controlled
release formulas, the dissolution profile should be obtained (mass of active
ingredient dissolved as a function of time). For delayed release formulas, a
two-stage dissolution test should be used to evaluate the effectiveness of the
formula. The guideline does not prescribe a particular composition of the
diluent solution, but the manufacturer should select an appropriate diluent
solution representative of the release conditions.
The spirit of the guideline is to use the dissolution test as a measure of
bioavailability. This concept will be revisited in Section 17.4. The dissolution
test is best suited for an active ingredient whose bioavailability has been
shown to be highly dependent on the dissolution rate of the active ingredient.
The relation between the dissolution rate and bioavailability should be used
to define a minimum acceptable dissolution rate. For controlled release
products, the in vivo/in vitro correlation data may be used to establish the
acceptance criteria. If such data are not available, the permitted variability in
the degree of release at half-life should not exceed a total numerical
difference of 10% (i.e. 40±60% release at half-life), unless the manufacturer can support the validity of a larger variability using bioequivalence
studies.
· Disintegration: this test measures the rate of disappearance of the carrier as
opposed to the dissolution of the active ingredient. In general the guideline
prioritizes the use of dissolution tests, but also accepts disintegration tests if
there is previous data showing a relation between these two, or if the
disintegration test is a suitable method to detect variations in the formulation
or production method that may impact the bioavailability of the active
ingredient.
· Hardness/friability: the guideline suggests using this parameter as an inprocess control which does not need to be included in the specification unless
it has an impact on the quality of the product and its ability to release the
prescribed amount of active ingredient per dose. This might be especially
important for powdered formulas containing powdered premixes where
particle attrition and segregation may affect the uniformity of dose per
serving.
· Uniformity of dosage unit: it measures the amount of active ingredient per
dose or serving, or the total mass of the dose or servings. The in-process
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blending uniformity analysis (BUA) discussed above serves to address this
point.
· Water content: this test should be included in the set of specifications of the
product when the presence of water in the product may have an effect on the
stability or effectiveness of the active ingredient. Gravimetric methods could
be used when properly validated, but detection methods specific for water
(such as Karl Fischer titration) are preferred.
· Microbial limits: the criteria should be set for the total count of aerobic
microorganisms, the total count of yeasts and molds, and the absence of
objectionable bacteria. The protocol of exposure should be consistent with
current pharmacopoeial procedure. There are certain testing exemptions for
solid products, but the manufacturer must make the case that these
exemptions apply to the product.
For liquid products there is a similar set of specific tests; however, because
degradation reactions are usually faster in liquids, there are additional tests
required to guarantee the stability of the product. These specific tests include
pH, microbial limits, antimicrobial preservative content, antioxidant preservative content, extractables (presence of impurities that have leached out of the
container and into the liquid product), alcohol or cosolvent content (when
applicable), dissolution (maintain integrity upon dilution), particle size
distribution (for suspensions and emulsions), redispersability, rheological
properties, reconstitution time and water content.
The manufacturer should also consult the GMP guidelines of the country
where the product is going to be sold. Most countries adapt the ICH guidelines
to design their own GMP guidelines.

17.4

Bioavailability of the active ingredient

Currently, there are no international regulations that require the testing of the
effectiveness of nutraceutical supplements and related products. Generally, these
products are only required to comply with GMP guidelines that apply to food
products, to ensure that the product contains the ingredients claimed on the
label, and that the product is safe. Recently, various scientific groups and
regulators have started to look at the appropriate methods to understand the
mechanisms of action of nutraceuticals and related products, and more
importantly, to determine the appropriate method to regulate these products.12
One of the developments that has resulted from these intiatives is the introduction, by the United States Pharmacopoeia (USP) of the `USP verified' seal of
approval for dietary products.13 To obtain this seal, the products and ingredients
have to pass a series of USP verification requirements that include a GMP audit,
product and ingredient testing, manufacturing documentation review, and a
simulated dissolution test. Participation in the program is voluntary.
Although the nutraceutical market is still growing at a healthy pace, there are
indications that for certain nutraceuticals, the growth in installed production
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capacity has surpassed the growth of the market, which only means that the
market is nearing its maturity, and that competition for prices, but especially
quality, will be the key for success.
The rapidly changing environment for nutraceuticals and related products is
likely to evolve into a new set of rules designed to test the effectiveness of these
products. In the spirit of offering a point of reference, the current FDA testing
guidelines to evaluate the bioavailability (uptake of the active ingredient) of
pharmaceutical products are briefly reviewed and discussed.
17.4.1 FDA regulation on bioavailability and bioequivalence
Bioavailability and bioequivalence tests are regulated (in the United States) by
the code 21 CFR 320 `Bioavailability and bioequivalence requirements'.
According to the code, bioavailability is defined as the rate and extent to which
the active ingredient or active moiety is absorbed from a drug product and
becomes available at the site of action. Bioequivalence, on the other hand, is
defined as the absence of a significant difference in the rate and extent to which
the active ingredient or the active moiety in alternative but equivalent formulations becomes available at the site of drug action when administered at the same
molar concentration of the active ingredient. For controlled release products, the
condition of rate of absorption is waived (this will be defined by the specific
claim of controlled release of the formula), but the extent of absorption should
match the extent of release of an equivalent (standard) uncontrolled release
formulation. According to the regulation, bioavailability is determined and
reported, but bioequivalence has to be demonstrated.
The regulation does consider that, under certain circumstances, the in vivo
bioavailability tests could be waived or estimated using alternative in vitro
studies (covered in Section 17.4.2). However, in most cases, new or
reformulated products have to undergo the in vivo bioavailability tests.
In section 320.24 of the regulation, it is specified that the preferred method of
evaluating in vivo bioavailability is the use of in vivo tests in humans, where the
concentration of the active ingredient or its metabolite in whole blood, plasma,
serum or other appropriate biological fluid is measured as a function of time.
Alternatively, a properly validated in vitro test method (using in vitro±in vivo
correlations or IVIVC) could be used instead. Next on the scale (of decreasing
preference), the regulation accepts in vivo tests where the concentration of the
active ingredient or its metabolite is measured as a function of time, using finely
divided time scales. The regulation also accepts in vivo tests that measure the
pharmacological effect of the active ingredient or its metabolite as a function of
time. Clinical trials could be acceptable if they are carefully designed to minimize the uncertainties, and if dose-effects are documented and properly
measured.
For extended release formulations, section 320.25 of the regulation requires
(a) that the in vivo test sustains the extended release claims made by the applicant,
(b) that the test rules out the occurrence of `dose dumping' (excessive fast release
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due to a malfunctioning controlled release), (c) that the drug produces the same
steady state performance as other non-extended release formulas, and (d) that the
product produce consistent pharmacokinetic performance between dosages.
Section 320.26 of the regulation provides the applicant with guidelines as to
how the bioavailability test should be designed for single dose, and section
320.27 provides the guidelines for multiple dose studies. Common to both
studies is the fact that normal (healthy) adults should be used as the subject of
the study. In the case of single dose, the product should be taken in fasting state,
but for multiple doses fasted and fed conditions should be evaluated. The
comparison between the tested product and the reference one should be designed
using a crossover strategy allowing for an elimination period in between. The
length of the duration of the experiment should cover at least three times the
half-life of the active drug ingredient, and the frequency of sampling must be
designed in a way that allows an accurate determination of the maximum
concentration of the active ingredient and the area under the curve (AUC). For
extended release products, the regulation recommends carrying out multi-dose
experiments to determine the levels of the active drug at steady state condition
and determine the equivalence between the extended release product and the
non-extended one.
Typically, the blood or plasma concentrations data is interpreted using the
Wagner±Nelson (one compartment) model where there is a single expression for
the rate of elimination such that:14,15
Z T
CT  KE
Cdt
0
Fa 
17:2
Z T
Cdt
KE
0

where Fa is the fraction absorbed, CT is the concentration of the active
ingredient in the blood or plasma at time T, KE is the first-order elimination
constant and C is the concentration at any time t. Most authors warn about the
misinterpretation of the data on the potential onset of `flip-flop' towards the
latter part of the curve, which occurs if the rate of elimination is equal or higher
than the rate of absorption.15
One of the important outcomes of applying a pharmacokinetic model such as
the Wagner±Nelson model or the modified multi-compartment model of Loo±
Riegelman16 is to obtain the fraction of drug absorbed as a function of time. This
is the measure of bioavailability, and the parameter that is used to decide whether
the formulation (being controlled release or not) is effective. As will be discussed
later, this is also the parameter that is used in the validation of in vitro tests.
17.4.2 FDA regulation on in vitro and in vivo correlation
An in vitro-in vivo correlation (IVIVC) is a mathematical expression that can be
used to describe an in vivo response (in particular bioavailability) using parameters obtained with an in vitro test method (e.g. fraction of active ingredient
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released). The FDA guidelines for developing IVIVC for extended release oral
dosage formulas describe four correlation levels (A±D, see ref. 17).
Level A correlation (the highest level) applies to in vitro dissolution tests
where the fraction of active ingredient dissolved (as a function of time) is
directly proportional (if not the same) to the fraction of the active ingredient
absorbed (as a function of time) obtained after deconvoluting a plasma concentration study (using an appropriate model such as the Wagner±Nelson model
(equation 17.2). Level A correlation is an acceptable level to obtain a
`biowaiver' (a waiver for an in vivo bioequivalence study required in compliance
of FDA regulations).
Level B correlation applies to in vitro dissolution tests were the mean in vitro
dissolution time is comparable to the mean in vivo residence time or the mean in
vivo dissolution time. Although this method uses all the experimental points to
calculate the mean dissolution time, it is not a point-to-point correlation with in
vivo absorption data. Level B correlation is not acceptable as a biowaiver
alternative.
According to Level C correlation, one dissolution time point (e.g. t50%) or the
fraction dissolved at a particular time is correlated to a pharmacokinetic
parameter (AUC, tmax, Cmax). Because level C does not represent the complete
dissolution curve, it is not an acceptable alternative to obtain a biowaiver.
However, a multiple-point Level C correlation may be justified as an alternative
to Level A if the selected points cover the complete dissolution range (e.g. t5%,
t50%, and t95%) and compare to more than one pharmacokinetic parameter.
A Level D correlation implies that there is a qualitative but not a quantitative
relation between the dissolution time and the in vivo bioavailability. It has no
value from the regulatory point of view, but it may be used as a screening tool
during the early formulation stages.
In order to evaluate these dissolution times, the United States Pharmacopoeia
(USP) has specified four types of apparatus: apparatus 1 (rotating basket),
apparatus 2 (paddle-stirred apparatus), apparatus 3 (reciprocating cylinder), and
apparatus 4 (flow through cell).18 Although apparatus 1 and 2 are commonly
used to evaluate conventional formulas, apparatus 3 and 4 are recommended for
controlled-release formulations.15
The composition of the aqueous media may vary, but must ultimately be
justified for the particular application. In general the FDA guidelines
recommend three aqueous media: degassed water only, 0.1 N HCl (to simulate
stomach conditions), and USP buffer (pH of 6.8). For poorly soluble drugs, the
addition of 1% sodium dodecyl sulfate may be acceptable.17 Neither the USP
nor the FDA recommends the use of enzymes in the aqueous solutions, or the
use of bile salts. However, for emulsions and self-microemulsifying drug
delivery systems (SMEDDS), it is imperative to use the Fasted/Fed Simulated
State Intestinal Fluids (FaSSIF/FeSSIF) which include the necessary bile salts
and lecithin necessary to stabilize the delivery system.19
It must be highlighted that all the correlations considered so far do not
consider absorption and permeation through the intestinal wall as a variable. To
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understand the apparent discrepancy between the FDA guidelines for IVIVC and
the factors that affect the in vivo absorption, it is necessary to review the
Biopharmaceutical Classification System (BCS) introduced by Amidon et al.20
According to the BCS, there are three basic factors that affect the bioavailability
of a formulation: the solubility of the active ingredient, the dissolution
conditions (mean residence time) and the permeability of the active ingredient
(which influences the absorption time). These three factors are defined by three
dimensionless numbers, the absorption number (An  mean residence time/
mean absorption time), the dose number (Do  dose concentration/solubility),
and the dissolution number (Dn  mean residence time/mean dissolution time).
For a set mean residence time, there are two properties of the active ingredient
that influence its in vivo absorption: solubility and permeability. There are four
possible combinations of these two factors which correspond to a class of
biopharmaceutical. A BCS class I active ingredient has high solubility and high
permeability. A BCS class II active ingredient has a high permeability but low
solubility. A BCS class III active ingredient has low permeability and high
solubility. Finally, a BCS class IV active ingredient has low permeability and
low solubility. A controlled release formulation of a BCS I active ingredient
typically complies with an IVIVC Type A (or multiple C) correlation because its
release is controlled by the rate of dissolution. A BCS II active ingredient
typically complies with an IVIVC type A or multiple C correlation. BCS III and
IV would not comply with the FDA guidelines for IVIVC. BCS IV active
ingredients are the one that cause the most concern and should be reformulated
(using various approaches described at the beginning of this chapter) to shift the
formulation to a BCS I or BCS II.
The IVIVC guidelines neglect the effect of the active ingredient permeability
on bioavailability. Fortunately, newer FDA biowaiver guidelines based on the
BCS classification system take into account the permeability of the active
ingredient; however, these guidelines only recognize BCS class I materials as
eligible for biowaivers.21 Unfortunately, only a small fraction of all active
ingredients belong in the BCS I class.22

17.5

Future trends

Nutraceuticals, nutritional supplements, and related products are considered, in
principle, as food products that may improve the health of the consumer. The
fact that they are considered as food products and not as pharmaceuticals
exempts them from having to undergo bioavailability assessment. However, this
situation may change in the near future, not only due to the growing interest of
regulatory agencies, but also due to the increasing competitiveness of the
market. At the moment, demonstrating the effectiveness of the formulation, even
if through simple dissolution tests included in the USP-verified program, is a
marketing tool that manufacturers can use to set themselves apart from the
competition.
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While the regulations concerning the effectiveness of nutraceutical products
may be changing in the near future, it is unlikely that the list of approved direct
food additives would be significantly expanded to include additives used in
sophisticated controlled release formulations. Perhaps the best alternative to
cope with these scenarios is to concentrate on innovative delivery and controlled
release formulations produced with existing food-grade additives.

17.6

Sources of further information and advice

The GSFA online database (http://www.codexalimentarius.net/gsfaonline/
index.html) has the most up-to-date information regarding the status of food
additives and links to JECFA summary monographs. Additionally, the website
of the international program for chemical safety (IPCS) has a more complete
version of JECFA monographs and studies (http://www.inchem.org/pages/
jecfa.html). The book Food Chemical Safety, edited by David H. Watson
(Woodhead Publishing, 2002), is also a good source of information on the
subject of risk assessment, and ingredient selection for food products.
The reader is also encouraged to visit the website of the International
Conference on Harmonization (http://www.ich.org/cache/compo/276-2541.html) to learn more about the stability and safety testing protocols which
are, in principle, designed for pharmaceutical products but that some countries
also apply to food products under good manufacturing practices (GMP)
standards. For more information regarding the stability of food products, the
book The Stability and Shelf Life of Products, edited by David Kilcast and Persis
Subramanian (Woodhead Publishing, 2000), presents detailed information on
stability evaluations. To explore the ICH guidelines in more detail, the book
International Stability Testing, edited by David J. Mazzo (Interpharm Press Inc.,
1999), has detailed accounts of various stability tests.
The FDA website (www.fda.gov) should also be consulted for more
information on the codes 21 CFR 211 for in-process sampling and testing,
and 21 CFR 320 for bioavailability and bioequivalence testing.

17.7
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The future of controlled release and
delivery technologies
N. Garti, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Israel

18.1

Introduction

In the last few decades the food industry has undergone major concept
revolutions leading to products that might not resemble the foods we consumed
some 50 years ago. The food that is produced today is much more delightful,
sophisticated, attractive, and nutritional. Some might consider today's foods to
be `synthetic', `artificial', less tasty, not delightful, and less nutritional and
healthy.
The food composition, texture, and taste have been changed so much that
there is a tendency not to recognize the products loved in childhood. A very
noticeable example is that of the today's industrial bread. It has lost so much of
the aroma, freshness, and flavour in comparison to the old-fashioned country
bread that we must frequently toast it or cover it with a thick layer of spread.
Yet, close examination reveals that while the industrial bread of the 1950s
became stale very fast, today's product is edible even after being stored for a
long time in the open air. Similarly, the olden days' products based on baked
dough were non-edible after a few days because of fast growth of Rope and
fungi, while modern products have a long shelf-life.
Was the progress in the technology beneficial to the consumer or has it
caused some losses in flavour and quality? Are the modern products stable for
prolonged periods of time because they are composed of extra chemicals that are
beneficial to the food producer rather than to the consumer? Is the variety of
food additives jeopardizing humans' long-term health?
Close examination reveals that the industry is following some general trends
± dictated to some extent by consumers' needs and requirements, but in others
by their own need for mass production.
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The industrialization of food was aimed at being very beneficial to the
consumer, mainly since that very long list of food additives was approved by the
Food and Health Administrations in various countries. These additives allowed
manufacturers to produce food with longer shelf-life, food that will keep its
organoleptic properties longer, and will protect the consumer from health
hazards derived from spoilage and environmental chemical reactions (e.g.
oxidation, hydrolysis, hydrogenation, amination).
In previous centuries food was based on naturally occurring ingredients that
were processed together, in most cases by cooking, grilling, baking, or frying.
The major concern of the food scientists and technologists was how to keep
ingredients from deteriorating, decomposing, undergoing enzymatic transformations, and breakage, and how to make them more appealing to the
consumer. The results in many cases were products that were treated heavily with
preservatives, acidulants, complexing agents, colorants, antioxidants, etc., that in
some products altered the taste of the original food. Similarly, new processing
methods caused formation of products with different taste and consistency.
The producers had and still have the dilemma of making a product that will
deal with hunger and malnutrition or making a product that will appeal to the
hectic modern world with no free time to spend on the preparation of food or
producing luxurious, delightful food products for the wealthy population that is
searching for just such a delight.
Once the world was hungry and the population suffered from malnutrition
and lack of sufficient energy sources to maintain the basic nutritional needs of
the body; there was an urgent need for industrial products geared to provide
basic nutritional food based on proteins, carbohydrates, and lipids. These basic
products were supplemented with essential vitamins and minerals. In addition,
the fast growth of the world's population created long transportation lines over
which there was a need to maintain food quality.
Scientists made significant efforts to better understand the characteristics and
interactions of the major food ingredients, to learn how to stabilize them and
prevent their spoilage. In food research, special effort was made to learn the
macro properties of proteins, carbohydrates, and lipids, and their chemical and
physical interactions during the processing conditions.
Today's world is less hungry and its basic needs have changed. The modern
food industry is trying not just to supply basic food but also to bridge the gap
between the consumer's demands and needs and the industry's capabilities and
interests. This communication gap with the consumer is based on a claim that an
average modern consumer would like to see food as a delight.
18.1.1 Food is delight
Food science and food technology have to meet the challenges in providing the
basis for the production of delightful products. Professor Watzke from the NestleÂ
Research Centre, in one of his public presentations, summarized consumer needs
in a very interesting term ± abbreviated as CHIEF:
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Convenience
Health
Indulgence
Excitement
Freshness

The five slogans or goals very clearly define the future challenges of the modern
food industry and of the food scientists and technologies.
In order to achieve high standards of delight or CHIEF requirements, the
industry must deal with diverse challenges in the various stages of food
production.
Raw materials
Scientists should be searching for less expensive or better cost-performance raw
materials. This means that special effort will have to be made on agricultural
aspects related to the sources of the raw materials (seeds, growing conditions,
harvesting, etc.); the quality of the raw materials (fewer and lower levels of
contaminants and impurities, less oxidized or hydrolysed raw materials), more
availability of the raw materials, etc. Selection of the raw materials should
reduce cost and improve performance.
In order to better meet these requirements there is, in many cases, a need to
use processing additives (emulsifiers, acidulants, complexing agents, etc.).
Naturally occurring substances do not always perform satisfactorily and the gap
was filled by `synthetic food additives'. The synthetic food additives, after
prolonged health studies with experimental methods that were available at that
time, were approved by the health authorities. Such additives were considered to
be safe and in most cases they were allowed for use in a limited number of
products and at restricted levels.
Today we know that many of these synthetic additives that were approved in
the past might cause some health concerns and there is strong pressure to ban
them. On the other hand, advanced studies have shown that natural ingredients
can be good alternatives to synthetic additives, with similar performance. The
natural ingredients are often extracted from plant roots, leaves, flowers, etc.,
using special vehicles necessary to retain their performance. Some such
examples are antioxidants (carotenoids and polyphenols) or colorants
(carotenoids and xanthins), sweeteners (Stevia), aromas and flavouring agents
(essential oils), processing aids (enzymes).
We are now facing a new challenge, to develop modern physical vehicles
(carriers) to improve the performance of natural and safer food additives.1±4 The
delivery systems became the bottle-neck for the utilization of methods that will
improve the performance of the raw materials.

Ingredient preparation
In this stage of food production it is essential to find engineering techniques and
equipment to compose the ingredients such as mixing, blending, homogenization, extruding cooking, frying, to obtain the required texture, organoleptics,
sensory properties, etc. Chemical engineers are responsible for improving the
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machinery's performance but in many cases these improvements are heavily
dependent on the use of `processing aids' that are synthetic chemicals (filter
aids, emulsification and/or de-emulsification agents, thickening and/or thinning
agents, foamers and/or defoamers, bleaching agents, pH controllers, aroma
stability retainers, temperature controllers, antioxidants, etc.).
The processing aids require special vehicles that will facilitate diffusion,
contact, separation, mixing, etc. There is a strong need for special physical
delivery vehicles to enhance environmental protection of the active ingredients
and to ensure controlled release and delivery. Encapsulation techniques will help
to utilize the processing aids in the most efficient way.
Processing steps
Any industrial food product undergoes complex processing before it ends up as a
final product. It is common practice that during the processing stage the
producers rely heavily on various additives to control heat transfer, mass
transfer, homogeneity, etc. The producers must guarantee optimal incorporation
of the food additives and best functionality. The food additives must be soluble
or dispersible in the mass. Synthetic additives were designed to cope with these
requirements. However, once natural or less hazardous food additives have to be
used because of health constraints, it is essential to entrap or encapsulate these
ingredients into protecting capsules or controlled release vehicles. The vehicles
will better control the processes of cooling, heating, applying pressure,
evaporation, cooking, extruding, frying, coating, enrobing, etc.
Packing and packages
Packing materials and the packing process are always guided by methods to
protect the product from strong environmental attack as well as be appealing to
the consumer. The trend in recent years is to utilize special and advanced
packaging materials. It is, therefore, important to include ingredients that will
prevent contact of the food product with the environment (prevent oxygen and
moisture penetration) as well as release of flavour from the packaging materials
to the product during storage or use. Similarly, it is important to be able to
release compounds that will absorb undesired flavours, oxidized species,
degradation or byproducts, etc. The utilization of delivery systems that will
enhance the efficacy of the `packaging aid' compounds is very beneficial.
Efforts are made to identify methods to embed, entrap, and encapsulate aromas
and other compounds within the packaging polymers or plastics or to add them
at the head-space of the containers.
Storage and shelf-life
The long transportation distances and the need to reach remote sites and to
maintain large stocks dictate utilization of storage materials and storage spaces
that will protect the final product. Some of these transportation vehicles (ships,
trucks, etc.) are equipped with cooling devices, humidity regulation units, etc.
Producers spend much effort to find efficient ways to protect the delicate
processed foods from spoilage and environmental chemical reactions during
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transportation and storage. Companies use `shelf-life enhancers' and `special
storage aid carriers' to maintain sterility, to remove or minimize oxygen intake,
or to avoid humidity and hydrolysis conditions. The active ingredients are
formulated in encapsulation devices, carriers, coated systems. These require new
technologies and advanced solid or liquid vehicles that lately are utilized more
and more in foods during storage and transportation.
All these increasingly important food processing aids are leading to a new
concept of production of industrial food ± the so-called `integral high
performance products'. The integral high performance products must fulfil all
the `Delight' requirements of optimal sensation and functionality, quality,
safety, and value-for-money characteristics.

18.2

The food additives

Food additives are very efficient active compounds to help maintain the `integral
high performance products' requirements with strong emphasis on texture,
organoleptics, physical and chemical stability, taste, biological reactivity, etc.
Food additives such as preservatives, emulsifiers, antioxidants, acidulants, complexing agents, thickeners, gelling agents, colorants, aromas, etc., are constantly
used by food producers. The well-designed synthetic food additives answered
most of the producers' needs. Therefore, producers were less interested in new
encapsulation and delivery methods for food additives. Synthetic additives for
aqueous-based products as well as for oil-based products were always available
with minor restrictions on their levels of use. Some of the most common examples
are water-soluble and oil-soluble synthetic antioxidants, water-soluble and oilsoluble colorants, aroma products, etc. In cases where the food additives proved to
perform poorly in any of the processing stages, their consumption levels were
increased significantly. We could, therefore, find products with very high levels of
synthetic preservatives, high levels of antioxidants, and high levels of foaming or
antifoaming agents. With the lack of sufficient `delivery performance improving
vehicles', the health authorities were almost obliged to accept and authorize high
levels of use. With the lack of evidence of hazardous effects, the food additives
were permitted with certain limitations. It was claimed that the food additives,
even though they were synthetic compounds, had no health risks.
Some of these additives such as antifoams (siliconic compounds in dairy,
confectionery, and beverages), weighting agents (brominated vegetable oils in
beverages), antioxidants (hydroquinones such as BHA, BHT, TBHQ), emulsifiers (polysorbates), and oxidizing agents (bromates in baked goods) were found
after years of investigation to have some very negative effects on our health and
might risk our quality of life.
The progress in food science and engineering research and development in
the modern food industry of sophisticated machinery and improved processing
techniques is today managing to make food with excellent `delight' without
some of these food additives and with full replacement of these additives by
natural ingredients delivered to the food products by modern delivery systems.
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Yet, in many cases there is still a strong need for the food additives and once the
old synthetic compounds are slowly replaced by natural ingredients, there is a
stronger need for delivery vehicles.5±8
Convenience is part of the delight scheme and is a key factor in our selection
of the food that we buy. The result is the development of a fast food industry
which in many cases tends to be convenient, tasty, and appealing, but nonnutritional or not healthy food. The development of ready-made food, fast food,
and junk food saved the consumer time and appealed to his taste but did not
serve his long-term health interest. These types of foods were always easy to
consume, relatively inexpensive, and provided an easy and convenient solution
to any family or individual. However, it helped develop the modern world's
chronic disease known as obesity.
The health authorities are making very significant efforts to attract the
attention of the population to their future health. We restrict our intake of fast
and non-balanced nutrition not just to look better, but also to be healthier.
The first step was to educate the consumer and the producers to restrict the
quantities of salts (blood pressure), fats and oils (triglycerides and cholesterol),
and sugars (excess calories and diabetes) in the food products. This fast solution
led, in the last decade, to production of food products that had lost the `delight'
concept. Many of the newly introduced products suffered from a lack of taste
because the levels of salt were dramatically reduced. The products were tasteless
because the quantities of fats and oil were also reduced. Low or reduced calorie
products were introduced into the marketplace without finding a good solution
for the missing fat in the product. Similarly, the sugar was replaced by a variety
of artificial flavours and hydrocolloids. The products became gummy and sticky.
Once these major ingredients were decreased in our food, the products lost
their appeal and the food with reduced calories or low in calories, the food with
reduced fats and reduced cholesterol, and the foods with less sugars or less
starch were considered to be less tasty and suffered from a low quality image. To
make a low calorie bread, low calorie baked goods, or low calorie spreads or
dressing was a difficult task. The health aspects were less stressed and in many
cases even hidden.
However, it is now very clear to all of us that the food we consume must not
necessarily be of reduced calories but it is essential that it will not damage our
long-term life quality and will provide decent protection against health hazards.
The producers' slogan has slowly changed to: food must provide the nutritional
value but also must bring some healthy benefits.
18.2.1 Food is delightful, nutritional, and healthy
The health benefits can be derived from going `back to nature' and consuming
more fresh and unprocessed food, or food derived from raw materials unexposed
to chemicals or pesticides (organic food). Such food will not have all the food
additives or food processing aids. However, such an approach is good for those
who can afford it and are ready to give up some of the `delight' characteristics of
food. The producers are therefore starting to apply a different approach, adding
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back into the food the ingredients that were lost during processing, or fortifying
the food with additives that are generally less common in modern processed
food. This approach very quickly extended into making food rich with
ingredients that are recognized by the public as healthy and nutritional.
A new term was coined: `food supplements' or `food enriched with nutritional and healthy components'. The term food supplements originally meant
vitamins and minerals, but it is now extended to a variety of other natural
ingredients with health benefits. Another term ± nutraceuticals ± was coined by
those who wanted to stress the benefits of these additives. Nutraceuticals are
food additives extracted mainly from natural sources that can enhance human
health and reduce the health risk factors. Most of these additives were studied by
scientists around the world but were not systematically examined by the Food
and Drug Administration in the USA or other major health authorities in the
world. Therefore, these additives do not have official health benefits and the
products enhanced with them can not have a clear supportive claim of their
benefits. Many foods companies, therefore, declare their presence in various
foods but give a general and vague statement on their activity.
Nutraceuticals are in some cases well-documented chemicals naturally
existing in our body, but in other cases they are extracts from plants leaves,
flowers, fruits, seeds, roots, or from tree barks or fungi, that are not known to the
body, but it is believed (or shown in some limited number of studies) that they
act similarly to other components that are present in the human body.
In recent years hundreds of new compounds or mixtures of chemicals or
unidentified `water or alcohol extracts' have emerged in the marketplace. Very
fast and massive incorporation of these nutraceuticals into the human diet has
been seen. Many are taken in the form of tablets, capsules, soft gels, etc., but
others are incorporated directly into our food. The food supplements are sold in
drug stores, grocery stores, supermarkets, health stores, and pharmacies. These
food supplements are becoming so popular that the market is estimated to grow
by more than 10% annually.
The food supplements or nutraceuticals are being slowly introduced into
many foods that are mass produced. In many cases consumers prefer food
enriched with these supplements in the belief that they will help to improve their
health and quality of life.

18.3 Bioavailability and performance ± the need for new
vehicles
Bioactives can be incorporated into our food systems in solid form (powdered,
granulated, micronized, lyophilized, etc.) and/or in liquid form (liquids,
solutions, emulsions), or as dispersions in liquids (suspensions and dispersions).
Most of the past work concentrated on finding the best ways to incorporate
the active ingredients as solid (crystalline or amorphous) powders that are
directly dispersed into aqueous phases or directly added into the food during
processing. It was well recognized that it is essential to reduce the particles of
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water-insoluble powders to micron or submicron range in order to achieve good
homogeneous dispersions and to avoid effects such as after-taste and graininess.
Since many of the additives are very sensitive to environmental reactions
(oxidation, hydrolysis, degradation) it was essential to find encapsulation
methods for protection against external reactivity or internal self-destruction of
the active matter. Many such technologies were developed and are well studied.
It is beyond the scope of this book to discuss them.
However, once coatings, encapsulation, and protection were achieved, it was
essential to study how to release the encapsulated active matter from the
covering shells. The scientists studied methods to control the release upon
contacting the capsules or spheres with aqueous phases and also learned to
trigger and control the rate of release. These technologies are quite mature and
will not be discussed here.
Vitamins are either water- or oil-soluble. The water-soluble vitamins (C, B)
are well recognized and known to consumers and often are supplemented in many
of our foods. The oil-soluble vitamins (A, K, E, D, and F) are less known to
consumers and are added only into specific foods. The less common use is due, in
some cases, to possible health damage that excess vitamin intake can cause and in
other cases because of lack of a convenient way to incorporate them into food
products. The present technology does not provide good and efficient methods or
`vehicles' (carriers) to incorporate them into water-based liquid foods.
There is always a struggle between the competence and capabilities of the
industry to incorporate nutraceuticals based on known technologies and the
strong public demand to fortify foods with healthy supplements. Similarly, any
extra cost that such supplements incur must be fully justified to the customer in
terms of performance, otherwise consumers will not pay for the enriched
product. But the most critical limitation is the lack of knowledge of how to
physically add the nutraceuticals into the food product without damaging its
properties and the difficulty in demonstrating that the fortified products indeed
have health benefits.
Recent studies repeatedly show that apart from vitamins there are many
ingredients that exist in plants, flowers, roots, etc., that have shown significant
beneficial effects to our nutrition and health and in many cases do exist as part of
our diet. Yet, the modern world's diet and nutrition is not well balanced and in
many cases the food that we consume is lacking these ingredients. Are we
consuming sufficient quantities of fresh vegetables and fruits? It seems that the
food pyramid, as recommended by the health authorities, is followed by only a
small portion of the population. Most of us are not getting sufficient levels of
these healthy food supplements.
Several families of natural occurring carotenoids such as, beta-carotenes,
luteins, astaxanthins, and lycopene are very efficient lipophilic antioxidants that
are lacking in our daily diet. Simple- and polyphenols are very efficient watersoluble antioxidants but since we do not consume sufficient levels of fruits we
are not getting enough of them in our diet. Similarly, several phytosterols are
effective cholesterol management bioactives existing in soybean and related
legumes, but we do not consume sufficient quantities of them.
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The list of food supplements is very long, and almost daily another naturally
occurring compound that has some health benefits is announced. The consumer
is very often confused since he lacks the means to have a balanced diet mainly
because he lacks the knowledge of what is good for him. An easy way is,
therefore, to take some pills or capsules of these food supplements. It is a costly
and non-regulated way to intake these products and in many cases excess intake
can be hazardous. Is it easier to control the intake of these food additives by
simply incorporating them in a regulated way into our food?
However, apart from the conceptual dilemma and the debatable health
concern issues that always exist and will be discussed by the health authorities,
there remains a key question of how to incorporate these ingredients into our
food products in an efficient way without damaging the `delight' issue and in a
manner that they will indeed be beneficial to our health (effective bioavailability). Many of the nutraceuticals are not soluble in water and as a result
are not absorbed from our gut into the bloodstream.
The challenges of future food producers is therefore to maintain the `delight'
concept and not to give up any of the characteristics that the consumer wants and
is willing to pay for, but to load his food with some extra nutraceuticals. The
utilization of nutraceuticals in raw materials, preparation of ingredients, processing, packing, and storage is essential and beneficial and we must find ways
to incorporate these ingredients into the food without damaging its delight
qualities. The nanovehicles and nanocapsules or nanospheres are excellent
vehicles to carry those ingredients that are not soluble or not easily incorporated
into the industrial food product.1,3,5±8

18.4

Bioavailability

Another very important challenge is to maximize the solubilization capacity,
bioavailability, and bioefficacy of the enriched foods. Many of the food
additives or food nutraceuticals must be incorporated into our food in large
quantities. One such example is phytosterols that are known as cholesterol
reducing agents. The FDA has approved their use at levels of 700 mg/day for the
free phytosterols or 1300 mg/day for the corresponding fatty acid esters.
Phytosterols are not water-soluble and not oil-soluble, and therefore, their
incorporation into aqua-based products is impossible. We need to develop
vehicles that can solubilize the phytosterols with high solubilization capacity in
order to introduce it into beverages or other liquid foods. Similarly, we do not
have clear beverages that will contain tocopherols (vitamin E) since the d- tocopherol or its acetate derivative are not water soluble and will separate once
incorporated into the beverage. Similar concerns exist with lycopene, lutein, and
CoQ10. The new vehicles must solubilize these nutraceuticals at high capacities.
This is indeed a very significant challenge that has been tackled by the author of
this chapter.
The question of bioavailability is the most critical question. We incorporate
the nutraceuticals in paste form, in powdered form and in solution, but in many
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cases the bioavailability of the nutraceuticals is very limited and in some cases
almost zero or negligible. We must find ways to improve the bioavailability of
these ingredients. This is a big challenge and requires development of liquid
nanovehicles that will solubilize the active matter, bring it to the gut membrane,
and efficiently cross the gut±blood barrier. The challenge of bioavailability is
the key to controlling health and related performance properties. Bioavailability
has to be controlled in structured food matrices with reactive interaction/binding
sites.

18.5

Nanoscience, nanovehicles, and controlled release

Scientists are encouraged to search for novel carriers or vehicles to optimize the
incorporation of the nutraceuticals into our food and to optimize transport
methods of the bioactives across the gut±blood barrier. Nanoscience has
sufficient knowledge to be applied to food science in order to optimize the
solubilization of the bioactives together with the transport phenomena. The food
industry must adopt nanotechnology methods, vehicles to entrap the
nutraceuticals without damaging the delight of the food product.
The last challenge that we can easily foresee is how to carry out organic and
enzymatic reactions at interfaces to generate novel aroma compounds. Such
efforts have been discussed in the past by several scientists and it seems
increasingly essential to put more effort in this direction. The Maillard reaction
was studied by several authors and it was demonstrated that reacting furfural
with cysteine in aqueous solution will lead to the formation of mainly one
product. However, if the same two components were treated in microemulsions
of water-in-oil or oil-in-water or in cubic phases, different products would be
formed with different flavours (Fig. 18.1).

18.6

Specific targets

In order to improve the solubilization of nutraceuticals using microemulsions,
one must construct the microemulsions from food-grade ingredients. Unfortunately, the list of available food emulsifiers is very restricted and similarly the
number of organic solvents to be used as oil phase is also very limited.
It is well known that formation of dilutable microemulsions based on
vegetable oils, which are triacylglycerides (TAG), is a difficult task. Many
preparations of W/O microemulsions made from TAG oils are available and
well documented. These include systems into which ca. 40 wt% water can be
solubilized in the oil/surfactant mixtures. Similarly there are studies showing
solubilization of ca. 20 wt% O/W microemulsions but there are only a few oilbased concentrates that can be fully diluted with aqueous phase containing water
and other cosolvents (polyols, hydrotropes); there are no food-grade
microemulsions based on vegetable oils that are fully dilutable with simple
water phase. This remains a challenge to scientists in this area. Some recent
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Fig. 18.1 Two different sets of products obtained from a Maillard reaction of furfural
and cysteine: the upper reaction is conducted in aqueous phase while the lower process is
carried out in a W/O microemulsion.

work by Sabatini and Acosta et al.9±11 shows that if oil and/or water extenders
are incorporated as part of the surfactant system, the triglyceride concentrates of
vegetable oils can be water-diluted. Unfortunately, these extenders are not food
grade and the problem remains a challenge to future work.
Another important open issue is how to solubilize, within or at the interface
of the microemulsions, insoluble molecules such as lycopene, phytosterols, and
CoQ10 in large loading capacities. Yet another challenge is the solubilization of
high molecular weight guest molecules such as proteins, hydrocolloids, and
other biopolymers.

18.7

The future of controlled release systems

The delivery systems in food systems can be divided into four categories of
technologies:
1. solid and powdered delivery technologies, including microspheres, microcapsules, nanospheres, and micro- or nanoparticles
2. liquid micro- and nanovehicles that include emulsions, miniemulsions,
nanoemulsions, and microemulsions
3. organo and aqueous gels
4. lyotropic liquid crystals.
The solid micro- and nano-dispersed particles and crystals are well documented
and studied. The liquid dispersions are more challenging and more difficult to
stabilize and keep stable.
The numerous techniques to encapsulate bioactives mainly for protective
purposes was recently diverted into engineering efforts to make such coatings
and encapsulation as efficient in cost and performance as possible. Such efforts
are in the area of spray drying, spray cooling, freeze drying, and many other
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variations. There is very significant progress to layer-by-layer coat the solid
powdered bioactives and to maximize the protection and at the same time to
trigger and control the release patterns of the encapsulated matter. Similarly,
efforts are being made to select new coating and encapsulation chemicals to
make the release more controlled. Since the most effective coating and microsphere particle formations are biopolymers derived from proteins and/or hydrocolloids, it is very clear that efforts are in the area of incorporating and
integrating the two types of biopolymers into each other so that their performance will be enhanced. Complexes, hybrids, adducts, and integrated compounds
are only some of the options. The readers can find an excellent review of these
methods in other chapters in this book.
Recently, other combinations of biopolymers with small amphiphilic
molecules have been suggested and are showing some promise. Electrostatic
and lipophilic interactions between two charged amphiphilic molecules can
provide unique properties to the coated ingredients. Yet, some of these structures
form soft or hard gels of micro- or nanosize that can alternatively be used for
encapsulation of insoluble bioactives.
There is much more engineering and research work to do to integrate the
knowledge that we have on the behaviour of amphiphilic molecules and their
capabilities to adsorb on solid surfaces and to encapsulate the bioactives. Each
of the methods has its advantages and disadvantages. We have reached the stage
where technologists have a great selection of options and they have to tailor the
best technology for the individual product. We have reached the stage where the
details are making the performance difference.
It is expected that the future will bring many new products that are based on
loading various mixtures of additives, flavours, nutrients, and nutraceuticals that
are very sensitive to harsh environmental conditions or are interacting with each
other, or are easily decomposed by the product processing stages. These
ingredients will be segregated and separated from each other or completely
compartmentalized into nanocapsules so that they can be released in their own
time and will provide some synergistic effects that were not achievable by past
procedures and protection techniques.
It should be clear that health authorities are very reluctant to allow incorporation of new derivative biopolymers and therefore the activity and performance will have to be achieved by `in-situ formation of adduct products with
enhanced activity'.
However, the recent trend in liquid food systems is to make transparent, clear
beverages (tea, beer, wines, soft drinks, energy drinks, and dairy low calorie
beverages). It is a very big challenge to fortify these systems with nutraceuticals
and food supplements that are not soluble in water. This is therefore a big future
challenge.
Once the solubilization and the bioavailability technology become available, it
will be time to move into the next stage of controlled, triggered, and slow release
of nutraceuticals and nutritional additives from the produced food product into
the final food that we drink or eat. In a later stage the scientist must concentrate
on building within the vehicles certain characteristics or to embed within the
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vehicles functional molecules that will control the release of the bioactive from
the food product into our gut and thereafter across the gut±blood barrier.
It seems that we have long way to go. The pharmaceutical industry has made
much progress in controlling the release of bioactives and we can learn from
them. Yet, the food systems are by far more complex, have many more restrictions, and are difficult to control because of ingredient restrictions, compatibility
issues, and mainly cost problems.
We hope that many of the controlled release aspects that are as yet hardly
touched will be the challenge of future studies. Once these technologies become
available, the food systems will become healthier and can in some cases also
replace some drugs.

18.8 Encapsulation with organogels and lyotropic liquid
crystals
Aqueous gels based on hydrocolloids and proteins, and the related glycolipids
and glycoproteins and lipoproteins, are well known in the food industry as
thickening and gelling agents, and provide many other texture and bulk
properties of aqueous-based products. However, these systems are not very
popular as encapsulation systems.
This category of lyotropic liquid crystalline delivery systems is not well
known to most food scientists, mainly because of the characteristic physical
properties of these structures.12,13 Lamellar, hexagonal, cubic, sponge, and the
corresponding dispersed particulate products (hexosomes, cubosomes) were first
made some 20 years ago but were not utilized in the food industry except for
some lamellar phases that are used as emulsion stabilizing interfaces (Fig. 18.2).

Fig. 18.2 Three different lyotropic liquid crystalline mesophases.
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However, recently some major modifications were made on these systems by
using a combination of emulsifiers and by introducing a third component into
the mixture, resulting in less-ordered structures with fluid properties. This
technology opens new options of utilizing these structures that are based on
generally recognized as safe (GRAS) compounds with no toxicity or other
ingredient±additive interactions. We will see many more of these structures in
the literature and eventually also in food products.

18.9

Reactivity at interfaces

This book deals mainly with solubilization issues related to nutraceuticals. This
is still a significantly large challenge for most scientists but one should also take
advantage of the very large interfacial area that the microemulsions provide and
it is expected that the food-grade microemulsions will serve as microreactors for
various regioselective reactions.14±17

18.10

Conclusions

The present food conferences are devoting much more attention and many more
sessions to nanotechnology and to delivery systems. The term nanotechnology is
not always very popular when dealing with health authorities and big companies
that are very sensitive to the `delight' and health flags.
In some countries health authorities are advising minimising the use of
insoluble solid nanoparticles that have been shown to cause some significant
damage to the healthy growth of various cells and to decrease the viability of
others. However, companies and those dealing with future foods prefer to
concentrate on delivery methods and technologies and to refrain from using the
term nanosized particles. The more commonly used slogan is therefore:
`Structured food systems and advanced delivery technologies'.
Yet, all the technologies will involve utilization of new encapsulation and
entrapment of bioactives and other food additives by advanced encapsulation
micro- and nanovehicles.
It seems advisable to put more effort into liquid rather than solid vehicles
once the entrapped bioactives are molecularly and interfacially incorporated into
the food and have a cleaner label. Their performance and bioavailability
properties are more pronounced and they offer less health threat and more
nutritional and health benefits together with controlled release and structural
advantages.
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